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ABSTRACT 
Interictal and ictal epileptic discharges are produced by focal and widespread 
dysfunctional neuronal networks. Identification and characterization of epileptic 
discharges underlie the diagnosis and the choice of treatment for epilepsy patients.  
A better knowledge of the generation, propagation and localisation of epileptic 
discharges, and their interaction with the physiological and pathological brain 
networks can be very helpful in planning epilepsy surgery and minimizing the risk 
of damaging the physiological brain networks. 
This work describes a number of methodological developments and novel 
applications investigating the epileptic networks in humans using EEG-fMRI. 
First, I implemented synchronized video recording inside the MRI-scanner during 
simultaneous EEG-fMRI studies, which did not deteriorate the imaging and EEG 
data quality. Secondly, I used video recordings to identify physiological activities 
to be modelled as confounds in the functional imaging data analysis for interictal 
activity, thus increasing the sensitivity of video-EEG-fMRI. Thirdly, I applied this 
modelling approach to investigate seizure related functional networks in patients 
with focal epilepsy. Video recordings allowed partitioning seizures into phases 
separating the ictal onset related functional networks from propagation related 
networks. Localisation of the ictal onset related networks may be useful in the 
planning for epilepsy surgery in a selected group of patients, as demonstrated by 
their comparison with intracranial-EEG recordings. Further, I investigated 
haemodynamic changes during preictal period which suggested recruitment of an 
inhibitory followed by an excitatory network prior to the ictal onset on scalp EEG. 
In the next step, I used simultaneous intracranial-EEG-fMRI in patients 
undergoing invasive evaluation, demonstrating that local and remote networks 
associated with very focal interictal discharges recorded on intracranial-EEG may 
predict the surgical outcome. Finally, I investigated the interaction of epileptic 
discharges with the working memory, using scalp video-EEG-fMRI, showing that 
the presence of epileptic activity may alter the working memory related networks. 
Methodological constraints, clinical applications and future perspectives are 
discussed. 
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FOREWORD 
This thesis investigates the haemodynamic networks associated with epileptic 
activity in the brain of persons with epilepsy. The scientific studies performed to 
understand this association and presented in this work are based on the 
combination of neurophysiologic (i.e., EEG) and neuroimaging (i.e., fMRI) 
methods utilizing their specific strengths. Individually each of these methods 
results from years of research into the methodological development and clinical 
application, a detailed description of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
References for further reading are provided throughout the work.  
This work was made possible with the valuable contribution of several persons, 
working more or less closely with my specific projects, from the identification of 
the patients to the optimization of MR acquisition sequences and data storage. 
This work was performed under the umbrella of internal and external 
collaborations at UCL Institute of Neurology. The main scientific collaborations 
are acknowledged below and other collaborators are mentioned in 
acknowledgement section.  
The first study (Chapter 5) describes the advances in EEG-fMRI data collection 
using simultaneous video recordings which can be used for the identification of 
epileptic events inside the MRI scanner. The second study (Chapter 6) shows that 
the sensitivity of EEG-fMRI studies for interictal activity can be increased by 
incorporating the information regarding physiological activities, obtained from 
simultaneous video recordings, into the models of fMRI data analysis. The third 
and fourth studies (Chapters 7 and 8) investigate the localisation of seizure related 
epileptic networks using simultaneous video-EEG-fMRI in comparison to the 
localisation provided by other non-invasive and invasive techniques. I describe 
the methodological developments in modelling seizures in the context of 
functional imaging data, and the clinical applications of these findings.  
Intracranial EEG is considered to be the gold standard for the localisation of 
epileptic focus / network in patients undergoing presurgical evaluation, however it 
has certain limitations and it would be very beneficial if these limitations are 
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addressed. The fifth study (Chapter 9) is a step in this direction investigating the 
localisation of epileptic networks associated with interictal epileptic discharges 
using simultaneous intracranial-EEG-fMRI as compared to the postsurgical 
outcome. In addition, loss of awareness during epileptic activity has major social 
and clinical consequences and the sixth study (Chapter 10) focuses on this issue 
describing the changes in the working memory related functional networks in the 
presence of epileptic activity during the performance of working memory task 
using simultaneous video-EEG-fMRI. In Chapter 11, I discuss the future 
applications and perspectives of EEG-fMRI.   
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OUTLINE AND STATEMENT OF PERSONAL 
CONTRIBUTION 
This thesis is structured as follows: 
SECTION 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter 1 presents key historical aspects of Epilepsy, highlighting the importance 
of seizure semiology as a major tool for the diagnosis of seizures since the earliest 
times. 
Chapter 2 describes the current understanding of the mechanism of seizure 
generation, classification scheme of seizures and epilepsy, investigation tools 
applied to diagnose seizures and possible treatment options. 
Chapter 3 summarises the fMRI methods that are important to understand the 
following work which is based on simultaneous EEG and fMRI. I discuss the 
neurophysiological basis of fMRI signals and the methodological considerations 
of investigating epileptic discharges using EEG-fMRI with a review of clinical 
applications in patients with epilepsy. 
SECTION 2: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
Chapter 4 describes the common methods used in the most experimental studies 
described in this thesis.  
Chapters 5-10 describe experimental studies. 
In Chapter 5, I present my work on combining synchronised video recording with 
simultaneous EEG and fMRI. In this first application of   simultaneous video and 
EEG-fMRI (video-EEG-fMRI), I evaluate the effects of video recording inside the 
MRI scanner room on fMRI data quality and vice versa. I also show that this 
additional information on behaviour, obtained from video recordings during EEG-
fMRI, can be helpful in fMRI data analysis. 
In Chapter 6, I show that how the sensitivity of video-EEG-fMRI studies for 
interictal epileptic discharges can be improved by modelling the different 
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physiological activities performed by the patients during resting video-EEG-
fMRI. I identify these physiological activities video-EEG and use them as 
confounds in the fMRI data analysis design matrix.  
In Chapter 7, I present my work on modelling seizures recorded during video-
EEG-fMRI, by dividing them into different phases. I compare the localisation of 
ictal networks during different phases with that of intracranial EEG providing 
evidence that video-EEG-fMRI may be helpful in localising the seizure onset 
zone.  
In Chapter 8, I describe haemodynamic changes taking place prior to the seizure 
onset on scalp EEG, highlighting the possible mechanism underlying seizure 
generation. Here, I would like to thank Teresa Murta for her help in using Matlab 
for making Figures.  
In Chapter 9, I show my work on mapping epileptic networks using simultaneous 
intracranial EEG-fMRI. I compare the localisation of interictal epileptic 
discharges with the surgical resection and postsurgical outcome, showing that the 
localisation provided by intracranial EEG-fMRI may have a predictive value for 
postsurgical outcome. 
In Chapter 10, I present my work on the interaction between epileptic discharges 
and haemodynamic networks active during performance of a highly demanding 
task. I demonstrate that the presence of epileptic discharges during a working 
memory task may alter the working memory related haemodynamic network.  
SECTION 3: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this section, I discuss future research directions and suggestions to improve 
current methodological constraints in the context of principal experimental 
findings.     
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SECTION 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter 1: Epilepsy in historical perspective
1
 
Epilepsy is one of the few neurological disorders to be recognised in Antiquity. 
Thoughts on the aetiology of epilepsy have evolved from affliction of evil spirits 
and bad omens to an organic disease of the brain. In this chapter the course of 
history is followed from Babylonians to the twentieth century mapping the 
conceptual development of epilepsy. 
1.1 Pre-Greek and Classical Greek Era (Before 500 BC - 400 AD) 
The earliest account of epilepsy comes from a Babylonian Tablet (1067-1046 BC) 
(Figure 1.1) describing symptoms and supernatural aetiology [Wilson and 
Reynolds  1990;Reynolds and Wilson  2008]. Other early descriptions of disease 
recognisable as epilepsy come from Ayurvedic collection of treaties “Charaka 
Samhita” (400 BC) [WHO Media centre.  2001], traditional Chinese Wade system 
[Lai and Lai  1991] and Persian text on health, “Avesta” (600 BC) [Vanzan and 
Paladin  1992]. These early descriptions of a condition analogous to epilepsy run 
independently and in parallel in geographically separate areas. 
1.1.1 Theories about Epilepsy  
The Greeks used the term epilepsy (meaning: ‘to seize’, ‘to attack’) because they 
thought that the disease was caused by an attack from a demon or god [Temkin  
1971;Todman  2008a]. An anonymous monograph entitled “On the Sacred 
Disease” (contentiously related to the Hippocratic collection of manuscripts) 
refuted the divine character of epilepsy and supernatural means for the treatment. 
Hippocrates viewed epilepsy as a disease of brain without any associated divine 
nature, which happens due to the excess of phlegm entering into the blood 
[Hippocrates.  1923;Temkin 1971;Magiorkinis et al.  2010].   
                                                 
1
 This chapter forms the basis of the article [Chaudhary et al.  2011]. 
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Figure 1.1: Epilepsy tablet 
Epilepsy tablet (47753) from the Babylonian collection of British Museum, 
written in Neo-Babylonian script dated middle of the first millennium BC 
approximately. This Tablet is part of a medical diagnostic series “Sakikku 
(meaning: all diseases)” which consists of 40 tablets in total. In this tablet 
epilepsy is called as “Sakikku miqtu” (meaning: falling disease). The aetiology of 
epilepsy is presumed to be the effect of demons and ghosts, and features of 
generalized seizures, gelastic seizures, nocturnal epilepsy, chronic epilepsy and 
post ictal states are described. This is by far the first written account of epilepsy 
[Wilson and Reynolds 1990;Reynolds and Wilson 2008].  Image © The Trustees 
of the British Museum  
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The religious literature mixed possessions and epilepsy under one umbrella. The 
description of Jesus driving out an unclean spirit from a boy with epilepsy 
promoted the spiritual nature of epilepsy. However, physicians noted that 
epileptics lost consciousness during convulsions whereas those who were 
possessed were partly conscious during convulsions. Galen separated idiopathic 
epilepsy: resulting from the obstruction of cerebral ventricles by phlegmatic and 
melancholic humors, from sympathetic epilepsy: originating in other body parts 
with a subsequent involvement of brain. Meninges, contusions and mechanical 
factors were other implicated causes of epilepsy [Temkin  1934;DRABKIN  
1951;Temkin 1971;Todman  2008b]. 
1.1.2 Clinical Concepts 
Epilepsy was considered to be a chronic and hereditary disease with unpredictable 
and repetitive attacks with impairment of leading functions affecting men more 
commonly than women [Celsus  1938], (a trend that persists today in certain sub-
types of epilepsy [Christensen et al.  2005]). External factors: climate, 
geographical location, food habits, sexual activity and abstinence, alcohol and 
physical exercise were noted to trigger attacks [Hippocrates. 1923;Temkin 1971].  
Galen introduced the concept of aura (Greek, meaning: breeze) for the first time 
and identified various types; however, loss of consciousness and falling to the 
ground were the two main clinical features. Apoplectic attacks were distinguished 
from convulsions; stillness, paleness and unresponsiveness in the former and jerky 
movements, discharge of urine, excrements and semen, and frothing at the mouth 
in the latter [Temkin 1971]. A typical epileptic attack was divided into: 
manifestation (insensibility and convulsions), abatement (discharge of urine, 
excrements and semen and frothing at mouth) and cessation (physical and psychic 
discomfort) [Temkin 1971;Temkin  1985;Garcia-Albea  2009].  
1.1.3 Diagnosis and Treatment 
Clinical observation and description of attacks were pivotal for the diagnosis. 
Attacks were provoked by rotating potter’s wheel before the eyes, fumigation 
with kindled jet (a mineraloid) and bathing new born with undiluted wine.  
Magicians used carystian stone (some kind of asbestos), amulets, lichen of horses, 
camel’s hair, gall and rennet of seal, human blood and bones and fixing iron nails 
in the ground at the site of the first epileptic fit to ward off epilepsy. In contrast, 
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Hippocrates considered that magical practices were immoral and suggested 
treating epilepsy before becoming chronic, especially sympathetic epilepsy in 
mentally fit patients [Hippocrates. 1923;Temkin 1971].  
Galen treated idiopathic epilepsy by bleeding lower arm or thigh and using 
purgatives; and sympathetic epilepsy by binding the body part first affected 
during attacks and following a diet and exercise plan [Temkin 1934;Green  1951]. 
Other proposed treatments included venesection, trephining and cauterization of 
skull [Temkin 1971;Garcia-Albea 2009].  
1.2 Middle-Ages around the World: 401-1500 AD 
During Sui dynasty Chinese scholars classified seizures on the basis of the age of 
onset, clinical symptoms and presumed aetiology [Lai and Lai 1991]. As for the 
Greek tradition, the effects of the moon on the sufferer gave epilepsy the name 
lunacy in Byzantine and Latin literature. Epilepsy continued to be known as 
infectious till 16
th
 century when Fernelius dispelled this notion [Temkin 
1971;Diamantis et al.  2010].  
Three main categories of attacks were proposed: epileptic (originating from 
brain), analeptic (originating from stomach) and cataleptic (originating from other 
parts of body). Fever was associated with catalepsy and frothing with epilepsy. 
However, later in the medieval period these three categories were confused under 
one umbrella “Falling Evil” [Temkin 1971;Langslow  2000;Engel  2007].  
Muslim scholars translated the Latin work into Arabic and incorporated the 
Islamic principles of medical hygiene from “Quran” and “Tibb-al-Nabi” into 
Greek theories. Ibn-Abbas explained that compressive skull fractures resulted in 
epilepsy. Avicenna, in his book “The Canon of Medicine”, discussed the 
incurable nature of hereditary epilepsy and differentiated between epilepsy from 
brain and epilepsy from nerves [Temkin 1971;Bakhtiar et al.  1999;Browne  
2001;Diamantis et al.  2010].  
The diagnosis and treatment of epilepsy continued to follow the Greek literature. 
Al-Razi advocated the use of “tariaq” (mixture of laurel seeds, myrrh, aristolochia 
and Greek gentian) to cure epilepsy. Avicenna wrote extensively on tailoring 
treatments according to the individual needs, regularising eating habits and 
avoiding seizure provoking factors such as:  shrill noises, bright lights and lack of 
sleep [Vanzan and Paladin 1992;Bakhtiar et al.  1999]. Pre-Columbian American 
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physicians used plants such as “Carlo-Santo” root and “Mechoacan” root for 
treating epilepsy [Elferink  1999]. 
1.3 Western Renaissance (1501-1700 A.D.) 
The theories proposed during this period revolved around various chemical 
particles causing epilepsy. Thomas Willis explained that particles in the blood 
called “spasmodi copula” explode the animal spirit in the middle part of brain, 
resulting in a convulsion. Marcello Malphighi viewed the cerebral cortex as a 
mass of glands and suggested that arsenical particles in the nervous juice irritate 
cerebral fibres causing epileptic attack. 
Contrary to the prevalent beliefs, an effort was made to separate epilepsy from 
unnatural causes, and features such as failure of rational treatment, speaking in 
foreign languages, opened eyes and reaction of pupils to the light during attacks 
were identified as signs of possession. Charles Le Pois refuted the existence of 
sympathetic epilepsy and proposed that all epilepsies originated from the brain 
and symptoms in distant parts of the body were actually initial symptoms before 
spread [Temkin 1971;Eadie  2003;Diamantis et al.  2010].  
1.4 Enlightenment (1701-1815) 
This is the era of systematic questioning of ancient dogma and the emergence of 
rationalism. Giorgio Baglivi elaborated a mechanical theory that the disturbed 
elastic equilibrium of fibres in dura mater was a cause of epilepsy. Alternatively, 
Stahl refuted the role of mechanical particles in epilepsy and proposed that 
symptomatic convulsions may occur in other diseases where as epileptic 
convulsions occur independently [Temkin 1971;Schouten  1974;Cappelletti  
2000;Lama and vanWijngaarden  2002].  
Crucially, physicians fought against superstitions and emphasized the importance 
of provoking factors. Samuel Tissot disapproved the influence of moon and 
pregnancy on epilepsy and formally identified absences as a seizure type for the 
first time. However, some new superstitions were developed such as masturbation 
as a causative factor for epilepsy, and clitoridectomy and castration were 
performed until 1881 when Gowers dispelled the role of castration in curing 
epilepsy [Temkin 1971;Cappelletti 2000;Lama and vanWijngaarden 2002].  
William Cullen differentiated grand mal and petit mal seizures and sub-classified 
epilepsy: epilepsia cerebralis (from brain), epilepsia sympathetic (from manifest 
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causes) and epilepsia occasionalis (from manifest irritation) [Gowers  1881;Duffy  
1963;Temkin 1971;McGirr  1991;Karbowski  2001].  
1.5 Early Nineteenth Century - Pre-Hughlings Jackson 
In the nineteenth century specialist hospitals for epilepsy were established in 
England (National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, Queen Square, 
London), Germany (Heil-und Pflegeanstalt fur Schwachsinnige und Epileptische, 
Stetten) and America. Additionally, the terminology for different seizure types 
was described: “le grand mal” (severe attacks with loss of consciousness and 
convulsions), “le petit mal” (slight attacks), absence seizures (seizures without 
physical symptoms and inability to respond) and “état de mal” (seizures occurring 
uninterruptedly and continuously; status epilepticus in today’s epileptology).  
Robert Todd ascribed a primary role to cerebral hemispheres and quadrigeminal 
bodies in seizures and discussed epileptic hemiplegia after seizures [Todd  
1855;McIntyre  2008]. The weakness in hemiplegic seizures was later termed as 
“Todd’s paralysis”. In his thesis Horing discussed the incompletely developed 
seizures with dreamy state behaviour, which were later named as psychomotor 
symptoms by Griesinger [Sigerist  1941;Schott.  1968;Temkin 1971;Lishman et 
al.  1998;Eadie  2010].  
In England, Marshall Hall proposed a theory describing “centric and eccentric 
epilepsy”, inculcating a new interest in reflex nature of epilepsy [Temkin 
1971;Manuel  1996]. Later, Brown Sequard in agreement with Hall investigated 
blockade of reflex arc, by applying ligatures or sectioning nerves, as a possible 
treatment for seizures [Koehler  1994] and Astley Cooper’s experiments on 
animals established the fact that change in blood flow to the brain can lead to 
seizures [Nuland  1976]. 
Here again the description of clinical semiology was the cornerstone for 
diagnosis. Administration of Bromide and Iodide of potassium was claimed to be 
very successful at reducing seizures by physicians. It became so popular that 2.5 
tons of Bromide was used every year at the National Hospital in London [Temkin 
1971;Pearce  2002]. Victor Horsley (Figure 1.2) at the National Hospital in 
London and other neurosurgeons from across the Europe revived surgery as a cure 
for epilepsy and published the results of their successful interventions and laid 
down the foundations of modern epilepsy surgery [Smith  1852;Billings  
1861;Temkin 1971].  
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1.6 Era of Hughlings Jackson (1835-1911) 
Epileptology in the latter part of nineteenth century and early part of the twentieth 
century can truly be named after Hughlings Jackson (Figure 1.2). He proposed 
philosophical explanations, combining pathology (from neuroanatomical 
dissections) with clinical symptoms. He defined seizures as occasional, sudden, 
excessive, rapid and local discharges of grey matter lesions analogous to 
hemiplegia resulting from locally destroying lesions. He explained that seizures 
spread from one part to other parts of brain through ascending and descending 
fibres. He gave utmost importance to lesion localisation for understanding the 
mechanism of convulsions and labelled the first symptom as “the signal 
symptom.” He also proposed that grey matter in cerebral cortex is the seat for 
epilepsy, but did not disregard the role of grey matter in corpus striatum. 
Hughlings Jackson divided the brain theoretically into three levels; lowest at 
pontobulbar, middle at sensorimotor cortex and the highest at frontal lobes from 
where epilepsy started when consciousness was lost before generalized 
convulsions.  
Hulings Jackson explained the mechanism of cortical spread of seizures marching 
from one part to the other parts of body, which were previously described by 
Bravais and Bright and later these seizures were called as Jacksonian epilepsy. He 
described aphasia in epilepsy (epileptic aphemia) ascribing it to fluctuations in 
blood supply.  
Jackson also elaborated on seizures starting with a dream like state without any 
motor signs and automatic behaviours, and anatomically localised it to gyrus 
uncinatus. Jackson along with David Ferrier and William Gowers (Figure 1.2) 
was the founding father of a specialist epilepsy centre in the Buckinghamshire 
countryside, 30km west of London, in 1894 [Head  1921;Jackson JH  1958;Tyler  
1984;Swash  2005;Khalsa et al.  2006;Reynolds  2007;Reynolds and Andrew  
2007;Silvester  2009;York and Steinberg  2009].  
The anatomical description of conductive fibres by David Ferrier verified 
Jackson’s theory about partial epilepsy that localised convulsions are a result of 
localised injuries of cerebrum and may spread if the discharge involved wider 
area. William Gowers further elaborated that a mere absence of any visible brain 
abnormality does not mean that the patient would not develop epilepsy rather it is 
the absence of an active brain pathology which determines whether the patient 
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will develop epilepsy. Gowers described that epileptic convulsions were more co-
ordinated where as hysterical attacks had quasi-purposive movements, though 
some difficult cases fall in the grey area between hysteria and epilepsy [Gowers 
1881;Temkin 1971]. 
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Figure 1.2: Eminent British neuroscientists in the era of Hughlings Jackson 
(a) John Hughlings Jackson (1835-1911), (b) William Gower (1845-1915)  and 
(c) Victor Horsley (1857-1916). (d) Victor Horsley performing surgery at 
National Hospital in London, UK.  
“Image courtesy of the Queen Square Library, Archive and Museum. Copyright 
National Hospital for Neurology & Neurosurgery 
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1.7 Century of New Advancements 
The twentieth century can be named the century of new advancements as far as 
epilepsy is concerned. The term epileptologist was coined by William Spratling in 
1904 for the person specializing in epilepsy [Dasheiff  1994].  The International 
league against epilepsy (ILAE) was founded in 1909 and worked towards 
unification and standardization of epilepsy nomenclature [Meinardi H  2009].  
Progress in the field of neurophysiology led to the recording of brain rhythms 
from the surface of skull and directly from the brain (depth recordings) 
[Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva  2005]. Advancements in physics and radiology 
set in motion the possibilities to view structures inside the skull cavity without 
opening it with computed tomography (CT) scan (by Sir Godfrey Hounsfield in 
early 1970s) [Richmond C  2004], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [Edelstein 
et al.  1980;Lauterbur  1989] and many other imaging tools which are discussed in 
Chapter 2.  
1.8 Perspectives and conclusion 
It can be said that the history of the concept epilepsy is intrinsically linked to our 
understanding of the working of the mind. People have sought help from religion, 
magic and science to cure epilepsy. In the quest to unravel the truth behind 
epilepsy, scientists and physicians have been successful at times to suggest 
mechanisms closer to today’s understanding of the condition. However, it is 
important to note that since antiquity to date the diagnosis of epilepsy has heavily 
depended on thorough investigation of seizure types and their semiological 
description.  
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Chapter 2: Epileptology: where do we stand? 
2.1 Definition of seizure and epilepsy 
The ILAE published a glossary of descriptive terminology for ictal 
phenomenology [Blume et al.  2001] and defined an epileptic seizure as a 
manifestation of epileptic (excessive and/or hyper-synchronous), usually self-
limited activity of neurons in the brain; epileptic disorder as “a chronic neurologic 
condition characterized by recurrent epileptic seizures”; and epilepsies as “those 
conditions involving chronic re-current epileptic seizures that can be considered 
epileptic disorders”.  
These definitions were updated [Fisher et al.  2005] whereby epileptic seizure was 
defined as “a transient occurrence of signs and/or symptoms due to abnormal 
excessive or synchronous neuronal activity in the brain”, and epilepsy was 
defined as “disorder of the brain characterized by an enduring predisposition to 
generate epileptic seizures and by the neurobiological, cognitive, psychological, 
and social consequences of this condition”. 
It has been argued that this updated definition will make single provoked seizures 
such as single febrile seizures without consequent electroclinical abnormalities 
and acute symptomatic seizure to come under the diagnosis of epilepsy, thus 
increasing the therapeutic and epidemiological burden unnecessarily [Beghi et al.  
2005]. On the other hand, authors of the definition [Fisher et al.  2005] have 
explained that the current definition is a mechanistic definition of seizures and 
will not affect the diagnosis of epilepsy since single febrile seizure without 
consequent electroclinical abnormalities and acute symptomatic seizure do not 
meet the proposed definition of epilepsy. 
2.2 Burden of epilepsy 
The incidence of first unprovoked seizure ranges from 50 to 70 per 100,000 in the 
developed countries [Hauser and Beghi  2008]. The incidence of epilepsy in 
developed countries is around 50/100000/year, in comparison it is much higher 
(100-190/100000/year) in the resource poor countries [Sander and Shorvon  
1996]. The life time prevalence of seizures is found to be between 2 and 5% 
[Sander and Shorvon 1996] and the life time prevalence of epilepsy in general 
ranges from 2.7 to 12.4 per 1000 in western countries [Ngugi et al.  2010]. The 
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prevalence of active epilepsy in western countries ranges from 2.3 to 10.3 per 
1000 [Ngugi et al.  2010].  
Partial seizures occur in 55% of patients and generalized seizures in 45% of 
patients in the developed countries [Kotsopoulos et al.  2002]. In contrast, 
generalized seizures predominate (Pakistan= 80%, Turkey= 65.4%) in resource 
poor countries [Aziz et al.  1997]. The proportion of patients with partial seizures 
changed from 34% (diagnosed clinically) to 53% when diagnosed on the basis of 
electroclinical data [Nicoletti et al.  1999].  
In the UK, around 30000 people develop epilepsy every year [MacDonald et al.  
2000;Duncan  2007] with an incidence of 46/100,000/year and a life time 
prevalence of 4/1000 [MacDonald et al.  2000].  
2.3 Aetiology of epilepsy 
Over the last 20 years the proportion of patients with unknown (cryptogenic and 
idiopathic 45% to 67% [Oun et al.  2003;Olafsson et al.  2005]) causes of epilepsy 
have remained similar in different studies [Sander et al.  1990;Benn et al.  2008]. 
The Community based studies [Sander et al.  1990;Hauser et al.  1993;Forsgren et 
al.  1996] have shown that the major causes of epilepsy are: cerebrovascular 
diseases (11-21%), head trauma (2-6%), brain infections (0-3%), neoplasms (4-
7%) and idiopathic/cryptogenic (45-65%). Other causes also include 
neurodegenerative diseases and learning disabilities [Sander et al.  1990;Benn et 
al.  2008]. Considering the importance of understanding the causes of epilepsy in 
the management of epilepsy, it has been proposed that aetiology should be one 
axis of ILAE classification. An aetiological classification of epilepsy enlisting the 
subclasses on the basis of varying aetiologies has also been suggested [Shorvon  
2011a;Shorvon  2011b].   
Large neuropathological studies performed on patients undergoing epilepsy 
surgery have helped to understand the underlying aetiologies of refractory 
epilepsy. These include: hippocampal sclerosis (HS: 35%), tumours 
(gangliogliomas, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumours (DNET: 27%), 
malformations of cortical development (MCD: 13%, including focal cortical 
dysplasia (FCD) and polymicrogyria), vascular malformations (6%, including 
arterio-venous malformations (AVM) and cavernomas), ischemic or traumatic 
brain injuries (5%) and encephalitic lesions (2%) [Blumcke  2009]. Around 4% of 
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patients had dual pathologies and no structural lesions were seen in 7% of patients 
[Blumcke 2009]. 
Recent developments in the field of genetics in epilepsy have also helped to 
identify genetic aetiologies for some previously idiopathic and cryptogenic 
epilepsy. When seizures are the main symptom of the disease, epilepsy can be due 
to a single gene disorder (e.g., progressive myoclonic epilepsies, benign familial 
neonatal convulsions, autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy and 
familial temporal lobe epilepsy); or complex  inheritance pattern (e.g., juvenile 
myoclonic epilepsy, childhood absence epilepsy and idiopathic partial epilepsies). 
On the other hand, seizures can be part of a symptom complex defining a 
syndrome with an underlying single gene disorder (e.g., tuberous sclerosis, 
neurofibromatosis type I, malformation of cortical development) or a 
chromosomal abnormality (e.g., Down syndrome, Fragile X syndrome, ring 
chromosome 20) [Shorvon 2011b]. 
2.4 Mechanism of seizure generation 
The mechanisms underlying epilepsy have been investigated in-vitro and in-vivo 
experimental studies over the last 60 years. The proposed mechanisms can be 
widely divided into two main categories on the basis of epileptic activity type: 1) 
absence seizures, and 2) focal epileptic activity. 
2.4.1 Absence seizures   
In 1941, Jasper and Kershman proposed that absence seizures have a subcortical 
origin because no evidence was found for a cortical focus on 
electroencephalography (EEG). The stimulation of intralaminar thalamus at 3Hz 
produced a 3Hz spike and wave discharge (see Appendix 1) on EEG with a 
behavioural correlate similar to absence seizures [Meeren et al.  2005] and 
Penfield in 1952 introduced the concept of a centrencephalic mechanism for 
absence seizures [Penfield and Jasper  1954]. At the same time, Gibbs and Gibbs 
and Bennett and Gloor performed experiments in patients with absence seizures 
suggesting a leading role of cortex in the generation of absence seizures [Meeren 
et al.  2005]. The availability of depth intracranial recordings in patients with 
absence seizures (no longer performed) and the advanced signal processing 
techniques further consolidated the concept of the driving role of the cortex by 
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revealing latency in the recruitment of thalamus during absence seizures [Bancaud  
1969].  
Gloor and colleagues went on to perform experiments on feline penicillin 
generalized epilepsy model, showing that an hyperexcitable cortex is prerequisite 
to respond to afferent thalamocortical volleys producing spike and wave 
discharges of absence seizures, thus proposing corticoreticular theory [Gloor  
1968;Gloor  1969]. In 1991 Buzsaki investigated the thalamocortical mechanism 
of spontaneous spike and wave discharges and intrathalamic network using unit 
recordings in rats. He showed that reticular thalamic nucleus has pacemaker 
characteristic and local high voltage spindle field potentials start a few cycles 
earlier than cortex proposing a thalamic clock model for absence seizures 
[Buzsaki  1991] confirmed by others in rat models [Avanzini et al.  1992].  
Meeren [Meeren et al.  2002] argued that the cortical recordings in earlier studies 
were performed at sites distant from the actual cortical focus. It was proposed that 
both functionally intact thalamus and cortex are prerequisite for producing spike 
and wave discharges in absence seizures. Further, the cortico-cortical, intra-
thalamic and cortico-thalamic relationships were quantified, using advanced 
signal analysis methods, and a consistent cortical focus was found in perioral 
region of somatosensory cortex to lead in the first 500ms as compared to 
thalamus.  
Further evidence to the theory that a cortical focus is responsible for the initiation 
of absence seizures is provided recently in the studies using high density EEG 
[Tucker et al.  2007;Tucker et al.  2009] and functional imaging techniques 
[Vaudano et al.  2009].  
At the cellular level, spike and wave discharges represent inhibitory post synaptic 
potentials (IPSPs) in the cortex and thalamus mediated by the γ-amino butyric 
acid (GABA) receptors. Physiological spindle waves are produced by thalamus 
during sleep and blockade of GABAa receptors transforms the spindle waves into 
strong and synchronous spike and wave discharges at 2-3Hz through disinhibition 
from other thalamic reticular neurons and activation of GABAb mediated IPSPs 
[Huguenard and Prince  1994;Bal et al.  1995a;Bal et al.  1995b;Kim et al.  
1997;Sanchez-Vives et al.  1997;Sanchez-Vives and McCormick  1997;Steriade 
et al.  1998]. Similarly, the topical application of GABAa receptor antagonist on 
the cortex also resulted in the transformation of spindle waves into spike and 
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wave discharges as long as the corticothalamic network is intact [Gloor 
1968;Gloor 1969;Gloor et al.  1990].  Other cellular mechanisms which 
participate in the generation of spike and wave discharges also include the loss of 
K
+ 
currents which regulate the burst length in thalamus or the increase in low 
threshold Ca
2+ 
currents [Tsakiridou et al.  1995].  
These spike and wave discharges also require both anatomic connections and 
physiologically intact networks for fast synchronisation across thalamus and 
cortex and appear generalized from the onset [Gloor et al.  1990;Contreras et al.  
1996;Contreras and Steriade  1997]. From the above discussion, it appears that 
both cortex and thalamus have been identified to have driving role in the 
generation of spike and wave discharges of absence seizures at different times. 
Nonetheless, functionally intact cortex and thalamus are required to produce and 
sustain spike and wave discharges. 
2.4.2 Focal epileptic activity 
In order to comprehend the mechanism of focal seizure generation, it is important 
to understand the underlying mechanism of interictal epileptiform discharges 
(IEDs), therefore I will discuss IEDs first and what do they represent.    
2.4.2a Interictal epileptiform discharges 
IED commonly referred to as ‘epileptic spikes’ (see Appendix 1) are the 
expression of epilepsy observed most frequently in the clinical context in humans. 
These are synchronous high amplitude (> 50 uV) fast transients (50-200 ms) 
recorded on scalp EEG with specific temporal and spatial characteristics. These 
temporal characteristics include single discharges, periodic discharges or 
discharges in clusters, and spatial characteristics include localised or generalized/ 
widespread across brain regions [Gotman  1980;Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva 
2005].  
At the cellular level, IEDs are produced by a paroxysmal depolarizing shift 
(PDS), also known as intracellular burst discharge, resulting in excitatory post 
synaptic potentials (EPSPs: mediated by glutamate receptors) or IPSPs (mediated 
by GABA receptors), as shown in different models including: impaired GABAa 
mediated inhibition model [Schwartzkroin and Wyler  1980;deCurtis et al.  1999], 
low magnesium model [Mody and Heinemann  1987;Mody et al.  1987], high 
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potassium model [Rutecki et al.  1985], low calcium model [Haas and Jefferys  
1984;Haas et al.  1984] and kindling model [McIntyre and Wong  1986].  
The bursting neurons which produce PDS are found in hippocampus (CA1-CA3 
regions) [Johnston et al.  1980], superficial layers of piriform cortex [Forti et al.  
1997], deep layers of entorhinal cortex [Fountain et al.  1998] and layer IV-V of 
neocortex [Connors et al.  1982]. These neurons synchronize across a population 
of neurons through excitatory and inhibitory synaptic interactions [Chamberlin et 
al.  1990;Cobb et al.  1995] as well as non synaptic mechanisms such as gap-
junctions [Jefferys  1995a;Jefferys  1995b]. As a result local field potentials (LFP) 
are recorded on scalp EEG which is visible as IEDs. An estimate shows that 
10000 to 50000 pyramidal cells must be firing simultaneously to produce an IED 
on EEG [Murakami and Okada  2006]. The propagation of IEDs takes place in 
vertical and tangential directions depending upon the preferred circuitry and 
physiological and anatomical connectivity [deCurtis and Avanzini  1994;Albowitz 
and Kuhnt  1995].   
The energy metabolism during the occurrence of IEDs and the role of functional 
imaging studies in understanding the underlying mechanism is described in 
sections 2.6.3 and 3.1. 
2.4.2b Transition to focal seizures 
It is noteworthy that IEDs and seizures cannot be equated as two reflections of the 
same underlying phenomenon. There is evidence from experimental and human 
studies that IEDs are produced in regions (clinically termed as irritative zone: IZ) 
which can be remote from the regions producing seizures (clinically termed as 
seizure onset zone: SOZ) [Luders and Comair  2000;Luders et al.  2006]. The 
epileptogenic zone (EZ) which is clinically required to be removed to render 
someone seizure free may include both IZ and SOZ with dynamic boundaries 
reflecting underlying neuronal synchronization [Alarcon et al.  1994;Luders and 
Comair 2000;Luders et al.  2006]. There can be other IZs in the same brain tissue 
which continue to produce IEDs (green spikes) and do not need to be resected 
with EZ [Luders et al.  2006].  
It has been shown that the occurrence of IEDs may decrease the probability to 
produce an ictal event [Barbarosie and Avoli  1997] and some spike quantification 
studies have shown that IEDs cease before the ictal onset [Marciani et al.  
1985;Gotman  1985], while others have found that the frequency of IEDs does not 
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change before seizure onset [LeVan Quyen et al.  2001a;LeVan Quyen et al.  
2001b;Avoli et al.  2006]. In vitro and in vivo studies have shown that preictal 
discharges are qualitatively different from IEDs and may precede the ictal onset 
by seconds to minutes [Bragin et al.  2007;Gnatkovsky et al.  2008;Huberfeld et 
al.  2011]. It has been shown, both in vitro and in vivo that some high frequency 
oscillations (HFOs: 50-500Hz) are probably another type of interictal pattern 
produced by highly interconnected principal neurons and that the power 
amplitude of HFOs has been found to increase minutes to seconds before the 
seizure onset, but there is no clear evidence for their role in seizure generation 
[Jacobs et al.  2008a;Engel, Jr. et al.  2009;Khosravani et al.  2009]. 
2.4.2c Onset and progression of focal seizures    
The commonly observed ictal patterns (~ 87%) identified on scalp EEG at the 
ictal onset include: rhythmic activity (alpha, theta or delta frequencies), 
paroxysmal fast activity (>13Hz) and repetitive epileptiform activity [Foldvary et 
al.  2001]. However, epileptic activity revealed on scalp EEG may be delayed as 
compared to intracranial EEG (icEEG) [Ray et al.  2007]. Intracranial EEG 
(icEEG) recordings in temporal and neocortical human seizures have shown low 
amplitude fast activity commonly at the ictal onset [Allen et al.  1992;Alarcon et 
al.  1995;Wendling et al.  2002;Wendling et al.  2003;Wendling et al.  2005]. 
Two different mechanisms have been proposed for this fast activity: 
synchronization (strong intrinsic temporal correlation between regions at seizure 
onset) [Babb et al.  1987;Monto et al.  2007] and desynchronization (spatial 
decorrelation of regions at seizure onset) [Bartolomei et al.  2001;Wendling et al.  
2003]. More recently unit recordings of human neurons have also favoured the 
desynchronization in different regions at seizure onset [Truccolo et al.  2011]. 
This is in line with the concept that there is complex recruitment of a pathologic 
network rather than single focus at seizure onset [Bragin et al.  2000;Bartolomei 
et al.  2004], and the thalamus is recruited late in the seizure [Arthuis et al.  2009]. 
It has also been shown that the paroxysmal fast activity (15 to 40 Hz) at the ictal 
onset evolves into a slow activity (3 to 10 Hz) during the ictal activity over time 
[Wendling et al.  2005].  
Several cellular mechanisms maintaining normal physiological balance may fail 
to produce seizures. These include changes in the extra and intracellular volumes, 
ion concentrations, buffering mechanisms and cerebral blood flow compensatory 
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mechanisms. As a result an imbalance between excitatory and inhibitory pathways 
(through N-methyl D-aspartic acid (NMDA) and GABAergic receptors) is 
produced which leads to seizure generation. The commonly understood 
mechanisms of seizure generation postulates that there is gradual loss of burst 
after-hyperpolarisation and progressive increases in the number of bursts with 
prolonged after-depolarization, followed by a tonic depolarization of the 
membrane potential. The tonic activity is followed by irregular periodic bursts 
termed clonic phase which ends up in hyperpolarized membrane potential 
corresponding to postictal depression [McCormick and Contreras  2001].  
The experimental data suggests that seizures with low voltage fast oscillations at 
the onset have a transient reduction in GABAergic inhibition causing paradoxical 
reinforcement of inhibitory networks and principal neurons become silent. This is 
followed by synchronous and rhythmic firing of principle neurons which is 
associated with an increase in extracellular potassium levels (due to excessive 
firing of inhibitory interneurons or nonsynaptic transmission of potassium wave) 
leading to inactivation of GABA mediated IPSPs and recurrent excitation and 
progression of seizure activity [Gnatkovsky et al.  2008]. A possible explanation 
proposed for reduction in GABA mediated inhibition may be the exhaustion of 
GABA nerve terminals. Others have suggested the role of depolarization 
secondary to the increased firing of GABAergic interneurons [Ziburkus et al.  
2006] or increased synaptic excitability with maintained inhibition [Derchansky et 
al.  2008] in seizure generation. Functional imaging studies have further 
elaborated on the energy metabolism at the ictal onset and are described in 
sections 2.6.5 and 3.1. 
In comparison to the cortical onset of focal seizures, it has been shown in animal 
models of reflex epilepsy that brainstem reticular formation plays a vital role in 
the initiation of generalized seizures. Increased brain reticular formation neuronal 
responses are induced in reponse to sensory stimuli after administration of 
subconvulsant dose of pro-convulsant drugs, and is considered a major 
mechanism for sensory initiation of seizures [Faingold  2012]. 
The majority of our knowledge regarding the underlying mechanisms of focal 
seizure generation comes from animal models of temporal lobe epilepsy, 
posttraumatic epilepsy and stimulated seizures, and a limited number of studies on 
spontaneous seizures in humans. In comparison, the majority of focal seizures in 
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humans are spontaneous with diverse aetiologies and multiple sub-types. The 
above described mechanisms, therefore, may hold true for some types of focal 
interictal and ictal activity; it is unknown if these mechanisms may be postulated 
to all types of spontaneous seizures in humans.  
2.5 Classification of seizures and epilepsy 
Classification systems divide heterogeneous disease patterns into homogeneous 
groups to understand the biology of the disease. They can highlight the causes, 
pathophysiology and management of the disease, and can be applied as a tool for 
communication between physicians and scientific community [Engel, Jr.  
1998;Beghi  2009;Beghi  2011].  
In 1969, one of the earliest classifications of seizures was proposed by Gastaut 
which incorporated the modern technology of the time i.e., EEG. Seizures were 
divided into four categories: partial, generalized, unilateral and unclassified, on 
the basis of clinical characteristics, interictal and ictal features on EEG, 
anatomical substrates, aetiology and age of onset [Gastaut  1970]. After the 
availability of simultaneous recording and display of video and EEG, a revised 
classification scheme for epileptic seizures was proposed [ILAE  1981]. The 
categories for anatomical substrates, aetiology and age of onset were discarded 
and partial seizures were divided into two categories on the basis of retaining/loss 
of consciousness: simple and complex partial seizures [ILAE 1981]. 
Consciousness was defined as “that integrating activity by which man grasps the 
totality of his phenomenal field” [Evans  1972].     
An international classification of epilepsies and epileptic syndromes [ILAE  1985] 
was proposed which maintained the two dichotomies separating epilepsies with 
generalized and focal seizures and epilepsies with known and unknown causes. 
The terms “idiopathic”, “symptomatic” and “localisation related epilepsies” 
replaced the terms “primary”, “secondary” and partial epilepsies respectively, and 
a group “special syndromes” was introduced which consisted of epilepsies 
difficult to be placed in other groups [ILAE 1985]. This classification was revised 
and updated in 1989 maintaining the same basic structures, however some 
syndromes/ epilepsies which were better defined now were moved to different 
categories  [ILAE  1989] such as: primary reading epilepsy was defined as 
idiopathic localisation related epilepsy; chronic progressive epilepsia partialis 
continua of childhood and epilepsies with specific modes of seizure precipitation 
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were moved to symptomatic localisation related epilepsies from special 
syndromes [ILAE 1985;ILAE 1989].        
The practical value of these classification systems was assessed in clinics and 
research studies. A consensus was developing that ILAE classifications were 
satisfactory in the majority of cases in tertiary centres, but the applicability was 
uneven in identifying homogeneous subpopulations [ILAE  1996]. Therefore, it 
was suggested that a reappraisal is required and ILAE started working on four 
documents: descriptive terminology for ictal phenomenon, classification of 
epileptic seizures, classification of epilepsy syndromes and classification of 
functional disability [Engel, Jr. 1998]. Hans Luders proposed a scheme for 
describing ictal semiology [Luders et al.  1998], which was succinct and focussed 
on clinical features and also introduced new terms such as: dialeptic seizures and 
automotor seizures. It was proposed that each type of ictal semiology is one 
component and different types can be linked together to describe propagation of 
seizures [Luders et al.  1998]. Others argued that it was good to describe seizures 
for epilepsy surgery [Engel, Jr. 1998] or as a diagnostic guide at bedside [Wolf  
2003] but missed some critical information including: frequency, precipitating 
factors and postictal behaviours [Engel, Jr. 1998].  
As new investigation techniques provided detailed information on the anatomic 
substrates of ictal semiology, different types of seizures, syndromes, causes and 
prognosis of different classes of epilepsy, especially in the context of epilepsy 
surgery, a diagnostic scheme with five axes was put forward [Engel, Jr.  2001]. In 
the same year Wieser et al., proposed a new ILAE classification for postsurgical 
outcome [Wieser et al.  2001], which was a step forward from Engel’s outcome 
classification [Engel  1993]. According to the new ILAE classification [Wieser et 
al.  2001] postsurgical outcome is divided in six categories: Class I (completely 
seizure free; no auras); Class II (only auras; no other seizures); Class III (one to 
three seizure days per year; auras); Class IV (four seizure days per year to 50% 
reduction of baseline seizure days; auras); Class V (less than 50% reduction of 
baseline seizure days to 100% increase of baseline seizure days; auras); Class VI 
(more than 100% increase of baseline seizure days; auras). 
In 2006 a core group of ILAE [Engel, Jr.  2006] presented a report on possible 
further changes in classification of epilepsy. They proposed to classify seizures on 
the basis of pathophysiologic mechanism, anatomic substrates, response to anti-
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epileptic drugs (AEDs), ictal onset and propagation patterns on EEG and 
associated epileptic syndromes. Epilepsy syndromes were classified according to 
seizure types, age of onset, progressive nature, interictal EEG and associated 
clinical features, pathophysiologic mechanism and genetic basis [Engel, Jr. 2006].  
The syndromic classification of different epilepsy types is important since 
epilepsy is a symptom complex and the heterogeneity of the disease can only be 
justified  by combining variable aetiology and differing clinical, 
electrophysiologic, imaging, and pathologic patterns in syndromes which can be 
used for diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic purposes [Beghi 2009]. In 
comparison, a newer concept of system epilepsies (involving one (or more) 
functionally defined brain system(s)) was introduced in Monreale workshop, and 
epilepsies were classified as type I-IV on the basis of aetiology rather using terms 
idiopathic or symptomatic [Capovilla et al.  2009]. However, some did not agree 
with the idea of system classification [Luders et al.  2009] and the current 
classification of seizures and epilepsies was proposed by ILAE in 2010 [Berg et 
al.  2010]. 
2.5.1 New ILAE classification of seizures and epilepsy 
In the current classification of epileptic seizures and epilepsy [Berg et al.  2010], 
the basic structure was maintained as for 1981 classification of seizures [ILAE 
1981] and 1989 classification of epilepsies [ILAE 1989]. The concepts which do 
not follow our current understanding of epilepsies have been revised and 
confusing terminologies which have been a source of debate in the last two 
decades have been replaced with new terminology [Berg et al.  2010]. The 
changes in the new classification of seizures [Berg et al.  2010] as compared to 
1981 classification of seizures [ILAE 1981] include:  
 Generalized seizures are conceptualized to originate at some point within, 
and rapidly engaging, bilaterally distributed networks but do not include 
the entire cortex necessarily.  
 The sub-classification of absence seizures has been modified and 
myoclonic absence seizures and eyelid myoclonia are now recognized.  
 Myoclonic astatic seizures have been renamed as myoclonic atonic 
seizures.  
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 Focal seizures are conceptualized as originating within networks which 
may be discretely localised or more widely distributed.  
 The previously known simple and complex partial seizures have been 
combined together under the term focal seizures.  
 A new term ‘dyscognitive’ has been coined to describe impairment of 
consciousness. 
 The secondarily generalized seizures have now been renamed as bilateral 
convulsive seizures.  
 Neonatal seizures are no longer regarded as a separate entity.  
 Spasms were not acknowledged in the 1981 classification of seizures, and 
are termed as epileptic spasms in the new classification. 
 It has been suggested that the focal seizures can be described according to 
clinical features as described in the semiological seizure classification 
[Luders et al.  1998] or the glossary of ictal semiology [Blume et al.  
2001].  
The changes in the new classification of epilepsies [Berg et al.  2010] compared 
to the 1989 classification of epilepsies [ILAE 1989] include: 
 The terms idiopathic, symptomatic, and cryptogenic have been 
replaced with genetic, structural/metabolic and unknown, 
respectively.  
 The term benign has been replaced by self-limiting. 
 Cause is no longer equated with prognosis, in the current 
classification [Berg et al.  2010] and the notion of idiopathic 
epilepsies being benign is intentionally discarded.  
 Dravet syndrome is now considered as genetic epilepsy. 
 Electroclinical syndromes are better defined on the basis of: typical 
age of onset, specific EEG characteristics, seizure types, and other 
features permitting a specific diagnosis. These electroclinical 
syndromes are differentiated from less well defined epilepsies.  
 Constellations is a category containing syndromes or nonsyndromic 
epilepsies which cannot be classified as electroclinical syndromes 
but should be recognized based on their clinical or other features. 
 Epilepsies associated with structural or metabolic conditions are 
labelled differently from 1989 classification so that their localisation 
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and aetiology can be identified e.g., epilepsy with focal seizures 
secondary to cortical dysplasia in the temporal lobe. 
 The concept of epileptic encephalopathy has been recognized: the 
epileptic activity itself may contribute to sever cognitive and 
behavioural impairments above and beyond what might be expected 
from the underlying pathology alone, which can worsen over time. 
 2.5.2 Pros and cons of the new ILAE classification 
Many arguments have been put forward for and against the new classification of 
seizures and epilepsy. Speaking in favour, the new classification provides a 
framework reflecting the scientific understanding and improvements in the 
clinical care by incorporating the new information on genetics [Berg and Scheffer  
2011].  
 The further development of this classification is a dynamic process 
reflecting the transition in concepts on the basis of our current knowledge.  
 The old system has been updated rather than discarded and it will take 
time before the non-specialist adopt the new system [Shinnar  2010].  
 Flexibility [Berg and Scheffer 2011;Wong  2011;Duncan  2011a] to 
describe syndromes, incorporating information on multiple axes, e.g., 
“syndrome x” secondary to “y gene mutation” [Wong 2011] is another 
main feature of this system.  
 Controversial terms including: idiopathic, symptomatic, cryptogenic, 
simple partial and complex partial have been removed [Wong 
2011;Jackson  2011;Berg and Scheffer 2011].  
 Using the descriptive terminology [Luders et al.  1998;Blume et al.  2001] 
lateralizing and localising features of seizures can be highlighted [Duncan 
2011a] and aetiology can be listed using the database proposed by 
Shorvon [Shorvon 2011b] which will be particularly helpful in the context 
of epilepsy surgery.  
 The application of new classification scheme may give information on 
outcome measures and prognostic value [Moshe  2011] specifically in 
epilepsy surgery on the basis of aetiology [Menzler et al.  2011].  
Much has been discussed regarding the short comings of this new classification 
system some of which are highlighted here: 
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 The ILAE Classification Core Group report incorporate advanced current 
knowledge of pathophysiologic, clinical, interictal, and ictal 
manifestations derived from EEG and other modes of modern 
investigative procedures which has been largely discarded in the new 
classification [Panayiotopoulos  2011].  
 The dichotomy, suggested by epidemiologists, between unprovoked 
seizures (a clear manifestation of epilepsy) and acute symptomatic 
seizures (a risk factors but not really a symptom of epilepsy) has been 
discarded [Panayiotopoulos 2011].  
 New terms used may not be better understood or/and may be as easily 
misconstrued [Ferrie  2010;Panayiotopoulos 2011].  
 The new classification has stressed on replacing idiopathic with genetic 
epilepsies. However, substituting idiopathic with genetic does not clarify 
the concept as the true genetic basis of most idiopathic epilepsies is not 
known and very few epilepsies are exclusively genetic in nature [Engel, Jr. 
2001;Shinnar 2010;Shorvon 2011a;Duncan 2011a]. Moreover, the long 
established term idiopathic truly meaning “sui generis” (of own kind), 
reflects the nature of epilepsies in this group, but are not necessarily of 
genetic origin [Ferrie 2010;Shorvon 2011a]. Therefore, it has been 
suggested to classify epilepsies into groups: genetic epilepsies (with true 
genetic nature identified), idiopathic epilepsies (with the meaning as 
currently used), structural epilepsies (as defined in the new proposals), 
metabolic epilepsies (also as defined in the new proposals), and 
cryptogenic/probably symptomatic (with the meaning as currently used) 
[Ferrie 2010].  
 No specific classification is recommended for focal seizures which defy 
the essence of any classification, as the use of descriptions of the various 
types of focal seizure [Luders et al.  1998;Blume et al.  2001] can be 
employed for differential diagnosis but should not be used as a 
classification system.  
 Focal myoclonic seizures and status epilepticus have been completely 
ignored [Panayiotopoulos 2011] despite advances in the understanding of 
the later [Colloquium on Status Epilepticus  2007;Colloquium on Status 
Epilepticus  2009].  
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 The new classification recognises that focal and generalized seizures 
originate in focal and widespread neuronal networks; it does not take into 
account the emerging evidence from functional imaging studies [Wolf  
2011] on the involvement of distributed networks in idiopathic localisation 
related epilepsies [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009], and the involvement of 
localised networks in generalized seizures [Moeller et al.  2010c].  
In conclusion, the new ILAE classification is part of a transition phase untill we 
develop a rational, scientifically justifiable and clinically implementable 
classification of seizures and epilepsies reflecting the advanced state of 
knowledge regarding epilepsy. The most important aspect of this new 
classification is its flexibility and will absorb the developing information. Further 
updates to this new classification will be required in near future specially 
inclusion of the information being obtained from structural and functional 
imaging techniques. To take the new classification further, classifications of 
malformations of cortical development and focal cortical dysplasia have been 
proposed [Blumcke et al.  2009;Blumcke et al.  2011].  
2.6 Investigation techniques  
The clinical investigation of seizures heavily depends upon the identification of 
seizure types and associated clinical semiology, electrophysiological rhythms on 
EEG and structural abnormalities on MRI. The precise localisation of the seizure 
onset becomes all the more important for patients being considered for surgery to 
stop their focal seizures. Here, I briefly discuss the clinical utility and application 
of different investigation techniques. 
2.6.1 Electroencephalography 
Caton described the spontaneous electrical activity from the brain surface for the 
first time in 1875. In 1929 Hans Berger recorded the brain rhythms in humans 
from the surface of skull which was later named as electroencephalogram (EEG) 
[Swartz and Goldensohn  1998]. The application of EEG recordings in clinical 
science led to the identification of abnormalities on EEG which can be used for 
diagnosis of different types of epilepsy. In 1935, Gibbs, Davis and Lennox 
described 3Hz pattern of absence seizures and a year later IEDs were reported to 
be the focal signatures of epilepsy by Gibbs and Jasper [Swartz and Goldensohn 
1998]. Efforts were made to record behaviour on cameras and electrical signals on 
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EEG simultaneously by Schwaub in 1938; it was in 1966 that first closed-circuit 
television EEG recordings were made by Goldensohn [Swartz and Goldensohn 
1998]. Penfield and Jasper performed intracranial stimulation and its effect on 
behaviour in epilepsy patients in 1954 [Swartz and Goldensohn 1998]. Simultaneous 
recording of video and EEG by Stalberg (1976), Kamp (1979) and Binnie (1981) 
[Binnie et al.  1981;Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva 2005] and digitization of the 
recorded EEG signal by Duffy [Duffy et al.  1979] provided the opportunity to 
record the seizure semiology and underlying brain rhythms at the same time over 
long periods of time. The digital recording of EEG opened a new window for 
analysing the electrical signal using mathematical algorhythms to reveal the 
underlying source of epileptiform activity [Swartz  1998].  
Interictal and ictal patterns [Lee et al.  2000;Foldvary et al.  2001] and clinical 
semiology [Loddenkemper and Kotagal  2005;Foldvary-Schaefer and Unnwongse  
2011] are important for the diagnosis and localisation of epilepsy (up to lobar 
level), as recorded on simultaneous video and scalp EEG (video-EEG) with good 
temporal resolution. Currently, video-EEG plays a major role in diagnostic 
clarification, classification of seizure types and epilepsy syndromes, localisation 
of epileptic activity, detecting the frequency of minor seizures, sub-clinical status 
epilepticus and transient cognitive impairment. It is prudent to note that interictal 
EEG cannot approve or disprove the diagnosis of epilepsy, rather it supports the 
diagnosis. Similarly, EEG cannot be used to monitor a therapeutic response of 
AEDs by disappearance of interictal activity or for the prognosis of epilepsy 
[Binnie and Prior  1994;Smith  2005]. The sensitivity of scalp EEG ranges from 
25 to 56%, with a specificity of 78-98% [Smith 2005] and the patterns seen on 
scalp EEG may localise paradoxically or have incongruity with the EZ [Catarino 
et al.  2011;Remi et al.  2011].  
The simultaneous recording of scalp EEG and icEEG has shown that at least 6-
10cm
2 
area of brain needs to be recruited before electrical activity could be seen 
on scalp EEG and the patterns on scalp EEG are delayed up to 8 sec reflecting 
propagated electrical activity [Tao et al.  2005;Ray et al.  2007]. It is noteworthy 
that icEEG recordings are performed only in a small sub population of patients 
undergoing presurgical evaluation. Intracranial electrodes as shown in Figure 2.1 
are placed on the basis of a clinical hypothesis generated by consensus to localise 
the SOZ, EZ and eloquent cortex when epileptogenic lesions are nearer to seizure 
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focus. The duration of implantation is decided on clinical grounds [Luders and 
Comair 2000;Duncan 2007] but usually is in the order of days to weeks and not 
months considering the increasing risk of complications e.g., infection and 
bleeding with longer durations of implantation. The intracranial recordings are 
stopped once a sufficient number of ictal events have been captured. Both micro 
and macro electrodes (subdural grids and stereo-tactically placed depth 
electrodes) can be used, although the latter is much more common. The spectrum 
of activity recorded on icEEG extends much beyond that of scalp EEG. The 
spatial resolution of icEEG largely depends on the type of electrodes. Micro 
electrodes record single and multi unit activity (MUA), and macro electrodes used 
in majority of clinical studies record LFPs from smaller population of neurons as 
compared to LFPs recorded on scalp EEG, with a range of the order of 1cm for 
depth electrodes [Lachaux et al.  2003]. Intracranial EEG provides localisation of 
interictal/ictal patterns and high frequency signals up to sub-gyral level and is 
considered the holy grail of clinical neurophysiology [Ray et al.  2007;Jacobs et 
al.  2008a].  One of the limitations of icEEG is its limited spatial sampling. At 
least 10000 recording sites would be required to cover the whole brain properly 
[Halgren et al.  1998] whereas the number of implanted electrodes rarely exceeds 
100 in clinical practice. It has been suggested that interpretation of icEEG 
findings in combination with MEG and fMRI can address this issue for 
localisation and cognitive studies [Lachaux et al.  2003].   
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Figure 2.1: Intracranial electrodes 
(a) Grid electrodes placed directly on the surface of brain (left frontal lobe). (b) 
Depth electrodes; Coronal section MRI scan reveals depth electrodes in both 
temporal lobes. 
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2.6.2 Structural magnetic resonance imaging in epileptology 
Since the advent of MRI, the progress in the field of neuroimaging has 
established MRI’s superiority over CT-scans in terms of sensitivity and 
specificity and revolutionised the investigative and therapeutic procedures 
[McLachlan et al.  1985;Dowd et al.  1991;Kuzniecky et al.  1993;Duncan et 
al.  1997b;Bartlett et al.  2002]. In the acute situations though CT-scan is 
obtained as the first investigation, MRI is preferably the first choice 
investigation in all patients with epilepsy except those patients who have a 
definite diagnosis of idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE) or other types of 
epilepsy known to have no structural abnormality [Duncan  1997].  
The indications [Duncan  2010] for MRI in patients with epilepsy include:  
  Onset of partial seizures at any age.  
 Onset of generalized or unclassified seizures in the first year of life 
or adulthood.  
 Evidence of a fixed deficit on neurological or neuropsychological 
examination. 
 Difficulty in obtaining seizure control with first line antiepileptic drugs. 
 Loss of seizure control or a change in the pattern of seizures.  
The neuroimaging commission of the ILAE has recommended imaging protocol 
for epilepsy patients ensuring that the structural abnormalities are detected 
uniformly where these protocols are used, which includes high resolution thin cut 
MRI with T1-weighted, T2-weighted, FLAIR and proton density sequences 
[ILAE  1998].  
The commonest abnormalities detected on MRI in patients with epilepsy include: 
HS, MCD, vascular malformations, tumours (DNET and glioma), 
cavernomas, granulomas especially cysticercosis, traumatic injuries, 
haemorrhages and ischemic damage [Duncan 2010]. It has been shown that the 
structural MRI scanning at higher resolution e.g., at 3 Tesla (T) can identify the 
previously undetected (e.g., at 1.5 T) lesion in 20% of cases [Strandberg et al.  
2008]. Manual [Cook et al.  1992] and automated [Bonilha et al.  2009] 
hippocampal volumetry has revealed hippocampal damage unilaterally or 
bilaterally. Voxel-based analysis of MRI scans has shown subtle abnormalities 
which were not visible previously in 10-30% of patients overall [Salmenpera et al.  
2007], and in 14% of patients with refractory focal epilepsy, half of which were 
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concordant with scalp EEG data [Focke et al.  2008;Focke et al.  2009]. Diffusion 
tensor imaging allows the mapping of the diffusion process of molecules. 
Diffusion tensor imaging for brain tissue mainly utilises diffusion of water 
molecules in white matter fibres in the brain. This diffusion can be in the 
direction or perpendicular to the direction of white matter fibres and a value 
(fractional anisotropy) between zero and 1 is calculated to demonstrate the 
anisotropy of the diffusion process. Diffusion tensor imaging has shown 
diffusion abnormalities in 50% of patients with refractory focal epilepsy 
which were concordant with epileptiform abnormalities on EEG [Thivard et 
al.  2006;Guye et al.  2007], and also reorganization in the language 
networks postoperatively [Yogarajah et al.  2010].    
2.6.3 Positron emission tomography  
Positron emission tomography (PET) utilizes positron emitting radionucleotide 
such as 
18
F-fluro deoxy-glucose (FDG) in combination with X-ray CT-scan to 
visualize and quantify the areas on the basis of the principle that the brain 
metabolism is decreased below normal in areas of cerebral dysfunction during 
interictal periods in patients with focal seizures [Theodore et al.  1986;Debets et 
al.  1990;Theodore et al.  1997]. It has been shown that PET can identify focal 
areas of hypometabolism in 55-80% of patients with focal abnormalities such as 
IEDs on EEG [Theodore et al.  1986;Theodore et al.  1997].  
The area of hypometabolism revealed by PET is usually more extensive than the 
structural abnormality revealed by MRI [Duncan et al.  1997a;Duncan 2010]. 
More specifically, using FDG PET imaging, focal areas of hypometabolism were 
seen in 75-90% of patients with focal cortical dysplasia [Lerner et al.  2009] and 
seizure focus was identified in 70% of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy 
[Knowlton et al.  1997;Markand et al.  1997]. Another study showed that the 
findings of FDG PET imaging influenced the clinical decision, made on the basis 
of long-term video-EEG monitoring and MRI, to change in 71% of patients 
undergoing presurgical assessment [Uijl et al.  2007]. Ipsilateral hypometabolism 
on FDG PET scans has been shown to be a predictor of good postoperative 
outcome [Van Bogaert et al.  2000;Willmann et al.  2007].  
The major limitations of PET include false localisation [Nagarajan et al.  1996], 
and the localisation of interictal activity rather than seizures. The reasons for false 
localisation are likely to be medication effects, structural abnormalities or 
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propagation of interictal activity. There have been only a few PET studies of 
seizures due to short half life of the tracer, difficulties in interpretation of ictal 
hypermetabolism and unpredictable nature of seizures [Alavi and Hirsch  
1991;Chugani et al.  1994].  
In the current settings the clinical role of PET has been limited to that 20-25% of 
patients with refractory focal epilepsy where structural imaging cannot reveal a 
lesion. In such cases, re-review of structural imaging in the light of PET findings 
may reveal a previously hidden lesion in the area of hypometabolism. The area of 
hypometabolism can also serve as a guide for the placement of intracranial 
electrodes to identify seizure focus during presurgical evaluation [Duncan 
1997;Duncan 2010]. 
2.6.4 Magneto-encephalography  
Magneto-encephalography (MEG) can record the magnetic fields generated by the 
normal and abnormal electrical activity produced by different brain areas [Knake 
et al.  2006]. MEG requires only 4cm
2 
area to be recruited to produce a visually 
recognisable MEG spike above the background noise [Oishi et al.  2002] and can 
record IEDs which are not visible on scalp EEG from the neocortex, inter 
hemispheric and orbito-frontal cortices [Agirre-Arrizubieta et al.  2009]. On the 
other hand, IEDs from medial temporal lobes can be better detected on EEG than 
on MEG [Agirre-Arrizubieta et al.  2009]. The dipole source imaging of IEDs has 
shown that the orientation of the sources relative to the skull is very important 
because MEG is better suited for tangential than radial sources. In comparison, 
scalp EEG can record both radial and tangential sources but is better suited for 
radial sources. Therefore, both techniques are complementary to reveal the full 
picture [Ebersole and Ebersole  2010].  
The clinical role of MEG has been found to be helpful in distinguishing the area 
of onset of IEDs from the area of propagation, placement of intracranial 
electrodes, the decision of resection, and predicting seizure freedom to some 
extent [Knowlton et al.  1997;Knowlton et al.  2008a;Knowlton et al.  
2008b;Knowlton et al.  2009]. In addition, MEG has also been used in mapping 
the eloquent cortex (language area); however it cannot replace the cortical 
stimulation for mapping language area in patients undergoing a resection near 
language cortex and needs further evaluation in larger sample [McDonald et al.  
2009;Doss et al.  2009;Frye et al.  2009].   
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2.6.5 Ictal single photon emission computed tomography  
Ictal single photon emission computed tomography (Ictal SPECT) measures 
regional cerebral blood flow [O'Brien et al.  1998] on the basis that the increased 
ictal neuronal activity during seizures is associated with increased metabolism and 
blood flow to focal areas involved by using radio-labelled tracers. The 123Iodine 
labelled tracers require 20 minutes to reach peak brain activity [Nishizawa et al.  
1989]. Therefore, technetium hexa-methyl-propylene-amine-oxime (99mTc-
HMPAO) and technetium ethyl cysteinate dimer (99mTc-ECD) are preferred 
currently which reach the peak within 2 minutes of injection [la Fougere et al.  
2009]. Both interictal and ictal SPECT have been shown to help in localisation 
and lateralization; however ictal SEPCT has higher sensitivity (73-97%) than 
interictal-SPECT (50%) for patients with temporal lobe epilepsy [Spanaki et al.  
1999;Zaknun et al.  2008]. The sensitivity of ictal SPECT for extra temporal 
epilepsy (66%) is lower than for temporal lobe epilepsy [Weil et al.  2001]. Using 
digital analysis techniques by sub-traction of ictal and interictal scans (SISCOM), 
SPECT has been found to be helpful in predicting the postsurgical outcome 
[Ahnlide et al.  2007;Wichert-Ana et al.  2008a;Wichert-Ana et al.  2008b]. One 
of the study showed that 75% of patients whose SISCOM findings were within 
the margins of the resected area were rendered seizure free. In comparison, when 
SISCOM findings were outside the resection margins seizures continued in all the 
patients [Wichert-Ana et al.  2008b].   
Currently, ictal SPECT is used during presurgical evaluation of refractory focal 
epilepsy when no structural abnormality is visible on MRI scan and a re-review of 
MRI scans of the area of hyperperfusion on ictal SPECT may also reveal 
previously hidden lesion. If the area of hyperperfusion on ictal SPECT is 
concordant with electroclinical information and not close to the eloquent cortex, 
resection can be recommended without confirmation with icEEG recordings.  In 
other patients, the findings of ictal SPECT can be used as a guide for the 
placement of intracranial electrodes during presurgical assessment [Van 
Paesschen et al.  2003;Van Paesschen et al.  2007;Duncan 2010].  
One of the limitations of ictal SPECT is that the areas of hyperperfusion shown 
may include both the ictal onset and propagated patterns because of low temporal 
resolution and delay in injecting the tracer [Van Paesschen et al.  2007]. A study 
showed that in 78% of patients hyperperfusion extended to areas involved in 
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propagation and was limited to epileptic focus only in 27% of patients when the 
injection was given within 5 seconds of seizure onset [Fukuda et al.  2006]. This 
limitation has been encountered more commonly in patients with frontal lobe 
epilepsy [Lee et al.  2006]. Moreover, additional areas of hyperperfusion which 
are homotopic and contralateral to the seizure onset zone are also commonly seen 
forming mirror imaging effect [Huberfeld et al.  2006]. 
2.6.6 Functional magnetic resonance imaging  
The development of Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) by Ogawa 
and Kwong in 1990s [Ogawa et al.  1990a;Ogawa et al.  1990b;Kwong et al.  
1992;Ogawa et al.  1992] made it possible to identify changes in blood oxygen 
level dependent (BOLD) associated with physiological and pathological activities 
in brain. The literature and application of fMRI has increased exponentially over 
the last two decades. Task modulated fMRI studies are the subject of the vast 
majority of fMRI studies. It is being used to localise language areas and networks 
non-invasively in patients undergoing presurgical evaluation [Bonelli et al.  2011] 
and has replaced Wada test in many centres [Wagner et al.  2012]. The 
investigation of memory using fMRI has revealed the underlying networks 
suggesting that the findings may have predictive value for patients undergoing 
epilepsy surgery [Richardson et al.  2004;Richardson et al.  2006a;Bonelli et al.  
2010;Stretton et al.  2012].  
Simultaneous and synchronized recording of good quality EEG and fMRI (EEG-
fMRI) data in 2001 [Lemieux et al.  2001] further broadened the range of neural 
events, effects and states that could be studied using fMRI, particularly in the 
resting state. The methodological details and applications of EEG-fMRI are 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
2.7 Medical and surgical treatments 
The two most important questions regarding the treatment of epilepsy are:  
 When to start?  
 What to start?  
AEDs are usually not started after the first provoked/unprovoked seizure. 
However, seizures associated with acute brain injury from trauma or infections 
require treatment for acute episodes but it does not prevent from the development 
of epilepsy in future [Schierhout and Roberts  2000]. AEDs do not appear to 
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change the prognosis of the disease and the likelihood of remission of seizures 
remains same if the treatment is started early or late [Schierhout and Roberts 
2000;Marson et al.  2005;Marson et al.  2007]. The risk of recurrence of seizures 
is higher when there is an underlying structural abnormality, learning disability or 
epileptiform abnormalities on EEG [Hart et al.  1990;Kim et al.  2006]. In 
addition, the risk such as of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy increases with 
chronic epilepsy. Therefore, the decision to start antiepileptic drugs is largely an 
individual decision and requires a balance between risks associated with seizures 
and antiepileptic drugs.  
2.7.1 Antiepileptic drugs  
AEDs can be classified according to their mechanism of action as follows; 
 Action on Sodium ion channels: Phenytoin, Carbamazepine, Lamotrigene, 
Topiramate, Valproic acid, Zonisamide, Lacosamide, Rufinamide 
 Action on Calcium ion channels: Ethosuximide, Valproic acid, 
Levetiracetam, Zonisamide, Gabapentin, Pregabalin 
 Action on Potassium ion channels: Retigabine 
 Enhancement of GABA transmission: Benzodiazepines (Diazepam, 
Clonazepam), Gabapentin, Phenobarbital, Valproic acid, Topiramate, 
Vigabatrin, Felbamate, Zonisamide 
 Inhibition of excitatory amino acid transmission: Felbamate and 
Topiramate, Zonisamide, Perampanel 
 Carbonic anhydrase inhibitors: Acetazolamide, Zonisamide 
The choice of AEDs for different types of seizures is different. Generally it can be 
divided into “first and second line” and “drugs to be avoided” for focal, 
generalized, myoclonic and absence seizures. The choice of right antiepileptic 
drug is of prime importance as some antiepileptic drugs can worsen seizures in 
idiopathic generalized epilepsy [Hitiris and Brodie  2005;Bergey  2005].   
2.7.2 Refractory epilepsy and epilepsy surgery 
Around 64-70% of patients with epilepsy achieve remission during the early years 
of epilepsy either spontaneously or with antiepileptic drugs [MacDonald et al.  
2000;Kwan and Brodie  2000;Beleza  2009]. Seizures can be controlled with the 
first AED in 47% of patients, with the second AED in another 13% and with the 
third AED in an additional 4% [Kwan and Brodie 2000].  
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Seizures continue despite treatment with antiepileptic drugs in 30-40% of patients 
[Beleza 2009] and the proportion of continuing seizures is higher in patients with 
symptomatic and cryptogenic epilepsy (40%) than idiopathic epilepsy (26%) 
[Kwan and Brodie 2000]. These patients are regarded as having refractory 
epilepsy. The definition of refractory epilepsy depends upon three main factors: 
 Number of AEDs previously taken 
 Frequency of seizures  
 Duration of uncontrolled epilepsy  
Therefore, refractory epilepsy has been defined when there is absence of response 
to 2 AEDs at reasonable doses keeping in mind the frequency of continuing 
seizures and the duration of uncontrolled epilepsy [Beleza 2009].  
Before considering epilepsy surgery it is important to ensure that: 
 The diagnosis of epilepsy and its subtype is correct 
 Adherence to antiepileptic drugs is maintained 
 Correct type of antiepileptic medication was used for the type of epilepsy.   
One out of two patients with refractory epilepsy can be offered further treatment 
with epilepsy surgery, provided that they have a focal seizure onset, which is 
estimated to be around 3% of people who develop epilepsy [Duncan  2011b]. 
Before surgery these patients undergo thorough presurgical evaluation [Duncan  
2011c]. In developed countries, for every 50 million people, around 1000 people 
need such assessment and 50% of these will undergo epilepsy surgery [Lhatoo et 
al.  2003]. The purpose of presurgical evaluation is to localise the focal 
epileptogenic area, by consensus of converging data from different investigation 
techniques, which can be removed with surgery without additional risks; to decide 
the type of possible surgery; and to assess the risk and benefits of surgery 
postsurgically [Duncan 2007]. The presurgical evaluation includes: detailed 
clinical history taking and examination, long-term scalp video-EEG, MRI, 
neuropsychological and neuropsychiatric assessments. MRI may fail to reveal an 
abnormality in 25% of cases and other investigations: PET, ictal-SPECT, MEG or 
EEG-fMRI recordings are performed to further localise the epileptic focus 
[Duncan 2010]. A small proportion of these patients also undergo icEEG 
recordings to confirm a predefined hypothesis regarding seizure onset and 
epileptogenic areas prior to surgery [Duncan 2007;Miller and Cole  2011].  
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The surgical procedures performed in epilepsy surgery include: anterior temporal 
lobe resection (ATLR), lesionectomy, neocortical resection, hemispherectomy, 
corpus callosotomy and multiple subpial transaction [Duncan 2007]. Relative 
proportion of different epilepsy surgery procedures has changed over time and 
also varies in different centres and countries. At the National Hospital for 
Neurology and Neurosurgery ATLR (77-81%) is the predominant surgical 
procedure performed in patients undergoing epilepsy surgery followed by extra-
temporal lesionectomy (7-14%), temporal lesionectomy (7%), extra-temporal 
resections (3%) and hemispherectomy (2-3%) [Lhatoo et al.  2003;deTisi et al.  
2011]. It has been shown that in children with temporal lobe epilepsy undergoing 
surgery between 1989 and 1993 in Germany, ATLR was performed in 80%, 
lesionectomies plus hippocampectomies in 11.4% and lateral neocortical 
resections in 8.6% [Clusmann et al.  2004]. In comparison, between 1994 and 
2000 in Germany in the same centre, ATLR was performed in 13%, 
amygdalohippocampectomies in 50%, lesionectomies plus hippocampectomies in 
16.7% and lateral neocortical resections in 20.3%, in children with temporal lobe 
epilepsy undergoing surgery [Clusmann et al.  2004]. In addition to the above 
mentioned procedures, gamma knife surgery is also perfomed for hippocampal 
sclerosis, cavernous angiomas and hypothalamic hamartomas in other centres 
[Regis et al.  2000]  
Overall, 60% of patients who undergo temporal lobe surgery achieve long-term 
seizure freedom, and 30–40% of patients who undergo extratemporal surgery 
remain seizure free [Tellez-Zenteno et al.  2005]. The best remission rates at 2 
years and 5 years postsurgically are achieved in patients who undergo anterior 
temporal lobe resections for neuroepithelial tumours and vascular malformations 
[Berkovic et al.  1995;deTisi et al.  2011]. The postsurgical seizure freedom rate 
is reported to be 52-62% at 5 years in patients with HS. Patients with FCD and 
MCD have early recurrence of seizures [deTisi et al.  2011].  Overall remission 
rates at 5 and 10 year postsurgically for all types of epilepsy surgery are 52% and 
47% respectively [deTisi et al.  2011]. In 30-50% of patients with refractory 
epilepsy who are not suitable for surgery, vagus nerve stimulation can be used 
resulting in a 50% reduction in seizures in 30% of patients [Theodore and Fisher  
2004].   
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2.8 Perspectives and conclusion 
The invention of new tools during the last century has revolutionised the process 
of diagnosis of epilepsy. These tools investigating the structure (using MRI), 
electrical and magnetic activity (using scalp and intracranial EEG, and MEG) and 
functional networks (using fMRI) of brain can provide scientific evidence 
regarding the seat of epilepsy. In its true sense this phase of new advancements is 
continuing even today. Although much work has been done there is still abundant 
room for improvement as far as the non-invasive localisation of epilepsy is 
concerned because the patients with refractory epilepsy continue to suffer. 
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Chapter 3: Simultaneous EEG-fMRI in epilepsy
2
 
Since its inception [Ogawa et al.  1990a;Kwong et al.  1992], fMRI has been used 
as a tool to map physiological and pathological BOLD networks in research and 
clinical settings. These applications include mapping: language [Bonelli et al.  
2011] and memory networks [Richardson et al.  2006a;Bonelli et al.  
2010;Stretton et al.  2012]; haemodynamic changes associated with epileptic 
activity; and brain state related haemodynamic changes in the resting state 
[Gusnard et al.  2001;Laufs et al.  2006;Fox et al.  2009] and during sleep [Czisch 
et al.  2004;Laufs et al.  2007a]. Functional MRI has good spatial resolution but 
low temporal resolution for investigating epileptic activity. On the other hand, 
EEG has good temporal resolution but low spatial resolution. Therefore, EEG was 
incorporated in the fMRI set up for the first time in 1993 by Ives [Ives et al.  
1993], with the later development of EEG-triggered fMRI [Warach et al.  1996], 
and simultaneous (continuous) EEG-fMRI [Lemieux et al.  2001]. In this chapter, 
I discuss the mechanism of BOLD contrast, its relationship with neuronal activity 
and main methodological constraints and applications of simultaneous EEG-fMRI 
in epilepsy. 
3.1 Mechanism of the BOLD effect 
Research in animals and humans have shed some light on the underlying 
mechanism of BOLD contrast [Menon et al.  1997;Krakow et al.  1999;Krakow et 
al.  2000b;Logothetis et al.  2001]. EEG displays the electromagnetic field 
patterns generated by the neuronal signals; therefore, it is important to describe 
different activities briefly which can be recorded by EEG before embarking on 
establishing their relationship with haemodynamic changes and BOLD contrast.  
3.1.1 Types of neuronal activity recorded on EEG  
Electrical signals recorded by EEG include: single unit activity, MUA and LFP. 
An electrode placed near a neural site measures the mean extracellular field 
potential (mEFP) which represents the weighted sum of activity along multiple 
cells. When a microelectrode with a small tip is placed close to the soma or 
                                                 
2
 This chapter forms the basis of the article [Chaudhary et al.  2013]. 
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axon of a neuron or inside the cell body, the measured mEFP represents the 
spiking activity (action potentials), its latency, amplitude and shape [Halgren et 
al.  1998;Harris et al.  2000] reflecting instantaneous firing of a neuron (single 
unit activity). MUA reflects the weighted sum of the output signal of a neuronal 
population within a radius of 50-350 microns and the activity from each point 
within the sphere is weighted by its distance from the recording electrode site 
[Grover and Buchwald  1970;Legatt et al.  1980;Gray et al.  1995]. LFPs are 
weighted sum of synchronized post-synaptic potentials of excitatory and 
inhibitory neurons, after potentials, dendrosomatic spikes and voltage gated 
membrane oscillations, reflecting the input signal of a neuronal population within 
0.5 to 3 mm of a recording electrode [GRANIT et al.  1963;Harada and Takahashi  
1983;Walton and Fulton  1986;Mitzdorf  1987;Higashi et al.  1993;Chandler et al.  
1994;Kobayashi et al.  1997;Juergens et al.  1999]. LFPs represent the low 
frequency mEFP signal, as shown by the combined EEG and intracortical 
recordings [Fromm and Bond  1964;Buchwald et al.  1965;Fromm and Bond  
1967], which is not correlated with cell size. IEDs recorded on human scalp 
EEG represent LFPs from 6-10 cm
2 
area of brain [Tao et al.  2005;Ray et al.  
2007]. 
3.1.2 Relationship between neuronal activity, energy metabolism and 
haemodynamic changes  
Brain requires energy for its functioning (neuronal activity) which is provided 
through oxygen and glucose supply which in turn is mediated by cerebral blood 
flow.  The evidence for the coupling between blood flow and neuronal activity is 
known for long [Roy and Sherrington  1890;Logothetis and Pfeuffer  2004]. Later 
studies using the 
14
C deoxy-glucose confirmed the relationship between neuronal 
activity and glucose metabolism [Sokoloff et al.  1977;Sokoloff  1977]. Another 
interesting observation has been that the haemodynamic changes may result from 
the neurotransmitter signalling rather the local energy requirements. The role of 
neurotransmitter (GABA and glutamate) related signalling has also been proposed 
in deriving the haemodynamic responses in different brain structures including: 
neocortex, cerebellum and hippocampus [Attwell and Iadecola  2002;Logothetis 
and Pfeuffer 2004;Logothetis and Wandell  2004]. The inhibitors of non-NMDA 
glutamate receptors and adenosine receptors have been shown to block increase in 
blood flow [Li and Iadecola  1994], whereas application of glutamate have 
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vascular effects to increase blood flow [Faraci and Breese  1993;Yang and 
Iadecola  1996;Fergus and Lee  1997]. Therefore, the brain energy requirement is 
dependent on both neuronal and neurotransmitter signalling, and in turn blood 
flow is also mediated by these mechanisms.  
3.1.3 What is the BOLD effect? 
Increased neuronal activity requires increased energy demands. This increased 
energy requirement is fulfilled by regional changes in cerebral blood flow, 
cerebral blood volume and blood oxygenation. As a result the ratio of diamagnetic 
oxy-haemoglobin and paramagnetic deoxy-haemoglobin changes; and, in the 
presence of a strong magnetic field, the inhomogeneities induced by deoxy-
haemoglobin in the intracellular space of red blood cells and the surrounding 
tissue generate a magnetic field gradient which can be detected as the blood 
oxygen level dependent: BOLD contrast [Ogawa et al.  1990a;Kwong et al.  
1992;Mulert and Lemieux  2010]. This intrinsic contrast mechanism provides a 
means of mapping function related haemodynamic changes non-invasively over 
the entire brain with good spatial resolution.  
The time course of the transient BOLD signal for a brief neuronal stimulus is also 
called the haemodynamic response function (HRF). It starts with an initial dip [Hu 
et al.  1997;Logothetis et al.  1999] followed by an increase which is delayed by 
2-3s and reaches a plateau or peak value with a rapid rise in 6-12s. The signal 
returns through baseline with a post-stimulus undershoot resolving approximately 
20 to 30 seconds post stimulus. It has been shown that the initial dip in the signal 
is attributed to the rapid increase in deoxy-haemoglobin [Malonek and Grinvald  
1996] and local tissue hypoxia [Geneslaw et al.  2011]. The increase in BOLD 
signal reflects increased oxygen consumption as a result of increased neuronal 
activity. Increased blood flow to the areas of increased oxygen consumption 
supply additional oxygen requirements and overcompensates for the decreased 
oxygen. The under shoot of BOLD signal reflects changes in blood volume. It is 
suggested that the decrease in BOLD signal from peak may also reflect neuronal 
inhibition [Fox et al.  1988;Frahm et al.  1996;Logothetis et al.  1999;Logothetis 
et al.  2001;Logothetis and Wandell 2004;Logothetis and Pfeuffer 2004;Mulert 
and Lemieux 2010].  
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3.1.4 BOLD effect and neuronal activity  
Over the last decade, efforts have been made to understand the exact relationship 
between the haemodynamic changes and the neuronal activity. Logothetis and 
colleagues [Logothetis et al.  2001] dissected the relationship between single unit 
activity, MUA, LFPs and BOLD responses which were recorded simultaneously 
from visual cortex. The sustained BOLD responses for single/multi unit activity 
show strong adaptation 2.5s after neuronal firing. In comparison, the BOLD 
responses for LFPs were sustained for the duration of the neuronal firing and 
highly correlated with it. It was suggested thus: strong association of BOLD 
responses with LFPs actually reflects that BOLD signal represents the summated 
input signals to neuronal population and the local processing of these signals. 
Moreover, MUA lacks synchronization and the signal decreases on summation 
which may be another cause of its lesser contribution towards BOLD responses 
[Logothetis et al.  2001].  
The contribution of LFP activity to the BOLD signal has also been suggested by 
the studies addressing the issue of energy consumption underlying neuronal 
signals. The neuronal signals from post-synaptic effects of glutamate neurons 
account for the largest proportion of energy consumption (74% in humans and 
34% in rodents) [Attwell and Laughlin  2001;Lennie  2003]. There is also a 
relationship between energy expenditure and neurotransmitters [Shulman and 
Rothman  1998;Rothman et al.  1999;Magistretti et al.  1999], energy expenditure 
and synaptic activity [Takahashi et al.  1995] (specifically that of glutamatergic 
neurons as they account for 80-90% of glucose usage for energy requirements 
[Pan et al.  2000]), and energy expenditure and astrocytes [Magistretti et al.  
1994;Pellerin and Magistretti  1994]. In turn, this energy expensive synaptic 
activity which underlies the LFPs generated by neuronal population is associated 
with haemodynamic signal changes.  
It has been shown that selective blocking of MUA has minimal effect on BOLD 
contrast and spikes/single unit activity are not dependent on cerebral blood flow 
refuting a quantitative relationship between spiking rate of neurons and 
haemodynamic signals [Mathiesen et al.  1998;Logothetis et al.  1999;Rees et al.  
2000;Logothetis and Pfeuffer 2004;Logothetis and Wandell 2004]. Therefore, it 
can be said that BOLD contrast is closely related to LFPs and reflects the input 
activity to a cortical or subcortical neuronal population and its local processing. 
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An important question to address here is the nature of the relationship between the 
BOLD effect and neuronal activity. The BOLD response increases as a 
compressive, nonlinear, saturating function of stimulus energy [Wandell  
1999;Logothetis and Wandell 2004]. This nonlinearity can result from a nonlinear 
association between the neuronal signal and stimulus energy or the neuronal 
signal and BOLD effect. Some studies have suggested a linear relationship 
between the neuronal signals and associated BOLD response; which if true should 
enable to infer neuronal signal from BOLD response [Mathiesen et al.  
1998;Logothetis et al.  1999;Brinker et al.  1999;Rees et al.  2000;Ogawa et al.  
2000;Logothetis et al.  2001;Smith et al.  2002;Logothetis and Pfeuffer 2004]. 
Logothetis and colleagues [Logothetis et al.  2001] showed that the neuronal 
signal and BOLD response increase proportionally for stimuli of varying strength, 
however it is not a time variant and did not extend to zero, suggesting that the 
whole relationship is nonlinear.  
The sustained BOLD increases [Logothetis and Wandell 2004] and decreases 
[Shmuel et al.  2002] for a particular stimulus or a task can be conceptualized to 
reflect a balance between local neuronal excitation and inhibition. The regional 
energy demands change when there is net excitation, inhibition, or simple 
adjustments resulting in the regulation of cerebral blood flow. A simplistic 
explanation is that stimulus specific increase in excitatory neuronal activity results 
in increase in BOLD signal. This might be true in some cases but increases in 
BOLD signal can also occur when there is increase in both excitatory and 
inhibitory neuronal activity without a net gain. It can be argued that an increase in 
inhibitory activity with simultaneous decrease in excitation would result in 
decreased BOLD signal [Logothetis  2008]. Though, the energy expenditure may 
increase with increased inhibition or with sustained suppression of spiking 
activity of neurons due to longstanding stimulation [Ackermann et al.  1984;Nudo 
and Masterton  1986;Jueptner and Weiller  1995;Stefanovic et al.  2004]. This 
increased metabolism may be attributed to the pre-synaptic input activity despite 
decreased neuronal spiking [Logothetis 2008]. Human fMRI studies have 
suggested an association between neuronal inhibition/decreased neuronal spiking 
and down-regulation of haemodynamic signals and metabolism for BOLD signal 
decreases [Shmuel et al.  2002;Shmuel et al.  2006;Devor et al.  2007;Carmichael 
et al.  2008a]. Therefore, it is difficult to say that decreases in BOLD signal 
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reflect decreased metabolism and neuronal inhibition, unless the association 
between inhibitory neuronal activity and energy metabolism are clearly 
understood. 
From the above discussion it is evident that the generation of BOLD response is 
highly dependent on local blood flow. White matter energy consumption is one 
fourth that of gray matter and is rarely reported to have BOLD signal changes 
[Mosier and Bereznaya  2001;Tettamanti et al.  2002]. Moreover, the BOLD 
signal may differ between regions, even when the regions are nearby. Our 
current understanding of BOLD mechanism does not allow determining a 
quantitative relationship between BOLD signal and its underlying neural 
activity, whether for number of spikes per unit time per BOLD increase or for 
perisynaptic  activity, even if BOLD is calibrated for local perfusion of the 
tissue [Kida et al.  2000;Hyder et al.  2000].  
3.2 Methodological considerations for simultaneous EEG-fMRI  
The aims of performing EEG-fMRI for patients of epilepsy include the 
localisation of interictal and ictal epileptic networks and understanding the 
relationship between neuronal activity and the associated haemodynamic changes. 
Studies using fMRI and/or EEG-fMRI as an investigation tool in epilepsy face a 
number of methodological issues pertaining to patient recruitment, identification 
of epileptic activity on EEG and data analysis which makes simultaneous EEG-
fMRI data acquisition complex. Here, I discuss these issues within the specific 
context of their demonstrated application in epilepsy. 
3.2.1 Patient selection 
EEG-fMRI studies investigating the epileptic functional networks depend upon 
EEG to identify epileptic activity and therefore suffer from the limitations of EEG 
as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1. Moreover, the aim of exploring 
functional networks varies from understanding the mechanism generating 
epileptic discharges (e.g., EEG-fMRI studies in generalized epilepsy) to localise 
the epileptic focus (e.g., EEG-fMRI studies in focal epilepsy). Therefore, patient 
selection has an important role to play in EEG-fMRI studies. In this section, I 
summarize the concerns relating to patient selection and their possible solutions 
adopted for EEG-fMRI studies of epileptic activity.   
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3.2.1a Studies on IED related haemodynamic changes 
Initial studies investigating haemodynamic changes related to IEDs have been 
single case reports providing proof of the concept [Lemieux et al.  1997;Krakow 
et al.  1999;Lemieux et al.  2001;Archer et al.  2003b]. Majority of later studies 
are case series and have included patients with IGE [Aghakhani et al.  
2004;Gotman et al.  2005;Hamandi et al.  2006;Hamandi et al.  2008;Carmichael 
et al.  2008a;Moeller et al.  2008a;Moeller et al.  2008b;Moeller et al.  2010a] and 
focal epilepsy with frequent IEDs on standard clinical EEG recordings and 
attending epilepsy clinics at tertiary care level [Krakow et al.  1999;Benar et al.  
2002;Al-Asmi et al.  2003;Benar et al.  2003;Archer et al.  2003a;Bagshaw et al.  
2004;Bagshaw et al.  2005;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Kobayashi et al.  
2006d;Jacobs et al.  2007;Zijlmans et al.  2007;Tyvaert et al.  2008;Jacobs et al.  
2009;Vulliemoz et al.  2009;LeVan et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  2010a;Grouiller 
et al.  2011;Thornton et al.  2011;Vulliemoz et al.  2011].  
A number of studies have focussed on specific sub-types of epilepsy: refractory 
focal epilepsy [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Jacobs et al.  2007;Zijlmans et al.  
2007;Tyvaert et al.  2008;Jacobs et al.  2009;Vulliemoz et al.  2009;Thornton et 
al.  2010a;LeVan et al.  2010b;Grouiller et al.  2011;Thornton et al.  
2011;Vulliemoz et al.  2011], secondary generalized epilepsy (SGE) [Hamandi et 
al.  2006;Hamandi et al.  2008], benign childhood epilepsy with centro-temporal 
spikes (BECTS) [Archer et al.  2003b;Masterton et al.  2010], childhood absence 
epilepsy (CAE) and reading epilepsy [Archer et al.  2003a]; and on specific 
structural abnormalities: MCDs [Tyvaert et al.  2008], cavernous angiomas 
[Kobayashi et al.  2007], tuberous sclerosis [Jacobs et al.  2008a] and FCDs 
[Tyvaert et al.  2008;Thornton et al.  2011]. A few studies have recruited patients 
undergoing presurgical evaluation and have compared the localisation of BOLD 
changes with postsurgical outcome retrospectively [Lazeyras et al.  
2000a;Zijlmans et al.  2007;Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  2011].  
3.2.1b Studies on ictal related haemodynamic changes 
Patient recruitment for ictal studies using fMRI has been either fortuitous, in cases 
when seizures have occurred during studies of the interictal state, or targeted. The 
majority of series published to date have resulted from the former. The targeted 
selection of patients based on the specific aim of capturing seizures has generally 
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been when seizures were provoked by certain triggers such as fixation off 
sensitivity (FOS) [Krakow et al.  2000c;Iannetti et al.  2002;Di Bonaventura et al.  
2005], music [Morocz et al.  2003], reading [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009] and 
photo paroxysmal response (PPR) [Moeller et al.  2009b]. Most studies have been 
single case reports or small series of patients with specific subgroups of epilepsy 
(Table 3.1). The unpredictable nature of seizures (except when seizures can be 
triggered) explains this situation.  
Vigorous head or body movements inside an MRI scanner may be hazardous from 
the patient safety perspective [Lemieux et al.  1997] and can adversely affect data 
quality [Lemieux et al.  2007]. Patient recruitment has, therefore, been limited to 
specific seizure types which can be scanned without patient safety and data 
quality concerns. 
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Table 3.1: Publications on mapping seizure related BOLD changes using 
fMRI or EEG-fMRI 
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Adults: fMRI Only Studies 
[Detre et al.  1995] FE 1 N - N Visually 
Observed 
Δ Signal 
Intensity 
[Detre et al.  1996] FE 1 N - N NM Δ Signal 
Intensity 
[Krakow et al.  2000c] FOS 1 N - Fixation Eye 
tracking 
system 
GLM 
[Kubota et al. 2000] FE 1 N - N Visually 
Observed 
Δ Signal 
Intensity 
[Krings et al.  2000] FE 1 N - N Visually 
Observed, 
Video 
recording 
Δ Signal 
Intensity 
[Morocz et al.  2003] ME 1 N - Music Patient 
response 
button 
GLM, ICA 
[Archer et al.  2006] FE 1 N - N Video 
recording 
GLM 
[Auer et al.  2008] FE 1 N 0.2 N Visually 
Observed 
Δ Signal 
Intensity 
[Donaire et al.  2009b] FE 1 N 0.5 N Visually 
Observed 
Seq.GLM, 
ICA 
[Iannetti et al.  2002] FOS 3 Y/32 - Fixation EEG GLM 
[Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2002] 
FE 1 Y/11 - N EEG GLM 
[Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2003b] 
JAE 1 Y 
/NM 
- N EEG GLM 
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Table 3.1: contd. 
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Adults: EEG-fMRI Studies 
[Aghakhani et al.  2004] IGE 25 Y/21 - N EEG GLM 
[Gotman et al.  2005] IGE 25 Y/21 1 N EEG GLM 
[Federico et al.  2005b] FE 3 * - SD Video 
recording 
GLM 
[Di Bonaventura et al.  2005] FOS 3 Y 
/NM 
- Fixation EEG GLM 
[Di Bonaventura et al.  2006a] RE 1 Y 
/NM 
- N EEG GLM 
[Di Bonaventura et al.  2006b] FE/ 
IGE 
32/
11 
Y/18 - N EEG, 
Video 
recording, 
Patient 
response 
button 
GLM 
[Kobayashi et al.  2006a] FE 1 Y/27 1 N EEG GLM 
[Hamandi et al.  2006] 
 
 
IGE / 
SGE 
 
30 / 
16 
 
Y/12 
 
- 
 
N 
 
EEG 
 
GLM 
 
[Laufs et al.  2006] JAE 1 Y/29 - N EEG GLM 
[Hamandi et al.  2008] IGE/
SGE 
2/2 Y/32 - N EEG GLM 
[Carmichael et al.  2008a] IGE/
SGE 
2/2 Y/32 - N EEG GLM 
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Table 3.1: contd. 
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Adults: EEG-fMRI Studies 
[Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2009] 
ReE 9 Y/11 - Reading EEG, 
Sound 
recording, 
EMG, 
Patient 
response 
button 
GLM 
[Tyvaert et al.  2008] FE 8 Y/25 - N EEG GLM 
[Donaire et al.  2009a] FE 10 Y/27 - N Visually 
Observed 
Seq.GLM 
[Tyvaert et al.  2009] FE 17 Y/25 1 N EEG, 
Video 
recording 
Seq.GLM 
 
[LeVan and Gotman  
2009] 
 
FE 
 
15 
 
Y/25 
-  
N 
 
EEG 
 
ICA 
[Chassagnon et al.  2009] FE 1 Y/27 - N EEG GLM 
[Marrosu et al.  2009] ME 1 Y 
/NM 
- N EEG GLM 
[Thornton et al.  2010b] FE 83 Y/32
-64 
- N EEG  
GLM, ICA 
 
Children 
[Jackson et al.  1994] FE 1 N - N - Δ Signal 
Intensity 
[Labate et al.  2005] IGE 1 Y/18 - N EEG GLM 
[Liu et al.  2008] EMA 4 Y/21 - N EEG GLM 
[Moeller et al.  2008a] CAE 10 Y/30 - N EEG GLM 
[Moeller et al.  2008b] IGE 10 Y/30 - N EEG GLM 
[Moeller et al.  2009b] IGE/ 
PPR 
16/
14 
Y/30 - Photic EEG GLM 
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Table 3.1: contd. 
 
 
 
 
Abbreviations: FE = Focal Epilepsy, FOS = Fixation off Sensitivity, ME = 
Musicogenic Epilepsy, JAE = Juvenile Absence Epilepsy, IGE = Idiopathic 
Generalized Epilepsy, RE = Rasmussan’s Encephalitis, SGE = Secondary 
Generalized Epilepsy, ReE = Reading Epilepsy, EMA = Eyelid Myoclonia with 
Absences, CAE = Childhood Absence Epilepsy, PPR = Photo paroxysmal 
Response, N = None, Y = Yes, SD = Sleep Deprivation, Photic = Photic 
Stimulation, DR = Drug Reduction, EMG = Electromyography, Δ = Change, 
GLM = General Linear Model, ICA = Independent Component Analysis, Seq.= 
Sequential, EEG = Electroencephalography 
*One patient had simultaneously recorded EEG 
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Children 
[Li et al.  2009] CAE 15 Y/34 - N EEG GLM 
[Moeller et al.  2009a] IGE 1 Y/30 - Photic EEG GLM 
[Bai et al.  2010] CAE 42 Y/21 >3 
DR, 
SD 
EEG GLM 
[Moeller et al.  2010a] IGE 12 Y/25 - N EEG 
GLM, 
ICA 
[Berman et al.  2010] CAE 37 
Y/21
-32 
- DR EEG GLM 
[Moeller et al.  2010b] IGE 1 Y/32 - - EEG GLM 
[Moeller et al.  2010c] 
CAE / 
JAE 
14 
Y/25
-30 
1 - EEG Seq.GLM 
[Carney et al.  2010] CAE 11 Y/18 - DR EEG GLM 
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3.2.2 Recording EEG inside MRI scanner  
The recording of scalp EEG and MRI independently are believed to be safe for all 
practical purposes. Combining these two techniques together raises challenges for 
EEG data quality, image data quality and patient safety. Acquiring a good quality 
EEG during fMRI scanning which can be interpreted at the same level as the EEG 
recorded outside the scanner is the foremost requirement for a successful EEG-
fMRI study.  
Scalp EEG recording inside the scanner requires the electrodes and leads to be 
placed within the imaging field of view (FOV) which can result in possible 
interactions between strong magnetic field of the scanner and metal electrodes. 
The main sources of artefact on EEG recorded inside the scanner include: strong 
static magnetic field, switching magnetic gradient fields, electrical and magnetic 
components of radio frequency (RF) pulses (~10 μT and 100 MHz), cardiac pulse 
and head and body movements. Any change in magnetic flux (essentially the 
component of the magnetic field that is perpendicular to a surface) over time 
through a conducting medium (loop, surface, volume) can produce an 
electromotive force in the material resulting in an induced current. This change in 
magnetic flux and the induced current can be caused by movement (change of 
position, orientation or shape) of the conducting medium in a magnetic field or 
change in the magnetic field to which the conducting medium is exposed, which 
can cause additional health hazards and EEG quality degradation in the form of 
pulse related and image acquisition (gradient switching and RF) related artefacts 
[Lemieux et al.  1997;Goldman et al.  2000;Krakow et al.  2000a;Krakow et al.  
2000b;Lemieux et al.  2001;Benar et al.  2003;Mirsattari et al.  2004;Laufs et al.  
2008].  
It has been recommended to insert one 10 kΩ current-limiting resistor serially at 
each electrode lead and twisting (for immobilisation purposes) of the electrode 
leads in a bundle to reduce the possibility of formation of large loops between 
subject’s head, electrode, electrode lead and EEG amplifier. In turn this avoids 
health hazards from induced currents flowing trough loops and heating of EEG 
components in contact with the subject. Other important considerations are: using 
RF transmit/receive coil; avoiding RF antenna effect by ensuring that the length 
of wires (exposed to the electrical component of the field) is as short as possible 
and the wires are not resonating and duly secured in place by sand bags [Lemieux 
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et al.  1997;Goldman et al.  2000;Konings et al.  2000;Krakow et al.  
2000a;Krakow et al.  2000b;Lemieux et al.  2001;Benar et al.  2003;Mirsattari et 
al.  2004;Laufs et al.  2008]. 
Early EEG-fMRI studies have used magnetic resonance compatible (MR-
compatible) electrodes placed individually on the scalp [Krakow et al.  
2000a;Krakow et al.  2000b;Lemieux et al.  2001;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006]. 
Recent studies have used commercially available MR-compatible EEG system 
and electrode caps (32-64 channels) [Tyvaert et al.  2008;Vulliemoz et al.  
2009;Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  2011] which have incorporated 
current-limiting resistors in their product design. It is also important that the scalp 
electrodes used should not touch the skin, have good artefact characteristics and 
ease of use. The amount of conductive agent between electrodes and scalp should 
be minimised to avoid forming bridges between electrodes [Laufs et al.  2008].  
Safety, feasibility as well as human studies for recording EEG signals from 
implanted intracranial electrodes during MRI scanning have also been conducted 
[Carmichael et al.  2008a;Carmichael et al.  2010;Vulliemoz et al.  2011], 
proposing that simultaneous intracranial EEG-fMRI is safe provided head 
transmit coil is used, electrode leads are separated, and specific absorption rates 
are limited.  
The signal recorded by EEG electrodes is relayed to the EEG recording amplifier 
through wires. Previously, the wires (metallic) carrying electrical signals from 
scalp used to be passed to the outside of the electromagnetically shielded room, 
amplified and digitized using conventional EEG recording hardware. Currently, 
with the availability of MR-compatible equipment, the EEG signals are amplified 
and digitized within the scanner room using MR-compatible amplifiers and 
passed to the recording equipment, outside of the electro-magnetically shielded 
room, through optical fibres. Moreover, EEG clock is synchronized with the MRI 
clock which also improves scanner artefact removal from EEG [Allen et al.  
2000;Laufs et al.  2008]. 
3.2.3 Identification of interictal and ictal activity in EEG-fMRI studies 
IEDs are identified on scalp EEG recorded inside the scanner [Aghakhani et al.  
2004;Bagshaw et al.  2004;Bagshaw et al.  2005;Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2006;Tyvaert et al.  2008;Vulliemoz et al.  2009;Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton 
et al.  2011]. The low sensitivity of routine 20 minute scalp EEG (25 to 56%) 
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[Smith 2005] may result in spike less EEG-fMRI studies i.e., EEG-fMRI studies 
without IEDs to be modelled for haemodynamic changes. More recently, a 
solution has been proposed to correlate the voltage maps of averaged IEDs 
recorded during the long-term video-EEG monitoring with the voltage maps of 
scalp EEG recorded inside scanner. This correlation produces a regressor which in 
turn is applied to evaluate IED related haemodynamic changes [Grouiller et al.  
2011]. I will call this method as topographical voltage map correlation based 
analysis [Grouiller et al.  2011] in the rest of the thesis.  
For identification of seizures, various means of identification have been applied in 
fMRI studies. These methods include online and retrospective review of EEG, 
Electromyography (EMG), video recording, observation of ictal semiology (for 
example: by person inside the scanner room), eye tracking technology, patient 
response button and sound/voice recording (Table 3.1). Using simultaneous 
video-EEG recording is a well established method and video recording can 
provide additional valuable information to identify seizures when EEG is not 
helpful [Binnie et al.  1981;Smith 2005]. In this respect, synchronisation of EEG 
and video is pivotal, as there may be a time delay for the electrical activity to 
propagate from the SOZ to the symptomatogenic zone to produce clinical 
symptoms [Luders et al.  2006]. Thus depending solely on video or sound 
recording may be inaccurate or sub-optimal. Similarly, if consciousness is 
affected immediately at the beginning of a seizure, the use of patient signal (e.g. 
via a button press) may not be a reliable way of identifying seizure onset because 
the patient may not be able to press the button at all due to impairment of 
consciousness. EMG recordings may also prove helpful during EEG-fMRI studies 
for atonic/tonic seizures and myoclonic jerks [Richardson et al.  2006b]. 
3.2.4 Data quality  
Combined multimodal measurements are generally prone to data quality 
degradation due to interactions between the recording instruments e.g., EEG and 
fMRI. Here, I discuss these issues in some detail.  
3.2.4a Removing artefacts in EEG data recorded during fMRI 
For most applications, in particular those relying on the quantitative EEG 
analysis, it is necessary to minimize artefacts on EEG during fMRI acquisition 
and remove subsequently before any further processing. The EEG quality is 
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affected by the presence of the scanner’s magnetic fields: static, gradient and RF 
through induction and recording good quality EEG inside the MRI scanner is a 
challenging task [Parkes et al.  2006;Laufs and Duncan  2007;Laufs et al.  2008].  
Generally speaking EEG recordings inside an MRI scanner are obscured by two 
main types of artefacts; gradient artefact (GA) and pulse artefact (PA). The GA is 
produced by the rapidly changing magnetic field used for fMRI acquisition and 
superimposes the EEG signal making it uninterpretable [Warach et al.  
1996;Allen et al.  2000]. Initial EEG-fMRI studies circumvented this problem by 
leaving gaps in the fMRI acquisition i.e., acquiring spike triggered fMRI. Thus, 
EEG features of interest were identified between these gaps of sufficient duration 
[Warach et al.  1996;Krakow et al.  1999;Symms et al.  1999;Lazeyras et al.  
2000b;Al-Asmi et al.  2003;Archer et al.  2003a;Archer et al.  2003b]. This 
technique limits experimental efficiency, therefore, attempts were made to record 
EEG of sufficient quality throughout fMRI acquisition i.e., continuous EEG-
fMRI. The spectral signature of the GA ranges from 1/TR (TR: slice acquisition 
repetition time) to around 1 kHz (corresponding to the readout gradient) and can 
appear artificially benign when recorded using standard EEG equipment [Ives et 
al.  1993]. It has been shown that equipment with sufficient bandwidth, sampling 
rate (1-20KHz) and dynamic range (~20 mV) can capture the artefact with 
adequate accuracy [Allen et al.  2000]. 
It is assumed that the time gap between acquired volumes and slices remains 
stable and the pattern of the GA is repeated exactly across slices [Allen et al.  
2000]. However, the GA is subject to variations in time due to changes in the 
electrode/lead configuration caused by subject motion. Therefore, immobilisation 
of head using vacuum cushions and avoiding loop formation by twisting and 
immobilising the wires using sand bags is advised for recording good quality EEG 
[Benar et al.  2002]. Further reduction in the GA can be done by low-pass 
filtering, modification of the MR sequence and synchronization of EEG and MRI 
clocks [Allen et al.  2000;Laufs et al.  2008]. Commercially available MR 
compatible equipment has implemented these principles and significantly 
improved the quality of EEG recorded inside the scanner [Laufs et al.  
2008;Mulert and Lemieux 2010].  
A number of methods have been devised over the years with varying degrees of 
efficacy to remove GA including frequency domain method [Hoffmann et al.  
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2000], average image artefact subtraction, average image artefact subtraction and 
adaptive noise cancellation [Allen et al.  2000] and principal component analysis 
(PCA) [Negishi et al.  2004;Niazy et al.  2005]. To date the most commonly used 
method is average image artefact subtraction and adaptive noise cancellation 
[Allen et al.  2000], which is used both for online and off-line EEG artefact 
removal. This works on the basis of the principle that physiological signals and 
the GA are not correlated and the gap between acquired volumes and slices and 
the pattern of the GA remains stable. As a result, the GA is estimated and 
removed by averaging the EEG over a number of epochs corresponding to 
individual scan repetitions for example [Allen et al.  2000].  
The PA is also often called the ballistocardiographic (BCG) artefact. This effect 
results at least in part from the pulsatile movement of the head and scalp in 
relation to the cardiac cycle which results in induced voltages (artefacts) in the 
EEG recording circuit. Although a contribution from the Hall effect [Yan et al.  
2010] which is not ballistic cannot be excluded and hence the terminology pulse 
related artefact is preferred. This effect may make the identification of epileptic 
events difficult in most patients. Here again methods based on the average artefact 
subtraction principle [Allen et al.  1998] are the most commonly applied 
technique for removing the PA. Other methods include applying adaptive filtering 
[Bonmassar et al.  2002], weighted average subtraction [Goldman et al.  2000], 
median filter template [Ellingson et al.  2004] or statistical algorithms in 
independent component analysis (ICA) [Srivastava et al.  2005]. All these 
methods have been validated in a number of studies and provide adequate 
solutions facilitating the identification of epileptic discharges. 
Methods to improve the quality of EEG inside the scanner are under continuous 
development. Despite these improvements, it is a common view that a certain 
degree of loss of EEG data quality cannot be avoided [Debener et al.  
2007;Debener and Herrmann  2008;Debener et al.  2008] making the 
interpretation of events on EEG inside the MRI scanner difficult to some extent 
[Benar et al.  2003].    
3.2.4b Artefacts in fMRI data: physiological and non-physiological 
The imaging sequence used most for simultaneous EEG-fMRI is gradient echo-
planar imaging (EPI) which is prone to distortion and local signal dropout 
[Schmitt et al.  1998;Krakow et al.  2000b]. The quality of the fMRI data acquired 
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during EEG recording in general and seizures in particular can be severely 
degraded by a number of factors, namely: electromagnetic interference caused by 
the EEG recording system (passive: distortion from metallic electrodes and leads; 
active: contamination of MR signal by RF waves generated by the EEG 
electronics), head motion and pulse and respiration related artefacts. Artefacts 
produced in the imaging data due to electromagnetic interference can be 
minimized by proper selection, design and placement of EEG recording 
equipment as explained in Section 3.2. Here, I describe the methods used to 
minimize artefacts in the fMRI from head motion, pulse and respiration.  
Head motion related artefact in fMRI 
Head and body movements as small as a fraction of a millimetre can affect fMRI 
data quality adversely and may make them unusable or impossible to interpret 
[Hajnal et al.  1994], unless special post-processing steps are utilized [Friston et 
al.  1995a]. Motion is integral to most seizure types. Therefore physical means to 
limit motion such as vacuum cushions can play an important role at the 
acquisition stage [Benar et al.  2003].  
The most common and widely applied motion correction method in fMRI is post 
acquisition realignment of the fMRI time series using six rigid body realignment 
parameters (RP). The RPs are the 3 rotation angles and 3 translation shifts that 
describe the rigid-body relationship between an individual volume in the fMRI 
time series and the first/mean volume in the series, estimated using a least squares 
approach and expressed as 6 time series [Friston et al.  1995a]. Some investigators 
[Gotman et al.  2005] have used a cut off limit of 1 mm and 1 degree inter-scan 
motion above which the whole data set is discarded from the analysis. Each 
seizure related fMRI dataset is potentially unique, in contrast to most cognitive 
studies in healthy subjects; therefore, another approach is to systematically 
attempt to extract as much information as possible from every dataset through 
adapted signal modelling strategies. For example, residual motion related signal 
may be treated as confound within the general linear modelling framework. These 
effects can be modelled based on the motion RPs derived from the scan 
realignment procedure [Friston et al.  1995a] and by calculating additional linear 
and nonlinear motion related effects (using Volterra-expansion of motion RPs) 
[Salek-Haddadi et al.  2003a;Hamandi et al.  2006].  
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For large motion effects, the inclusion of ‘scan nulling’ regressors has also been 
proposed [Lemieux et al.  2007], instead of discarding the scans, on the basis of 
the principle that inclusion of nuisance effects into models of the fMRI signal, in 
addition to the effects of interest, can increase sensitivity [Friston et al.  1995b]. 
These regressors attempt to explain the signal variation due to severe head motion 
events (i.e. above a pre-fixed cut-off value of the inter-scan motion derived from 
the RP), by representing the effect as a series of four regressors each consisting of 
a one TR duration Heaviside function corresponding to the scan affected by head 
motion and the 3 subsequent scans [Lemieux et al.  2007].  
Cardiac pulse and respiration related effects in fMRI: physiological noise 
The cyclical variability of the pulse causes changes in oxygenated blood volume 
in the brain, and small displacements of the brain tissue from compression and 
decompression during the cardiac cycle. Similarly, respiration related 
physiological noise also affects fMRI data quality through changes in magnetic 
field secondary to chest movements and due to changes in pCO2 (partial pressure 
of CO2 in blood)  levels causing fluctuations in BOLD. Though these signal 
variations are present in all fMRI studies, their effect becomes more significant 
for EEG-fMRI studies of epilepsy in view of the greater imperative of extracting 
as much information as possible from individual unique datasets and due to the 
possible clinical implications of the result for the patient’s management in some 
cases. This is in contrast with most fMRI studies in which a dataset of sub-optimal 
quality can be replaced with a better one, possibly from a different subject. 
Image data correction and regression methods based on the phase of the cardiac 
cycle relative to the scan acquisition [Glover et al.  2000;Liston et al.  2006] and 
ICA based identification of physiological noise related components and removal 
[Perlbarg et al.  2007] have been used. For respiration related signals, modelling 
of respiratory volume per minute and changes in depth and height of respiration as 
confounds [Birn et al.  2006;van Houdt et al.  2010] have been employed. It has 
been shown in EEG-fMRI studies of IEDs [Glover et al.  2000;Liston et al.  2006] 
and alpha rhythms [van Houdt et al.  2010] that inclusion of these additional 
regressors as confounds improves sensitivity. In addition cardiac effects have also 
been modelled in fMRI analysis of seizures [Thornton et al.  2010b].  
The inclusion of as complete and thorough a model of the effects of motion and 
physiological confounds such as pulse on the fMRI signal is the best possible 
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means of avoiding false positive findings and therefore guaranteeing maximum 
specificity of the observed BOLD signal changes in relation to neural activity. A 
novel approach to this problem will be presented in detail in Chapter 6. 
3.2.5 fMRI data analysis 
The overall aim of the analysis is to identify haemodynamic patterns reflecting the 
epileptic activity. Three types of data analysis approaches have been proposed for 
this purpose: the identification of regions showing particular patterns of signal 
fluctuations; the general linear model (GLM); and data-driven such as ICA. 
Within the GLM framework, the choice and specification of the model embody 
the investigator’s hypotheses. These differ in their underlying assumptions and in 
particular the degree to which they rely on the use of other data such as 
synchronously recorded EEG to reveal these patterns. 
3.2.5a Identification of variations in MR signal intensity 
Early studies investigating haemodynamic changes during seizures used fMRI 
without simultaneous EEG or video. In these, fluctuations in signal intensity 
relative to the mean signal [Jackson et al.  1994;Detre et al.  1995] or the baseline 
signal [Krings et al.  2000;Kubota et al.  2000] were identified to produce maps of 
ictal fMRI change. Detre and colleagues performed a cross-correlation analysis 
between regions of the earliest signal change including the well characterised 
focus and the rest of the brain [Detre et al.  1996]. More recently, Auer and 
colleagues correlated the signal at every voxel in the brain to an internal reference 
curve defined by visually examining the signal alterations of the voxels in the area 
responsible for seizures to map changes in other regions [Auer et al.  2008]. 
Detection of variation in signal intensity, as applied in these studies [Jackson et al.  
1994;Detre et al.  1995;Krings et al.  2000;Kubota et al.  2000], lacks the 
concurrent information from EEG on seizure onset and evolution. In addition, 
mapping of putative ictal haemodynamic changes based on visual identification of 
regions of raw signal intensity changes may be particularly unreliable due to the 
effects of motion and MR signal drift. 
Spike triggered fMRI studies [Ives et al.  1993;Warach et al.  1996;Krakow et al.  
1999;Symms et al.  1999;Al-Asmi et al.  2003] also measured MR signal 
variations above a certain threshold between active (spike triggered) and resting 
(without spikes) fMRI data.    
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3.2.5b Correlation analysis: general linear model  
The analysis of most fMRI time series data relies on the application of the GLM 
which is a correlation based technique in a mass univariate (voxel by voxel) 
approach where the signal is expressed as a weighted sum of effects, fitted to the 
data at each voxel and subsequent mapping of the fitted weight statistics [Friston  
1996]. In practice, it is most commonly implemented in the form of a design 
matrix encompassing all known effects on the signal either as effects of interest 
(EOI) or confounds. This is also the case in most EEG-fMRI applications, where 
the effects associated with epileptic discharges identified on EEG are incorporated 
into the GLM as a regressor of interest, to map the degree of correlation of this 
regressor with the measured signal across all voxels. Each EOI to be included as a 
regressor in a GLM design requires the choice of a mathematical representation, 
and is convolved with an HRF.  
A number of questions need to be considered and explored further in detail to find 
an appropriate and more realistic way of modelling IEDs and seizures in fMRI 
data analysis. For example, can it be presumed that the haemodynamic changes 
that take place during a seizure that lasts 10 seconds correspond to a neuronal 
event with fixed intensity over that duration? More specifically, can a seizure be 
realistically represented as an event block analogous to those used in block design 
cognitive fMRI studies? There is also the issue of the seizure onset and the 
preictal state; do they correspond to distinct states that fundamentally differ from 
the baseline or is there a gradual haemodynamic transition from interictal to ictal 
state? Similarly, can multiple seizures be considered as the same phenomenon and 
therefore be grouped as a single effect for the purpose of modelling? 
Event representation 
The EOI are usually represented as box-car functions for example in the fMRI 
studies following a paradigm such as cognitive studies, or idealised zero-duration 
stick functions for example in the fMRI studies of random brief events such as 
IEDs [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Tyvaert et al.  2008;Vulliemoz et al.  
2009;Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  2011].  
However, seizures are dynamic in nature and potentially involve a complex 
sequence of various combinations of brain regions over time. This complexity 
makes their mathematical representation for GLM model building much more 
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difficult, which is reflected by the variety of approaches used to analyse ictal 
fMRI data.  
In the case of provoked seizures this is somewhat simplified by the possibility of 
identifying a clear seizure onset using the timing of provoking factor such as: eye 
closure in FOS [Krakow et al.  2000c;Iannetti et al.  2002;Di Bonaventura et al.  
2006b], music in musicogenic seizures [Morocz et al.  2003;Marrosu et al.  2009] 
and reading in reading epilepsy [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009]. In some case it may 
be possible to provoke repeated seizures, separated by periods of rest which may 
therefore be considered repetitions of the same type of event (similar to the block 
design of conventional cognitive fMRI studies) and represented mathematically as 
box-car [Krakow et al.  2000c;Iannetti et al.  2002;Morocz et al.  2003;Marrosu et 
al.  2009] or as series of stick functions [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009]. An 
important issue which has not been taken into account for provoked seizures is the 
possible time lag between stimulus presentation and seizure onset, which could 
allow further exploration of the mechanisms of seizure generation.  
In contrast, spontaneous seizures such as focal or absence seizures which occur at 
random may have uncertainty in the identification of the event onset given the 
available means. Ictal events must be identified employing different methods 
(Section 3.2.3 and Table 3.1), and categorised using the same data. Onset and 
offset timings of single or multiple seizures or preictal states have been used to 
define the EOI to be modelled and represented as variable duration blocks 
(depending upon the seizure duration) to be included in the design matrix as 
regressors [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2002;Hamandi et al.  2006;Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009].  
When seizures are modelled as a single block, though they reveal BOLD changes, 
the ability to differentiate seizure onset from propagated activity is diminished. 
Based on this hypothesis, peri-ictal haemodynamic changes have been mapped 
sequentially; from prior to the seizure onset (preictal: 120s prior to clinical seizure 
onset [Donaire et al.  2009a], 9s prior to the ictal discharge onset on EEG 
[Tyvaert et al.  2009]) up to pre-specified time following the seizure offset 
(postictal: 60s after clinical seizure end [Donaire et al.  2009a], 10s after the EEG 
discharge offset [Tyvaert et al.  2009]). Donaire and co-workers divided the 
preictal, ictal and postictal blocks into sequential fixed width 10s blocks each 
representing a different effect (i.e. independent regressors in the GLM) and 
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compared with a baseline period (20s temporally unrelated to the seizure). 
Secondly, the signals in each 10s block were also compared with that in the 
contiguous 10s block within the GLM framework [Donaire et al.  2009a;Donaire 
et al.  2009b]. This approach provides the ability to map and differentiate seizure 
onset and seizure propagation; however it makes minimum use of the 
simultaneously recorded EEG. More recently, Thornton and co-workers have 
modelled seizures by dividing each seizure into three distinct and consecutive 
phases (representing each as a block of variable durations): early ictal, clinical 
ictal and late ictal, based on the onset, duration and electrical evolution over time. 
The authors argued that this modelling approach makes better use of the available 
physiological information and allows for the better understanding of propagation 
of haemodynamic effects between phases [Thornton et al.  2010b].  
Based on the principle that all quantifiable effects should be included in the GLM 
design matrix to reduce the amount of unmodelled residual signal variance, IEDs 
and confounds: RP and pulse regressors have also been represented in the same 
design matrix as separate regressors and confounds respectively (Section 2.4.1 
and 2.4.2) [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2002;Gotman et al.  2005;Hamandi et al.  
2006;Laufs et al.  2006;Tyvaert et al.  2008;Chassagnon et al.  2009;Salek-
Haddadi et al.  2009;Thornton et al.  2010b]. As yet, however, there is no 
consensus on the degree to which such confounds must be modelled. 
An important question here is; how should one represent multiple seizures in the 
design matrix? This is of utmost importance because; unless all seizures recorded 
are electroclinically stereotyped, they may be manifestations of a variety of 
underlying epileptogenic networks, in which case they must be represented as 
different effects (different regressors) in the GLM. Three different approaches 
have been applied:  
 Similar repeated seizures as variable duration blocks in a single 
regressor [Tyvaert et al.  2008].  
 Each epileptic event of variable duration represented as a separate 
regressor and the event with the longest duration and clear 
electrical and spatial propagation represented as seizure [Tyvaert et 
al.  2009].  
 Ictal phase specific effects represented as variable duration blocks 
across seizures [Thornton et al.  2010b]. 
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Epilepsy related HRF 
Once the events are identified and represented mathematically they must convolve 
with an informed basis set representing the shape of the HRF
3
 for the purpose of 
inclusion in the GLM. The creation of regressors to represent the ictal events 
themselves and the choice of HRF for ictal events are particularly problematic 
given that ictal events can last many minutes, and may involve multiple brain 
regions at different times as demonstrated by seizure semiology and 
electrophysiology. In addition, the nature of BOLD changes associated with ictal 
events is not completely known. They may remain stationary in a particular brain 
region once started, or may evolve and diminish before propagating to other brain 
areas. Thus, longer duration and dynamic nature of seizures increase the difficulty 
to select a basis set or shape of HRF for seizures. 
On the other hand, an important consequence of the univariate aspect of the GLM 
approach and the choice of basis set is the possibility of accounting for spatial 
variability in the shape of HRF as it has been shown in interictal and ictal studies 
that the shape and timing of the peak HRF may deviate from the canonical shape 
in relation to generalised activity [Benar et al.  2002;Bagshaw et al.  2004;Hawco 
et al.  2007;Moeller et al.  2008b;Jacobs et al.  2009;Siniatchkin et al.  
2010;Masterton et al.  2010;Moeller et al.  2010c;Grouiller et al.  2011]. It has 
also been shown that the shape of HRF may be epilepsy syndrome specific and 
the use of syndrome specific HRF may improve the localisation of BOLD signal 
changes [Masterton et al.  2010]. The lesser the flexibility of the basis set the 
fewer the questions that can be addressed related to the time course of the ictal 
related changes. For single-term basis sets, such as the canonical HRF, the only 
question that can be addressed is the sign of the putative BOLD changes. 
Therefore, inter-dependence between the temporal and spatial aspects of the 
analysis is embodied in the necessary choice of HRF for GLM model building, 
                                                 
3
 In this work, the use of the conventional ‘response function’ terminology (as in HRF, which is 
derived from cognitive experiments with clear causality) does not imply a causal relationship 
between epileptic events and putative BOLD signal change. In the context of resting-state EEG-
fMRI experiments, the use of features identified on scalp EEG does not guarantee that any fMRI 
signal change associated with these events will occur after the event. This is due to the possibility 
of a degree of decoupling due to the limited sensitivity of scalp EEG: for example, one could 
imagine physiological changes (associated with haemodynamic changes) taking place in the brain 
before they appear on the scalp and in a time-locked fashion.  In the same spirit, I use the 
‘epileptic event related BOLD signal change’ terminology in preference to ‘BOLD response’. 
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which reflects the investigator’s specific hypotheses about the inter-relationship 
between the ictal phenomenology and the fMRI signals [Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2002;Archer et al.  2006;Hamandi et al.  2006;Laufs et al.  2006;Hamandi et al.  
2008;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009;Donaire et al.  2009a;Donaire et al.  
2009b;Thornton et al.  2010b]. 
For more extensive basis sets such as the Fourier set consisting of a linear 
combination of n sine and n cosine functions, the time course can be evaluated 
over the specified time window [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2002;Thornton et al.  
2010b]. Multiple GLMs each with different gamma functions (time to peak: 3, 5, 
7, and 9s) have also been used to account for some variability in the timing of the 
HRF [Aghakhani et al.  2004;Kobayashi et al.  2006b;Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Chassagnon et al.  2009;Jacobs et al.  2009]. 
Common features: mapping group effects 
The GLM framework has been used to explore group effects by combining the 
single subject analyses using spatial normalisation [Penny and Holmes  2004] for 
the purpose of making population level inferences [Friston et al.  1999a;Worsley 
et al.  2002]. This is particularly useful to identify shared features and is probably 
most relevant in stereotypical syndromes such as IGE [Gotman et al.  2005], CAE 
[Moeller et al.  2008a] and some types of SGE [Hamandi et al.  2006]. 
3.2.5c Independent component analysis  
ICA is a well established and powerful data-driven approach based on basic 
assumptions regarding the properties of the sources responsible for the observed 
signals, particularly their statistical independence. It can be used to decompose 
multi-channel time series data into spatially or temporally independent 
components by maximising their statistical independence. If the signal satisfies 
the necessary conditions, each independent component represents the activity of 
one of the sources of the signal [Calhoun et al.  2001;McKeown et al.  2003]. A 
common assumption in ICA algorithms is that the sources are spatially stationary 
[McKeown et al.  1998;McKeown et al.  1999] which is helpful in separating the 
signal related sources from noise sources which are presumed to be non-stationary 
[DeMartino et al.  2007]. However seizures involve complex spatial and temporal 
propagation; therefore, the applicability of ICA to such a dynamic process must 
be questioned in principle. Nonetheless, ICA has been used to study ictal 
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haemodynamic patterns with some interesting results as discussed below, making 
this assumption of stationarity less relevant. 
The components identified by ICA cannot be ranked by degree of importance, in 
contrast to PCA. Furthermore for spatial ICA of fMRI time series data, the 
number of components can be up to the number of scans. Therefore, some form of 
data dimensionality reduction step is commonly employed either by pre-
specifying or calculating (using PCA [McKeown et al.  1998]) or using a model 
of the noise [Beckmann and Smith  2004] and the number of sources are 
identified. Furthermore, spatiotemporal characterisation of BOLD signals on one 
hand and fMRI artefacts on the other combined with a pattern recognition 
technique has also been used to automatically classify components [DeMartino et 
al.  2007;Rodionov et al.  2007]. 
Applications of ICA in epilepsy 
Morocz and colleagues [Morocz et al.  2003] and Donaire and colleagues 
[Donaire et al.  2009b] applied ICA on ictal fMRI time series data, and visually 
compared the activity maps with the GLM based statistical maps of BOLD 
changes. LeVan and co-workers [LeVan et al.  2010b] have used an iterative 
fixed-point method [Hyvarinen and Oja  2000] to compute independent 
components (IC), and repeated the decomposition 20 times to identify stable and 
reproducible sources. They separated ictal components from physiological 
components, artefacts, residual motion, and cerebral BOLD activity by applying 
GLM based modelling assumptions whereby: HRF convolved with seizures was 
fitted to IC time courses in an auto-regressive model and activation maps for ictal 
components were generated. For multiple seizures in the same patient, single HRF 
shape was calculated presuming it remains the same for each seizure [LeVan et al.  
2010b]. It is also argued that although ICA can reveal BOLD changes and noise 
separately [McKeown and Sejnowski  1998;McKeown et al.  1998] it cannot 
specifically separate the different types of structured noise [LeVan et al.  2010b]. 
Rodionov et al., [Rodionov et al.  2007] and Thornton et al. [Thornton et al.  
2010b] applied cortex based spatial ICA with automated component classification 
to identify IED and seizure related ICs spatially concordant with the epileptogenic 
areas in patients with focal epilepsy.  
3.2.5d What are the respective roles of GLM or ICA based analyses? 
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The GLM embodies an approach to fMRI data analysis based on fitting a 
postulated model of the fMRI time series to the data. It therefore relies entirely on 
the ability of the investigator to devise a suitable model to allow the identification 
of the brain regions for which the degree of fit is sufficiently high (in relation to 
the level of unexplained variance and given the number of voxels at which the 
degree of fitness is tested). In other words, this approach can only be used to 
answer questions of the type: in which parts of the brain does the fMRI signal 
match a pre-specified pattern? Assuming the availability of suitable models for 
each effect, this approach can be used to account for multiple effects 
simultaneously such as the BOLD changes related to seizure and interictal activity 
on one hand [Tyvaert et al.  2008;Chassagnon et al.  2009;Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2009;Thornton et al.  2010b] and various sources of physiological noise through 
the inclusion of pulse [Liston et al.  2006], respiration [van Houdt et al.  2010] 
and motion effects [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009]. Therefore, this requires the 
proper identification of events of interest, the mathematical representation of these 
events in the GLM framework and a choice of haemodynamic kernel as discussed 
above. Given that the aim of such studies is to reveal BOLD changes specifically 
related to seizures in any part of the brain and that this depends on the separation 
between the ictal and interictal states, it is crucial to realise that the GLM 
approach effectively attempts to explain all fMRI signal variations across the 
entire brain based on EEG (and possibly video). 
In comparison, ICA of fMRI by not relying on a postulated specific model of the 
signal time course, can be seen as a way of freeing the analysis from the bias of 
scalp EEG. However, this lack of prior model shifts the problem to the 
interpretation of the often very numerous components. Nonetheless, ICA of fMRI 
can reveal BOLD patterns that can be associated with seizures through post-hoc 
comparison with EEG [Thornton et al.  2010b]. Simultaneous intracranial EEG-
fMRI [Vulliemoz et al.  2011] will provide important validation data.  
3.2.6 Validation of fMRI findings 
Given that the aim of fMRI studies of interictal and ictal activity is localisation, 
validation requires two elements: a gold standard (icEEG is used as gold standard 
in most epilepsy surgery programmes) and a method to compare the fMRI maps 
with the gold standard. Notwithstanding the precise nature of the gold standard, 
the latter usually requires the application of co-registration of the fMRI maps and 
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gold standard onto a structural MR image of the subject’s brain. Because of the 
complex nature of the fMRI maps, summarising the level of spatial agreement can 
be challenging and various criteria (Table 3.2) have been applied which can be 
grouped into the following broad categories:  
1. Localisation of the most statistically significant BOLD change 
cluster, and also taking into account the localisation of other 
BOLD change clusters [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Vulliemoz et 
al.  2009;Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  2010b;Thornton et 
al.  2011] 
2. Localisation of the cluster corresponding to the earliest BOLD 
increase, with a cut-off threshold for statistical significance and 
spatial extent [Donaire et al.  2009a]. 
3. Localisation of the most statistically significant BOLD change 
cluster with a cut-off threshold for spatial extent (greatest number 
of voxels) [Di Bonaventura et al.  2006b]. 
4. Localisation of the most statistically significant BOLD change 
cluster [Tyvaert et al.  2008].  
5. Localisation of all clusters of BOLD change above predefined 
statistical and spatial threshold [Gotman et al.  2005]. 
6. Localisation of the most statistically significant BOLD cluster, and 
also the most statistically significant cluster in the individual lobes 
[Hamandi et al.  2006].  
In some instances concordance relative to the gold standard is defined (Table 3.2) 
in terms of Cartesian [Iannetti et al.  2002;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2003a;Hamandi 
et al.  2006;Carney et al.  2010] or cortically informed [Thornton et al.  2010b] 
distance, while in others it is defined at the lobar level [Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2006;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009;Tyvaert et al.  2009].  
In the experimental studies described in the following chapters, I use a 
concordance scheme based on the approach described in the above mentioned 
category 1 and compare the localisation of BOLD with the localisation defined 
independently from other non-invasive and invasive techniques. Where available, 
I compare the localisation from EEG-fMRI with that of gold standard i.e., icEEG 
and also postsurgical outcome. The pros and cons of this approach are discussed 
in the relevant chapters.  
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Table 3.2: Sensitivity, criteria for concordance and degree of concordance 
from previous publications on seizures using fMRI or EEG-fMRI  
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Iannetti et 
al. 2002 
3 Refractory 
epilepsy 
triggered by 
fixation off 
sensitivity 
3 3 Localisation of all BOLD clusters 
according to co-ordinates system 
in MNI space at sub-lobar level 
NA 
Aghakhani 
et al. 2004 
25 IGE patients 
with 2-4 Hz 
GSWDs 
15 15 Co-registration and localisation of 
all BOLD clusters with individual 
anatomical scans 
NA 
Gotman et 
al. 2005 
25 IGE patients 
with 2-4 Hz 
GSWDs 
15 15 Localisation  of all BOLD clusters 
according to co-ordinates system 
in MNI space at lobar level 
NA 
Federico et 
al. 2005 
3 FE patients 
undergoing pre-
surgical 
evaluation 
3 3 Visual comparison of the 
statistically most significant 
BOLD cluster with; icEEG based 
(Cases:1/3) or electroclinical, 
MRI and Ictal SPECT based 
(Cases:2/3) SOZ 
1/3 
Di 
Bonaventura 
et al. 2006 
43 FE/ IGE patients 
with well-
defined epileptic 
syndrome, 
easily 
recognizable 
EEG activity 
and without 
extensive 
motion during 
seizures 
13 9 Visual comparison of the location 
of all BOLD clusters (threshold 
for amplitude (p < 0.05) and 
extent (350 mm
3
)) with 
electroclinical and MRI based 
SOZ. All clusters were labelled 
using Talairach atlas according to 
co-ordinates system in MNI space 
at lobar 
8/9 
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Table 3.2: Contd. 
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Hamandi 
et al. 2006 
46 IGE /SGE 
patients with 
frequent 
GSWDs 
33 22 Localisation of all BOLD clusters 
according to co-ordinates system in 
MNI space at lobar level 
NA 
Salek-
Haddadi  
et al. 2008 
9 Reading 
epilepsy patients 
6 6 Visual identification and localisation 
of the statistically most significant 
and other BOLD clusters for 
individual patients 
 
Tyvaert et 
al. 2008 
8 From the EEG-
fMRI data-base, 
patients with 
MCD and 
interictal and 
ictal Events 
8 8 Visual comparison of the location of 
the most statistically significant 
BOLD clusters with; icEEG 
(Cases:2/8), or electroclinical and 
lesions on MRI based (Cases:6/8) 
SOZ 
8/8 
Donaire et 
al. 2009 
10 From the EEG-
fMRI data-base, 
patients with at 
least 1 clinical 
seizure during 
fMRI, with Ictal 
SPECT and 
with icEEG 
Evaluation 
10 5 Co-registration and comparison of the 
earliest BOLD cluster (threshold for 
extent (minimum 5 contagious 
voxels) and statistical significance 
(t>3)) with;  icEEG (Cases:2/5) or  
electroclinical, MRI and Ictal SPECT 
based (Cases:3/5) SOZ 
4/5 
Tyvaert et 
al. 2009 
17 From the EEG-
fMRI database, 
patients with 
spontaneous 
seizure during 
fMRI 
17 10 Visual comparison of the location of 
the earliest BOLD cluster (threshold 
for extent and statistical significance) 
with; icEEG (Cases: 3/10) or 
electroclinical, lesion on MRI based 
(Cases: 7/10) SOZ. 
9/10 
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Table 3.2: Contd. 
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LeVan et 
al. 2009 
15 From the EEG-
fMRI database, 
patients with 
seizure during 
EEG-fMRI 
15 14 Visual comparison of the location of 
the statistically most significant BOLD 
cluster (threshold for extent (minimum 
5 contagious voxels) and statistical 
significance (t>3)) or ICA based 
clusters correlated with GLM, with;  
icEEG (Cases:4/15) or  electroclinical 
and MRI based (Cases:11/15) SOZ 
13/ 15 
Thornton 
et al. 2010 
83 Refractory focal 
epilepsy patients 
undergoing pre-
surgical 
evaluation 
9 7 Co-registration and comparison of all 
the statistically significant BOLD 
clusters with icEEG (Cases:8/9) based 
SOZ, and defined as: 
Concordant: when all significant 
BOLD clusters were within the SOZ 
and  the area of maximal signal change 
was in the same 
gyrus and within 2 cm of the icEEG 
electrode 
concordant plus: when the statistically 
most significant BOLD cluster was 
concordant but additional discordant 
clusters were also present 
4/9 
Liu et al. 
2008 
4 Eye lid myoclonia 
associated with 
absences patients 
4 4 Visual identification and localisation of 
all BOLD clusters threshold for extent 
(minimum 5 contagious voxels) and 
statistical significance (t>3) for 
individual patients at lobar and sub-
lobar level 
NA 
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Table 3.2: Contd. 
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Moeller et 
al.2008 
10 Newly diagnosed 
CAE patients 
6 6 Visual identification and 
localisation of all BOLD clusters, 
co-registered with individual MRI 
(MNI space), threshold for extent 
(minimum 5 contagious voxels) and 
statistical significance (t>4.7) 
NA 
Li et al. 2009 15 CAE patients with 
frequent GSWDs 
6 6 Visual identification and 
localisation of all BOLD clusters 
threshold for extent (minimum 5 
contagious voxels) and statistical 
significance (t>3) for individual 
patients at lobar and sub-lobar level 
NA 
Moeller et al. 
2009 
16/
14 
IGE 
patients/healthy 
subjects with PPR 
6 6 Visual identification and 
localisation of all BOLD clusters, 
co-registered with individual MRI 
(MNI space), threshold for extent 
(minimum 5 contagious voxels) and 
statistical significance (t>4.7) 
NA 
Bai et al. 2010 42 CAE patients with 
3-4 Hz GSWDs 
9 9 Visual identification and 
localisation of all BOLD clusters, 
co-registered with individual MRI 
(MNI space), threshold for 
statistical significance (p<0.05, 
FDR) 
NA 
Berman et al. 
2010 
37 CAE patients with 
3-4 Hz GSWDs, 
without additional 
seizure types or 
structural 
brain abnormality 
or neurologic 
disorders 
9 9 Visual identification and 
localisation of all BOLD clusters, 
co-registered with individual MRI 
(MNI space), threshold for extent 
(minimum 3 contagious voxels) and 
statistical significance (p<0.05, 
FDR) 
NA 
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Table 3.2: Contd. 
 
 
 
Abbreviations: SOZ = Seizure Onset Zone, BOLD = Blood Oxygen Level 
Dependent, NA = Not Applicable, IGE = Idiopathic Generalized Epilepsy, 
GSWDs = Generalized Spike Wave Discharges, FE = Focal Epilepsy, MNI = 
Montreal Neurological Institute, SGE = Secondary Generalized Epilepsy, MCD = 
Malformations of Cortical Development, icEEG = Intracranial EEG, CAE = 
Childhood Absence Epilepsy, PPR = Photo paroxysmal Response, FDR = False 
Discovery Rate    
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Moeller 
et al. 
2010 
14 CAE patients with 3 
Hz GSWDs (3-30s, 
inducible by 
hyperventilation), 
transient impairment 
of consciousness 
9 9 Visual identification and 
localisation of all BOLD clusters, 
co-registered with individual MRI 
(MNI space), threshold for extent 
and statistical significance (F>5.7) 
NA 
Carney 
et al. 
2010 
11 Children with 
absences as exclusive 
seizure type, not on 
medications, with 3-
3.5 Hz GSWDs 
inducible with 
hyperventilation, with 
normal early 
development and 
normal structural 
imaging 
11 11 Visual identification and 
localisation of all BOLD clusters, 
co-registered with individual MRI 
(MNI space), threshold for 
statistical significance (p<0.001) 
NA 
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3.3 Applications of EEG-fMRI in epilepsy  
Simultaneous EEG-fMRI can provide new and unique insight on the localisation 
of brain networks involved in interictal and ictal discharges. Following 
investigations into the feasibility, sensitivity and specificity of EEG-fMRI 
findings in epilepsy [Lemieux et al.  1997;Krakow et al.  2000b;Lemieux et al.  
2001;Al-Asmi et al.  2003;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006], the literature on EEG-
fMRI has expanded rapidly especially on: the study of IED related haemodynamic 
changes in focal [Archer et al.  2003b;Bagshaw et al.  2005;Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2006;Kobayashi et al.  2006d;Jacobs et al.  2009;LeVan et al.  2010a] and 
generalized epilepsy [Hamandi et al.  2006], the effects of epilepsy on 
neurovascular coupling [Carmichael et al.  2008a], localisation of epileptogenic 
zone in focal epilepsy [Federico et al.  2005b;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Zijlmans 
et al.  2007;Jacobs et al.  2008b;Thornton et al.  2010a] and the involvement of 
epileptic networks for 3Hz generalized spike wave discharges (GSWDs) [Gotman 
et al.  2005;Hamandi et al.  2006;Hamandi et al.  2008].  
However, the delineation of the brain areas producing IEDs may not suffice to 
localise the SOZ, which is clinically more important than IZ localised by IEDs 
[Luders et al.  2006]. Thus there has been an increasing interest in investigating 
specific seizure related haemodynamic changes using fMRI [Jackson et al.  
1994;Detre et al.  1995;Federico et al.  2005b;Archer et al.  2006;Hamandi et al.  
2006;Tyvaert et al.  2008;LeVan and Gotman 2009;Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire 
et al.  2009a;Donaire et al.  2009b;Archer et al.  2010;Bai et al.  2010;Berman et 
al.  2010;Carney et al.  2010;LeVan et al.  2010b;Thornton et al.  2010b], 
however the data on seizure related haemodynamic changes is not as extensive as 
for the interictal state due to methodological and practical issues as discussed in 
Section 3.2. 
EEG-fMRI has advantages over other methods (scalp EEG, MEG, PET and 
SPECT) available for investigating epilepsy including: non-invasive nature; no 
exposure to radioactive material; and high spatiotemporal resolution [Laufs et 
al.  2008;Logothetis 2008]. Evidence relevant to assessing the potential clinical 
value of EEG-fMRI applied to ictal activity, either in relation to localisation of the 
SOZ or syndrome classification, is very limited. To the best of my knowledge, no 
systematic comparison of the findings of EEG-fMRI with ictal SPECT or PET has 
been performed to date. Validation in individual cases by comparison with icEEG 
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and or ictal SPECT or PET, is generally encouraging while keeping in mind the 
limitations of these techniques and of our general understanding of seizure 
initiation and propagation. No formal assessment of sensitivity and specificity has 
been done to date, possibly reflecting both the technique’s novelty and an early 
realization of the difficulties in modelling the relationship between EEG and 
semiology on one hand and fMRI on the other and interpreting the resulting maps. 
Therefore, we are limited to relatively anecdotal observations.  
3.3.1 How many patients will show BOLD changes? 
The sensitivity of EEG-fMRI to map IED related BOLD changes had been limited 
in part by the lack of epileptiform activity during fMRI, with roughly 40% of 
cases showing no clear IED, but also because of sub-optimal modelling of the 
fMRI signal, with 30% of cases with IED not showing significant BOLD changes 
[Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006]. Due to recent advances in modelling interictal 
BOLD changes, the technique’s sensitivity has been shown to increase to 78% in 
one study using topographical voltage map correlation based analysis [Grouiller et 
al.  2011]. However, prospective studies will be required to establish the clinical 
utility of this method.  
On the other hand, the sensitivity in terms of patients who will have a seizure 
during EEG-fMRI acquisition varies from 4% to 100% in the published literature, 
and the sensitivity in terms of patients revealing BOLD changes out of patients 
with seizures during EEG-fMRI acquisition varies from 66% to 100% [Jackson et 
al.  1994;Detre et al.  1995;Federico et al.  2005b;Archer et al.  2006;Hamandi et 
al.  2006;Tyvaert et al.  2008;LeVan and Gotman 2009;Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2009;Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire et al.  2009a;Donaire et al.  2009b;Archer et al.  
2010;Bai et al.  2010;Berman et al.  2010;Carney et al.  2010;LeVan et al.  
2010b;Thornton et al.  2010b]. This wide range of sensitivity largely depends on 
the variable patient selection criteria used in different studies (Table 3.2). 
Similarly, the ability of EEG-fMRI studies to localise the SOZ in focal epilepsy is 
also quite variable depending upon the various modelling approaches and 
concordance criteria applied (Tables 3.1 and 3.2).  
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3.3.2 IED related networks 
EEG-fMRI has been employed to investigate IED related haemodynamic 
networks in patients undergoing presurgical evaluation, and also in different 
epilepsy syndromes and pathologies.  
In patients undergoing presurgical evaluation of epilepsy, localisation of IED 
related BOLD changes provide additional informational at lobar level having 
good concordance with the epileptic focus [Krakow et al.  1999;Lazeyras et al.  
2000b;Al-Asmi et al.  2003;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Vulliemoz et al.  
2009;Thornton et al.  2010a;Grouiller et al.  2011;Thornton et al.  2011] which 
can be used as target areas for placing intracranial electrodes. Localisation of IED 
related BOLD changes has also been compared with the electrical source 
localisation, suggesting good concordance between the two techniques [Seeck et 
al.  1998;Lemieux et al.  2001;Bagshaw et al.  2006;Benar et al.  2006;Vulliemoz 
et al.  2009]. There are only a few studies comparing the localisation of BOLD 
changes with icEEG [Seeck et al.  1998;Lazeyras et al.  2000b;Al-Asmi et al.  
2003;Benar et al.  2006;Thornton et al.  2011] which is still widely considered as 
the gold standard in presurgical evaluation of epilepsy, albeit with severe 
constraints in terms of the limited spatial sampling of the brain.  
In a recent study [Zijlmans et al.  2007], it has been shown that EEG-fMRI proved 
very useful in presurgical evaluation of epilepsy to confirm or to refute 
multifocality in patients who had been rejected from epilepsy surgery on 
conventional presurgical assessment, and opened new aspects to be confirmed 
with icEEG. Further studies on IED related BOLD networks in refractory focal 
epilepsy and their comparison with postsurgical outcome have suggested that 
EEG-fMRI may have a predictive role in future [Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton 
et al.  2011]. There has been only one simultaneous icEEG-fMRI study 
[Vulliemoz et al.  2011], in two patients undergoing presurgical evaluation with 
implanted electrodes, revealing that IEDs recorded on icEEG from very focal 
areas can also show BOLD changes in focal areas and distributed networks.  
EEG-fMRI has been applied to study the following sub-types of epilepsy: 
temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) , extra-temporal lobe epilepsy (ExTLE) [Salek-
Haddadi et al.  2006;Kobayashi et al.  2006d;Laufs et al.  2007b;Kobayashi et al.  
2009], BECTS [Archer et al.  2003b;Masterton et al.  2010] and lesional and focal 
epilepsy in children [Jacobs et al.  2007;Jacobs et al.  2008a;Jacobs et al.  2009], 
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revealing IED related BOLD networks in an attempt to possibly classify 
epilepsies on the basis of BOLD networks. Investigation of IED related BOLD 
changes in TLE has been particularly important in the context that scalp EEG may 
not detect deep sources of IEDs. The yield of EEG-fMRI studies in TLE has been 
variable from high [Kobayashi et al.  2006d;Kobayashi et al.  2009] to 
moderate/low [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006] in different studies. Moreover, IED 
related BOLD decreases have been seen in the so-called ‘default mode network’ 
(DMN) [Raichle et al.  2001] more commonly in TLE [Laufs et al.  2007b] as 
compared to ExTLE [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006]. It is argued that these BOLD 
decreases in DMN may reflect changes in consciousness [Laufs et al.  2007b]. 
IED related BOLD decreases have also been observed in epileptic focus [Salek-
Haddadi et al.  2006;Kobayashi et al.  2006d] and in and around areas of 
dysplastic cortex in MCDs [Federico et al.  2005a;Kobayashi et al.  
2006c;Tyvaert et al.  2008]. The possible reasons suggested for IED related 
BOLD decreases in these studies include: vascular steal, abnormal coupling or 
neuronal inhibition; however, it is difficult to prefer one reason over the other. 
Other studies have also investigated IED related BOLD changes in cavernous 
angiomas [Kobayashi et al.  2007], tuberous sclerosis [Jacobs et al.  2008b] and 
FCD [Tyvaert et al.  2008;Thornton et al.  2011] and have revealed focal changes 
in the areas of pathology as well as widespread changes in distributed networks.  
Widespread IED related BOLD changes in cortical and subcortical structures, in 
addition to focal BOLD changes in epileptic focus, have been observed. These 
findings suggest that IEDs may recruit an epileptic network involving thalamus 
specifically when they are bilateral and synchronous [Federico et al.  
2005a;Aghakhani et al.  2006;Hamandi et al.  2006]. Moreover, BOLD changes 
prior to IED onset on scalp EEG have also been shown, which are found to be 
more focal than BOLD changes at IED onset [Jacobs et al.  2009] suggesting 
increased neuronal activity which is not yet visible on scalp EEG because of its 
has low sensitivity [Ray et al.  2007].      
3.3.3 Localisation of seizure onset in focal epilepsy 
Early case reports with fMRI alone showed MR signal build up and recovery to 
baseline in the presumed seizure onset zone for clinical/subclinical seizures 
[Jackson et al.  1994;Detre et al.  1995;Kubota et al.  2000]. In another case-
report, Krings and colleagues observed, temporally and spatially distinct, early 
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MR signal change in perilesional cortex prior to the clinical seizure and an 
increase in MR signal intensity in eloquent cortex during clinical seizure 
(symptomatogenic zone)[Krings et al.  2000].   
In two case reports [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2002;Kobayashi et al.  2006a] and a 
case series [Donaire et al.  2009a], using EEG-fMRI and GLM based data 
analysis approach, time locked BOLD increase within the presumed SOZ was 
revealed during seizures. The amplitude of BOLD signal increase was found to be 
generally higher in the presumed SOZ in comparison to other areas. In a series of 
patients with MCDs [Tyvaert et al.  2008], using GLM based data analysis 
approach, the spatial localisation of seizure related haemodynamic response was 
shown to be different in various pathological lesions. In nodular heterotopias (4/4 
cases) the maximum BOLD increase was observed in the overlying cortex of 
heterotopias whereas in FCD (2/2 cases) and band heterotopias (2/2 cases) 
maximum BOLD increase was found within the structural lesion, however, other 
smaller and less significant clusters of BOLD signal change were also observed 
remotely [Tyvaert et al.  2008]. Thornton and colleagues [Thornton et al.  2010b] 
investigated seizures by dividing into three phases (see Section 2.5.2a for details). 
Using GLM based data analysis approach they showed significant BOLD changes 
in 7/9 cases, and the concordance of BOLD localisation with the SOZ (defined 
using icEEG) was found to be greatest for the early ictal phase and the combined 
phases. Moreover, they argued that as the ictal activity spreads on EEG, the 
BOLD changes should also evolve temporally. Therefore, BOLD changes during 
clinical ictal and late ictal phases discordant with SOZ may represent propagated 
activity. Using ICA on the data from the same group of patients, it was 
demonstrated that ICs were spatially concordant with SOZ in all cases (confirmed 
in 8/9 cases with icEEG), making an argument that ICA is helpful to reveal ictal 
BOLD changes when GLM based approach fails [Thornton et al.  2010b].  
It has also been shown that the spatial extent of BOLD signal change was larger 
for the combined effect of multiple seizures than single seizures [Kobayashi et al.  
2006a], and the BOLD changes for seizures were widespread in comparison to the 
BOLD changes for IEDs [Kobayashi et al.  2006a;Tyvaert et al.  2008]. The 
significance of BOLD signal decrease is not clearly known, however, additional 
areas of BOLD signal decrease during seizures were observed; within perilesional 
cortex and opposite hemisphere of brain [Kobayashi et al.  2006a]; within the 
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presumed SOZ [Donaire et al.  2009a]; within surrounding areas of BOLD signal 
increase and remotely from the presumed SOZ/SOZ [Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Thornton et al.  2010b]. These remote areas were often part of the DMN 
[Raichle et al.  2001], in common with many studies of IEDs [Salek-Haddadi et 
al.  2006;Laufs et al.  2006].  
3.3.4 Preictal BOLD changes, seizure evolution and propagation in focal 
epilepsy 
Federico and colleagues focussed specifically on preictal BOLD changes in three 
cases and revealed BOLD increase (2/3 cases) and decrease (1/3 cases) starting 
prior to the clinical seizure, however preictal BOLD increase (~4min) was 
concordant with SOZ in only one case [Federico et al.  2005b]. Using series of 
sequential fixed-width block model for seizure representation in the GLM 
framework, Donaire and colleagues [Donaire et al.  2009a] described widespread 
BOLD decrease in default mode network 10–26s prior to the first BOLD increase 
which in itself preceded the first clinical (6-52s) or electrographic change (8–12s) 
in 5/10 cases. In contrast, using a similar model to Donaire’s, Tyvaert and 
colleagues [Tyvaert et al.  2009] found that on average BOLD changes started 5.2 
± 2.6s after EEG-onset of seizure and returned to baseline 28.8 ±12.9s after EEG 
onset in 10/17 cases, roughly in line with what would be expected in response to a 
physiological block stimulus. The initial area of BOLD increase was found to be 
concordant with the SOZ/presumed SOZ (Table 3.2) [Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire 
et al.  2009a]. Moreover, by relaxing the statistical threshold additional BOLD 
change clusters concordant with the SOZ/presumed SOZ were noticed in 2/17 
cases prior to ictal onset on EEG. [Tyvaert et al.  2009]. They argued that other 
areas of BOLD signal increase demonstrated propagation of seizures as it spreads 
in time. Though these observations were made in small studies, this may point 
towards EEG-fMRI’s ability to identify preictal haemodynamic changes even 
when epileptic discharges are not yet visible on scalp EEG. 
3.3.5 Haemodynamic networks in idiopathic generalized epilepsy 
Salek-Haddadi and colleagues [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2003b], using GLM based 
data analysis approach, described haemodynamic involvement of deeper 
structures of the brain during absence seizures, identifying two patterns of 
simultaneous BOLD change: BOLD increase (+3 % from baseline) in thalamic 
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nuclei and symmetrical, widespread decreases in cerebrum, maximum in the 
frontal lobes (-8 % from baseline) in relation to four long (mean duration: 30 sec) 
absence seizures. Subsequent group studies of IGE patients [Aghakhani et al.  
2004;Gotman et al.  2005;Hamandi et al.  2006;Laufs et al.  2006] also revealed 
common patterns of BOLD decrease in the frontal and parietal cortices, posterior 
cingulate, caudate and precuneus, and predominant BOLD increase in the 
thalamus, medial frontal region and insula.  
The areas involved in GSWDs related cortical BOLD decrease resemble the DMN 
[Raichle et al.  2001]. The BOLD signal decrease in these areas, in relation to 
GSWDs, can be argued to represent the suspension of physiologic conscious rest 
or an fMRI signature of the negative clinical phenomenology of absences during 
which cognitive processes may be impaired [Laufs et al.  2006]. The studies of 
absence seizures in animal models [Danober et al.  1998] and in humans using 
transcranial Doppler, H2
(15)
O and PET [Prevett et al.  1995;Diehl et al.  1998] and 
invasive recordings have also pointed towards the involvement of cortico-
thalamic network in the generation of absence seizures [Avoli and Gloor  
1981;Avoli and Gloor  1982;Avoli and Kostopoulos  1982;Avoli et al.  2001]. 
However, fMRI non-invasively provides the evidence for the association of the 
cortico-subcortical/striato-cortico-thalamic network with GSWDs recorded on 
EEG.  
The effect of duration of GSWDs on the spatial distribution of BOLD changes is 
complex. Aghakhani and colleagues showed that the BOLD changes for shorter 
(< 3 sec) and longer (> 3 sec) bursts of GSWDs were similar in 3/4 cases and one 
case did not reveal any BOLD change for shorter discharges [Aghakhani et al.  
2004]. On the contrary, it has also been discussed that BOLD changes were of 
greater magnitude [Carney et al.  2010] or tended to be more frequent in the 
thalamus [Hamandi et al.  2006;Li et al.  2009] when GSWDs were of longer 
duration and higher in number. This may be due to improved signal to noise ratio 
or may reflect the role of thalamus in maintaining the GSWDs [Avoli et al.  2001] 
for longer duration discharges. 
Studies using simultaneous EEG-fMRI and perfusion mapping techniques 
(arterial spin labelling) have shown a positive correlation between BOLD changes 
and cerebral blood flow irrespective of the sign of BOLD change. This association 
is stronger during GSWDs than during background activity suggesting preserved 
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(i.e. within normal limits) neurovascular coupling [Hamandi et al.  
2008;Carmichael et al.  2008a].  
Timing of the BOLD changes relative to the EEG onset of GSWDs is also under-
debate. Using conventional GLM based data analysis approach: GSWDs 
modelled as box-car and convolved with a standard HRF [Glover et al.  2000], it 
was shown that BOLD increase in the thalamus, occipital cortex, cerebellum, 
temporal lobes, insula, caudate and pons; and decrease in the parietal cortex, 
precuneus, cingulate gyrus, basal ganglia and pons started after EEG onset, and 
BOLD increases peaked earlier than BOLD decreases [Aghakhani et al.  
2004;Hamandi et al.  2006;Moeller et al.  2008a;Bai et al.  2010;Carney et al.  
2010;Berman et al.  2010]. It can be argued that this analysis approach may not be 
perfect physiologically; assuming electrophysiological and haemodynamic 
changes during seizures start and end abruptly. Therefore, by modelling the HRF 
before the EEG onset of GSWDs in the GLM framework [Moeller et al.  2008b], 
and by investigating the mean time course of GSWDs related haemodynamic 
change in specific areas (selected on the basis of location of significant BOLD 
cluster) [Bai et al.  2010;Carney et al.  2010], it was shown that temporal pattern 
of BOLD changes was different from the conventionally reported pattern. The 
BOLD increase in the thalamus, [Moeller et al.  2008b], parietal cortex and 
precuneus [Carney et al.  2010] preceded the GSWDs onset on EEG. Bai and 
colleagues also suggested that the BOLD increase in orbital frontal cortex, frontal 
polar, cingulate, parietal cortex, precuneus and occipital cortex preceded the 
GSWDs onset on EEG followed by BOLD decrease in the same areas lasting 20s 
after GSWDs [Bai et al.  2010]. Animal models of absence seizures investigated 
with optical imaging also showed changes in concentration of oxy/deoxy-
haemoglobin prior to the onset of GSWDs [Roche-Labarbe et al.  2010], 
illustrating all the more need to correlate the findings of animal models with 
human studies. The inconsistency of temporal evolution of GSWDs related BOLD 
changes in IGE may result from variable modelling strategies applied [Moeller et 
al.  2008b;Bai et al.  2010], different types of epileptic discharges (polyspikes and 
waves and GSWDs) and age related biological differences between adults 
[Hamandi et al.  2006] and children [Moeller et al.  2008b]. The pre-GSWDs 
BOLD changes may reflect early electrophysiological changes which are not 
evident on scalp EEG, however, this needs to be investigated further.  
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Moeller and colleagues investigated the patient specific BOLD changes for 
absence seizure, using series of sequential fixed width blocks to represent seizures 
in the GLM framework, and found that BOLD changes were consistent for several 
absences within one patient but varied across patients [Moeller et al.  2010c]. 
Moreover, the BOLD changes in various anatomical areas; thalamus, cortex and 
caudate, were dynamic (evolving at different time points) throughout the duration 
of absence seizure rather than being static [Moeller et al.  2010c]. They also 
showed that the BOLD increase in cortex (6/9 cases) and decrease in caudate (5/9 
cases) preceded the BOLD increase in the thalamus (9/9 cases) [Moeller et al.  
2010c]. These absence seizures related focal BOLD increases in cortex [Bai et al.  
2010;Carney et al.  2010;Moeller et al.  2010c] are consistent with the cortical 
focus theory of initiation of absences [Meeren et al.  2002;Polack et al.  
2007;Vaudano et al.  2009;Westmijse et al.  2009].    
3.3.6 Seizure related networks in other forms of epilepsy 
Seizure related networks explored in FOS using EEG-fMRI have revealed BOLD 
increase in parieto-occipital regions correlated with 2.5-3Hz activity triggered by 
eye closure [Krakow et al.  2000c;Iannetti et al.  2002;Di Bonaventura et al.  
2005]. In two case reports on musicogenic epilepsy, it was shown that BOLD 
networks involved the presumed SOZ: right gyrus rectus and left anterior 
temporal lobe [Morocz et al.  2003], and right dorsal frontal cortex and right 
temporal lobe [Marrosu et al.  2009] during presentation of epileptogenic music. 
Morocz and colleagues argued that the BOLD changes in the left anterior 
temporal lobe represented the seizure focus (confirmed by ictal EEG and ictal-
SPECT) and that the BOLD changes in the ventral frontal lobe and right gyrus 
rectus were related to presentation and listening of epileptogenic music, in line 
with previous PET studies [Morocz et al.  2003].  
For pseudo-absences (three cases) in FLE, focal BOLD increase was revealed in 
the medial frontal cortex correlated with GSWDs which was not seen in typical 
absences (six cases) in the same study [Di Bonaventura et al.  2006b]. However, 
more recent studies on absences in children have also shown focal BOLD 
increases in the cortex (Section 3.3.5), therefore, it needs to be further 
investigated as to whether these different haemodynamic changes between typical 
and pseudo-absences can be applied as a differentiating point. Similarly, 
comparison of the GSWDs related BOLD patterns in patients with IGE and SGE 
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revealed many similarities in the distribution but greater inter-individual 
variability in cases of SGE, and did not lead to reliable classification of individual 
cases [Hamandi et al.  2006]. 
In patients with reading epilepsy, BOLD networks involving the motor and 
premotor cortex, striatum, medial temporal lobe and thalamus were revealed in 
correlation with orofacial reflex myoclonus and EEG discharges triggered by 
reading. These changes were also differentiated from the BOLD activations 
observed during language and facial motor tasks [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009]. 
EEG-fMRI has also helped to demonstrate the coexistence of separate epileptic 
networks for GSWDs and for focal facial twitching in a single patient, and the 
BOLD changes for the latter helped to ascertain that the FCD previously seen on 
MRI was epileptogenic [Chassagnon et al.  2009]. 
In children with PPR (6 cases; 4=IGE/CAE, 2=PPR only) [Moeller et al.  2009b], 
focal BOLD increases were observed in premotor and parietal cortex (adjacent to 
intra-parietal sulcus) 3 sec prior to PPR (corresponding to gamma activity on 
EEG), followed by BOLD decrease in the same areas during PPR. It is possible 
that the early BOLD changes in parietal cortex indicate its possible role in the 
generation of PPR, or may reflect it being part of the fronto-parietal visual 
networks responsible for saccades and visual attention, which needs to be 
elucidated further [Moeller et al.  2009b]. Additionally, most of the subjects (5 
cases) did not show any BOLD changes in the thalamus [Moeller et al.  2009b], 
and it can be argued that the thalamus may play a less important role in the 
generation of PPR in comparison to typical GSWDs in IGE for which an intact 
thalamo-cortical network is deemed necessary [Avoli et al.  2001].   
Liu and colleagues, investigating children with eyelid myoclonia associated with 
absences (EMA) showed BOLD increase in thalamus, temporal lobes, midline 
structures and BOLD decrease in parietal and frontal cortex. This epileptic 
network in EMA is similar to the epileptic network identified in IGE, which can 
be explained by the presence of GSWDs both in EMA and IGE [Liu et al.  2008].  
3.3.7 Haemodynamic mapping of cognitive networks during GSWDs   
The haemodynamic changes for GSWDs associated with cognitive impairment 
have been investigated only recently using various attention tasks during EEG-
fMRI [Berman et al.  2010;Bai et al.  2010;Moeller et al.  2010b].  
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BOLD increases in thalamus, frontal cortex, primary visual, auditory, 
somatosensory, and motor cortex, and BOLD decreases in the lateral and medial 
parietal cortex, cingulate gyrus, and basal ganglia have been revealed for GSWDs 
during which behavioural performance was poor (4/9 cases, 100% error rate). In 
comparison, for GSWDs during which behavioural performance was good (2/9 
cases, 0% error rate), no significant BOLD changes were observed [Berman et al.  
2010]. These findings provide supplementary evidence that structures playing an 
active role during attention tasks [Riccio et al.  2002] become involved during 
GSWDs as revealed by haemodynamic changes in cortico-thalamic network, thus 
impairing consciousness and performance. 
On the contrary, in a case report it was shown that performance was not impaired 
during GSWDs, and the associated BOLD changes were observed in the same 
cortico-thalamic network [Moeller et al.  2010b]. The authors have argued that the 
BOLD changes in cortico-thalamic network for these GSWDs involved the same 
structures which are associated with clinical absences. However, GSWDs related 
BOLD changes can be very patient specific (Section 3.3.5) and findings of a 
single case cannot be generalized. The impairment of consciousness during 
GSWDs and the associated BOLD changes is a complex question which needs to 
be explored systematically.  
3.3.8 Role of EEG-fMRI in management of epilepsy  
In single case reports, EEG-fMRI has also demonstrated the ability to help in 
diagnosis and management of epilepsy. Spatial location of BOLD changes 
associated with myoclonic jerks of right foot helped to localise an FCD from left 
frontal lobe which was confirmed with intraoperative cortical mapping as SOZ 
and resected resulting in complete abolition of seizures [Archer et al.  2006]. In 
another patient with refractory epilepsy, who had undergone epilepsy surgery 
twice without any appreciable success, fMRI showed widespread BOLD changes 
involving the cortex, caudate nucleus, thalamus and other areas during the seizure 
(a pattern known to be present in generalized epilepsy). Consequently, the 
antiepileptic drugs were changed to control generalized epilepsy and seizure 
frequency reduced from 10/day to 1/month [Auer et al.  2008].  
Overall, EEG-fMRI has been helpful in localising the haemodynamic networks 
associated with GSWDs and focal interictal and ictal discharges, and has also 
generated new hypotheses to be explored in further detail.   
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3.4 Perspectives on the application of simultaneous EEG-fMRI in epilepsy  
I have discussed the methodological constraints and clinical applications of 
simultaneous EEG-fMRI in epilepsy in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. Here, I 
present my perspectives briefly on EEG-fMRI in relation to the experimental 
studies presented in the following chapters. 
 The sensitivity of EEG-fMRI is highly dependent on capturing and identifying 
events of interest on EEG recorded inside the scanner, in most instances. It will be 
most useful if two or more of the different methods used to identify events of 
interest (as described in Section 3.2.3) can be combined together without affecting 
the data quality. The sensitivity of fMRI studies can also be increased by 
explaining the variance in the data and reducing the amount of residual noise as 
thoroughly as possible. Synchronised video recordings during resting EEG-fMRI 
can help to identify and model physiological activities (e.g., eye blinks and hand 
movements, which are performed by patients voluntarily), thus decreasing 
unmodelled residual variance in the data.  
EEG-fMRI studies in focal epilepsy have demonstrated the technique’s ability to 
localise the epileptic focus as described in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. Given that 
epileptic activity most commonly happens spontaneously whether be IEDs or 
seizures and IEDs occur more frequently than seizures, the majority of EEG-fMRI 
studies have investigated IED related haemodynamic networks. However, IEDs 
localise IZ only and it is necessary to localise SOZ to perform surgery in patients 
with refractory focal epilepsy. This raises interest in capturing and investigating 
seizures using EEG-fMRI. Since seizures occur randomly and are likely to be 
associated with head or body motion, it seems that the application of ictal EEG-
fMRI will be limited to a subset of cases with very carefully defined selection 
criteria e.g., patients with daily seizures and with seizure types without large head 
movements. Methodologically robust and consistent strategy which can separate 
seizure related BOLD changes from artefactual changes need to be applied to 
analyse seizure related fMRI data. However, I believe that such studies can also 
provide crucial new insights into the spontaneous transition from the interictal to 
ictal state in humans. Moreover, synchronized video-EEG inside the MRI scanner 
can help to identify and classify seizures into different phases on the basis of their 
evolution which may in turn help to separate haemodynamic networks at seizure 
onset from those during seizure propagation, complementing icEEG studies.  
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For all clinical purposes, icEEG is considered the gold standard for the 
localisation of epileptic activity. However, it has limited spatial coverage leaving 
the possibility that the epileptic activity recorded on icEEG may also have 
reflections in the other parts of brain which are not covered with icEEG raising 
doubts about the nature of the gold standard. Investigating fMRI haemodynamic 
networks associated with epileptic activity identified on simultaneously recorded 
icEEG can present a solution to this question.  
EEG-fMRI studies on GSWDs have progressed more rapidly, possibly due to the 
presumed more uniform underlying phenomenology, and have improved our 
knowledge of the underlying epileptic networks such as cortico-thalamic network 
in IGE. However, the effects of GSWDs on the networks involved in cognition 
and maintaining awareness remains to be explored properly. Experimental studies 
in the following Chapters 5-10 present my work addressing the above mentioned 
issues systematically. 
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SECTION 2: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
Chapter 4: Common Methods 
In this chapter, I describe the experimental methods used in common for the 
research studies using simultaneous video-EEG and fMRI (video-EEG-fMRI) in 
Chapters 5 to 8 and 10. These methods are common practice in the epilepsy 
imaging group at the MRI Unit, Epilepsy Society, Chalfont St Peter. The detailed 
methods for each experimental study and specifically for the study in Chapter 9 
for intracranial EEG-fMRI (icEEG-fMRI) are described in relevant chapters.     
4.1 Patient recruitment 
All patients participating in research studies were attending the National Hospital 
for Neurology and Neurosurgery, Queen Square, London. All patients had had a 
detailed clinical history taken and a full neurological examination, MRI scanning 
following our epilepsy protocol [Duncan 2010], long-term video-EEG monitoring 
and neuropsychology assessment. All subjects gave informed, written consent and 
the study was approved by the joint research ethics committee of the National 
Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery (UCLH NHS Foundation Trust) and 
UCL Institute of Neurology, Queen Square, London, UK.  
4.2 MRI acquisition 
The MRI scanning was performed at the Epilepsy Society’s MRI Unit (Chalfont 
St. Peter, Buckinghamshire, UK). Patients were fitted with an EEG cap (see 
section 4.3 Video-EEG acquisition below), ear plugs, their head was immobilised 
using a vacuum cushion and they were asked to remain still during scanning. 
Images were acquired using a 3T GE Signa® Excite HDX Echospeed MRI 
scanner (GE, Milwaukee, USA) with a standard transmit/receive head coil. Each 
patient underwent one to three 20-minute imaging sessions and each fMRI dataset 
consisted of 404 volumes of T2* weighted gradient echo EPI. The EPI scan 
parameters were as follows: TE = 30 ms, TR = 3000 ms, flip angle = 90º, slices = 
44, slice thickness = 2.4 mm with 0.6 mm gap, FOV = 24x24 cm
2
, matrix = 
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64x64, voxel size = 3.75 x 3.75 x 3. A slice trigger was generated by the scanner 
for the acquisition of each EPI slice which was recorded by the EEG recording 
software to be used subsequently for scanner artefact removal. For the purpose of 
anatomical localisation I also acquired one volumetric 3D T1-weighted image at 
the same time (Image parameters: TE = 3.1 ms, TR = 8.3 ms, TI = 450 ms, flip 
angle = 20º, slices = 170, slice thickness = 1.1 mm with zero gap, FOV = 24x18, 
matrix = 256x256 cm
2
, excitations = 1, voxel size = 1.09 x 1.09 x 1.5). 
4.3 Video-EEG acquisition: 
4.3.1 EEG recording and artefact correction 
Scalp EEG was recorded during the MRI scanning using a 64 channel MR-
compatible electrode cap (62 EEG electrodes, 1 ECG electrode and 1 reference 
electrode; BrainCap MR, Germany), 2x32 MR-compatible amplifiers (Brain 
Products, Munich, Germany) and Brain Vision Recorder software version 1 
(Brain Products, Munich, Germany). The electrodes were arranged according to 
the modified combinatorial nomenclature referenced to FCz electrode. EEG was 
recorded continuously during fMRI with a sampling rate of 5000 Hz and was 
synchronized to the scanner’s 20 KHz gradient clock. Other recording parameters 
for EEG were: resolution = 0.5 µV; high pass filter = 0.016 Hz and low pass filter 
= 250 Hz (applied after amplification but prior to data recording); digitization = 
16-bit. ECG was recorded with a single electrode which was placed just below 
left clavicle and connected to the same amplifier as for EEG electrodes. 
Prior to MRI acquisition, a resting EEG (with eyes closed) for 15 minutes was 
recorded outside the scanner. Patients were put into the scanner with the EEG 
wires straightened, immobilized (using sand bags) and connected to MR-
compatible amplifiers at the back of the scanner. EEG data was transmitted from 
the amplifiers to the recording computer located in the control room via fibre-
optic cable.  
The artefacts (GA and PA) from EEG recorded inside the scanner were removed 
offline using average artefact subtraction methods [Allen et al.  1998;Allen et al.  
2000] in Brain Vision Analyzer software version 2 (Brain Products, Munich, 
Germany). The artefact corrected EEG was resampled to 250 Hz and infinite 
impulse filters (implemented as phase shift-free Butterworth filters; Low-pass 
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filter = 70 Hz; High-pass filter = 0.3 Hz; Slope = 12 db/octave) were applied to 
identify IEDs and seizures. These events recorded on video-EEG inside the 
scanner were visually compared with IEDs and seizures recorded on long-term 
video-EEG monitoring and coded by consensus.  
4.3.2 Video recording 
Two cameras were used to monitor and record the subject’s behaviour during MR 
scanning (schematic representation in Figure 4.1). An MR-compatible camera 
(C1: MR-Cam 12M, MRC Systems GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) was positioned 
inside the bore of the scanner focusing on the subject’s face, recording facial 
expressions and head movements. The video signals from C1 were transmitted to 
the recording computer placed outside the scanner room through shielded cable 
and low-pass filter (1MHz: MRC Systems GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) to 
provide RF shielding. The low-pass filter box was also grounded to the scanner 
room shield. 
A second video camera (C2: Handicam DCR-HC51E, Sony Corporation, San 
Diego, CA, USA) was positioned on the wall facing the scanner bore allowing a 
view of the subject’s entire body. The video signals from C2 to the recording 
computer were transmitted using a custom-built filter system (designed by Dave 
Gasston) consisting of electric power supply sockets for camera and optical fire 
wire (IEEE 1394B) repeater (OFR), a low-pass filter (BLP-1.9, 50Ω DC to 1.9 
MHz) and OFR transmitter box enclosed in an aluminium box. Both C2 and filter 
box were permanently attached at a safe distance of 3m and a height of 2.5m in 
front of the scanner. 
A video multiplexer (HA-402TX Quad Processor, Ultima Precision Co Ltd, 
Taiwan) was used to get a picture-in-picture video display from both cameras. 
The video output signals from C1 (analogue signal) and C2 (digital signal) were 
different where as the video multiplexer could receive only analogue signals. 
Therefore, I used a bi-directional analogue/digital video converter (ADVC110 – 
high-quality, Thomson Worldwide, Cergy Pontoise Cedex, France) to convert 
digital video signals from C2 to analogue. Thus, analogue signals from both 
cameras were fed into the video multiplexer. Another bi-directional 
analogue/digital video converter (ADVC110 – high-quality, Thomson Worldwide, 
Cergy Pontoise Cedex, France) converted the analogue signals from the video 
multiplexer back to digital video signals for display and input to the recording 
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computer. The second conversion of signals from analogue to digital was done 
because the software (Brain Vision Recorder version 1; Brain Products, Munich, 
Germany) recording video and EEG could receive only digital signals. The above 
described video input system has a maximum transmission delay of ≈ 150ms as 
specified by the manufacturers. 
Video and EEG were recorded synchronously using Brain Vision Recorder 
version 1 software (Brain Products, Munich, Germany) with an online display of 
video-EEG without scanner artefacts using RecView software (Brain Products, 
Munich, Germany). 
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Figure 4.1: Arrangement of equipment 
(A) Circuit Diagram (B) System Set up 
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4.4 fMRI processing and statistical analysis  
All fMRI data were analysed using software package Statistical Parametric 
Mapping (SPM: version 5 for Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8; version 8 for Chapter 9 and 
10) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) running under Matlab (Mathworks Inc., 
U.S.A.). After discarding the first four image volumes to avoid T1-saturation 
effect, the EPI time series images were realigned to the mean and spatially 
smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 8mm FWHM [Friston et al.  
1995a].  
The fMRI data was analysed within the GLM framework to map interictal and 
ictal related haemodynamic changes. The EOIs: IED or ictal discharges, were 
represented as zero-duration stick function or blocks of variable duration 
depending upon the length of the discharge. EOI were convolved with canonical 
HRF and temporal and dispersion derivatives which resulted in three regressors 
for each event [Friston et al.  1998]. When a patient had more than one type of 
IED or ictal discharges, they were modelled as separate regressors [Salek-Haddadi 
et al.  2002;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009;Thornton et al.  2010b]. Twenty four inter-
scan realignment parameters (6 realignment parameters from image pre-
processing and a Volterra-expansion of these [Friston et al.  1996]) were included 
in the GLMs as confounds to account for motion related effects. Forty four 
additional regressors (one for each slice) were also included in the GLM as 
confounds to explain pulse-related artefact [Liston et al.  2006]. A high-pass filter 
of 128s was included to remove slow scanner drift related effects [Ashburner et 
al.  2008].   
SPM-[F] contrasts across three regressors for each event type were used to 
generate F-maps to reveal event related BOLD changes. The presence of 
significant BOLD changes was assessed by applying a threshold of p < 0.05, 
corrected for family wise error (FWE), and additionally a less conservative 
statistical threshold p < 0.001, uncorrected for FWE. The resulting SPM-[F] maps 
were co-registered with T1-weighted MRI scans to evaluate the anatomical 
localisation [Ashburner and Friston  1997]. BOLD time courses were plotted for 
each BOLD cluster to classify the BOLD change as increases or decreases 
according to the sign of the peak change relative to baseline [Ashburner et al.  
2008]. 
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Chapter 5: Implementation and Evaluation of 
Simultaneous video-EEG-fMRI
4
 
5.1 Background 
The majority of EEG-fMRI studies have focussed on IED related BOLD changes 
reflecting the IZ [Luders et al.  2006], which may be different from the SOZ 
[Rosenow and Luders  2001]. This indicates the need to study the haemodynamic 
correlates of seizures, which has been investigated in a relatively small number of 
cases as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3. A variety of strategies have been 
applied for identification of seizures during EEG-fMRI data acquisition. These 
strategies include online and retrospective review of EEG [Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009;Tyvaert et al.  2009;Moeller et al.  
2009b;Thornton et al.  2010b;Moeller et al.  2010c], Electromyography (EMG) 
[Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009], non-synchronized video recording [Federico et al.  
2005b;Di Bonaventura et al.  2006b;Tyvaert et al.  2009], , observation of ictal 
semiology (for example: by person inside the scanner room) [Di Bonaventura et al.  
2006b], eye tracking technology, patient response button [Di Bonaventura et al.  
2006b;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009] and sound/voice recording as discussed in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.2. However, these methods may not be entirely reliable as 
markers of the ictal events particularly in the absence of reliable data 
synchronization mechanism [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009]. In addition simple 
partial seizures may not have a definite signature on EEG [Smith 2005]. In this 
respect video-EEG recording has proven to be pivotal in identifying and localising 
the seizure onset and seizure propagation with a good diagnostic yield [Binnie et 
al.  1981;Kaplan PW and Lesser RP  1996;Cascino  2002].  
In this chapter, I present my work on implementing the use of two video cameras, 
one capturing facial semiology (C1) and a second one monitoring limb and body 
movements (C2) for synchronized video recording during EEG-fMRI (video-
EEG-fMRI). The aim was to combine the capability of video-EEG to characterise 
the type of events of interest (as for clinical video-EEG monitoring) with the 
                                                 
4
This chapter forms the basis of the article [Chaudhary et al.  2010]. 
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localising power of fMRI, allowing greater precision and specificity in building 
models for the analysis of the fMRI time series. I investigated the compatibility of 
dual video recording synchronised with EEG-fMRI equipment inside a 3T MRI 
scanner based on the evaluation of possible noise production in EEG, video and 
fMRI data quality secondary to the introduction of the video recording equipment 
in the EEG-fMRI data acquisition set up. I also evaluated video-EEG-fMRI 
(vEEG-fMRI) in a hand motor paradigm to utilize supplementary information 
from video in fMRI data analysis. 
5.2 Methods 
The common methods are described in Chapter 4, and the specific methods for 
this study are described here. 
5.2.1 Subjects 
The effect of video cameras on EEG-fMRI data quality was assessed in a test 
object (17 cm diameter spherical plastic vessel filled with a doped agar gel, 
Dielectric, Inc., Madison, WI, USA) and 24 human subjects, with and without 
video cameras from August 2008 to April 2009. Five subjects undergoing vEEG-
fMRI were also asked to perform repetitive finger thumb opposition task. 
5.2.2  MRI acquisition 
5.2.2a  Test object  
The test object was scanned with and without video recording at variable camera 
positions: 
1) With video recording: C1 at positions P1 (edge of scanner bore) and P2 
(inside the scanner bore); C2 switched on (S1). 
2) Without video recording: C1 at P0 (removed from the scanner room); 
and C2 switched off (S0).   
Five minute sessions of gradient echo T2*-weighted EPI were performed with RF 
amplifier switched on and off for test object. The EPI parameters are described in 
Chapter 4.  
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5.2.2b  Human subjects  
Twenty minute resting state EPI sessions were performed for human subjects with 
RF amplifier switched on, and video cameras in place (C1 at P2 and C2 at S1) in 
12 subjects, and without video cameras in 12 subjects (C1 at P0 and C2 at S0). In 
addition, five minute task related EPI sessions were also performed in 5 subjects. 
The MRI acquisition parameters are described in Chapter 4.  
5.2.3 Video- EEG acquisition  
5.2.3a  EEG recording and artefact correction  
In human subjects, scalp EEG was recorded during MR scanning using a 64 
channel MR-compatible electrode cap (BrainCap MR, Easy cap, Herrsching-
Breitbrunn, Germany), according to the extended international 10-20 system. Two 
additional electrodes were used to record electro-occulogram (EOG) and 
electrocardiogram (ECG). The rest of the details for EEG recording and removal 
of scanner artefact are described in Chapter 4, Section 4.3a.  
5.2.3b  Video recording 
The details of video recording are described in Chapter 4 section 4.3b.  
5.2.4 Experimental design for hand motor task  
Repetitive finger thumb opposition task started with left hand, followed by right 
hand and then rest, each lasting 30 seconds over a period of 5 minutes. The 
subjects were instructed to focus on the head coil mirror through which they could 
see the radiographers in control room and follow the cue for changing hands and 
rest.  
5.2.5 Data Analysis 
5.2.5a   Image, EEG and video quality 
The signal to fluctuation noise ratio (SFNR) was calculated in to evaluate MR 
data quality in relation to the presence of video recording. The SFNR was defined 
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as mean signal intensity divided by its temporal standard deviation. I calculated 
SFNR voxel-wise as follows:  
Mean signal in an image voxel (Ŝ) = 
   
 
   
 
 
When, S is the signal in an image voxel and N is the image volume number 
Temporal standard deviation (Ƒ) = 
   Ŝ         
 
 
 
SFNR = 
 
 
 
A region of interest was selected automatically as the central 11x11x11 voxels 
(Figure 5.1) of the volume (presuming accurate positioning of the phantom / 
subject head in the centre of the field of view). The average SFNR within this 
region was then calculated which will be used for further analysis. 
Secondly, SFNR values were also calculated by dividing squareroot of two times 
the mean signal intensity by the temporal standard deviation of the difference 
between two sequentially acquired volumes. These calculations were made on the 
EPI images using an in house script written by an experienced physicist (Dr. 
David W Carnichael) in Matlab version 6.5 R13 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, 
U.S.A.) and SPM 5 software (available from: http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) 
running on a Dell Inspiron 1525 under Red Hat Linux 9. The script displayed 
standard deviation summary maps and created movies of EPI images with RF 
amplifier switched off for review to detect transient noise effects. I used Mann-
Whitney test (SPSS version 13) to compare SFNR from EPI acquired at variable 
camera positions in the test object, as well as from EPI acquired with and without 
video recording in human subjects. The synchronized video-EEG was reviewed 
visually with two expert observers (Dr. Roman Rodionov, Dr. David W 
Carnichael) having experience of EEG recording inside MRI scanner using Brain 
Vision Analyzer software version 2 (Brain Products, Munich, Germany).  
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5.2.5b  fMRI analysis: hand motor task  
The fMRI time series data was analysed using SPM 5 (available from: 
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) after pre-processing as described in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.4. Two GLMs were built to determine the presence of experimental 
condition related BOLD effects. A first GLM was built based on the specified 
block design with a canonical basis set. A second GLM was built based on review 
of the video to identify left and right hand finger tapping blocks, convolved with 
canonical basis set. Six scan realignment parameters from image pre-processing 
were included as confounds in both the GLMs and SPM[T] maps were generated 
(corrected for FWE: threshold at p < 0.05, uncorrected for FWE: threshold at p < 
0.001). 
5.3 Results 
Visual inspection of the movie of raw EPI image time series with RF amplifier 
switched off did not reveal any artefact (e.g., related to spike noise or electrostatic 
interference) and comparison of standard deviation maps of the time series with 
and without RF amplification in test object did not reveal any RF interference for 
any of the camera configurations (Figure 5.1). The difference between SFNR 
estimates for cameras at variable positions (P1, P2, S1, P0 and S0) was not 
statistically significant (Figures 5.1 and 5.2).  
The SFNR for 12 subjects without the camera ranged from 26.7 to 73.9 with a 
mean of 50.9 (95% CI; 42.5 – 59.3), and SFNR for 12 subjects with camera 
ranged from 33.7 to 75.7 with a mean of 49.5 (95% CI; 42.9- 56.2). The 
comparison of SFNR from EPI of human subjects with / without camera showed 
no significant difference (p > 0.05) (Figure 5.3). 
Visual inspection and comparison of the video and EEG inside and outside the 
MR scanner did not reveal any additional interference as assessed with expert 
observers with experience in EEG-fMRI (Figure 5.4).  
BOLD activations were observed in expected hand motor areas which were 
concordant for both analysis strategies in 4/5 subjects. Review of video revealed 
that subject 4 performed the task randomly alternating between right and left 
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hand. The paradigm based block design analysis did not reveal any significant 
BOLD response. Incorporation of video-derived information in the second GLM 
showed significant BOLD activations in the motor cortex [Left: Cluster Size = 18, 
Voxel t = 5.7 (Z equivalent = 5.2); Right: Cluster Size = 18, Voxel t = 5.8 (Z 
equivalent = 5.2)] and supplementary motor cortex (SMA) [Cluster Size = 98, 
Voxel t = 6 (Z equivalent = 5.5)]. By lowering the threshold, SPM[T] maps 
(uncorrected for FWE) for paradigm based block design revealed BOLD 
activations around motor cortex [Right: Cluster Size = 509, Voxel t = 4.87 (Z 
equivalent = 4.57); Left: Cluster Size = 178, Voxel t = 4.15 (Z equivalent = 3.95)] 
and SMA [Cluster Size = 136, Voxel t = 4.36 (Z equivalent = 4.14)]. In 
comparison, SPM[T] maps for the second video based GLM showed BOLD 
response in hand motor cortex [Right: Cluster Size = 689, Voxel t = 4.52 (Z 
equivalent = 4.26); Left: Cluster Size = 764, Voxel t = 5.7 (Z equivalent = 5.2)], 
SMA [Cluster Size = 4587, Voxel t = 6 (Z equivalent = 5.52)] and pre-motor 
cortex [Right: Cluster Size = 4587, Voxel t = 5.78 (Z equivalent = 5.29); Left: 
Cluster Size = 523, Voxel t = 5.13 (Z equivalent = 4.77)] (Figure 5.5).  
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.1: Mean time courses of signal from ROI in a test object 
(a) Display of single slices of EPI in the test object at variable camera positions 
showing region of interest (ROI) in the centre (marked red). (b) Mean time 
courses for different acquisitions with radiofrequency (RF) amplifier on and off 
are also shown. 
 
Camera Position  RF ON  RF OFF  
C1 at P0 
C2 at S0  
  
C1 at P1  
C2 at S1  
  
C1 at P2 
C2 at S1  
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Figure 5.2: Mean SFNR from EPI volumes for a test object 
Mean SFNR (95% Confidence Interval) (CI) calculated from different volumes of 
EPI from a test object with RF amplifier on and off, at variable camera positions. 
The difference between SFNR at variable camera position was not statistically 
significant: RF On 
C1 @ P0 and C2 @ S0 versus C1 @ P1 and C2 @ S1: p = 0.2  
C1 @ P0 and C2 @ S0 versus C1 @ P2 and C2 @ S1: p = 0.7 
RF Off 
C1 @ P0 and C2 @ S0 versus C1 @ P1 and C2 @ S1: p = 0.1 
C1 @ P0 and C2 @ S0 versus C1 @ P2 and C2 @ S1: p = 0.8 
Abbreviations: C1 = Scanner bore mounted detachable camera, C2 = Wall-
mounted camera inside the scanner room, P0 = C1 removed from the scanner 
room, P1 = C1 at the edge of scanner bore, P2 = C1 inside the scanner bore, S0 = 
C2 switched off, S1 = C2 switched on. 
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Figure 5.3: Mean SFNR from EPI volumes in human subjects 
Mean SFNR with 95% CI from EPI volumes in human subjects (12 Subjects with 
and 12 subjects without camera). The difference between SFNR in two groups 
was not statistically significant (p = 0.6). 
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Figure 5.4: Representative sample of Synchronized Video-EEG 
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 (i) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(ii) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5: BOLD activations for finger tapping task 
Subject 4: BOLD activations for left and right hand finger tapping overlaid on 
normalized EPI (i) paradigm specific block design analysis revealed BOLD 
responses around primary motor cortex in subject 4 (being non-compliant to the 
paradigm design).  (ii) Incorporation of video information about timing of finger 
tapping into video based block design GLM, revealed additional BOLD responses 
in primary motor cortex, supplementary motor cortex and pre-motor cortex.  
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5.4 Discussion 
The effect of using two powered video cameras on simultaneously acquired EEG 
and fMRI data quality was evaluated. The results demonstrate that there was no 
significant deterioration of the data quality and therefore simultaneous vEEG-
fMRI was implemented successfully. 
Generally, in-built and standard camera systems provided by MR manufacturers 
have limitations including low video quality/resolution and limited view of the 
patient’s body [Neuner et al.  2007]. Though video recording has been employed 
previously to record patient’s behaviours during EEG-fMRI data acquisition 
[Krings et al.  2000;Federico et al.  2005b;Archer et al.  2006;Tyvaert et al.  
2009], but to the best of my knowledge there has been no report on the effect of 
this on the image quality. Moreover, the video recordings were not synchronized 
with the EEG thus raising the issue of possible delay between video and EEG 
signals. Hence, the information obtained from video to be included in the design 
matrix for fMRI data analysis may become unreliable especially on the temporal 
scale. The video component of the vEEG-fMRI system proposed in this chapter is 
compatible with the EEG recording system, thus providing synchronised video-
EEG which is in turn synchronized with the MR scanner clock and scan 
acquisition. In this manner, EEG sampling remains constant relative to the 
scanner gradient switching and facilitates [Mandelkow et al.  2006] the removal 
of imaging and pulse artefact [Allen et al.  1998;Allen et al.  2000]. Furthermore, 
the video recording system enables to record two different views of the patient. 
One camera records the subject’s facial expressions and head movement and the 
second camera records body and limb movements. The necessary equipment 
includes commercially available and custom made equipment and the set up can 
be assembled and disassembled in any MRI suite. In comparison to other camera 
systems established in an MRI scanner environment [Wild et al.  2000;Neuner et 
al.  2007] the current system does not need any additional mirrors to reflect 
images of the patient or extra illumination of the subject. Therefore, there is no 
vibration related video quality reduction in the currently proposed system as 
compared to other systems using additional mirrors. The image of the subject is 
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recorded directly and the ambient scanner room and bore lighting provide 
sufficient luminescence to record video (Figure 5.4). 
The wall camera which is a commercially available camera provided a wider view 
of the patient’s body. It was mounted at a sufficient distance (3 metres) from the 
scanner so that it does not interfere with the scanner’s magnetic field which could 
result in artefacts and degraded image quality, as I noted it contains magnetic 
material and must be secured permanently > 2m from the scanner bore entrance to 
maintain safety. An in-house built power and data line filter was used to reduce 
any electromagnetic interference from the power supply and data inputs of the 
wall camera. The conversion of digital electrical signals to optical signals was 
performed to ensure that electrical signals do not contribute to the noise 
production and eliminate the possibility of transmission of unwanted RF signals 
through the Faraday cage. 
MR image quality assessment is routinely performed by calculating SNR [Glover 
and Law  2001] and specifically SFNR for functional time series [Glover and Lai  
1998;Friedman and Glover  2006]. The bore camera was tested by the 
manufacturer (MR-Cam 12M, MRC Systems GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany), in a 
Siemens 1.5T Symphony scanner using fast gradients sequences on a water 
phantom. The manufacturer calculated mean and standard deviation of noise in 
the MR images to evaluate the interference caused by the camera and found that 
this remained stable (personal communication). In this study, I tested two cameras 
in a 3T MRI scanner with an EPI sequence on a test object and human subjects for 
vEEG-fMRI. I did not observe any significant artefact production due to the video 
recording. The SFNR was not significantly altered by the video recording. 
Similarly video recording inside MR scanner was also free of any major artefact. 
Thus, video recording can be implemented without any significant decline in the 
data quality. 
The information provided by the video recording may be used efficiently for 
modelling and data analysis in subjects not complying with the experiment 
design. This was evident from the analysis of finger tapping motor paradigm as 
shown in the results, where by incorporation of information provided by video 
recording into the design matrix revealed additional clusters of BOLD activations 
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in SMA and pre-motor cortex. These findings are concordant with the previously 
published findings for the brain areas responsible for finger tapping [Boecker et 
al.  1994;Moritz et al.  2000a;Moritz et al.  2000b]. I propose that the additional 
information provided by video will also be very useful in the identification of 
epileptic events and differentiation of physiological activities from epileptic 
events specifically seizures. I will evaluate the utility of vEEG-fMRI in the 
experimental studies on epileptic activity in Chapters 6 to 8. 
5.5 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the compatibility of video cameras with EEG-fMRI equipment was 
evaluated in this chapter, and no significant deterioration in image quality was 
detected in the fMRI images or in the EEG quality. The incorporation of video is 
useful for monitoring task compliance and can also be used for the identification 
of epileptic events.  
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Chapter 6: Improving the sensitivity of vEEG-fMRI 
studies of IED by modelling video-EEG detected 
physiological confounds
5
 
6.1 Background 
The sensitivity of EEG-fMRI is limited in part, due to its dependence on EEG to 
identify epileptic activity during fMRI and because of difficulties in choosing 
appropriate modelling strategy of the fMRI signal (for details see Chapter 3, 
Section 3.2). Topographical voltage map correlation based analysis [Grouiller et 
al.  2011] has shown to increase the technique’s sensitivity, however, it does not 
address the nuisance factors: confounds present in fMRI time series data.   
Moreover, EEG-fMRI studies demonstrated often complex BOLD patterns 
[Vulliemoz et al.  2009;Vulliemoz et al.  2010;Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et 
al.  2011]}, raising the issue of specificity of the findings and the unknown 
clinical relevance of individual BOLD clusters. Therefore, IED and seizure related 
BOLD changes are localised and interpreted in combination with the information 
available from other non-invasive and invasive tests [Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  2011]. 
The maximum clinically relevant information may be derived from individual 
datasets by careful consideration of the following factors: 1) the sensitivity of 
EEG-fMRI to numerous confounding effects such as motion and heartbeat; 2) the 
weakness of the epileptic activity in some cases, because of its variable and 
unpredictable nature (corresponding to low experimental efficiency [Dale  
1999;Friston et al.  1999b]) reducing sensitivity to the effects of interest. This is 
in contrast to conventional cognitive fMRI studies aimed at identifying population 
level effects, in which entire datasets that do not satisfy some quality criterion 
(e.g. motion above a certain threshold) can often be discarded with little or no 
consequence. A similar approach has also been employed in epilepsy [Tyvaert et 
al.  2009;Bai et al.  2010] resulting in patients being unable to benefit from the 
test. 
                                                 
5
This chapter forms the basis of the article [Chaudhary et al.  2012a]. 
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At the data acquisition stage and during the fMRI data pre-processing various 
measures have been applied to reduce interferences from the effects of no interest 
which is discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. However, there are also other 
physiological activities or events which can potentially account for a significant 
degree of fMRI signal variance. For example, voluntary and spontaneous eye 
blinks [Volkmann  1986;Bodis-Wollner et al.  1999;Bristow et al.  2005a;Bristow 
et al.  2005b], swallowing [Mosier and Bereznaya 2001;Suzuki et al.  2003;Peck 
et al.  2010], chewing and related tongue movements [Shinagawa et al.  
2004;Byrd et al.  2009;Bracco et al.  2010] and hand and foot movements  [Lotze 
et al.  2000;Chainay et al.  2004] activate specific networks. Voluntary eye blinks 
have been associated with significant BOLD activations in pre-central and 
posterior middle frontal gyrus (MFG) (frontal eye fields (FEF)), medial superior 
frontal gyrus (SFG) (supplementary eye-fields (SEF)), parietal and occipital 
cortex [Bodis-Wollner et al.  1999;Bristow et al.  2005a;Bristow et al.  2005b]. 
Swallowing saliva has been shown to involve a network of BOLD changes in the 
sensorimotor cortex (SMC), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), SFG, MFG, superior 
temporal gyrus (STG), inferior parietal lobe (IPL), insula, cingulate gyrus, 
thalamus and cerebellum [Mosier and Bereznaya 2001;Suzuki et al.  2003;Peck et 
al.  2010]. Chewing and related tongue movements activate a network involving 
SMC, supplementary motor area (SMA), insula and basal ganglia (BG) 
[Shinagawa et al.  2004;Byrd et al.  2009;Bracco et al.  2010]. Similarly, hand 
and foot movements show activations in motor cortex (MC), SMA, premotor 
cortex (PMC) and cerebellum [Lotze et al.  2000;Chainay et al.  2004]. When 
these physiological activities are somehow correlated with the effect of interest 
but not modelled, this will increase the chances of false positive BOLD changes, 
decreasing the reliability of EEG-fMRI findings. 
In this chapter, I propose that the availability of synchronous video-EEG 
[Chaudhary et al.  2010] will allow to identify and model the fMRI changes 
associated with non-epileptic physiological activities, leading to decreased 
residual variance and potential increase in the sensitivity to the effects of interest. 
I evaluated two design matrices: with and without additional regressors for these 
physiological activities, and compared the resulting BOLD maps for statistical 
significance and extent of BOLD clusters. The following effects were considered: 
spontaneous eye movements and blinks, head jerks, voluntary chewing and 
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speech, facial twitches, swallowing, coughing, yawning and brief hand or foot 
movements. For the focal epilepsy cases, I also compared the degree of 
concordance of the maps in relation to the IZ as defined on the basis of 
electroclinical and radiological information. 
6.2 Methods 
The common methods are described in Chapter 4, and the specific methods for 
this study are described here. 
6.2.1 Subjects 
Six patients with refractory focal epilepsy and four patients with IGE who had 
IEDs and no seizure during the vEEG-fMRI acquisition were selected for this 
study. A summary of the clinical details on these patients can be found in Table 
6.1.  
6.2.2 MRI acquisition  
Two 20 minute EPI sessions were performed for each subject. The details of MRI 
acquisition are described in Chapter 4 Section 4.2.  
6.2.3 Video-EEG recording and artefact correction 
Synchronous video-EEG was recorded during the MRI scanning. The details of 
video-EEG recording and removal of pulse and scanner artefact are described in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.3.  
6.2.4 Data processing and analysis 
6.2.4a  EEG and fMRI Processing 
I reviewed video-EEGs to identify and label IEDs and the following physiological 
activities: spontaneous eye movements and blinks, head jerks, voluntary chewing 
and speech, facial twitches, swallowing, coughing, yawning and brief hand or foot 
movements. These physiological activities were differentiated from ictal 
semiology by comparing them with the patient’s habitual seizure semiologies 
recorded during the long-term video-EEG monitoring. The details of fMRI data 
pre-processing are described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of electroclinical and imaging findings 
 
Abbreviations: FE=Focal Epilepsy, IGE=Idiopathic generalized epilepsy, 
GSWDs=generalized spike and wave discharges, L=left, R=right, 
Temp.L=Temporal lobe, TIRDA=Temporal intermittent rhythmic delta, 
FT=Fronto-temporal, NA=Not applicable 
C
a
se
s 
E
p
il
e
p
sy
 
Scalp EEG 
Interictal/Ictal onset 
MRI results 
Other investigations 
(MEG/FDG-PET/Ictal-
SPECT) 
Localisation 
1 FE Vertex sharp waves/L 
medial hemispheric 
Ischemic  lesion  
L fronto-
temporo-parietal 
L fronto-parietal and L 
fronto-central / hypo-
metabolism L frontal, 
parietal and temporal lobes / 
- 
L medial 
hemisphere 
2 FE L + R temporal spikes/ R 
Temp.L ictal rhythm 
Non lesional - / hypo-metabolism R 
posterior temporal lobe and 
L temporal lobe / L temporal 
lobe 
Bilateral 
temporal 
lobes 
3 FE Bilateral polyspikes and 
wave complexes/Medial 
hemispheric 
Non lesional -/-/- Medial 
hemisphere 
4 FE L Temp.L spikes/Rapid 
involvement of both 
hemispheres 
Cortical damage  
L temporal lobe 
-/-/- L temporal 
lobe 
5 FE L Temp.L spikes/ L 
Temp.L spikes before ictal 
onset with fairly 
generalized ictal rhythm 
often R>L 
Polymicrogyria 
L perisylvian 
area 
-/-/- L 
perisylvian 
area 
6 FE TIRDA, L FT spikes/L FT 
ictal rhythm 
L hippocampal 
sclerosis 
-/-/- L temporal 
lobe 
7 IGE 3 Hz GSWDs Non lesional -/-/- NA 
8 IGE 3 Hz GSWDs Non lesional -/-/- NA 
9 IGE 3 Hz GSWDs Non lesional -/-/- NA 
10 IGE 3 Hz GSWDs Non lesional -/-/- NA 
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6.2.4b  fMRI Modelling 
In order to map BOLD changes related to the IEDs and physiological activities, I 
analysed fMRI data within GLM framework. Only those EPI sessions of time 
series data during which IEDs were recorded on EEG were included in the 
analysis. For each session, two GLMs were built as follows:  
 GLM 1: The effects of interest: IEDs (identified on video-EEG), 
represented as stick functions (single events) or blocks (for runs or series 
of events) were modelled and convolved with the canonical HRF with 
temporal and dispersion derivatives [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006]. Motion 
and pulse related regressors were included in the design matrix as 
confounds, as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4, to explain motion and 
pulse related effects.  
 GLM 2: Consisting of GLM 1 plus additional regressors representing the 
physiological activities as blocks of variable length depending upon the 
duration identified on video-EEG were convolved with canonical HRF 
with temporal and dispersion derivatives. 
The difference between GLM1 and GLM2 in terms of the number and type of 
regressors modelled is represented in Figure 6.1.  
6.2.5 Assessment of BOLD changes and level of concordance 
SPM [F] maps (threshold: p<0.05, corrected for FWE) were generated for each 
EOI: IEDs and physiological activities, to reveal significant BOLD changes. For 
the cases which did not show any significant BOLD changes at FWE correction, 
additional SPM [F] maps were generated at a less conservative statistical 
threshold: p<0.001, uncorrected for FWE. The cluster containing the most 
statistically significant change (global statistical maximum: GM) and other 
clusters except the BOLD clusters in ventricular system, vascular tree and at the 
edges of brain resulting from the two GLMs were compared for their statistical 
significance and spatial extent. 
For the cases with focal epilepsy the localisation of BOLD maps (excluding the 
BOLD clusters in ventricular system, vascular tree, edges of brain and base of 
brain) was visually compared with the IZ defined on the basis of available clinical 
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electrophysiological (interictal epileptiform discharges recorded on clinical long-
term video-EEG monitoring) and radiological information (structural 
abnormalities on MRI scan) [Thornton et al.  2010b]. Each BOLD map was 
classified as either:  
 Entirely concordant: all BOLD clusters within 2 cm around the IZ in the same 
gyrus/lobe as the IZ.   
 Concordant plus: GM BOLD cluster within 2 cm around the IZ in the same 
gyrus/lobe as the IZ, and other clusters remote from the IZ.  
 Some concordance: GM BOLD cluster remote from the IZ, and another 
cluster within 2 cm around the IZ in the same gyrus/lobe as the IZ.  
 Discordant: all clusters remote from the IZ.  
 Null: no significant clusters.  
The number of scans affected by head motion > 0.2mm and the maximum amount 
of inter-scan motion for each dataset was also calculated using an in house script 
[Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006].  
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Figure 6.1: Design matrices with and without physiological activities 
Design matrices for GLM 1 and GLM2 showing the different types of regressors 
modelled.  
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6.3 Results  
The number and type of IED during each session is shown in Table 6.2. 3/10 
subjects had more than one type of IED (patients # 2, 4 and 5). The number of 
IEDs per session ranged from 12 to 575 (Median: 147) in patients with focal 
epilepsy, and from 1 to 45 (Median: 8) in patients with IGE. Physiological 
activities were observed in all cases during all sessions and the different types and 
numbers are shown in Figure 6.2. The number of scans affected by head motion 
(inter-scan motion > 0.2 mm) ranged from 0 to 46 with a maximum inter-scan 
motion of 2.3mm (range: 0-2.3; see Table 6.2).   
6.3.1 IED related BOLD changes 
8/10 subjects revealed IED related BOLD changes for GLM1 and GLM2 at a 
statistical threshold of p < 0.05 corrected for FWE, and 2/10 subjects showed IED 
related BOLD changes only p < 0.001 uncorrected for FWE. The location, size 
and statistical significance and degree of concordance (for the focal epilepsy 
cases) of BOLD maps for GLM1 with GLM2 are shown in Table 6.3.  
In patients with focal epilepsy the size and Z-score of the IED related GM or one 
of the other BOLD clusters for GLM2 increased in all cases compared to GLM1. 
For patients #1 and 2 the cluster size and Z-score of the IED related GM and other 
BOLD clusters increased for all types of IEDs for GLM2 compared to the GLM1 
result (highlighted yellow in Table 6.3). The Z-score and cluster size both 
increased in patients #4 and 5 for GM and other BOLD clusters for type-I IEDs 
(spikes/sharp waves) (highlighted yellow in Table 6.3), whereas the size and Z-
score of the IED related GM and other BOLD clusters for the type-II IED (slow 
waves) decreased in the same patients. In focal epilepsy patients the Z-score and 
cluster size for the GM cluster decreased in 2/6 subjects (patients # 3, 6) for 
GLM2. 
Additional IED related BOLD clusters were revealed for 3/6 patients with focal 
epilepsy subjects (patients #1, 2 and 5) for GLM2 compared to GLM1 (as shown 
in Figure 6.3 and highlighted in green in Table 6.3), and no cluster was lost. No 
additional BOLD cluster was seen nor lost, for patients #3, 4 and 6 for GLM2. As 
shown in Table 6.3, the concordance of the IED related maps was classified as 
Concordant plus for 4/6 subjects (patients #1, 2, 4 and 5) for GLM1 and GLM2. 
For patient #3, the maps were classified to have Some concordance for GLM1 and 
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GLM2. For patient 6, the IED related maps had Some concordance for GLM1 and 
were classified as Concordant plus for GLM2. 
In patients with IGE, IED related BOLD changes were revealed in the typical 
cortico-subcortical network involving the thalamus, basal ganglia, precuneus, 
cingulate gyrus and parietal and frontal lobes for 3Hz GSWDs for 3 subjects 
(patients #7, 8 and 9) for both the GLMs. No BOLD changes were seen in the 
cortico-subcortical network for one IGE patient (#10), rather relatively smaller 
clusters were seen in and around ventricles. The size and/or Z-score for the GM 
and other BOLD clusters increased in 2/4 cases (patients #7 and 8; highlighted 
yellow in Table 6.3) for GLM2 in comparison to GLM1. The Z-score was 
unchanged and the cluster size decreased in one subject (patient #9), and both the 
Z-score and cluster size decreased in the other (patient #10) for IED related GM 
BOLD cluster.        
In addition to an increase in Z-score and cluster size of IED related BOLD 
clusters, Z-score and cluster size of those IED related BOLD clusters also 
increased which overlapped with BOLD clusters for physiological activities in 
7/10 cases (patient #1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) (marked by † in Table 6.3) with GLM 2 
than GLM1. 
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Table 6.2: Epileptic discharges and motion observed during vEEG-fMRI 
 
 
Abbreviations: R=Right, L=Left, Temp.L=Temporal lobe, BSW=Bilateral spike 
and wave, GSWDs=Generalized spike and wave discharges, ¦d¦ = maximum inter-
scan displacement 
C
a
se
s EPI 
Session 
IEDs during vEEG-fMRI acquisition 
Description/Number 
Head motion 
(inter-scan > 0.2mm) 
Number/ ¦d¦ (mm) 
1 1 
2 
Vertex sharp waves/184 
Vertex sharp waves/575 
2/0.2 
15/0.6 
2 1 
 
2 
Type I-L Temp.L spikes:403, Type II-R Temp.L 
spikes:37, Type III-Temp.L slow:18 
Type I-L Temp.L spikes:331, Type II-R Temp.L 
spikes:26, Type III-Temp.L slow:3 
28/1.8 
 
13/1.7 
3 1 
2 
BSW:24 
BSW:12 
32/0.4 
46/0.5 
4 1 
2 
Type I-  L Temp.L sharp:2, Type II- L Temp.L slow:108 
Type I- L Temp.L sharp:29, Type II- L Temp.L slow:37 
0/0.1 
1/0.2 
5 1 
2 
Type I-L Temp.L sharp: 500, Type II- BSW: 46 
Type I-L Temp.L sharp: 460, Type II- BSW:86 
6/1.1 
18/2.3 
6 1 
2 
L Temp.L spike:25 
L Temp.L spike:21 
1/0.3 
3/0.5 
7 1 
2 
3 Hz GSWDs:9 
3 Hz GSWDs:27 
10/0.2 
0/0.1 
8 1 
2 
3 Hz GSWDs:6 
3 Hz GSWDs:4 
5/0.5 
7/0.4 
9 1 
2 
3 Hz GSWDs:8 
3 Hz GSWDs:45 
8/0.6 
8/0.7 
10 1 3 Hz GSWDs:1 0/0.1 
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Figure 6.2: Bar chart of physiological confounds 
Number and type of physiological activities observed during vEEG-fMRI 
acquisition. 
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Table 6.3: Location, size, statistical significance and degree of concordance 
(focal cases only) of IED related BOLD changes 
ID
 
IED related BOLD clusters 
(Location / No. of Voxels / Z-score) 
Degree of 
Concordance 
GLM1 GLM2 GLM
1 
GLM
2 
1  1. SMA  /  69  /  4.11 
 2. R IFG  /  5  /  3.94 
 3. L MFG  /  9  /  3.78 
 †1. SMA  /  80  /  4.31 
 2. R IFG  /  12  /  4.27 
 3. L Fronto-temporal  /  9  /  3.51 
 4. L MFG  /  5  /  3.34 
C+ C+ 
2 Type I IED 
1. L STG (middle) / 25 / 7.33 
2. L STG (ant.) / 49 / 7.01 
3. L STG (post.) / 23 / 6.71 
 4.L precuneus / 16 / 3.19 
Type II IED- None 
Type III IED- None 
Type I IED 
1. L STG (middle)  /  30  /  7.83 
2. L STG (ant.) / 75 / 7.77 
3. L STG (post.) / 27 / 7.18 
 †4. L precuneus  /  17 / 3.74 
 5. R MTG  / 11 /  3.73 
Type II IED - None 
Type III  IED–  R Par.L  /  8 /  3.94 
C+ C+ 
3 1. Precuneus and cingulate  /  1840  
/  Infin. 
2. Me.FL /  57  /  Infin. 
3. L Fron.L /  206  /  Infin. 
4. L Temp.L  /  34  /  Infin. 
5. Ant. Fron.L  /  96  /  Infin. 
1. Precuneus and cingulate  /  1834  /  
Infin. 
2. L Fron.L  /  195  /  Infin. 
3. Me.FL  /  56  /  Infin. 
4. Ant. Fron.L /  98  /  Infin. 
5. L Temp.L  /  33  /  Infin. 
SC SC 
4 Type I IED 
 1. L MFG  /  105  /  5.63 
 2. L TPJ  /  24  /  4.63 
 3. L STG / 4 / 3.42  
Type II IED  
 1. L STG  /  7  /  3.99 
 2. L thalamus   /  6  /  3.84 
 3. Cingulate  / 11 / 3.65 
Type I IED 
 1. L MFG  /  116  /  5.60 
 2. L TPJ / 58 / 4.68 
 3. L STG / 9 / 3.58 
Type II IED  
 1. L STG  /  7  /  3.89 
 2. L thalamus  /  5  /  3.81 
 3. Cingulate  /  6 / 3.48  
C+ C+ 
5 Type I IED 
1.L TPJ / 58 / Infin. 
2.R TPJ / 11 / 6.45 
3.L Cuneus / 38 / 5.48 
4.STG/ 2 / 4.90 
Type II IED 
1.L TPJ / 16 / 5.17 
Type I IED 
1.L TPJ / 75 / Infin. 
†2. Bilat. Cuneus / 418 / 6.76 
3.R TPJ / 12 / 6.75 
†4.STG/ 16 / 5.93 
 †5.L Fron.L (ant.) / 38 / 4.24 
 †6.L SFG / 28 / 3.91 
Type II IED 
1.L TPJ / 12 / 5.11 
C+
 
C+ 
6 1.Cerebellum / 1 / 4.94 
2.L  Me.TL / 1 / 4.82 
3.R ITG / 2 / 4.66 
4.R Me.FL / 27 / 4.47 
5.R SFG / 12 / 4.39 
6.L Inf. Par.L / 44 / 4.35 
1.L  Me.TL / 1 / 4.79 
2.Cerebellum / 1 / 4.78 
†3.R ITG / 2 / 4.72 
4.R MeFL / 31 / 4.61 
†5. L Inf. Par.L / 47 / 4.37 
6.R SFG / 12 / 4.30 
SC
 
C+ 
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Table 6.3: contd. 
 
 
Abbreviations: R=Right, L=Left, SMA=Supplementary motor area, IFG=Inferior 
frontal gyrus, MFG=Middle frontal gyrus, Temp.L=Temporal lobe, 
STG=Superior temporal gyrus, MTG=Middle temporal gyrus, BSW=Bilateral 
spike and wave, Me.FL=Medial frontal lobe, Fron.L=Frontal lobe, Ant.=Anterior, 
Infin.=Infinity, OL=Occipital lobe, Post.=Posterior, TPJ=Temporo-parietal 
junction, Bilat.=Bilateral, Me.TL=Medial temporal lobe, ITG=Inferior temporal 
gyrus, SFG=Superior frontal gyrus, Inf.=Inferior, Par. L=Parietal lobe, BG=Basal 
ganglia, FP=Fronto-polar, lat.=Lateral, vent.=Ventricle, † Overlapping BOLD 
clusters for physiological activities and IEDs, Highlighted green= additional 
BOLD clusters revealed for GLM2, Highlighted yellow= BOLD clusters for 
which cluster size and statistical significance increased for GLM2, C+= 
Concordant plus, SC= Some concordance.  
 
ID
 
IED related BOLD clusters 
(Location / No. of Voxels / Z-score) 
Degree of 
Concordance 
GLM1 GLM2 GLM1 GLM2 
7 
1.Thalamus / 592 / 6.61 
2. L caudate / 178 / 6.35 
3. L Par.L / 88 / 6.12 
4. R caudate / 98 / 5.99 
 5.BG + precuneus + cingulum / 
7638 / 6.61 
 6. Bilateral Par. L /  2182  /  6.12 
 7. R cerebellum  / 154 / 5.89 
 8. L FP  / 170 / 5.62 
 9. R SFG / 406 / 4.93 
 10. L cerebellum / 140 / 4.82 
1.Thalamus / 1077 / 7.38 
2. L caudate / 169 / 6.51 
3. R caudate / 122 / 6.31 
4. L Par.L / 138 / 6.31 
5.BG + †precuneus + cingulum  
/  9247  /  7.14 
 6. Bilateral Par.L / 2547 / 6.31 
 7. L FP / 140 / 5.60 
 8. R cerebellum / 139 / 5.57 
 9. R SFG / 290 / 4.83 
 10. L cerebellum / 220 / 4.82 
NA NA 
8 
1. L Par.L / 60 / 6.75 
2. Post. cingulum / 146 / 6.36 
3. Precuneus / 101 / 6.36 
4. R Fron.L / 33 / 6.26 
5. Me.FL / 67 / 5.90 
1. L Par.L / 89 / 7.13 
2. Me.FL / 114 / 6.90 
†3. Precuneus / 84 / 6.38 
4. R Fron.L / 35 / 6.22 
†5. Post. cingulum / 136 / 6.04 
NA NA 
9 
1. R Par.L  / 446 / Infin. 
2. Precuneus / 331 / 7.43 
3. L Temp.L  / 45 / 6.52 
4. Post. cingulum / 228 / 5.98 
5. L Par.L  / 131 / 5.93 
1. R Par.L  / 428 / Infin. 
†2. Precuneus / 327 / 7.35 
3. L Temp.L / 58 / 6.02 
4. Post. cingulum / 223 / 5.79 
5. L Par. L / 15 / 5.17 
NA NA 
10 
 1. R Temp.L  / 107 / 4.32 
 2. L lat. vent. / 72 / 4.29 
 3. L cerebellum / 12 / 4.25 
 4. White matter R Fron.L / 21 / 
3.86 
 5.  White matter L Fron.L/ 10 / 
3.86 
 1. L cerebellum / 12 / 4.37 
 2. Deep WM RT / 27 / 4.04 
 3. R Temp.L / 17 / 4.02 
 4.  White matter R Fron.L  / 13 / 
3.93 
 5.  White matter L Fron.L  / 7 / 
3.83 
NA NA 
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Figure 6.3: BOLD changes for IEDs for GLM 1 and GLM2 
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   (c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 (continued)  
SPM[F] maps overlaid on high resolution EPI (at p<0.001, uncorrected for FWE) 
for epileptiform discharges. Red clusters are from GLM1, yellow clusters are 
from GLM2 and orange clusters represent the overlapping clusters from GLM1 
and GLM2; as GLM2 showed all the clusters as shown by GLM1 the overlap of 
red and yellow resulted in more orange clusters as evident from figure. (a) Case 1: 
BOLD changes for epileptiform discharges for GLM1 and GLM2. The additional 
cluster revealed by GLM2 is in yellow colour at the left fronto-temporal junction. 
(b) Case 2: BOLD changes for type I epileptiform discharges for GLM1 and 
GLM2. The additional cluster as revealed by GLM2 is in yellow colour in the 
right middle temporal gyrus. (c) Case 5: BOLD changes for type I epileptiform 
discharges for GLM1 and GLM2. The additional cluster revealed by including 
physiological activities as additional regressors in the design matrix is in yellow 
colour in the left frontal lobe. 
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6.3.2 BOLD changes linked to physiological activities  
All patients had eye blinks during vEEG-fMRI acquisition and eye blink related 
BOLD changes were revealed in areas (see Table 6.4 for details) responsible for 
vision: predominantly involving medial occipital cortex (MOC), FEF, SEF and 
cerebellum (Figure 6.4a). 
4/10 patients moved their hands (Figure 6.4b) or feet and significant BOLD 
changes were seen in MC, SMA, and pre-motor cortex. 
Overt speech was observed in two patients (#2, 7), when they tried to 
communicate to the radiographers during acquisition. In one patient (#2, Figure 
6.4c) corresponding BOLD changes were revealed in IFG, insula and pre-motor 
cortex. In the other patient (#7) small speech related BOLD clusters were shown 
at the edges and base of the brain and inside the ventricles. 
6/10 patients were seen to swallow and corresponding BOLD changes were 
revealed in SFG, cingulate gyrus, IFG, STG, MC, inferior temporal gyrus, 
cerebellum and inferior parietal lobe as shown in Figure 6.4d. 
For head jerks identified on video (Table 6.4, Figure 6.5a,b), BOLD clusters were 
seen in SMC, premotor cortex, SMA, precuneus, frontopolar and prefrontal 
cortex, at the edges and base of the brain, inside the ventricles and in the white 
matter.  
For chewing related movements (observed in patients #3 and 8), small BOLD 
clusters were seen in MC around face area and SMA. A single BOLD cluster was 
revealed in relation to facial twitches (observed in patients #1 and 5), located in 
the white matter in patient #5. 
For coughing related movements (patient #2 and 5) small BOLD clusters were 
seen in the MC, SMA, prefrontal cortex, precuneus, medial frontal, cerebellum, 
base of brain, edges of brain and inside ventricles (Table 6.4, Figure 6.5c). 
One patient (#2) was observed to yawn and this was associated with small BOLD 
clusters predominantly in MC, SMA, precuneus, prefrontal cortex, cerebellum, 
base of brain and edges of brain (Table 6.4, Figure 6.5d).  
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Table 6.4: BOLD changes for physiological activities 
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Table 6.4: contd. 
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Figure 6.4: BOLD changes for physiological activities 
SPM[F] maps overlaid on high resolution EPI (at p<0.001, uncorrected for FWE) 
for physiological activities. (a) Eye blinks (Case 1): BOLD changes were seen in 
medial occipital cortex, occipital pole, parietal cortex, frontal eye field and 
cerebellum, crosshair at maximum BOLD change in medial occipital cortex. (b) 
Hand movements (Case 1): BOLD changes were seen in motor cortex, 
supplementary motor area and pre-motor cortex, crosshair at maximum BOLD 
change in motor cortex. (c) Speech (Case 2): BOLD changes were seen in inferior 
frontal gyrus, insula and pre-motor cortex, crosshair at BOLD change overlapping 
inferior frontal gyrus and insula. (d) Swallowing (Case 5): BOLD changes were 
seen in the cerebellum, inferior frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, 
supplementary motor area, and motor cortex, crosshair at BOLD change 
overlapping inferior frontal and superior temporal gyri. 
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Figure 6.5: BOLD changes for physiological activities 
SPM[F] maps overlaid on high resolution EPI. (a) Case 1: BOLD changes (at 
p<0.001, uncorrected for FWE) for head jerks were seen in motor cortex, 
premotor cortex, frontopolar cortex, medial frontal cortex and precuneus. Very 
small clusters of BOLD changes were also seen around edges of brain and 
ventricular system. (b) Case 4: BOLD changes (at p<0.001, uncorrected for FWE) 
for head jerks were seen in motor cortex, premotor cortex medial frontal cortex 
and precuneus. (c) Case 5: BOLD changes (at p<0.05, corrected for FWE) for 
coughing were seen in motor cortex, supplementary motor area, prefrontal cortex, 
medial frontal cortex, precuneus and cerebellum. Other small clusters of BOLD 
changes were also seen around edges of brain and inside ventricular system. (d) 
Case 2: BOLD changes (at p<0.05, corrected for FWE) for yawning were seen in 
motor cortex, premotor cortex, frontopolar cortex, medial frontal cortex and 
precuneus. Very small clusters of BOLD changes were also seen around edges of 
brain and ventricular system.
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6.4 Discussion 
Motivated by the need to maximise the amount of potentially clinically relevant 
information from each and every vEEG-fMRI dataset in patients with epilepsy, I 
investigated the effect of including additional regressors for physiological 
activities: eye blinks, chewing, swallowing, hand or foot movements, coughing, 
yawning and head jerks. These physiological activities arose spontaneously, 
identified retrospectively on video-EEG, and were included in the design matrix 
for fMRI analysis of epileptic activity in patients with focal and generalized 
epilepsy. In principle this approach should result in more specific and reliable 
findings if the confounding effects are modelled appropriately through reduction 
of the amount of residual variance [Friston et al.  1995b;Friston et al.  1996;Lund 
et al.  2005;Lund et al.  2006]. 
Two models: one without and the second with these additional regressors, were 
used. I observed increases in the Z-score and cluster size for IED related GM 
BOLD clusters in 6/10 patients (patients #1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8) and decreases in 4/10 
patients (patients #3, 6, 9 and 10) as an effect of the inclusion of the physiological 
activities in the fMRI model. These results also showed additional IED related 
BOLD clusters in 3/6 focal epilepsy patients as revealed in Figure 6.3. For 
patients #1 and 5, the additional BOLD cluster revealed by GLM2 (highlighted 
green in Table 6.3) was in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the lesion on structural 
MRI and IZ. For patient 2, the additional BOLD cluster by GLM2 (highlighted 
green in Table 6.3) was located in the hemisphere contralateral to the IZ in line 
with the PET findings. It has been shown previously that the BOLD changes for 
IEDs may be more extensive than the electroclinically defined epileptogenic areas 
[Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Zijlmans et al.  2007] in line with other techniques 
such as PET where larger areas of metabolic dysfunction are revealed for patients 
with focal epilepsy [Mauguiere and Ryvlin  2004]. In this study, the additional 
BOLD clusters revealed by GLM2 (patient #1, 2 and 5) as well as other BOLD 
clusters (from both GLMs) which are remote from IZ for all patients with focal 
epilepsy could represent the spread of epileptic activity revealing the epileptic 
network recruited during IEDs. This may provide new hypotheses to explore in 
individual cases undergoing presurgical evaluation regarding the epileptic focus 
and networks especially during seizures [Bartolomei et al.  2001].  
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I showed that the additional IED related BOLD clusters further reinforced the 
degree of concordance of the IED related BOLD maps with independently derived 
IZ. The degree of concordance of IED related maps were similar for both GLMs 
in 5/6 patients (Table 6.3) with focal epilepsy. However, the degree of 
concordance improved from Some concordance to Concordant plus for patient 6 
(Table 6.3) as a result of a change in statistical significance of BOLD clusters for 
GLM2. 
Similarly, in IGE patients, BOLD changes in the cortico-thalamic network were 
seen for 3Hz GSWDs which is in agreement with the previous studies [Hamandi 
et al.  2006]. For one IGE case (patient #10), BOLD changes were not seen in 
cortico-thalamic network as there was only one epoch of 3Hz GSWDs lasting 2 
sec. I presume that the correlated BOLD changes in cortico-thalamic network 
were of low intensity and sub-threshold in patient #10.  
EEG-fMRI experiments investigating epileptic activity generally last longer than 
fMRI studies for cognitive paradigms due to the need to capture as many epileptic 
events as possible. The physiological activities noticed in patients during vEEG-
fMRI acquisition are neither part of experimental design nor related to epilepsy 
but performed by patients at their own will. I identified these physiological 
activities on simultaneous video recordings from two cameras synchronised with 
EEG. Significant BOLD changes were seen for eye blinks, swallowing, chewing 
and hand movements (Table 6.4) in relevant brain areas as previously reported 
[Volkmann 1986;Bodis-Wollner et al.  1999;Lotze et al.  2000;Mosier and 
Bereznaya 2001;Suzuki et al.  2003;Shinagawa et al.  2004;Chainay et al.  
2004;Bristow et al.  2005a;Bristow et al.  2005b;Byrd et al.  2009;Peck et al.  
2010;Bracco et al.  2010]. The majority of these BOLD changes were seen at a 
lower statistical threshold (p<0.001, uncorrected for FWE), nevertheless they 
were seen in areas known to be responsible for the relevant processes. The 
number and duration of these activities were variable. The most significant and 
consistent BOLD changes were seen for eye blinks. This may be because there 
were frequent eye blinks (Figure 6.2). It has been shown that more significant 
BOLD changes were seen when the number of events such as 3Hz GSWDs was 
higher [Hamandi et al.  2006]. 
For the physiological activities possible to have associated head motion such as 
head jerks, coughing and yawning, BOLD changes were seen in the brain areas 
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known to be involved in producing these activities such as MC and SMA etc. as 
shown in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.4. This is in agreement with the recent finding 
[Jansen et al.  2012] that motion related artefacts, identified on EEG, when 
convolved with canonical HRF show neuronally plausible patterns of BOLD 
changes. Moreover, the signal changes for head motion generally do not overlap 
significantly with task related BOLD changes [Birn et al.  2004] and the latter can 
be studied even in the presence of task correlated motion if appropriate measures 
are taken [Birn et al.  2009]. Therefore, the BOLD clusters for physiological 
activities found in relevant anatomical areas in this study are probably genuinely 
reflecting neuronal activity associated with head movement. Nevertheless this 
may not be the case in patients with lesions, due to the possible presence of high-
contrast edges within the brain, but I did not observe this effect. However, I also 
observed some signal changes at the edges of the brain for these physiological 
activities (Figure 6.5) which are in line with the previous findings [Birn et al.  
2004]. In contrast to Jansen et al. (2012) I convolved the EOI with the canonical 
HRF and its temporal and dispersion derivatives. The additional flexibility thus 
afforded [Thornton et al.  2010b] may capture residual motion related spin history 
effects [Friston et al.  1996]. Moreover, motion related signal changes are well 
known to be a potential severe confound, although this is less problematic in 
event-related design when motion is brief and effects of interest are of variable 
duration [Birn et al.  1998;Birn et al.  1999] as is the case in this data.  
The brain regions active during physiological activities such as those considered 
here may overlap the epileptogenic network. In fMRI modelling for any EOI the 
correlated BOLD signal is evaluated in each voxel across the brain. If signal 
fluctuations in a particular voxel reflect two different types of activity, e.g. 
epileptic and physiological activities, not modelling this additional signal will 
increase the residual variance thus decreasing sensitivity to the effect of interest 
unless the two types of activity are orthogonal [Friston et al.  1995b;Friston et al.  
1996]. In principle the effect should be stronger in regions of overlap between 
epileptic activity and normal physiological activity. My results support this 
principle: when more variance was explained in GLM2 the Z-score and cluster 
size of those IED related BOLD clusters also increased which overlapped with 
BOLD clusters for physiological activities (BOLD clusters marked by † in Table 
6.3). Conventionally, it is important to retain a sufficient number of degrees of 
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freedom (number of scans minus number of estimated parameters) specially for 
single subject fMRI modelling; for SPM the recommendation is that there should 
be at least 30 effective degrees of freedom [Friston et al.  1995b], which was the 
case in this study.   
The concordance of SPM maps with independent electroclinical data was 
evaluated by comparing the location of GM and other BOLD clusters with the IZ. 
The IZ was defined on the basis of electrophysiological and radiological 
information. At least 6-10 cm
2
 area of the underlying cortex (corresponding to 
more than one gyrus) needs to be active synchronously to produce an IED on 
scalp EEG [Ray et al.  2007;Tao et al.  2007a;Tao et al.  2007b]; nonetheless this 
does not preclude a corresponding smaller region of BOLD change. The extent of 
BOLD clusters also largely depends on the extent and strength of the underlying 
haemodynamic changes and the choice of statistical threshold [Bandettini et al.  
1993;Friston et al.  1994]. I used a conventional statistical threshold levels 
(p<0.05, FWE corrected, and p<0.001) in line with other validation studies in 
epilepsy (Zijlmans et al., 2007). The concordance classification approach, used in 
this study and applied in many previous publications from my group [Thornton et 
al.  2010b] and others [Grouiller et al.  2011], is motivated by the need to 
summarise sometimes complex maps on one hand, and allow the possibility that 
the cluster containing the most highly correlated voxel, which has the appealing 
characteristic of being unique in a given map, has a special biological or clinical 
significance. It is possible that once fMRI modelling has been sufficiently refined, 
the GM cluster for IEDs is found to be specifically related to the IZ or the 
epileptogenic zone.  
I discounted the BOLD clusters in the ventricular system, vascular tree, edges of 
brain and base of brain during the evaluation of GM BOLD cluster as they may 
represent motion related signal changes. No dataset was discarded because of 
motion. I used additional regressors (Volterra-expansion of six realignment 
parameters [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006] and cardiac pulse related regressors 
[Liston et al.  2006]) to reduce motion related fMRI signal variance. The number 
of scans affected by head motion (> 0.2 mm) and the range for maximum inter-
scan motion was in line with previous findings in different subjects [Salek-
Haddadi et al.  2006;Thornton et al.  2010b]; in particular that despite head 
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motion events greater than one voxel size, BOLD changes can be seen that seem 
to reflect epileptic activity.  
These findings support my hypothesis. I demonstrated that by using this new 
modelling approach of including physiological activities in the design matrix, the 
un-modelled residual variance was decreased in principal and new IED related 
BOLD clusters were revealed. These new IED related BOLD clusters were 
consistent with the epileptic network as demonstrated by other noninvasive 
electroclinical (i.e., long-term video-EEG) and radiological (i.e., structural MRI 
and PET) investigations. The cluster size and statistical significance of BOLD 
clusters also increased without increasing the amount of data acquired from each 
subject [Birn et al.  2009]. Therefore, I propose that the new modelling approach 
is worthwhile mainly in studies of individual subjects, where reliability of the 
results is particularly important.  
In the study of seizures the combined effects of seizure related motion and 
propagating neuronal activity can pose a much greater modelling challenge and 
widespread BOLD changes are shown [Thornton et al.  2010b]. Therefore, I chose 
to test the new approach on interictal data to facilitate validation in the first 
instance. In Chapters 7 and 8, I will present my work on including these 
additional regressors for physiological activities in the design matrices for 
investigating seizure related haemodynamic changes using vEEG-fMRI.  
6.5 Conclusion 
Modelling epileptic activity to reveal BOLD changes is complex and it is 
important to separate these BOLD changes from non-epileptic activity related 
BOLD changes. I showed that inclusion of video-EEG derived additional 
regressors, for physiological activities, in the design matrix can explain a 
significant amount of variance. Additional IED related BOLD clusters were 
revealed in regions concordant with available electroclinical and radiological 
information in some focal cases, with no apparent degradation of the results in 
any of the cases, suggesting that this approach constitutes an efficacious addition 
to fMRI data modelling. 
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Chapter 7: Mapping ictal haemodynamic networks using 
vEEG-fMRI
6
 
7.1  Background 
Focal epilepsy is refractory to medication in 30% of patients [Kwan and Sander  
2004]. Epilepsy surgery is potentially curative requiring rigorous presurgical 
evaluation which focuses on the identification of the brain region: seizure onset 
zone (SOZ) [Luders and Comair 2000], or network responsible for seizure 
generation [Spencer  2002]. Synchronized video-EEG is the standard approach to 
localise SOZ non-invasively [Rosenow and Luders 2001] with good temporal 
resolution but has low sensitivity (25-56%) and spatial resolution compared to 
icEEG [Smith 2005;Ray et al.  2007]. Therefore, video-EEG may not provide the 
required information for localising SOZ [Lee et al.  2000;Catarino et al.  
2011;Remi et al.  2011] warranting icEEG  recordings [Luders et al.  2006]. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, recent advances in neuroimaging such as: high 
resolution MRI scans, MEG, PET, ictal-SPECT and EEG-fMRI have significantly 
improved our ability to identify and localise brain areas involved in seizure 
generation. In Chapter 3, I discussed how EEG-fMRI is able to map ictal related 
BOLD changes despite its limitations: unpredictable nature of seizures; 
difficulties with seizure identification inside the scanner; seizure related motion 
effects; and potentially complex and unknown time course of the ictal 
haemodynamic patterns represent a challenge for mapping seizures.  In Chapters 5 
and 6, I demonstrated that a new development of this technique, vEEG-fMRI, can 
record video synchronously without compromising image and EEG quality which 
in turn can be used to improve fMRI modelling strategy by identifying 
physiological confounds, thus explaining more nuisance variance in the fMRI 
data; since it is crucial to identify and define seizures using all available 
electroclinical information [Barba et al.  2007].  
In this chapter, I present my work on the investigation of haemodynamic changes 
related to seizure onset and during seizure in a series of patients with typical 
seizures recorded during vEEG-fMRI. I hypothesized that:  
                                                 
6
 This chapter forms the basis of the article [Chaudhary et al.  2012b] 
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1) By partitioning seizures into phases, vEEG-fMRI can localise BOLD changes 
at the seizure onset better than later parts of seizure, providing additional 
information at the sub-lobar level which is superior to scalp EEG.  
2) BOLD networks recruited during later parts of seizure are associated with 
seizure propagation.  
The aim was to localise ictal onset and ictal propagation related BOLD changes 
non-invasively for comparison with the electroclinically and radiologically 
defined presumed SOZ and invasively defined SOZ where available, to assess the 
clinical potential of ictal vEEG-fMRI. 
7.2 Methods 
The common methods are described in Chapter 4, and the methodological aspects 
specific to this study are described here. 
7.2.1 Subjects 
55 patients with refractory focal epilepsy were invited to undergo vEEG-fMRI 
scanning if:  
1) They had ≥ 2 seizures /day at the time of scanning.  
2) Seizures were previously recorded on long-term video-EEG monitoring.  
3) The seizures did not involve large head motion and deemed suitable for 
MRI scanning.  
4) There were no contraindications to undergo MRI scanning.  
Drug reduction or sleep deprivation was not used before vEEG-fMRI studies. 
These patients had had a detailed clinical history and examination, MRI scanning, 
long-term video-EEG monitoring and neuropsychology assessment. A few 
patients had a known seizure trigger (Patients: #2: thinking about/lifting a weight 
in patient’s right hand; 9: rubbing right chest wall; 12: lifting/moving limbs; 18: 
music) which was used to attempt to provoke seizures during vEEG-fMRI. For 
three of these patients (#2, 9 and 12), the seizure provoking behaviour was used 
randomly in time and repeated two to three times during the acquisition. For 
patient #18 a patient specific paradigm was designed where seizure triggering 
music was presented in blocks of incrementing duration (i.e., 10, 20sec) up to 1-
minute alternating with equal duration blocks of non seizure triggering music and 
without music.  
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Six patients underwent intracranial electrode implantation based on hypotheses 
derived from spatial localisation of ictal and IED recorded during long-term 
vEEG monitoring, structural abnormalities on MRI-scans and other non-invasive 
investigations such as: PET, MEG or ictal-SPECT where available, as part of their 
presurgical evaluation. The icEEG was recorded using Nicolet EEG 
Neurodiagnostic System with the following parameters: sampling rate = 512Hz 
except one patient (#15) where it was 1024Hz, ADC resolution voltage = 
0.153µV, effective digitizer resolution = 22 bit (16 stored). 
7.2.2 MRI acquisition 
Two 20-minute EPI sessions were acquired. In two cases (patients #: 2 and 7), a 
third 20-minute EPI session was acquired. The scanning was stopped prematurely 
in three cases (patients: #6, 9 and 18) to limit the risk of adverse incident. In four 
cases (patients: #1, 6, 9 and 16) vEEG-fMRI acquisition was repeated on a 
different day to capture a seizure after the first unsuccessful attempt; also, I had 
flexible MRI scanning slots and scanned patients at the times they reported that 
seizures were most likely to occur. The details of MRI acquisition are described in 
Chapter 4 section 2.  
7.2.3 Video-EEG recording and artefact correction 
Synchronous scalp video-EEG was recorded during the MRI scanning. The details 
of video-EEG recording and removal of pulse and scanner artefact are described 
in Chapter 4, Section 4.3. 
7.2.4 Data processing and analysis 
7.2.4a EEG and fMRI Processing 
I reviewed video-EEGs jointly with experienced neurophysiologists (Dr. Beate 
Diehl, Dr. Serge Vulliemoz, Prof. Matthew C Walker) to identify IEDs and ictal 
rhythms [Luders et al.  2000;Foldvary et al.  2001] and ictal semiology [Luders et 
al.  1998]. The seizures recorded during vEEG-fMRI were compared with the 
seizures recorded during long-term video-EEG monitoring, and partitioned into 
phases based on spatiotemporal evolution [Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva 2005] 
of electrophysiologic changes on EEG and ictal semiology on video, in an attempt 
to separate the seizure onset related BOLD changes from propagation. The ictal 
phases [Thornton et al.  2010b] were defined as follows: 
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 Ictal onset: build up of ictal-EEG-pattern [Foldvary et al.  2001] preceding 
clinical features. 
 Ictal established: onset of the clinical manifestations along with 
regional/generalized EEG changes or emergence of myogenic artefact on 
EEG. 
 Late ictal: subsequent EEG slowing following the Ictal established phase.  
Seizures that did not have an electrographic signature (e.g., simple partial 
seizures) or for which the ictal phases could not be separated clearly due to 
myogenic artefact on EEG, were labelled as single Ictal phase.  
Physiological activities: spontaneous eye blinks and eye movements, swallowing, 
jaw clenching, small head jerk, facial twitches, brief hand/foot movements, as 
described in Chapter 6, were also identified on video-EEG and distinguished from 
ictal semiology by comparison with ictal events captured on long-term video-EEG 
monitoring. The details of fMRI data pre-processing are described in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.4.  
7.2.4b fMRI Modelling 
The fMRI-data was analysed within the GLM framework. EPI sessions during 
which seizures were recorded on video-EEG were analyzed. Eleven patients had 
more than one seizure during vEEG-fMRI, out of which seven had seizures in 
more than one EPI-session which were included in a single GLM as separate 
sessions.  
A GLM was built to investigate the BOLD changes associated with the ictal 
phases in all patients. Each ictal phase was represented mathematically as variable 
duration block depending upon the duration of the respective phase in a separate 
regressor. I wanted to identify putative BOLD patterns consistent across seizures. 
Therefore, in patients with multiple seizures of similar electroclinical 
characteristics, I modelled a particular ictal phase from multiple seizures within 
single regressor. IEDs were represented as either stick functions or blocks (for 
series of events) and treated as confounds. In patients with more than one type of 
IEDs, each type was modelled as a separate effect. Datasets were analysed 
irrespective of the amount of head motion. Inter-scan realignment parameters and 
their Volterra-expansion [Friston et al.  1996] were included as confounds to 
account for motion related effects. Forty four additional regressors (one for each 
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slice) were also included as confounds to account for pulse related effects [Liston 
et al.  2006]. Physiological activities (described above) were represented as 
separate blocks and each type was modelled as a single regressor as shown in 
Chapter 6. The haemodynamic effects of interest: ictal phases, IEDs and 
physiological activities were convolved with the canonical HRF and its temporal 
and dispersion derivatives. An exception was patient #9 for whom the effects of 
interest were convolved with the canonical HRF and its temporal derivative but 
without the HRF dispersion derivative; because inclusion of the latter resulted in 
the GLM not being estimable (due to correlation between regressors).The fMRI 
data was high pass filtered with a cut-off 128sec. 
7.2.5 Assessment of BOLD changes, significance, visualization and level of 
concordance 
SPM[F]-maps were obtained for each ictal phase separately, and across combined 
all ictal phases at conventional conservative threshold: p<0.05, corrected for 
FWE. When BOLD changes were not seen at p<0.05, I used a less conservative 
statistical threshold: p<0.001, uncorrected for FWE. The resulting maps were co-
registered with the patient’s anatomical MRI scan. The fitted BOLD time course 
for each cluster was plotted and classified as increases, decreases or biphasic 
(including both increases and decreases) according to the sign of the peak change 
relative to baseline.  
To test hypothesis #1, I defined presumed SOZ non-invasively at the lobar level 
on the basis of IEDs, ictal rhythm, ictal semiology, and structural abnormality 
where available. The ictal BOLD maps were compared visually with the 
presumed SOZ along with an experienced neuro-radiologist (Dr. Caroline 
Micallef) and classified on the basis of the most statistically significant (global 
maximum: GM) and other clusters as either: 
 Entirely concordant: All BOLD clusters were within the presumed SOZ 
(within the same lobe/gyrus).  
 Concordant plus: The most statistically significant cluster (global maximum: 
GM) was within the presumed SOZ (within the same lobe/gyrus) and other 
clusters were remote from the presumed SOZ.  
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 Some concordance: The GM cluster was remote from the presumed SOZ and 
one of the other clusters was within the presumed SOZ (within the same 
lobe/gyrus).  
 Discordant: all clusters were remote (another lobe or opposite hemisphere) 
from the presumed SOZ. 
The BOLD clusters located in the ventricular system, vascular tree, edges and 
base of brain and cerebellum were not considered [Chaudhary et al.  2012a]. 
Firstly, for patients who underwent icEEG recording during presurgical 
assessment I compared the sub-lobar localisation provided by vEEG-fMRI with 
the invasively defined SOZ. The invasively defined SOZ was delineated by two 
experienced neurophysiologists (Dr. Beate Diehl, Prof. Matthew C Walker) as the 
location of depth/grid contacts on icEEG where the first and maximal ictal 
changes were seen. I measured the Euclidean distance between the statistical 
maximum voxel of GM/other BOLD cluster, within the presumed SOZ for the 
Ictal onset/Ictal phase, and the invasively defined SOZ using the following 
formula: 
¦d¦ =                                       
Here, X1, Y1 and Z1 represent the position of the icEEG electrode contact in x,y 
and z plane and X2, Y2 and Z2 represent the position of the BOLD change in x,y 
and z plane. Secondly, for patients who did not have icEEG recording, I compared 
the sub-lobar localisation of GM BOLD cluster provided by vEEG-fMRI with the 
level of localisation provided by ictal rhythm on scalp EEG. Thirdly, I compared 
the level of concordance of BOLD maps with the presumed SOZ between 
different ictal phases using Spearman’s rank Correlation (rs) (IBM SPSS 
Statistics). 
To test hypothesis #2, firstly I assessed the Ictal established/Ictal phase related 
BOLD maps in relation to the symptomatogenic areas (defined on the basis of 
specific ictal semiology for each patient), and compared the presence/absence of 
changes in symptomatogenic and non-symptomatogenic areas using Fisher’s 
Exact test in software package IBM SPSS Statistics. Secondly, I assessed all ictal 
BOLD maps in relation to the Resting State Networks (RSNs) [Damoiseaux et al.  
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2006;Mantini et al.  2007;van den Heuvel et al.  2009]. I also tested for the 
relationship between presence/absence of loss of consciousness, as reported 
during long-term video-EEG monitoring for typical seizures, and BOLD changes 
in the default mode network (DMN) using mean contingency coefficient (Φ); and 
the association between loss of consciousness in the subgroup with BOLD 
decreases in the DMN using non-parametric chi-squared test in software package 
IBM SPSS Statistics. 
7.2.6 Quantification of head motion events 
To assess the potential effects of head motion on the fMRI results, I calculated the 
number of ‘head jerks’ defined as events of inter-scan displacement > 0.2mm, and 
the mean and maximum inter-scan displacement for each dataset [Salek-Haddadi 
et al.  2006;Lemieux et al.  2007]. The level of concordance for Ictal onset and 
Ictal phases was also compared as a function of these parameters using chi-
squared test for trend (Statistical Package Stata/IC 11.1;StataCorp-LP).  
7.3  Results 
Twenty four of the 55 patients reported or were observed to have ictal events 
during vEEG-fMRI. When compared to the seizures recorded during long-term 
video-EEG monitoring, 20/24 patients had typical seizures during vEEG-fMRI. 
None of the twenty patients with typical seizures during vEEG-fMRI reported an 
atypical event, and the four patients with atypical events will not be considered 
further in this work. Of the 20 cases with typical seizures, 6 had frontal lobe, 4 
had focal reflex, 4 had multifocal, 2 had temporal lobe, 2 had parietal lobe and 2 
had hypothalamic seizures. The median age was 28 years (range: 18-60), median 
seizure onset was at 9 years (range: 1-32) and there were 12 males. A summary of 
the clinical details on these patients can be found in Table 7.1. The types of IEDs 
and ictal rhythms for each patient with typical seizures during long-term video-
EEG monitoring are shown in Table 7.2. 
The vEEG-fMRI scanning time (median=40 minutes; range=20-80) and seizure 
statistics for each patient are described in Table 7.3. The seizures were identified 
on video-EEG in 15/20 patients (75%), on EEG only in 2/20 patients (10%, 
technical video failure) and on video only in 3/20 patients (15%, no ictal EEG 
change or EEG obscured by myogenic artefact; Table 7.3, Figure 7.1). In 13/20 
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(65%) patients distinct ictal phases could be identified and the remainder had 
single Ictal phase.  
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Table 7.1: Clinical characteristics and localisation of epilepsy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ID 
# 
G
en
d
er
 
A
g
e 
S
ei
zu
re
 
o
n
se
t 
(a
g
e)
 
T
y
p
e 
o
f 
E
p
il
ep
sy
 
Seizure Onset on 
Scalp EEG 
MRI 
Presumed 
SOZ 
Patient who underwent invasive evaluation 
1 F 28 9 PLE Regional right parieto-
occipital 
Multiple tubers Right parieto-
occipital 
3 M 19 2 Multi
focal  
Lateralized left 
hemisphere 
FCD: Left Parieto-
occipito-temporal 
Left parieto-
occipito-
temporal 
10 F 32 2 Multi
focal  
Lateralized right max. 
temporal 
Ischaemic 
damage: Right 
Occipito-parietal 
Right temporo-
occipital 
16 M 28 12 FLE Regional left fronto-
central 
FCD: Left 
posterior SFG + 
MFG 
Left frontal 
lobe 
4 M 28 10 TLE Regional left temporal NL Left temporal 
lobe 
15 M 42 14 TLE Lateralized left max. 
fronto-temporal 
NL Left temporal 
frontal 
Patients who did not undergo invasive evaluation 
5 
 
 
F 
 
 
23 
 
 
10 
 
 
Multi
focal  
 
 
Non-lateralized 
 
 
MCD: Left 
Frontal+Parieto-
temporal 
 
Left Frontal and 
Parietal 
 
8 F 31 6 Multi
focal  
Multi-regional Right 
Polymicrogyria 
and 
schizencephaly 
Right 
hemisphere 
11 F 20 11 FLE Generalized max. right 
frontal 
Ischaemic 
damage: Right 
hemisphere 
Right frontal 
lobe 
12 F 24 9 Reflex  Regional fronto-central 
with left emphasis 
FCD: Left 
paracentral lobule 
Left frontal 
lobe 
14 M 60 1 Hypo
thala
mus  
None Hypothalamic 
Hamartoma 
Hypothalamus 
17 F 36 17 FLE Regional right centro-
parietal 
FCD: Right MFG 
+ pre-central 
gyrus  
Right frontal 
lobe 
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Table 7.1: contd. 
 
 
 
 
Abbreviations: TLE = temporal lobe epilepsy, FLE = frontal lobe epilepsy, PLE = 
parietal lobe epilepsy, NL = non lesional, FCD = focal cortical dysplasia, MCD = 
malformation of cortical development, M = male, F = female. SFG=superior 
frontal gyrus. MFG =middle frontal gyrus. 
 
 
 
 
 
ID 
# 
G
en
d
er
 
A
g
e 
S
ei
zu
re
 
o
n
se
t 
(a
g
e)
 
T
y
p
e 
o
f 
E
p
il
ep
sy
 
Seizure Onset 
on Scalp EEG 
MRI Presumed SOZ 
Patients who did not undergo invasive evaluation 
19 M 26 7 PLE Regional right 
parieto-central 
FCD: Right 
Angular gyrus 
Right parietal 
lobe 
20 M 26 1 Hypothalamus None Hypothalamic 
Hamartoma 
Hypothalamus 
2 M 36 19 Reflex  Regional left 
centro-parietal 
NL Left centro-
parietal 
6 F 37 11 FLE Non-lateralized NL Medial Frontal  
7 F 44 1 FLE Generalized 
max. fronto-
central 
NL Midline fronto-
central 
9 M 19 5 Reflex  Non-lateralized NL Medial 
hemisphere 
13 M 18 7 FLE Generalized 
right max. 
fronto-central 
NL Right frontal lobe 
18 M 51 32 Reflex  Generalized 
max. left fronto-
temporal 
NL Left fronto-
temporal 
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Table 7.2: Interictal and ictal activity recorded during long-term video-EEG 
monitoring 
ID 
# 
Scalp EEG 
IED Type 
IcEEG Ictal pattern on EEG at seizure onset / 
Ictal semiology 
1 Sharp 
waves: 
Right 
Parieto-
occipital 
Implantation 
GRID 8X8: R occipito-
temporal and parietal 
STRIP 1X6: R superior 
parietal A 
STRIP 1X6: R superior 
parietal B 
DEPTH 1X4: R parieto-
occipital superior to tuber 
DEPTH 1X4: R parieto-
occipital inferior to tuber 
 
IED Type 
Spikes and polyspikes 
1)R parieto-occipirtal tuber 
depth contact 
2)R occipito-temporal grid 
contact 
3)R inferior parietal grid 
contact 
Ictal pattern (scalp) = Fast activity: Right 
Parieto-occipital 
Ictal pattern (icEEG) = fast spikes 
superimposed on irregular 2-5 Hz slow 
(depth contact superior part of lesion)  
22Hz low voltage fast in all depth contacts 
 spread to grid contacts covering right 
parieto-occipital 
Ictal semiology = Aura (sensation of being 
uplifted > visual blurring) > autonomic 
seizure (blank stare > pupillary hippus > 
postictal flushing) with LOA 
 
2 None NA Ictal pattern = Semi-rhythmic theta: Left 
centro-parietal 
Ictal semiology = Right motor seizure: 
dystonic posturing and myoclonic jerks 
(median duration:100ms (range: 50-
300ms)) of right index finger > right hand 
3 Spikes: 
1) Left 
posterior 
temporal 
and 
occipital 
2) Right 
fronto-
temporal 
Implantation 
GRID 8X8: L posterior 
Temporo-occipit-parietal and 
frontal 
STRIP 1X6: Supplementary 
motor area 
STRIP 1X6: posterior to 
supplementary motor area 
DEPTH 1X4: L parieto-
occipital in the lesion 
 
IED Type 
Spikes, polyspikes and fast 
1)L posterior temporo-
occipital grid contacts 
2) synchronously at grid (L 
posterior temporo-occipital) 
depth (lesion) and strip 
(posterior to SMA) contacts 
Ictal pattern (scalp) = EEG attenuation: 
Left hemisphere 
Ictal pattern (icEEG) = 1. Repetitive 
spikes/bursts of fast (grid contacts covering 
left parieto-temporal)  grid contacts 
covering superior temporal gyrus  
midline strip contacts covering posterior to 
SMA and anterior SMA 
2.multifocal spikes with wide field  at 
middle of grid contacts covering left 
parietal, temporal, inferior frontal and 
occipital  fast in the same contacts 
followed by high frequency 
Ictal semiology = Aura (left head pain) > 
tonic seizure with LOA (right arm tonic / 
bilateral asymmetric posturing) > SGS 
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Table 7.2: contd. 
 
 
ID Scalp EEG 
IED Type 
IcEEG Ictal pattern on EEG at seizure onset 
/ Ictal semiology 
4 Sharp waves: left 
temporal 
Sharp waves: 
right temporal 
Implantation 
GRID 4X8: L lateral 
temporal 
STRIP 1X6: L superior 
temporal gyrus                                          
STRIP 1X6: L basal 
temporal anterior 
STRIP 1X6: L basal 
temporal posterior 
DEPTH 1X6: L 
hippocampus 
DEPTH 1X6: L amygdale 
 
IED Type 
Spikes, polyspikes and fast: 
1)L medial (posterior) basal 
temporal strip contacts 
2)L anterior inferior 
temporal grid contacts 
3)L anterior temporal polar 
grid contacts 
4)L superior temporal gyrus 
grid contacts 
Ictal pattern (scalp) = Theta rhythm: 
Left temporal 
Ictal pattern (icEEG) = burst of 
polyspikes (left medial (posterior) basal 
temporal strip)  fast (41 Hz) activity 
at same contacts  fast activity in left 
hippocampus and amygdale depth 
contacts 
Ictal semiology = Aura (buzzing 
sensation) > automotor seizure with 
LOA (orofacial movements > bimanual 
automatisms > nose wiping left hand) 
5 Spikes: 
1) Left fronto-
temporal/ante
rior 
hemisphere 
2) Bilateral 
generalized 
spike and 
wave 
Slow waves: Left 
fronto-temporal 
NA Ictal pattern = Rhythmical 9 Hz 
activity: Fronto-central 
Ictal semiology = Tonic extension of 
right arm > head turning to right > 
smile 
6 None NA Ictal pattern = High amplitude sharp 
and slow wave complex or  fast: fronto-
central 
Ictal semiology = Head lifting > 
bilateral shoulder posturing > apnoeic > 
grabbing bed-sides > eye deviation > 
facial grimacing 
7 Spike and wave: 
Bilateral frontal 
NA Ictal pattern = 1.5-2 Hz slow spike 
and wave: Bilateral fronto-central 
Ictal semiology = Dialeptic seizures 
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Table 7.2: contd. 
 
ID Scalp EEG 
IED Type 
IcEEG Ictal pattern on EEG at seizure onset / 
Ictal semiology 
8 Spike and wave: 
1) Right posterior 
temporal-
occipital 
2) Left mid-
temporal 
3) Right mid-
temporal 
4) 1-1.5 HZ 
widespread 
5) Right frontal 
spikes 
NA Ictal pattern = Irregular multiple spike 
and sharp wave discharge: Fronto-
temporo-central electrodes 
Ictal semiology = Small head jerks to 
the left/upper body stiffening/eye 
deviation/nystagmus to left 
9 Spikes: 
1) Fronto-central 
2) Left posterior 
temporal 
3) Left parietal 
NA Ictal pattern = Fast and spikes: Fronto-
central 
Ictal semiology = Sensory aura > 
posturing and stiffening of right arm and 
leg > jerking of right arm and leg > 
figure of 4 (right hand bent)/late right 
eye deviation/apnoea > SGS 
10 Sharp: 
1) Right mid 
temporal 
2) Right fronto-
temporal 
Implantation 
DEPTH 1X6: R 
hippocampus 
GRID 4X5: R lateral 
temporal 
GRID 8X8: R Temporo-
parieto-occipital 
 
IED Type 
Spikes and poly spikes: 
1)R hippocampus depth 
contacts 
2)R occipital grid 
contacts 
3)R parieto-occipital 
grid contacts 
Ictal pattern (scalp) = Sharp wave and 
theta activity: right hemisphere 
maximum temporal 
Ictal pattern (icEEG) = Burst of spike, 
attenuation and fast (12 Hz)(right 
hippocampus depth)  fast (18-20 Hz) 
right lateral temporal superior grid 
contacts  rhythmic discharge in right 
occipital grid contacts 
Ictal semiology = Psychic aura (Déjà 
vu, jamais vu/ altered visual perception) 
> automotor seizure with loss of 
awareness (lip smacking, non forced 
head turning to right, ictal speech, post 
ictal nose wipe) 
11 Spike and wave: 
Bilateral Right > 
Left 
Sharp: 
Right frontal/fronto-
temporal 
NA Ictal pattern = 2-2.5 Hz slow waves: 
Right hemisphere maximum frontal 
Ictal semiology = Dialeptic seizures 
12 Repetitive runs of 
spikes: 
1) Left fronto-
central, post-
central 
2) Left temporal 
NA Ictal pattern = Rhythmic fast activity: 
Fronto-central with left emphasis 
Ictal semiology = Atonic seizures 
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Table 7.2: contd. 
 
ID Scalp EEG 
IED Type 
IcEEG Ictal pattern on EEG at seizure onset 
/ Ictal semiology 
13 Spike and wave: 
1) 1.5-2 Hz 
Fronto-central 
Sharp 
2) Right fronto-
temporal 
3) Left fronto-
temporal 
NA Ictal pattern = (1) 1.5-2 Hz spike and 
slow wave complexes: generalized 
fronto-central, right more than left. (2) 
EEG attenuation followed by spike and 
wave: generalized 
Ictal semiology = (1) Dialeptic seizures, 
(2) Axial tonic seizures/bilateral 
asymmetric tonic seizure 
14 Sharp: Right 
temporal & Left 
temporal 
NA Ictal pattern = None.  Ictal semiology 
= Gelastic seizure 
15 Spikes: Left fronto-
temporal 
Polyspikes: 
Maximum left 
temporal 
Implantation 
DEPTH 1X8: L 
orbitofrontal area 
DEPTH 1X6: L temporal 
pole 
DEPTH 1X6: L 
amygdala 
DEPTH 1X6: L inferior 
temporal gyrus 
DEPTH 1X6: L posterior 
hippocampus 
DEPTH 1X6: L superior 
temporal gyrus 
 
IED Type 
Spikes: Left fronto-
temporal 
Polyspikes: Maximum 
left temporal 
Ictal pattern (scalp) = Fast activity: left 
temporal and fronto-central 
Ictal pattern (icEEG) = Burst of slow 
and spikes  attenuation  Fast at all 
contacts but maximum at inferior 
temporal gyrus, followed b y mixed 3-4 
HZ delta, theta sharp waves 
Ictal semiology = Automotor seizure 
with loss of awareness (mouth 
automatisms, head deviation to left, 
right hand dystonic posturing and 
shaking) 
 
16 Spikes: Left frontal 
and fronto-central 
Implantation 
GRID 8X8: L 
dorsolateral 
frontoparietal 
GRID 2X8: L 
parietotemporal 
(postcentral)                                   
DEPTH 1X4: L superior 
frontal sulcus anterior 
DEPTH 1X4:  L superior 
frontal sulcus posterior 
 
IED Type 
Spikes and fast 
1)L Superior frontal 
gyrus/sulcus grid contact 
2)L Superior frontal 
gyrus/sulcus depth 
contact 
Ictal pattern (scalp) = Fast activity: 
regional left fronto-central. 
Ictal pattern (icEEG) =  
Spikes/sharpened theta (left superior 
frontal gyrus/sulcus grid contacts)  
fast (75-80 Hz) at same grid contacts 
and depth contacts in superior frontal 
sulcus 
Ictal semiology = Versive seizure (right 
head version) 
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Table 7.2: contd. 
 
ID Scalp EEG 
IED Type 
IcEEG Ictal pattern on EEG at seizure onset / 
Ictal semiology 
17 Sharp wave: Right 
Centro-parietal 
Slow wave: Left 
temporal 
NA Ictal pattern =  Fast spikes: Right 
central 
Ictal semiology = Left motor seizure 
(head turning to left, left arm and/or leg 
dystonic posturing) 
18 None NA Ictal pattern = 4 Hz slow waves: 
maximum left temporal. 
Ictal semiology = Automotor seizure 
(oral and right hand automatisms) 
19 Irregular slow 
activity: Right 
centro-parietal 
NA Ictal pattern =   Rhythmic fast activity/ 
Rhythmic theta evolving to rhythmic 
spikes: Right centro-parietal 
Ictal semiology = Left arm tonic 
posturing (adduction/flexion), left leg 
extension > head leaning 
forward/arching of back > twitching of 
orbicularis oculi muscle. No LOA, 
maintained ictal speech 
20 Sharp wave: Right 
fronto-central 
NA Ictal pattern = None; Late fast right 
fronto-central in one seizure.  Ictal 
semiology = epigastric aura > autonomic 
seizure (hyperventilation) 
 
Abbreviations: LOA = loss of awareness, EEG = electroencephalography, Hz = 
hertz, SGS = secondary generalized seizure, IED = interictal epileptiform 
discharges, NA = Not available, SMA = Supplementary motor area 
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Table 7.3: Seizures recorded during vEEG-fMRI 
 
¬Total duration of the vEEG-fMRI scanning session. One vEEG-fMRI session 
had one to three EPI-sessions, each lasting 20 minutes. 
*Patients had two vEEG-fMRI sessions on two different days to capture a seizure.    
Abbreviations: IO = Ictal onset, IE = Ictal established, LI = Late ictal 
 
ID 
# 
Seizure Trigger  vEEG-fMRI 
¬Duration 
of 
Scanning 
(minutes) 
Seizure 
Identification 
Seizure 
(#) 
Ictal 
Phases 
Duration  
Median (Range) 
1 None 
*80 
Video + EEG 1 IO 
IE 
9 s 
15 s  
2 Thinking or lifting 
weight in right hand 
60 
Video 24 Ictal 10 s (2s-3min) 
3 None 
40 
Video + EEG 2 IO 
IE 
LI 
27 s (24-30) 
11.5 s (11-12) 
27.5 s (27-28) 
4 None 
40 
Video + EEG 7 IO 
IE 
LI 
5.3 s (2-9.2) 
4.9 s (1.9-13.3) 
7.8 s (7-9.4) 
5 None 
40 
Video + EEG 4 IO 
IE 
LI 
2.8 s (2.8-10.4) 
6 s (5.2-20) 
4.2 s (4.2-16) 
6 None 
*70 
Video + EEG 1 IO 
IE 
9.8 s 
22.4 s 
7 None 
60 
Video + EEG 30 IO 
IE 
LI 
3.6 s (1.4-8.6) 
14.1 s (5.2-44.2) 
4.1 s (1-13.2) 
8 None 20 Video + EEG 6 Ictal 13.8 s (8.9-20.4) 
9 Rubbing right chest 
wall *75 
Video + EEG 2 IO 
IE 
LI 
5.6 s (2.9-8.4) 
9.7 s (7.8-11.7) 
2 s 
10 None 40 Video 1 Ictal 17 s 
11 None 
40 
Video + EEG 17 IO 
IE 
LI 
5 s (2.4-8.8) 
7.8 s (3-50.9) 
5.8 s (3.1-18.5) 
12 Movement of limbs 40 Video + EEG 15 Ictal 23.2 s (13.7-34.6) 
13 None 40 Video + EEG 4 Ictal 11.3 s (8-17.3) 
14 None 40 Video 1 Ictal 12 s 
15 None 
40 
EEG 1 IO 
IE 
LI 
5.7s 
5 s 
17.4 s 
16 None *80 EEG 1 Ictal  39.5 s 
17 None 
40 
Video + EEG 10 IO 
IE 
LI 
9.7 s (5-13.2) 
4.2 s (2.6-8) 
8.1 s (3.8-9.1) 
18 Music 
45 
Video + EEG 1 IO 
IE 
43.6 s 
10.4 s  
19 None 
40 
Video + EEG 1 IO 
IE 
LI 
6.2 s 
22.8 s 
11.2 s 
20 None 
40 
Video + EEG 1 IO 
IE 
7.6 s 
22.2 s 
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Figure 7.1: Bar charts: identification of seizures and ictal phases 
(a) Bar chart shows different methods used to identify seizures during vEEG-
fMRI. (b) Bar chart shows the number of patients with multiple ictal phases and 
single ictal phase. (c) Bar chart shows the number of patients with different ictal 
phases for patients with multiple ictal phases. 
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7.3.1 Ictal BOLD changes  
Statistically significant BOLD changes were revealed for all ictal phases except 
for patient #3 for Late ictal phase. BOLD changes were seen at p<0.05 (corrected 
for FWE) in 15/20 patients (75%) for all ictal phases, and at p<0.001 (uncorrected 
for FWE) for one of the ictal phases in the remaining five patients.  
Overall, the level of concordance of the BOLD maps (Figure 7.2) was better for 
the Ictal onset/Ictal phase (Entirely concordant / Concordant plus (13/20; 65%) + 
Some concordance (4/20; 20%) = 17/20; 85%) than Ictal established (Entirely 
concordant / Concordant plus (5/13; 38%) + Some concordance (4/13; 31%) = 
9/13; 69%) and Late ictal phases (Concordant plus (1/9; 11%) + Some 
concordance (4/9; 44%) = 5/9; 55%); and was significantly correlated with the 
Ictal onset / Ictal phase (rs = 0.3, p < 0.05).  
The BOLD changes for each ictal phase in each patient are described in Table 7.4. 
7.3.1a Comparison of ictal BOLD changes with invasively defined SOZ and 
surgical outcome 
In the 6 patients (#1, 3, 4, 10, 15 and 16) who underwent icEEG recordings, four 
had epileptogenic structural abnormalities: focal cortical dysplasia (FCD: patients 
#3 and 16), tuberous sclerosis (patient #1) and ischaemic damage (patient #10; 
Table 7.1). For these four patients BOLD changes were seen within the presumed 
SOZ overlapping the structural abnormalities (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). Ictal onset / 
Ictal phase related maps were classified as (Table 7.4) Entirely concordant or 
Concordant plus in three, and to have Some concordance in one patient. Two of 
these four patients had Ictal established phase and the maps were classified as 
Entirely concordant / Concordant plus and to have Some concordance for one 
patient each. 
For two patients who underwent icEEG recordings and did not have structural 
abnormalities also showed BOLD changes within the presumed SOZ at lobar 
level. The Ictal onset / Ictal phase related maps were classified as Entirely 
concordant / Concordant plus (Figure 7.5) in two patients; Ictal established phase 
related maps were classified to have Some concordance in one patient and were 
Discordant in one patient; and Late ictal phase related maps were classified as 
Concordant plus and to have Some concordance for one patient each.          
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The distance between the Ictal onset / Ictal phases related GM cluster found to be 
within the presumed SOZ in 5/6 patients and the invasively defined SOZ was 1.1 
to 3.5cm (Table 7.4, Figure 7.6), demonstrating that vEEG-fMRI can localise the 
SOZ at sub-lobar level non-invasively for the Ictal onset / Ictal phase. Three 
patients proceeded to surgery and the BOLD cluster within the presumed SOZ 
was resected in two patients (#1 and 16: ILAE Class I postsurgical outcome; 
Figure 7.6), and was not resected in one patient (#4: ILAE Class III postsurgical 
outcome; Figure 7.6).  
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Figure 7.2: Bar chart showing level of concordance 
Level of concordance of BOLD changes with the SOZ during ictal phases. 
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Table 7.4: Ictal BOLD changes and level of concordance with the SOZ 
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Table 7.4: contd. 
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Table 7.4: contd. 
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Table 7.4: contd. 
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BOLD changes for different ictal phases are described at p < 0.05 (FWE-
corrected) in 15 patients. In five patients one of the ictal phase revealed BOLD 
changes at less conservative statistical threshold p < 0.001 uncorrected for FWE 
only (Italicized). For each ictal phase the most statistically significant cluster 
(GM) is boldened. 
* Ictal onset/Ictal phase-related BOLD cluster highlighted non-invasively to be 
within the presumed SOZ 
^ Ictal established/Ictal phase related BOLD cluster within the symptomatogenic 
area as defined on the basis of ictal semiology  
¬ |d| = Distance (cm) between the intracranial electrode with first EEG change at 
seizure onset and GM/nearest BOLD cluster for the Ictal onset / Ictal phase 
highlighted non-invasively to be within the presumed SOZ 
Abbreviations: Sup.=Superior, Fron.=Frontal, Temp.=Temporal, Par.=Parietal, 
Occ.=Occipital, IO=Ictal onset, IE= Ictal established, LI= Late ictal, Med.SFG = 
medial superior frontal gyrus, MC= motor cortex, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, 
MTG = middle temporal gyrus, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, SMA = 
supplementary motor area, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, STG = superior temporal 
gyrus, B/L = bilateral, SMG = supra-marginal gyrus, ITG = inferior temporal 
gyrus, R = right, L = left, SOZ = seizure onset zone, TPO = Temporo-parieto-
occipital junction, EC = Entirely concordant, C+ = Concordant plus, SC = Some 
concordance, D = Discordant 
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3: Ictal BOLD changes for patient #1 
(a) Multiple tubers were seen in right parietal lobe and left temporal lobe. 
Epileptogenic tuber in right parietal lobe is encircled. (b and c) BOLD changes 
(threshold at p < 0.001 uncorrected for FWE) overlaid on co-registered T1-
volume. (b) BOLD map for Ictal onset phase was classified to have Some 
concordance with GM BOLD cluster in right middle frontal gyrus (cluster size = 
18 voxels, F = 6.39) and other BOLD-clusters in right inferior parietal lobule 
(concordant with the SOZ) and right temporo-parietal junction.  
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Figure 7.4: Ictal BOLD changes for patient #10 
One seizure was recorded during vEEG-fMRI acquisition and the ictal pattern was 
obscured by myogenic-artefact, thus seizure was modelled as single Ictal phase. 
(a) Long standing ischemic damage with malformation of gyri in right occipito-
parietal region extending into right posterior temporal lobe on (FLAIR) MRI-
scan. (b and c) BOLD changes (threshold at p < 0.05 corrected for FWE) overlaid 
on co-registered T1-volume. (b) Concordant plus BOLD maps for Ictal phase 
showed BOLD changes in right occipito-temporal (GM, cluster size = 4907 
voxels, F=33.65, crosshair), bilateral superior parietal, bilateral medial parieto-
occipital and right posterior temporal lobe. 
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Figure 7.5: Ictal BOLD changes patients #4 
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(a) Representative EEG sample recorded inside scanner showing a regional left 
temporal ictal-pattern at seizure-onset (F7, T7). (b, c and d) BOLD changes 
(threshold at p< 0.001 uncorrected for FWE) overlaid on to T1-volume. (b) 
Concordant plus BOLD-map for Ictal onset phase showed BOLD changes in left 
superior temporal gyrus (GM, cluster size = 37 voxels, F = 6.57, crosshair), left 
temporo-occipital region, right superior and middle frontal gyrus, left paracentral 
lobule and right inferior temporal gyrus. (c) Discordant BOLD-map for Ictal 
established phase showed BOLD changes in right superior and middle frontal 
gyrus (GM, cluster size = 54 voxels, F = 7.84), basal ganglia, left cuneus, 
paracentral lobule (crosshair). (d) Concordant plus BOLD map for Late ictal 
phase showed BOLD changes in left temporo-occipital region (GM, cluster size = 
31 voxels, F = 6.69, crosshair), paracentral lobule, right MFG, left precuneus and 
cuneus and basal ganglia.  
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of BOLD changes with implantation and resection 
(a) SPMs of F-statistics for preictal and ictal-onset phase overlaid on 3D-rendered 
brain in individual space, showing the relationship between preictal and ictal 
onset-related BOLD changes, implanted electrodes and structural lesion. Colour 
coding: structural lesion = red; preictal BOLD change = orange; ictal onset-related 
BOLD change = green; grid, strip and depth electrodes = yellow. Red circle 
shows invasively defined SOZ. (i) Patient #1: For the Ictal onset phase, the GM 
BOLD cluster in right middle frontal gyrus (cluster size = 18 voxels, F = 6.39) 
was 7cm, and the 2
nd
 most statistically significant BOLD cluster in right inferior 
parietal lobe, highlighted non-invasively to be with the presumed SOZ, was 1.9cm 
from the depth electrode recording first EEG change during seizures. The GM 
preictal BOLD cluster, highlighted non-invasively to be nearest to the presumed 
SOZ, in the right superior parietal (GM, cluster size = 11 voxels, F=4.87) was 
3cm from the depth electrode recording first EEG change during seizures. (ii) 
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Patient #10: For the Ictal phase, the GM BOLD cluster, highlighted non-
invasively to be with the presumed SOZ, in the right occipito-temporal (cluster 
size = 4907 voxels, F=33.65) was 1.8cm from grid electrode recording first EEG 
change during seizures. The preictal BOLD cluster, highlighted non-invasively to 
be nearest to the presumed SOZ, in the right lateral parieto-occipital was 2.5cm 
from grid electrode recording first EEG change during seizures. (iii) Patient #16: 
For the Ictal phase, the GM BOLD cluster in left superior/middle frontal gyrus 
(GM, cluster size = 182 voxels, F=21.63), highlighted non-invasively to be within 
the presumed SOZ, was 1.5 cm from the intracranial electrode recording first 
EEG change during seizures. The preictal BOLD cluster, highlighted non-
invasively to be nearest to the presumed SOZ, in medial superior frontal gyrus 
was 2.5cm from the intracranial electrode recording first EEG change during 
seizures.  
(b) Ictal onset related BOLD maps (SPMs of F-statistics) overlaid on co-
registered postsurgical T1-volume. Cross-hair shows the BOLD-cluster 
highlighted non-invasively and nearest to the SOZ defined on icEEG. (i) Patient 
#1 had a cortical resection including the right parietal tuber and overlapping ictal 
onset-related nearest BOLD-cluster (cross-hair) and has ILAE Class I postsurgical 
outcome at 1.5 year. (ii) Patient #4 underwent left anterior temporal lobe resection 
which did not involve the ictal onset-related nearest BOLD-cluster in superior 
temporal gyrus (cross-hair) and had ILAE Class III postsurgical outcome at 1 
year. (iii) Patient #16 had a resection including right posterior superior frontal 
gyrus, middle frontal gyrus and part of supplementary motor area and ictal onset-
related nearest BOLD-cluster (cross-hair) with an ILAE Class I postsurgical 
outcome at 1 year. 
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7.3.1b Comparison of ictal BOLD changes with presumed SOZ 
In the 14 patients who did not undergo icEEG recordings, eight had epileptogenic 
structural abnormalities: FCD (patients #12, 17, 19), hypothalamic hamartoma 
(patients #14, 20) and other abnormalities (patients #5, 8, 11; see Table 7.1). For 
these eight patients BOLD changes were seen within the presumed SOZ 
overlapping the structural abnormalities. The Ictal onset / Ictal phase related maps 
were classified as (Table 7.4; Figure 7.7): Concordant plus = 5/8; Some 
concordance = 1/8; and Discordant = 2/8. The Ictal established phase was seen in 
five of these eight patients with structural abnormalities, and the maps were 
classified as: Concordant plus = 2/5; Some concordance = 2/5; Discordant = 1/8. 
The Late ictal phase was seen in four of these of these eight patients with 
structural abnormalities, and the maps were classified as: Some concordance = 
2/4; and Discordant = 2/4.    
Six patients (#2, 6, 7, 9, 13, 18) who did not undergo icEEG recordings and who 
did not have structural abnormalities showed BOLD changes within the presumed 
SOZ (defined on the basis of interictal and ictal discharges on EEG and ictal 
semiology) at lobar level. The Ictal onset / Ictal phase related maps were 
classified as: Entirely concordant / Concordant plus = 3/6; Some concordance = 
2/6; and Discordant = 1/6. The Ictal established phase was seen in four patients, 
and the maps were classified as: Concordant plus = 2/4; Discordant = 2/4. The 
Late ictal phase was also seen in two patients, and the maps were classified as: 
Some concordance = 1/2; and Discordant = 1/2.    
For the 8/14 patients with Entirely concordant / Concordant plus BOLD maps for 
the Ictal onset / Ictal phase, the GM BOLD cluster was localizable, within the 
presumed SOZ, to one or two gyri in six patients (patients #2, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12) and 
was spanning more than two gyri within the same lobe in the remaining two 
(patients #5, 17). In comparison, using the criteria set out in [Luders et al.  2000], 
the seizure onset scalp EEG pattern was localised to one (patients #2, 12, 17) or 
multiple lobes (patients #5, 6, 7, 8, 11; Table 7.1). Moreover, in six patients with 
frontal lobe seizures and difficult to localise ictal EEG, the GM ictal onset related 
BOLD cluster was localised within the presumed SOZ at sub-lobar level in four 
patients.   
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Figure 7.7: Ictal BOLD changes for patient #19 
(a) Representative EEG sample recorded inside scanner showing a regional right 
centro-parietal ictal-pattern (b) Focal cortical dysplasia in the right supramarginal 
gyrus on (FLAIR) MRI-scan. (c, d and e) BOLD changes (threshold at p < 0.05 
corrected for FWE) overlaid on to T1-volume. (c) BOLD map with Some 
concordance for Ictal onset phase showed BOLD changes in right middle frontal 
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gyrus (MFG) (GM, cluster size = 713 voxels, F = 40.64), superior frontal gyrus 
(SFG) and right supramarginal gyrus (crosshair). (d) Concordant plus BOLD 
maps for Ictal established phase showed BOLD changes in right supramarginal 
gyrus (GM, cluster size = 583 voxels, F = 39.51, crosshair) and precuneus. (e) 
BOLD map with Some concordance for Late ictal phase showed BOLD changes 
in right parietal lobe (GM, cluster size = 51 voxels, F = 31.47), MFG, SFG, 
supramarginal gyrus (crosshair). 
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7.3.2 Ictal propagation related BOLD networks 
BOLD changes for Ictal established/Ictal phases were revealed in 
symptomatogenic areas and/or eloquent cortex in 9/20 patients (45%; Table 7.4). 
Three patients had BOLD changes only in symptomatogenic areas, and the rest 
also had changes in non-symptomatogenic areas. The two groups with changes in 
symptomatogenic and non-symptomatogenic areas were not statistically 
significantly different. These areas included: motor cortex for hand, foot or face 
movements (Patients #2, 6, 17), supplementary motor area/prefrontal cortex for 
asymmetric tonic limb posturing (figure of 4 sign: striking asymmetry of 
posturing of oarms, one arm is extended at elbow with fists clenched and the other 
arm is flexed at elbow; Patient #9), medial or lateral temporal lobes in TLE for 
automatisms (Patient #15), precentral gyrus and posterior middle frontal gyrus for 
eye deviation and head turning (Patients #8, 9, 16) hypothalamus for gelastic 
seizures (Patient #20) and thalamus, limbic temporal structures, cingulum and 
medial frontal for dialeptic seizures (Patient #7).  
In relation to the RSNs [Mantini et al.  2007], BOLD changes were seen in the in 
the precuneus/cuneus, bilateral parietal lobes, posterior cingulate and/or medial 
frontal lobes reflecting the default mode network (DMN) [Raichle et al.  2001] in 
13/20 patients (65%; Figure 7.8, Table 7.5) for all ictal phase. These were BOLD 
decreases in eleven patients and increases in two patients. I did not measure the 
impairment of awareness during vEEG-fMRI; however I compared the 
association of BOLD changes in the DMN with the loss of awareness assessed 
during long-term video-EEG monitoring for typical seizures (Figure 7.8). I found 
a moderate correlation (Φ = 0.3) between the presence of BOLD changes in the 
DMN and the loss of consciousness which was not statistically significant. 
However, in the subgroup of patients with BOLD decreases in the DMN, these 
changes were significantly associated with the loss of consciousness (p < 0.05). I 
also found BOLD changes in relation to other RSNs at p < 0.001, uncorrected for 
FWE: dorsal attention network (bilateral dorsolateral frontal and bilateral superior 
parietal) in 12/20 patients (60%); sensory motor network (pre/post central gyri, 
medial frontal and supplementary motor area) in 11/20 patients (55%); visual 
processing network (medial occipital cortex and temporo-occipital regions) in 
12/20 patients (60%); auditory phonological network (superior temporal cortices) 
in 7/20 patients (35%).   
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Figure 7.8: BOLD changes in DMN 
  (a) Patient #7. (i) SPM[F] map for all ictal (across whole seizure) overlaid on co-
registered T1-volume showing BOLD decreases in precuneus, cuneus, bilateral 
superior parietal, bilateral dorsolateral frontal and medial frontal cortex. (ii) 
Predicted BOLD response for the GM BOLD change in precuneus showing 
BOLD decrease. (b) Bar chart showing the proportion of patients with BOLD 
increases and decreases and loss of consciousness during seizures. 
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Table 7.5: BOLD changes in resting state networks during seizure 
 
ID 
# 
Default mode 
network 
Increases = ↑, 
Decreases = ↓ 
Dorsal attention 
network 
Increases = ↑, 
Decreases = ↓ 
Visual 
processing 
network 
Increases = ↑, 
Decreases = ↓ 
Sensori-
motor 
network 
Increases = ↑, 
Decreases = ↓ 
Auditory 
phonological 
network 
Increases = ↑, 
Decreases = ↓ 
2 - - - ↑ - 
3 ↓↑ ↑↓ - - - 
4 ↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ 
6 - - - ↓ - 
7 ↓ ↓ ↑ - - 
8 - - ↓ ↑ - 
9 ↓ ↑ - ↑ ↑ 
10 - - ↑ - - 
11 ↓ ↑ ↓↑ ↑ - 
12 ↓ ↓ ↑↓ - - 
13 ↓ - ↓ - - 
14 - - ↑ ↓ ↓ 
15 - ↑ - ↑ ↓ 
16 ↓ ↑↓ - - - 
17 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ 
18 ↓ ↓ ↑ - - 
19 ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ 
20 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 
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7.3.3 Direction of BOLD change     
The BOLD maps for the individual ictal phases contained clusters corresponding 
to a mixture of BOLD increases and decreases in 16/20 patients; increases only 
for three patients and decreases only for one patient at p < 0.001, uncorrected for 
FWE. For the patients with Entirely concordant / Concordant plus BOLD maps, 
the GM BOLD cluster corresponded to an increase in: 8/13 patients for Ictal onset 
/ Ictal phase; 2/5 patients for Ictal established phase; one patient for Late ictal 
phase. The BOLD clusters for Ictal established and Late ictal phases were remote 
from the presumed SOZ and predominantly decreases (Table 7.4).  
7.3.4 Head motion and ictal BOLD patterns 
The mean number of head jerks across all patients with seizures was 37 (95% CI: 
16.2 - 57.8). The overall mean inter-scan displacement across all patients with 
seizures was 0.13 mm (95% CI: 0.06 - 0.2; see Figure 7.9). The level of 
concordance for the Ictal onset / Ictal phase were not significantly associated with 
number of head jerks (p-value = 0.3), mean inter-scan displacement (p-value = 
0.9) or maximum inter-scan displacement (p-value = 0.7).  
Six patients (#: 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19) showed large BOLD clusters across multiple 
lobes and the maximum inter-scan head motion was greater than 1mm. However, 
the spatial distribution of ictal related BOLD clusters was focal in comparison to 
homogenous BOLD signal changes across whole brain for the motion and pulse-
related effects (Figure 7.10).  
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Figure 7.9: Scatter plots showing inter scan head motion 
Mean inter-scan displacement, maximum inter-scan displacement relative to the 
first scan and the number of head-jerks (> 0.2 mm) during vEEG-fMRI. 
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of BOLD change for seizure, motion and pulse 
Patient #10. (a) Long standing ischemic damage with malformation of gyri in 
right occipito-parietal region extending into right posterior temporal lobe on 
(FLAIR) MRI scan. (b) Ictal related BOLD changes (threshold at p < 0.05 
corrected for FWE) overlaid on glass brain. Crosshair at GM BOLD cluster 
concordant with structural damage. (c) Motion and pulse-related BOLD changes 
(threshold at p < 0.05 corrected for FWE) overlaid on glass brain.   
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7.4  Discussion 
I demonstrated the application of vEEG-fMRI in patients with frequent seizures 
and identified haemodynamic changes specific to various ictal phases. The main 
findings are:  
 Noninvasive localisation of ictal onset related GM cluster and 
confirmation by its comparison with the invasively defined SOZ. 
 Localisation of ictal onset related GM cluster with good concordance with 
the presumed SOZ at sub-lobar level as compared to scalp EEG. 
 Propagated BOLD changes in symptomatogenic and RSN related areas 
during seizures. 
 Predominant BOLD increases at seizure onset in the SOZ and remote 
BOLD decreases during later parts of seizure. 
 Added advantage of simultaneous video recordings for the identification 
of seizures during vEEG-fMRI. 
These results suggest that vEEG-fMRI may have a useful role in planning the 
placement of intracranial electrodes. 
Previous EEG-fMRI studies have largely recorded seizures fortuitously in the 
course of studies aimed at mapping IED, and mostly are case reports or case series 
with low yield [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2002;Archer et al.  2006;Auer et al.  
2008;Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire et al.  2009a;LeVan et al.  2010b;Thornton et 
al.  2010b]. Here, I focussed on patients with frequent daily seizures.  
The level of concordance of the BOLD maps with the SOZ was higher for the 
Ictal onset phase than Ictal established phase, Late ictal phase or IED related 
BOLD maps (see Appendix 2), lending support to my approach towards fMRI 
data modelling based on ictal phases. These findings in the largest sample of 
seizures investigated with vEEG-fMRI improve on the previous findings from my 
group [Thornton et al.  2010b], and reinforce that localisation for clinical 
purposes largely depends on the localisation of seizure onset [ILAE 1989]. The 
distance between the BOLD clusters and invasively defined SOZ has only been 
measured in one study [Thornton et al.  2010b]. Compared to previous findings, I 
found that the proportion of cases showing ictal related BOLD changes 
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concordant with the invasively defined SOZ has increased from 4/7 [Thornton et 
al.  2010b] to 6/6 patients undergoing icEEG recording (Table 7.4). 
The BOLD changes for the Ictal established and Ictal phases in symptomatogenic 
areas, remote from the presumed SOZ, and for all ictal phase in areas of the brain 
which are part of the DMN were predominantly decreases. In comparison, the 
maps concordant with the SOZ for Ictal onset or Ictal phases predominantly 
showed BOLD increases in line with previous studies of ictal and interictal 
activity [Federico et al.  2005b;Tyvaert et al.  2008;Jacobs et al.  2009;Vulliemoz 
et al.  2009;Donaire et al.  2009a]. The BOLD changes for ictal phases, 
overlapping or adjacent to the structural abnormalities, were usually a mixture of 
increases and decreases consistent with previous findings [Laufs et al.  
2007b;Vaudano et al.  2009;Thornton et al.  2010b;Moeller et al.  2010c].  
7.4.1  Methodological considerations 
The identification of seizures inside the scanner has mostly been dependent on 
EEG which has limited sensitivity [Tyvaert et al.  2008;Thornton et al.  2010b], 
and despite vigorous artefact removal interpretation of the intra-scanner EEG can 
be difficult [Benar et al.  2003] as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.2. In these 
circumstances synchronised video-EEG recording can be very useful to identify 
seizures based on spatiotemporal evolution of EEG ictal rhythms and ictal 
semiology [Foldvary et al.  2001;Luders et al.  2006;Najm et al.  2006]. In 
previous fMRI studies, seizures were represented by single blocks [Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2009] or by contiguous EEG independent sliding 
windows [Donaire et al.  2009a]. Thornton et al. (2010) has previously modelled 
seizures by dividing them into EEG informed blocks reflecting seizure evolution. 
Here, I attempted to further improve upon this approach by using video to divide 
seizures into more physiologically informed phases on the basis of their 
spatiotemporal evolution [Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva 2005] on video-EEG, 
separating ictal onset related changes from the more widespread ictal semiology 
related and late changes. The value of the ictal phase modelling approach rests on 
its potential capacity to identify haemodynamic change specifically related to an 
electrophysiological and/or semiological meaningful part of the seizures. Another 
novel methodological aspect of this work is the attempt to account for 
physiological activities of patients to explain a greater amount of nuisance 
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variance in the fMRI data which can result in improved sensitivity to the effects 
of interest, as shown in Chapter 6.  
When a patient had two or more seizures which were similar electroclinically 
[Wendling et al.  1996], I represented them as a single effect reflecting the 
assumption that they would be associated with a consistent BOLD pattern and 
thereby potentially increasing the statistical power of the analysis to map the 
changes averaged across occurrences [Hamandi et al.  2006]. The alternative 
approach is to treat each seizure as a single event [Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire et 
al.  2009a] requiring a secondary analysis to identify the features that are common 
across occurrences which has not been done yet. In this study, I focussed on 
features that characterise a specific type of seizure in a given patient. The 
successful identification of significant and meaningful BOLD changes in cases 
with repeated seizures (N = 11; Table 7.3) confirms the interest in this modelling 
approach, providing some indication of the core aspects of the epileptogenic and 
propagation networks. The nature and biological significance of underlying 
seizure network is debated [Bartolomei et al.  2001;Spencer 2002], however, I 
believe that the identification of seizure related areas averaged across events, as 
made possible by this approach, should form the basis for the characterisation of 
BOLD changes in these regions across events and possibly their relationship with 
ictal onset and semiology. 
I convolved the ictal related blocks with the canonical HRF and its derivatives 
[Friston et al.  1995b;Friston 1996], the latter as an attempt to account for a 
degree of variability in BOLD timing and shape [Salek-Haddadi et al.  
2006;Thornton et al.  2010b]. 
The distance between GM or other BOLD cluster within the presumed SOZ and 
the invasively defined SOZ was 1.1 to 3.5cm. Accounting for the co-registration 
inaccuracies, due to implantation related brain shift [Nimsky et al.  2000] and 
displacement of BOLD clusters due to neurovascular coupling effects [Disbrow et 
al.  2000], I considered these BOLD clusters concordant with the invasively 
defined SOZ. Other limitations of this comparison include: vEEG-fMRI and 
icEEG recordings were performed at different times; the conditions under which 
seizures were recorded on icEEG were different e.g., effects of drug reduction, 
anaesthesia and sleep deprivation; and icEEG has limited spatial sampling. I also 
note that due to the fundamentally different nature of the two modalities the lack 
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of significant ictal related BOLD signal changes in a given region sampled by 
icEEG does not preclude the occurrence of ictal electrophysiological correlates 
[Nunez and Silberstein  2000;Tyvaert et al.  2009].  
One of the weaknesses of fMRI is that it is a correlative technique producing 
complex BOLD maps containing multiple clusters. I used a concordance 
classification which has been used previously [Thornton et al.  2010b;Grouiller et 
al.  2011] and conservative statistical threshold to summarise and interpret 
complex maps for clinical purposes. The degree of concordance of the maps was 
evaluated by comparing the location of GM and other clusters with the SOZ 
defined independently. Entirely-concordant maps can be taken as ‘true-positive’ 
findings; Concordant-plus and Some-concordance maps as a mixture of ‘true and 
false-positive’ results; and Discordant maps as ‘false positive’. The GM cluster is 
usually unique for a given map [Friston et al.  1995b;Friston 1996;Worsley et al.  
2002] and might have special biological or clinical significance as shown by my 
findings and those of others previously. Therefore, it is possible in future that the 
GM cluster may be a key marker of epileptogenic network (as defined by icEEG 
and postsurgical outcome), particularly with advances in fMRI acquisition and 
modelling for seizures.  
In these data, the amount of head motion was comparable to that observed in 
previous study of seizures [Thornton et al.  2010b] but greater than for the study 
in the interictal state [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006]. It can be argued that one of the 
limitations of this study is that I included all seizures irrespective of motion which 
may corrupt fMRI signal. However, this was motivated by the desire to extract as 
much information from each and every dataset as possible, given its relative rarity 
and eventual possible importance of the technique to individual patients.  
Furthermore, the motion related effects were modelled in the design matrix as 
confounds and the level of concordance was not significantly associated with the 
amount of head motion. For the patients with large clusters, ictal BOLD changes 
were focal and did not overlap significantly with spatially uniform motion and 
pulse related effects [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Thornton et al.  2010b].  
7.4.2  Neurobiological significance 
In this study, sustained BOLD increases were seen predominantly for Ictal onset 
and Ictal phases and decreases for Ictal established and Late ictal phases. BOLD 
increases represent increased oxy-haemoglobin content [Ogawa et al.  1990a]. 
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Essentially a differential technique, the sign of fMRI signal change depends as 
much on the baseline as on the effect of interest [Pasley et al.  2007;Shulman et 
al.  2007]. Although the details of the relationship between BOLD and neuronal 
activity remains to be elucidated [Pasley et al.  2007], increases can be linked to 
increased neuronal activity as measured at the microscopic level [Logothetis et al.  
2001] and are thought to reflect the local balance between excitation and 
inhibition [Logothetis et al.  2001;Logothetis 2008].  
Sustained BOLD decreases may also represent decreased neuronal activity 
possibly originating from inhibitory inputs from adjacent regions [Shmuel et al.  
2006] or dysregulated neurovascular coupling [Schridde et al.  2008] reflecting a 
mismatch between demand and perfusion, though there is hyper-oxygenation of 
the tissue [Raichle et al.  2001;Zhao et al.  2009]. The temporal dynamics of 
BOLD changes can result from interactions between neuronal, haemodynamic 
and metabolic domains [Raichle and Mintun  2006], and both increases and 
decreases have been seen in relation to seizures [Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire et 
al.  2009a;Thornton et al.  2010b] consistent with my findings. In addition, the 
sustained BOLD decreases may be different from tissue hypoxia associated with 
initial transient BOLD decreases [Geneslaw et al.  2011]. At the macroscopic 
scale, the EEG correlates of BOLD changes studied in the resting state and during 
tasks have shown negative correlations in the alpha frequencies and positive 
correlations in the gamma range [Mukamel et al.  2005;Niessing et al.  
2005;Goense and Logothetis  2008;Goense et al.  2008]. In comparison, 
paroxysmal fast activity ranging from 13 to 30Hz is a common feature of seizure 
onset in human and animal studies [Wendling et al.  1996;Foldvary et al.  
2001;Gnatkovsky et al.  2008], suggesting predominant BOLD increases at the 
seizure onset as seen in this work.  
Interestingly, cerebral blood flow can be compromised in areas of structural 
abnormality resulting in BOLD decreases associated with increases in neuronal 
activity [Sakatani et al.  2007]. BOLD decreases have been revealed in relation to 
interictal and ictal discharges in idiopathic generalized [Hamandi et al.  2006], 
idiopathic (rolandic) / symptomatic focal [Jacobs et al.  2009] and cryptogenic 
focal epilepsy [Vulliemoz et al.  2009] irrespective of structural abnormality, 
consistent with this work. I also found that when seizures became widespread 
(during Ictal established phase) BOLD decreases tended to dominate, which can 
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reflect neuronal inhibition [Shmuel et al.  2006;Logothetis 2008] or may be the 
result of demand and perfusion mismatch [Raichle et al.  2001;Zhao et al.  2009]. 
The relationship between neuronal activity and BOLD and perfusion changes in 
patients with epilepsy has been investigated on a limited scale showing that 
neurovascular coupling to BOLD signal is generally maintained [Stefanovic et al.  
2005;Carmichael et al.  2008a]. I suggest that future studies investigating the 
relationship between different types of epileptic neuronal activity and BOLD and 
perfusion changes using improved techniques to measure perfusion changes 
[Petersen et al.  2006] may help to understand the presence of BOLD decreases 
for increased neuronal activity and blood flow.     
The ictal related BOLD changes in the RSN may represent neuronal baseline 
activity [Damoiseaux et al.  2006] from which task related networks are 
modulated [Mantini et al.  2007] or underlying brain physiology independent of 
neuronal activity [Obrig et al.  2000;Birn et al.  2006]. Given the purely 
correlative nature of the present analysis, the observed BOLD changes in the RSN 
may indicate transitions in brain dynamics either as a result of ictal discharges i.e. 
recruitment during seizure propagation (downstream), or upstream from ictal 
activity reflecting changes in brain state that are favourable to seizures [Vaudano 
et al.  2009]. 
7.4.3  Clinical significance 
In this study, I demonstrated an increased localisation sensitivity of concordant 
ictal BOLD changes with the SOZ from 44% [Thornton et al.  2010b] to 65%. I 
suggest that this improvement results from the ability of video-EGG to identify 
and classify seizures better than EEG alone leading to enhanced physiologically 
informed fMRI modelling of seizures; inclusion of regressors for physiological 
activities; and refined concordance scheme [Chaudhary et al.  2012a].  
Ictal pattern may not be visible at all on scalp EEG in simple partial seizures 
[Binnie and Stefan  1999;Smith 2005]. In this study, seizures were identified on 
the basis of ictal semiology on video in 15% patients as EEG was not helpful, 
which might have been disregarded in the absence of video. When seizures were 
identified on the basis of ictal electrophysiology and semiology on video-EEG 
(75% patients), video recordings were used to confirm seizure semiology as 
compared to the long-term video-EEG monitoring. 
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In this work, I showed that in 65% of patients ictal onset related GM cluster 
(Entirely concordant or Concordant plus maps) was co-localised within the 
presumed SOZ at the sub-lobar level which is superior to scalp EEG. In the 
implanted cases in this study, the ictal onset related GM or other BOLD cluster 
within the presumed SOZ was 1.1 to 3.5cm from the invasively defined SOZ at 
sub-lobar level. This suggests that vEEG-fMRI can capture relevant ictal onset-
related localisation information. For example in patient #10, the seizure onset on 
icEEG was thought to represent a propagated pattern which can be explained if 
SOZ is located between the implanted electrodes as suggested by the non-
invasively highlighted BOLD cluster. Similarly, the investigation of patient #15 
where the lack of posterior temporal lobe coverage with intracranial electrodes 
might have been improved given the presence of ictal onset related BOLD 
clusters.  
I also suggest that the ictal onset related BOLD changes may also provide 
information on not to implant in cases in whom surgery can risk eloquent cortex 
as for patient #3, avoiding unnecessary exposure to risks and expenses associated 
with intracranial electrode implantation. The postsurgical outcome was ILAE 
class-I when the ictal onset related BOLD cluster, highlighted non-invasively, was 
resected (patient #1 and 16; Figure 7.7), and class-III when it was not resected 
(patient #4). Intracranial EEG is an expensive test and not suitable in many cases. 
Furthermore, the number of intracranial electrode placement is limited by the risk 
of complications from surgery [Knowlton et al.  2008a;Knowlton et al.  2008b]. 
The decision about whether to implant and where to put intracranial electrodes is 
a consensus decision by undertaking all the information available from non-
invasive investigation, formulating one or more hypotheses about the sites of 
seizure generation and spread. It has been shown that other non-invasive 
techniques: magnetic source imaging, MEG or FDG-PET, mostly map the 
irritative zone which is not equivalent to the SOZ, or may miss the ictal onset 
(Ictal SPECT) [Knowlton  2006;Knowlton et al.  2009]. While the limitations of 
BOLD quantification are also noted, my findings suggest that this sub-lobar 
localisation of the GM BOLD cluster at the ictal onset using vEEG-fMRI may 
have a particular significance and may be a useful marker in some case providing 
further precision in comparison to scalp EEG. However, establishing clinical 
usefulness will require larger prospective studies to identify predictive power in 
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terms of icEEG localisation and surgical outcome. It is possible that ictal vEEG-
fMRI has a negative predictive power similar to interictal EEG-fMRI [Thornton et 
al.  2011]. 
In patients who did not have icEEG recordings, the presumed SOZ was localised 
on the basis of structural abnormality on MRI and scalp EEG or scalp EEG alone. 
Additionally, it has been shown that 6 to 10cm
2 
area of the cortex needs to be 
recruited for electrophysiological changes to be detected on scalp EEG [Ray et al.  
2007;Tao et al.  2007a]. Therefore, ictal patterns from deep brain structures such 
as: medial temporal [Pacia and Ebersole  1997] and medial frontal structures [Lee 
et al.  2000;Jobst et al.  2000] may not be sufficient to reach scalp EEG before 
semiological changes set in. In this study, sub-lobar localisation of GM BOLD 
cluster within the presumed SOZ was superior to the lobar localisation of scalp 
EEG alone in cases with and without structural abnormalities, further refining the 
localisation process.  
BOLD changes in symptomatogenic areas [Swartz  1994;Luders et al.  1998;Lee 
et al.  2002;Loddenkemper and Kotagal 2005;Kameyama et al.  2010;Foldvary-
Schaefer and Unnwongse 2011], for Ictal established/Ictal phase, were seen in 
45% of patients, in line with our previous work [Thornton et al.  2010b]. In 
addition to their timing relative to the seizure onset, the location of these BOLD 
changes broadly reflected ictal semiology suggesting that they correspond to 
downstream propagation network [Tyvaert et al.  2008;Thornton et al.  2010b]. 
BOLD changes were also seen in non symptomatogenic areas in these patients. 
However, it is difficult to ascertain whether these changes in non-
symptomatogenic areas merely reflect motion related signal changes or a 
propagation network involving fluctuations in the RSN as the seizure evolves. 
It has been suggested that BOLD decreases in the DMN may be associated with 
loss of awareness [Laufs et al.  2003;Gotman et al.  2005;Laufs et al.  2006;Bai et 
al.  2010;Berman et al.  2010;Carney et al.  2010;Moeller et al.  2010b;Thornton 
et al.  2010b]. I found an association between BOLD decreases in the DMN in 
this study and loss of awareness as assessed during long-term video-EEG 
monitoring for typical seizures. This is in agreement with over-synchronization of 
electrical activity in associative cortices during later part of seizures in patients 
losing consciousness during seizures [Arthuis et al.  2009].  
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The sensitivity of vEEG-fMRI to ictal BOLD changes is high when seizures are 
captured (36%) as compared to 4% [Tyvaert et al.  2008], and 11% [Thornton et 
al.  2010b]. This may be due to the combination of strict selection criteria. The 
need to scan in real-time combined with limited access to scan time are likely to 
limit the technique’s clinical utility based on current scanner technology and 
places it on a par with MEG. The technique is at a disadvantage compared to 
ictal-SPECT in this regard, however vEEG-FMRI’s superior temporal resolution 
compared to ictal-SPECT makes it possible to focus on the interictal-ictal 
transition. In Chapter 8, I will present my work on investigating haemodynamic 
networks recruited during interictal to ictal transition and compare their 
localisation with the SOZ. 
7.5  Conclusion   
In conclusion, simultaneous vEEG-fMRI can reveal haemodynamic changes 
specifically related to the seizure onset and evolution and resting state BOLD 
networks recruited during seizures, in a significant proportion of patients with 
frequent seizures. Ictal onset related BOLD changes have shown a good level of 
concordance with the presumed/invasively defined SOZ providing additional 
information at sub-lobar level which may guide the implantation of intracranial 
electrodes and avoid unnecessary implantations.  
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Chapter 8: Mapping preictal haemodynamic networks 
using vEEG-fMRI
7
 
8.1  Background 
The transition from interictal to ictal state has been investigated on a limited scale 
as compared to ictal state considering that the time of actual transition is not 
known. Simultaneous recordings of scalp and icEEG have demonstrated that 
larger areas of brain need to be recruited before electrical activity could be seen 
on scalp EEG and may also be delayed as compared to icEEG reflecting 
propagated electrical activity [Tao et al.  2005;Ray et al.  2007]. Similarly, a 
limited number of fMRI and optical imaging studies focussing on preictal 
haemodynamic changes have shown that preictal BOLD increases and decrease 
can start minutes [Federico et al.  2005b] to seconds [Zhao et al.  2007;Tyvaert et 
al.  2009;Donaire et al.  2009a] before the seizure onset on scalp EEG. These 
preictal changes have been revealed in areas concordant with the SOZ as well as 
in widespread areas in the DMN as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3d. 
In vitro and in vivo studies have shown that qualitatively different preictal 
discharges from IEDs may precede the seizure onset by seconds to minutes 
[Bragin et al.  2007;Gnatkovsky et al.  2008;Huberfeld et al.  2011]. It has been 
shown that networks consisting of brain areas responsible for seizure generation 
as well as distant regions are recruited before the seizure sets in [Wendling et al.  
2003;Bartolomei et al.  2004;Valton et al.  2008;Truccolo et al.  2011].   
In this chapter, I present my work on investigating haemodynamic changes during 
interictal to ictal transition. I hypothesized that haemodynamic changes may 
precede the electrical discharges on scalp EEG. The aim was to assess the 
localisation of preictal BOLD changes and their time of onset. I therefore, 
compared the localisation of preictal BOLD changes with the presumed and 
invasively defined SOZ and also evaluated their time courses prior to the seizure 
onset on scalp EEG.  
                                                 
7
 This chapter forms the basis of the article [Chaudhary et al.  2012b] 
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8.2 Methods 
The common methods are described in Chapter 4, and the specific methods for 
this study are described here. 
8.2.1 Subjects 
We studied sixteen patients (Tables 7.1 and 7.2; Patients #1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 
11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20) out of a series of 55 patients with refractory focal 
epilepsy (as in Chapter 7), who had typical spontaneous seizures during vEEG-
fMRI acquisition as recorded during long-term video-EEG monitoring. These 
patients were invited to undergo vEEG-fMRI scanning as per selection criteria 
described in Chapter 7, Section 7.2. Drug reduction or sleep deprivation was not 
used before vEEG-fMRI studies. A summary of the clinical details on these 
patients can be found in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.  
8.2.2 MRI acquisition 
Two 20-minute EPI sessions were acquired, except in patient #7 in whom three 
20-minute EPI sessions were acquired. Scanning was stopped prematurely in 
patient #6 to limit the risk of adverse incident. The details of MRI acquisition are 
described in Chapter 4 Section 4.2.  
8.2.3  Video-EEG recording and artefact correction 
Synchronous scalp video-EEG was recorded during the MRI scanning. The details 
of video-EEG recording and removal of pulse and scanner artefact are described 
in Chapter 4, Section 4.3. 
8.2.4 Data processing and analysis 
8.2.4a  EEG and fMRI Processing 
I reviewed video-EEGs jointly with experienced neurophysiologists (Dr. Beate 
Diehl, Dr. Serge Vulliemoz, Prof. Matthew C Walker) to identify IEDs and ictal 
rhythms [Luders et al.  2000;Foldvary et al.  2001] and ictal semiology [Luders et 
al.  1998]. The seizures recorded during vEEG-fMRI were compared with the 
seizures recorded during long-term video-EEG monitoring, and partitioned into 
phases as described in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.4a. Physiological activities: 
spontaneous eye blinks and eye movements, swallowing, jaw clenching, small 
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head jerk, facial twitches, brief hand/foot movements, as described in Chapter 6, 
were also identified on video-EEG and distinguished from ictal semiology by 
comparison with ictal events captured on long-term video-EEG monitoring.  
Preictal time window was defined as 30sec preceding the Ictal onset phase (see 
Chapter 7, Section 7.2.4a) on scalp EEG without any visible EEG changes. In 
case without clear electrographic signature on EEG, or EEG obscured by 
myogenic artefact the preictal phase was defined as 30sec before the first 
semiological change observed on video. The details of fMRI data pre-processing 
are described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.  
8.2.4b   fMRI Modelling 
The fMRI data was analysed within the GLM framework. EPI sessions during 
which seizures were recorded on video-EEG were analyzed. Eight patients had 
more than one seizure in more than one recording session and both sessions were 
included in the same GLM as separate sessions.  
A GLM was created specifically to investigate the preictal BOLD changes. I used 
a more flexible approach based on the Fourier basis set to model BOLD changes 
during the preictal time window defined as 30sec prior to the Ictal onset phase. 
The Fourier basis set is capable of capturing arbitrarily shaped fluctuations over 
time scales down to 2*TR, and was not set to zero at the window start and end to 
capture the actual onset of BOLD changes if they extend beyond the modelled 
window. The basis set order was set to 5 (combination of 5 sine and 5 cosine 
functions), and was calculated by dividing the preictal time-window by 
2*TR=6sec. All the regressors in Model for Ictal changes (see Chapter 7, Section 
7.2.4b) were treated as confounds in the current model.  
8.2.5 Assessment of BOLD change significance, visualization and level of 
concordance 
SPM[F] maps were obtained for the preictal phase. The presence of significant 
BOLD changes was assessed at a threshold of p < 0.05, corrected for FWE and 
additionally using a less conservative statistical threshold p < 0.001, uncorrected 
for FWE, when there were no BOLD changes seen at p < 0.05. The resulting 
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maps were co-registered with the patient’s anatomical MRI scans with and 
without icEEG electrodes and postsurgical T1-weighted MRI scans.  
First, the localisation of all BOLD-clusters was visually compared, by an 
experienced neuro-radiologist (Dr. Caroline Micallef), with the presumed SOZ. 
The presumed SOZ was defined non-invasively on the basis of IEDs, ictal 
rhythm, ictal semiology and structural abnormality where available. Preictal 
BOLD maps were classified as either: 
 Entirely concordant: All BOLD clusters were within the presumed SOZ 
(within the same lobe/gyrus).  
 Concordant plus: The most statistically significant BOLD cluster (global 
maximum: GM) was within the presumed SOZ (within the same lobe/gyrus) 
and other clusters were remote from the presumed SOZ.  
 Some concordance: The GM cluster was remote from the presumed SOZ and 
one of the other clusters was within the presumed SOZ (within the same 
lobe/gyrus).  
 Discordant: all clusters were remote (another lobe or opposite hemisphere) 
from the presumed SOZ. 
The BOLD clusters located in the ventricular system, vascular tree, edges and 
base of brain and cerebellum were not considered [Chaudhary et al.  2012a]. I 
compared the level of concordance of Ictal onset / Ictal phase related and preictal 
BOLD maps with the presumed SOZ using Spearman’s rank Correlation (rs) 
(IBM SPSS Statistics); and also compared the sub-lobar localisation of the GM 
BOLD cluster within the presumed SOZ with the localisation of ictal rhythm on 
scalp EEG. 
Second, the preictal haemodynamic onset was defined as the time at which the 
fitted response was more than two standard deviations above or below baseline. A 
secondary assessment of the preictal changes was performed having found that the 
fitted values at the start of modelling window were generally not zero. I inspected 
the fitted time courses, for each preictal BOLD cluster (> 5voxels), over the 
period preceding the modelled preictal time window (i.e., backwards from minus 
30sec from the Ictal onset phase) visually. The purpose was to determine the time 
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at which the preictal changes were significantly different from zero and later 
continued into the modelled preictal time-window.  
Thirdly, for the patients who underwent icEEG recording during presurgical 
assessment, I measured the Euclidean distance between the statistical maximum 
voxel of GM/other BOLD cluster, within the presumed SOZ for the preictal 
phase, and the invasively defined SOZ using the following formula: 
¦d¦ =                                       
Here, X1, Y1 and Z1 represent the position of the icEEG electrode contact in x,y 
and z plane and X2, Y2 and Z2 represent the position of the BOLD change in x,y 
and z plane. Invasively defined SOZ was assessed by two experienced 
neurophysiologists (Dr. Beate Diehl, Prof. Matthew C Walker) as the location of 
depth/grid contacts on icEEG where the first and maximal ictal change was seen.  
8.3 Results 
There were 8 males; median age was 28years and the median age at seizure onset 
was 8 years. Six patients had frontal lobe seizures, four had multifocal, 2 had 
temporal lobe, 2 had parietal lobe and 2 had hypothalamic seizures.  
Statistically significant preictal changes were revealed at p<0.05, corrected for 
FWE in 2/16 patients only and at p<0.001, uncorrected for FWE for 15/16 
(93.7%). One patient (#17) did not show any preictal changes.  
Preictal BOLD changes had a degree of concordance with the presumed SOZ in 
10/16 (62.5%) patients (Table 8.1; Figure 8.1). Preictal BOLD changes were seen 
in presumed SOZ and IZ and also remote from the presumed SOZ in the areas 
which were part of the DMN, which are described in Table 8.1 for each patient. 
Preictal maps were classified as (see Table 8.1; Figures 8.2-8.3): Concordant plus 
= 4/16 (25%); Some concordance = 6/16 (37.5%); and Discordant = 5/16 
(31.2%). The level of concordance of the BOLD maps (Figure 8.1) for the Ictal 
onset / Ictal phase (85%) was better than preictal phase (62.5%); and was 
significantly correlated with the Ictal onset / Ictal phase (rs=0.4, p<0.05). Preictal 
BOLD changes overlapping or adjacent to the epileptogenic structural 
abnormalities were also seen. 
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In 3/4 patients with Concordant plus preictal maps, the GM BOLD cluster within 
presumed SOZ was localised to one to two gyri at sub-lobar level as compared to 
lobar (patient #1) and multi-lobar (patients #3, 8, 11) localisation of ictal pattern 
on scalp EEG.  
Inspection of the preictal time courses across 74 seizures in 15 patients revealed a 
consistent pattern of BOLD decrease followed by a BOLD increase before the 
electrical seizure onset during vEEG-fMRI. The onset of BOLD changes varied 
from 98sec to 0sec before the electrical seizure onset (Figure 8.4; Table 8.1). 
There was a consistent BOLD decrease starting at -98sec to -14sec, and was 
followed by an increase staring at -50sec to 0sec. The median onset for preictal 
BOLD decreases was -31sec (95% confidence interval (CI): -35.7 to -26.3); and 
the median onset for preictal BOLD increase was -16sec (95% CI: -18.1 to -13.9).   
Six patients (#1, 3, 4, 10, 15, 15, 16) underwent icEEG recordings for localisation 
of the SOZ. The distance between the GM or other BOLD cluster, within the 
presumed SOZ, and the invasively defined SOZ was 2 to 5cm (Table 8.1). Three 
patients (# 1, 4, 16) underwent surgery, out of which two (#1 and 16) had ILAE 
Class I postsurgical outcome, and one (#4) had ILAE Class III postsurgical 
outcome. Preictal BOLD cluster nearest to the invasively defined SOZ was not 
resected in any of these patients.    
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Table 8.1: Preictal BOLD changes and level of concordance with the SOZ 
 
 
 
ID 
# 
Preictal BOLD changes 
Positive = ↑ 
Negative = ↓ 
Biphasic = ↑↓ 
C
o
n
co
rd
a
n
ce
 w
it
h
 
th
e 
p
re
su
m
e
d
 S
O
Z
 Onset of 
preictal 
BOLD 
changes 
(sec) 
*
D
el
a
y
 (
se
c)
 ¬ |d| 
 
 
 
 
 ↓ ↑ 
1 ↓↑ R Superior Parietal, L Parieto-
temporal, Medial Frontal, L Temporal 
C+ -79 -32 3 3 
3 ↓↑ L  Occipito-temporal, L Temporal-ITG, 
L motor-cortex, R ITG, B/L Medial 
Occipital 
C+ -30 
to 
-28 
-18 
to 
-17 
25 SOZ1 = 4.7 
SOZ2 = 4.2 
SOZ3 = 7.6 
4 ↓↑ R Orbito-frontal, R Temporal-STG, 
Post. Cingulate, R Cuneus, L Temporal-
MTG 
SC -80 
to 
-20 
-26 
to 
0 
8 7.6 / 3 
5 ↓↑ B/L Fronto-central-SFG/ MFG/ 
Med.SFG 
D -90 
to 
-14 
-50 
to 
-1 
NA NA 
6 ↓↑ R Frontal lobe-MFG/IFG, R 
Precuneus, R Superior Parietal  
D -37 -20 NA NA 
7 ↓↑ L Temporal (GM), L Frontal SC -84 
to 
-19 
-25 
to 
-3 
NA NA 
8 ↓↑ R Frontal-SFG, R Temporal-STG C+ -74 
to 
-52 
-25 
to 
-23 
NA NA 
10 ↓↑ L Medial Parieto-occipital, R Medial 
Parieto-occipital, B/L Parieto-occipital 
SC -53 -28 38 SOZ1=  5.9 / 5.3 
SOZ2 =  3.7 / 2.5 
11 ↓↑ R Frontal-SFG, R Cingulate, R Orbito-
frontal 
C+ -40 
to 
-17 
-18 
to 
-5 
NA NA 
13 ↓↑R Temporal, L Temporo-occipital D -68 
to 
-28 
-30 
to 
-28 
NA NA 
14 ↓↑ L Temporal-MTG D -98 -25 NA NA 
15 ↓↑ L Fronto-polar, L Frontal-MFG, L 
Temporal-STG 
SC -25 -4 13 SOZ1 =  5.3 / 3 
SOZ2 =  7.9 / 2 
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Table 8.1: Contd. 
 
 
Preictal BOLD changes were revealed at p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) in two 
patients. In the remaining patients preictal BOLD changes were seen at less 
conservative statistical threshold p < 0.001 uncorrected for FWE only (Italicized). 
The first BOLD cluster for each patient is the most statistically significant cluster 
(GM); and the cluster within the presumed SOZ is boldened.  
* Delay (sec) between seizure onset on icEEG and clinical seizure onset 
¬ |d| = Distance (cm) between the intracranial electrode with first EEG change at 
seizure onset and GM/nearest BOLD cluster for the preictal phase highlighted 
non-invasively to be within the presumed SOZ 
Abbreviations:  Med.SFG = medial superior frontal gyrus, SFG = superior frontal 
gyrus, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, SMA = 
supplementary motor area, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, STG = superior temporal 
gyrus, B/L = bilateral, SMG = supra-marginal gyrus, ITG = inferior temporal 
gyrus, R = right, L = left, NA = not applicable, sec = seconds, GM = global 
maximum, SOZ = seizure onset zone, EC = Entirely concordant, C+ = 
Concordant plus, SC = Some Concordance, D = Discordant 
 
 
 
ID 
# 
Preictal BOLD changes 
Positive = ↑ 
 Negative = ↓ 
Biphasic = ↑↓ 
C
o
n
co
rd
a
n
ce
 w
it
h
 
th
e 
p
re
su
m
e
d
 S
O
Z
 Onset of 
preictal 
BOLD 
changes 
(sec) 
*
D
el
a
y
 (
se
c)
 
¬ |d| 
↓ ↑ 
 
16 
 
↓↑ R Temporal-MTG, L Temporal-MTG, 
Medial Frontal-SFG, L posterior 
Temporo-occipital, L Parietal, Medial 
occipital, L Frontal-SFG 
 
SC 
 
-67 
 
-25 
 
6 
 
9.1  / 2.5 
19 ↓↑  R Frontal-IFG/MFG/SFG, R 
Temporal-MTG, R Frontal-motor-cortex, 
Paracentral lobule, R Parietal-SMG, 
Medial Frontal 
SC -37 -30 NA NA 
20 ↓↑ R Frontal-SFG/SMA, L Temporal- ITG, 
L Frontal-IFG,  B/L motor cortex 
D -62 -22 NA NA 
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Figure 8.1: Bar chart showing level of concordance for preictal BOLD 
changes vs. Ictal onset/Ictal phases 
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Figure 8.2: Preictal BOLD changes for patient #1 
(i) Multiple tubers were seen in right parietal lobe and left temporal lobe. 
Epileptogenic tuber in right parietal lobe is encircled. (ii) BOLD changes 
(threshold at p<0.001 uncorrected for FWE) overlaid on co-registered T1-volume. 
(ii) The preictal BOLD map was classified as Concordant plus with GM BOLD 
cluster in right superior parietal lobule (cluster size = 11 voxels, F=4.87) and other 
BOLD cluster in left parieto-temporal.  
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(ii) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.3: Preictal BOLD changes for patient #10 
(i) Long standing ischemic damage with malformation of gyri in right occipito-
parietal region extending into right posterior temporal lobe on (FLAIR) MRI-
scan. (ii and iii) BOLD changes (threshold at p<0.05 corrected for FWE) overlaid 
on co-registered T1-volume. (iii) Preictal BOLD map had Some concordance 
showing BOLD changes in: left medial parieto-occipital (GM, cluster size = 8 
voxels, F=3.75), right medial parieto-occipital and right lateral parieto-occipital 
region (crosshair). 
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Figure 8.4: Time courses of preictal BOLD changes  
X-axis: time; Y-axis: % BOLD response. Black arrow indicates seizure onset 
recorded on vEEG inside scanner and orange bar indicates the 30sec preictal 
window (Fourier modelling window). There was a consistent BOLD decrease 
(Median onset: -31sec; 95% CI: -35.7 to -26.3) followed by an increase (Median 
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onset: -16sec (95% CI: -18.1 to -13.9). (i) Patient #1 had one seizure. Red line 
represents the time course from the BOLD cluster concordant with the presumed 
SOZ; green line represents the time course from the BOLD cluster from remote 
region1 (left temporal lobe also showing IEDs on MEG); blue line represents the 
time course from the BOLD cluster from remote region2 (left parieto-temporal 
lobe) (ii) Patient #10 had one seizure. Red line represents the time course from the 
BOLD cluster concordant with the presumed SOZ (right temporo-occipital 
region); green line represents the time course from the BOLD cluster from remote 
region1 (left temporo-occipital); blue line represents the time course from the 
BOLD cluster from remote region2 (medial occipital); (iii & iv) patient #4 had 
seven seizures. Red line represents the time course from the BOLD cluster 
concordant with the presumed SOZ (left temporal lobe); green line represents the 
time course from the BOLD cluster from remote region1 (right temporal lobe also 
showing IEDs on scalp EEG and MEG); blue line represents the time course from 
the BOLD cluster from remote region2 (precuneus).     
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8.4 Discussion 
In this work, I compared the localisation of preictal BOLD changes using vEEG-
fMRI with the presumed SOZ; and also measured the distance between the GM / 
other BOLD cluster and the invasively defined SOZ in patients with refractory 
seizures. The main findings of the study are:  
 Noninvasive localisation of preictal BOLD changes which had a degree of 
concordance with the presumed SOZ in 62.5% patients. 
 Identification of a consistent pattern of preictal BOLD decrease -31sec 
(95% CI: -35.7 to -26.3), followed by an increase -16sec (95% CI: -18.1 to 
-13.9)  
This suggests that vEEG-fMRI can reveal preictal haemodynamic changes before 
the electrical seizure onset on scalp EEG. Preictal BOLD changes in cortical and 
subcortical structures have been shown previously in a limited number of cases 
[Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire et al.  2009a]. The preictal BOLD maps reflected 
BOLD changes in the SOZ, IZ and DMN related areas in line with other studies 
[Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire et al.  2009a].  
For modelling preictal haemodynamic changes in the GLM framework, I used a 
more flexible approach based on the Fourier basis set which is capable of 
capturing arbitrarily shaped fluctuations up to the temporal resolution afforded by 
a set order. This approach can be justified by the fact that there is no consensus 
regarding the timeline of preictal haemodynamic changes, and the exact onset and 
time course of BOLD changes prior to the seizure onset is less well defined. 
Fourier basis set gives more freedom to capture this less well studied aspects of 
seizures. This also raises the question: at what time might haemodynamic changes 
start prior to any behavioural or EEG features? I selected a 30sec window to 
include the timeline of preictal changes as reported in some fMRI [Donaire et al.  
2009a] and optical imaging studies [Zhao et al.  2007]. This choice is also partly 
justified by consideration of the inter-seizure interval in these data, which is of the 
order of 1-minute or greater in all cases (except Patients # 4, 7 and 11: when the 
inter-seizure interval was less than 30sec, and the following seizure was not 
included in the design matrix as a separate event, given the need to avoid the 
effects of overlap between the preictal time window and preceding seizures). I 
attempted to capture the relative arbitrariness of the haemodynamic changes at the 
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start of preictal window, i.e. the Fourier basis set was not forced to zero at that 
point, which permitted me to determine whether the changes are likely to have 
started ≥ 30sec prior to the electrical seizure onset on scalp EEG. For detecting 
the onset of preictal BOLD changes, I plotted the fitted time courses of preictal 
clusters and looked for the time of onset of preictal changes backwards from 
minus 30sec from the Ictal onset phase on scalp EEG.  
The basis set approach has been used previously to map interictal [Lemieux et al.  
2008;Masterton et al.  2010] and ictal [Thornton et al.  2010b] BOLD changes; I 
used Fourier basis set to map preictal BOLD changes because: 1) it can capture 
small deviations from the canonical haemodynamic-response better than finite-
impulse-response [Penny et al.  2007]; 2) it modelled signal fluctuations taking 
place over a time-scale of ≥2TR, and limited the effects of noise by constraining 
the estimated time course with proper assessment of statistical significance within 
the SPM framework, in contrast to averaging time courses; and 3) it can reveal 
preictal changes throughout the brain independently of the results for the later 
ictal phases, in contrast with methods based on the analysis of the BOLD signal in 
regions identified ictally [Bai et al.  2010].  
The degree of concordance of preictal BOLD maps was evaluated by comparing 
the location of GM and other clusters with the presumed SOZ using a 
concordance classification which has been used previously [Thornton et al.  
2010b;Grouiller et al.  2011] as discussed in Chapter 7, Section 7.4.1. 
In this work, preictal changes started with a consistent sustained BOLD decrease 
from -31sec (95% CI: -35.7 to -26.3) followed by an increases from -16sec (95% 
CI: -18.1 to -13.9) in agreement with previous studies showing preictal changes 
starting minutes [Federico et al.  2005b] to seconds [Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire 
et al.  2009a] before the seizure onset. It can be argued that the ictal pattern on 
scalp EEG may be delayed by up to 8sec as compared to icEEG and may 
represent propagation [Tao et al.  2005;Ray et al.  2007]; whereas the first 
electrical change on icEEG preceded the first clinical change by 3 to 38sec (Table 
8.1) in the six patients who underwent invasive recordings in this study. This 
suggests preictal changes hint towards an increase in oxygen demand secondary to 
the changes in neuronal activity which is yet not powerful or synchronised enough 
to be seen on scalp EEG [Gavaret et al.  2004;Ray et al.  2007], as at least 6-
10cm
2 
area of brain needs to be recruited before electrical activity could be seen 
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on scalp EEG; and preictal changes may reflect metabolic changes preceding the 
electrical changes at the seizure onset on scalp EEG.   
I found BOLD decreases in the presumed SOZ, irritative zones and other remote 
areas (Figure 8.4) whereas Donaire et al. (2009) found decreases in putative SOZ 
in addition to medial frontal, bilateral parietal and posterior cingulum i.e., forming 
part of the so-called DMN [Raichle et al.  2001]. However, Tyvaert et al. (2009) 
found preictal increases preceding decreases at lower statistical threshold. I 
suggest that the initial BOLD decreases in this work may correspond to the active 
inhibitory circuits [Wendling et al.  2003;Wendling et al.  2005;Gnatkovsky et al.  
2008;Trombin et al.  2011] which are over-ridden by the increasing neuronal 
activity as shown by the later increases: driven by glutamatergic neurons 
[Huberfeld et al.  2011]. Moreover, the BOLD changes in areas remote from the 
SOZ may represent fluctuations in the resting state networks before the 
manifestation of seizures [Schwartz et al.  2011] or involvement of an 
epileptogenic network before seizure ensues [Bartolomei et al.  2001;Truccolo et 
al.  2011].  
Recently, it has been shown, using transcranial magnetic stimulation, that motor 
responses during preictal state differ from that during interictal state; this also 
signifies that the brain state changes immediately prior to the seizure [Richardson 
and Lopes da Silva  2011]. It can be suggested that preictal haemodynamic 
changes may reflect: preictal discharges (spatially and morphologically different 
from interictal discharges) [Huberfeld et al.  2011]; fast oscillatory activity 
[Wendling et al.  2005;Gnatkovsky et al.  2008;Jacobs et al.  2008a;Engel, Jr. et 
al.  2009;Khosravani et al.  2009]; or activity from glial cells [Moore and Cao  
2008;Figley and Stroman  2011]. Further studies with simultaneous scalp and 
icEEG-fMRI can help to understand the relationship between early electrical 
changes on icEEG and their haemodynamic correlates at the seizure onset.  
In this study, I demonstrated that preictal BOLD maps had a degree of 
concordance with the presumed SOZ in larger proportion (62.5%) cases; 
specifically for Concordant plus BOLD maps the GM BOLD cluster was 
localizable to one to two gyri providing further precision of localisation as 
compared to scalp EEG which can localise up to lobar level. However, the level 
of concordance for preictal BOLD maps was lower than ictal onset related BOLD 
maps, again reflecting that the preictal haemodynamic changes possibly represent 
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a transition state during which various inhibitory and excitatory circuits are at 
work before the actual seizure sets in [Wendling et al.  2005].  
In Chapters 7 and 8, I compared the localisation of seizure related BOLD 
networks during different ictal phases and interictal-ictal transition with that of 
independently defined SOZ. I also compared the localisation of BOLD networks 
with the gold standard i.e., icEEG where available. However, icEEG also has 
limitations of spatial sampling. In Chapter 9, I will present my work on the 
localisation of BOLD networks for IEDs on icEEG and their comparison with the 
surgical resection and postsurgical outcome using icEEG-fMRI. 
8.5 Conclusion 
vEEG-fMRI can map preictal BOLD changes having a degree of concordance 
with the SOZ. Moreover, the pattern of preictal haemodynamic changes i.e., 
BOLD decrease followed by increase suggests an underlying mechanism of the 
transition from interictal to ictal state which may help to better understand the 
seizure generation.  
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Chapter 9: Mapping the interictal haemodynamic 
networks using simultaneous intracranial EEG-fMRI and 
comparison with postsurgical outcome 
9.1  Background  
Scalp EEG suffers from limitations for presurgical evaluation of epilepsy 
including low sensitivity [Binnie and Stefan 1999;Smith 2005],  paradoxical 
lateralization [Catarino et al.  2011] or incongruous localisation [Remi et al.  
2011]. Invasive evaluation with icEEG is performed to localise the SOZ and IZ 
because it has higher spatial resolution and greater sensitivity than scalp EEG 
[Luders et al.  2006]; although it has limited spatial sampling and carries surgical 
risks [Knowlton et al.  2008b].  
As discussed in Chapter 3, scalp EEG-fMRI has been shown to map BOLD 
changes related to IEDs [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Zijlmans et al.  
2007;Thornton et al.  2011] and seizures [Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire et al.  
2009a;Thornton et al.  2010b]. Scalp EEG-fMRI is limited by the IED discharge 
rates, an incomplete understanding of the relationship between IEDs and BOLD 
changes and low sensitivity of scalp EEG [Al-Asmi et al.  2003;Salek-Haddadi et 
al.  2006;Zijlmans et al.  2007]. However, IED related BOLD changes in 
distributed epileptic networks across lobes, in patients with FCDs, have been 
shown to be associated with poor surgical outcome [Thornton et al.  2011]. 
Recently, simultaneous icEEG-fMRI has been performed following extensive 
safety testing [Carmichael et al.  2008b;Carmichael et al.  2010] revealing IED 
related BOLD changes [Vulliemoz et al.  2011] local and remote from the 
relevant icEEG electrodes.  
This raises the question if BOLD changes associated with IEDs localised at 
subgyral level on icEEG may also predict the surgical outcome. In this work, I 
investigated the BOLD patterns associated with specific IED types in a larger 
group of patients undergoing invasive evaluation. In particular, the BOLD 
changes were mapped for each IED type over the entire brain (network) and 
compared their relationship to the IZ and the surgical resection and also evaluated 
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the BOLD distribution for combined all IED types in relation to postsurgical 
outcome.   
9.2 Methods  
9.2.1 Subjects 
Ten patients with refractory focal epilepsy having icEEG recording as part of 
presurgical evaluation at the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, 
Queen Square, London underwent icEEG-fMRI consecutively if they did not have 
any contraindications as described by [Carmichael et al.  2008b;Carmichael et al.  
2010;Carmichael et al.  2012] and gave informed written consent for an additional 
study with icEEG-fMRI after the clinical recordings for capturing seizures on 
icEEG had completed. Prior to implantation, all patients had had detailed clinical 
history and examination, epilepsy protocol MRI [Duncan 2010], neuropsychology 
assessment. The clinical details for each patient are summarized in Table 9.1. 
Seven patients subsequently underwent resective surgery. Postsurgical outcome 
was assessed as per ILAE classification [Wieser et al.  2001] at a median duration 
of 16 months postoperatively (range: 12-32months); class I to III were defined as 
good outcome and class IV and V were defined as poor outcome.  Four patients 
(#2, 3, 5, and 7) had good outcome and three patients (#1, 6, 9) had poor outcome. 
The study was approved by the joint research ethics committee of the National 
Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery (UCLH NHS Foundation Trust) and 
UCL Institute of Neurology, Queen Square, London, UK. Some of the IED 
related BOLD results for two patients (#1 and 6), using icEEG-fMRI, have 
previously been published [Vulliemoz et al.  2011;Carmichael et al.  2012].  
9.2.2 Intracranial EEG-fMRI acquisition 
The implantation of intracranial electrodes (Figure 9.1) was guided by a 
hypothesis based consensus decision generated from the results of long-term EEG 
monitoring, structural MRI and other non-invasive investigations: PET, MEG or 
ictal-SPECT where available in a given patient.  
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Table 9.1: Clinical characteristics 
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Figure 9.1: Implantation Scheme 
(i) Patient #2, (ii) Patient #3, (iii) Patient #4, (iv) Patient #5 
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Figure 9.1 (continued) 
(v) Patient #9, (vi) Patient #10 
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The IZ and SOZ were defined invasively by two experienced neurophysiologists 
(Dr. Beate Diehl, Prof. Matthew C Walker) as the location of depth/grid contact 
on icEEG where the earliest/maximal interictal or ictal change was seen, 
respectively. 
After clinical icEEG recordings were completed for localisation purposes, the 
case specific 56-90 implanted electrodes were connected to MR-compatible 
cables and amplifier system [Carmichael et al.  2010;Vulliemoz et al.  2011] for 
icEEG-fMRI acquisition. Intracranial EEG was recorded using Brain Vision 
Recorder version 1 software (Brain Products, Munich, Germany) and displayed 
without scanner artefacts usng RecView software (Brain Products, Munich, 
Germany) during fMRI acquisitions.  
In accordance with our icEEG-fMRI protocol [Carmichael et al.  
2008b;Carmichael et al.  2010;Carmichael et al.  2012] MR images were acquired 
using 1.5T scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a standard 
transmit/receive head-coil and low specific absorption rate (SAR) sequences 
(≤ 0.1W/kg, head average) to ensure patient safety. One (for patients #4, 5) or two 
(patients #1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) 10-minute resting state EPI sessions (Imaging 
parameters: TR / TE / flip angle = 3000ms / 40ms / 90°, 64 × 64 acquisition 
matrix, 38 × 2.5 mm slices with 0.5 mm gap) and T1-weighted structural scans 
(Imaging parameters: TR / TE / flip angle = 15ms / 4.49ms / 25°, resolution 
1.0 × 1.2 × 1.2 mm, FoV 260 × 211 × 170 mm, 256 × 176 × 142) were acquired 
[Carmichael et al.  2012]. 
9.2.3 Data Processing and analysis 
9.2.3a Intracranial EEG and fMRI processing  
icEEG acquired inside MRI scanner was corrected offline for scanner related 
artefact [Allen et al.  2000] using using Brain Vision Analyzer version 2 software 
(Brain Products, Germany) and reviewed to identify and classify IEDs according 
to their spatiotemporal and amplitude distribution. I also compared icEEG 
acquired inside MRI scanner with long-term icEEG monitoring. For one patient 
(#8) the entire icEEG recorded during icEEG-fMRI could not be corrected 
satisfactorily due to technical problems at acquisition and one patient (#7) had a 
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subclinical seizure during one of the two EPI-sessions and therefore these datasets 
were not considered for further analysis.  
Functional time series data for nine patients was analyzed using SPM8 
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) after discarding the first two image-volumes to account 
for the T1-saturation effect. EPI time series data were corrected for slice 
acquisition time, realigned to the mean and spatially smoothed using an isotropic 
Gaussian kernel of 8mm FWHM [Friston et al.  1995b].  
9.2.3b fMRI modelling 
A GLM was built to map IED related hemodynamic changes. Six patients had two 
EPI sessions and these were included in a single GLM as separate sessions. IEDs 
were represented as zero duration stick functions (individual IED) or blocks (runs 
of IEDs). Each IED type was modelled as a separate effect and convolved with 
the canonical HRF and its temporal and dispersion derivatives. Twenty four inter-
scan realignment parameters (6 realignment parameters from image pre-
processing and a Volterra-expansion of these [Friston et al.  1996]) were included 
in the GLMs as confounds to account for motion related effects.  
9.2.4 Assessment of BOLD changes  
Two questions were addressed: what is the anatomical relationship between the 
BOLD changes related to specific IEDs and the IZ? Given the variety of IEDs on 
icEEG in any given patient, what is the clinical relevance of a summary 
representation of BOLD changes for combined all IEDs? 
9.2.4a BOLD changes for individual IED types 
For each IED type, the presence of significant BOLD changes was assessed across 
the whole brain in the SPM[F]-maps i.e., network level, at a statistical threshold 
of p<0.05 (corrected for FWE), and a less conservative threshold p<0.001 
(uncorrected). The resulting SPMs were co-registered with pre and postsurgical 
T1-weighted MRI scans. No brain shift correction was applied when co-
registering pre and postsurgical images. BOLD time courses based upon the 
maximum likelihood parameter estimates of the GLM were plotted for each 
BOLD cluster to classify the BOLD change as increases, decreases or biphasic 
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(both increases and decreases) according to the value at event onset. The 
localisation of BOLD clusters was visually compared, along with an experienced 
neuro-radiologist (Dr. Caroline Micallef), with the IZ. The Euclidean distance was 
measured between the statistical maximum voxel of the most statistically 
significant (global maximum: GM) / other BOLD cluster nearest to the IZ and the 
icEEG electrode contact i.e., the IZ. The degree of concordance of BOLD maps 
with the IZ for each IED type were then classified [Chaudhary et al.  2012a] as: 
 Entirely concordant: All BOLD clusters in the same lobe/gyrus as and within 
2cm of the IZ.  
 Concordant plus: The GM cluster was in the same lobe/gyrus as and within 
2cm of the IZ and other clusters were remote (i.e., different lobe or opposite 
hemisphere) from the IZ.  
 Some concordance: The GM cluster was remote from the IZ and one of the 
other clusters was in the same lobe/gyrus as and within 2cm of the IZ.  
 Discordant: all clusters were remote (different lobe or opposite hemisphere) 
from the IZ. 
The BOLD clusters located in the ventricular system, vascular tree, edges and 
base of brain and cerebellum were not considered [Chaudhary et al.  2012a]. 
There is a signal drop within 1cm of the electrode contact [Carmichael et al.  
2012] and macro electrodes can record within a distance of 1-1.4cm [Lachaux et 
al.  2003]. Therefore, to measure BOLD changes proximal to the sites recording 
IEDs, I assessed IED related BOLD changes within a volume of interest (VOI) of 
2cm radius [Vulliemoz et al.  2011] around the icEEG contact recording the 
earliest / maximum electrical change for each IED type. The VOI approach was 
implemented in SPM8 using small volume correction tool [Ashburner et al.  
2012] and statistical significance of local BOLD change was assessed at threshold 
p ≤ 0.05 within the VOI [Vulliemoz et al.  2011]. The small volume correction 
tool [Ashburner et al.  2012] evaluates the presence of any significant finding 
within the predefined VOI rather correlating the predicted BOLD response with 
the modelled IED at each voxel over the entire brain, and performs the statistical 
threshold correction taking into account its shape and volume with strong control 
for Family wise type-I error. The Euclidean distance between the statistical 
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maximum voxel of local BOLD change for each IED type and the icEEG 
electrode contact recording IED was also calculated. 
 9.2.4b BOLD changes for combined all IEDs in an individual patient 
To provide a summary of BOLD changes linked to all interictal activity in a given 
patient an SPM[F]-map for combined all IED types (i.e., ‘combined interictal 
BOLD map’) was generated. The Euclidean distance was measured between the 
statistical maximum voxel of GM / other BOLD cluster nearest to the IZ and the 
resection margins. The spatial distribution of interictal BOLD changes was further 
summarized by calculating a laterality index (LI) using ‘one threshold for all 
method’ of SPM8-toolbox [Wilke and Lidzba  2007]. The LI were prefixed with 
‘+’ when they lateralized to the hemisphere ipsilateral (+0.3 ≤ LI ≤ +1) to the IZ 
and with ‘-’ when they lateralized to the hemisphere contralateral (-1.0 ≤ LI ≤ -
0.3) to the IZ. BOLD maps with an LI in the range (-0.3 < LI < 0.3) were 
classified as non-lateralizing.  
 9.3 Results 
There were five males, the median age at the time of icEEG-fMRI was 31.5years 
and the median age at seizure onset was 7.5years. Five patients had FLE, three 
had TLE and two had TOLE. The implantation scheme, IED classification and 
statistics and the IZ/SOZ for each patient is summarized in Table 9.2. Significant 
IED related BOLD changes were revealed for all types of analysis in all cases. 
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Table 9.2: IED statistics and local and network level BOLD changes 
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9.3.1 Individual IED related BOLD changes  
At the network level, IED related BOLD changes were seen (Table 9.2) within 
2cm of the IZ for at least one IED type for six patients (#1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10; BOLD 
increases: 5 patients and BOLD decreases: 3 patients, Figures 9.2 and 9.3); and in 
remote areas including DMN related areas i.e., bilateral superior parietal lobes, 
precuneus/cuneus and cingulate [Raichle et al.  2001] for all patients (BOLD 
increases: 5 patients, BOLD decreases: 3 patients, biphasic BOLD change: 2 
patients). Across the group, the distance (¦d¦) between the IZ and the GM / other 
BOLD cluster nearest to the IZ varied between 0.6 and 10 cm (Median: 2.9cm; 
95% CI: 2.2-3.6; Table 9.2). BOLD maps for 38 different IED types in nine 
patients had a degree of concordance with the IZ for 13/38 (Entirely concordant: 
2; Concordant plus: 4; Some concordance: 7; Table 9.2, Figures 9.2 and 9.3) and 
were discordant for 25/38.  
All nine patients revealed IED related BOLD changes within the VOI for different 
IED types around the icEEG contact within a distance of 0.3 to 2cm (Median: 
1.6cm; 95%CI: 1.4-1.7). 
In the operated cases with good postsurgical outcome (patients #: 2, 3, 5, 7), 
BOLD maps for different IED types in a given patient predominantly had a degree 
of concordance with the IZ in 3/4 patients, and the GM / other BOLD cluster 
nearest to the IZ for individual IED type was at a median distance of 2cm 
(95%CI:1.4-2.6) from the IZ and were also within the area resected (Figures 9.2 
and 9.3; Table 9.2).   
In the operated cases with poor postsurgical outcome (patients #: 1,6,9), BOLD 
maps for different IED types in a given patient were predominantly discordant 
with the IZ for all patients and the GM / other BOLD cluster nearest to the IZ for 
individual IED type was at a median distance of 3.5cm (95%CI: 2.2-4.8; Table 
9.2) from the IZ. 
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Figure 9.2: IEDs and BOLD changes for Patient #2 
(a) Representative sample of EEG showing different IEDs modelled as separate 
regressors in the GLM framework. 
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Figure 9.2: contd. 
(b) SPM[F] map (p < 0.001) for individual IEDs at network level overlaid on co-
registered postsurgical T1-volume; i) BOLD map for IED 1 was classified to have 
some concordance and changes were revealed in L SFG (GM; 5.7cm from the IZ), 
R SFG (2cm from the IZ and within resection cavity, crosshair),  bilateral MFG, R 
Cuneus, R post. Cingulate, R Paracentral lobule, which were BOLD decreases as 
shown in the plotted HRF; ii) BOLD map for IED 2 was classified as concordant 
plus and changes were revealed in SMA (GM: 1.7cm from the IZ and within the 
resection cavity), R sup. Parietal, L med. SFG, B/L IFG; iii) BOLD map for IED 
3 was classified as discordant and changes were seen in Paracentral lobule (GM: 
3.1 cm from the IZ), Precuneus/ Cuneus, B/L sup. Parietal; iv) BOLD map for 
IED 4 was classified to have some concordance and changes were revealed in R 
SFG/MFG (GM: 6cm from the IZ), Precuneus / Cuneus, R MFG/SFG (1.1 cm 
from the IZ and within the resection cavity, crosshair), Cingulate , L MFG, B/L 
post. Temporal, B/L MTG, R SMA; v) BOLD map for IED 5 was classified to 
have some concordance and changes were seen in R MFG (GM: 5.7cm), R SFG 
(2cm from the IZ and within the resection cavity(crosshair), Precuneus/ Cuneus. 
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Figure 9.3: IEDs and BOLD changes for Patient #3 
(a) Representative sample of EEG showing different IEDs modelled as separate 
regressors in the GLM framework.  
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Figure 9.3: contd. 
(b) SPM[F] map (p < 0.001) for individual IEDs at network level overlaid on co-
registered postsurgical T1-volume; i) BOLD map for IED 1 was classified as 
concordant plus and changes were revealed in L IFG (GM: 2cm from the IZ , 
BOLD decrease as shown in the plotted HRF), L post. Temporal, 
Cuneus/Precuenus; ii) BOLD map for IED 2 was classified as concordant plus 
and changes were revealed in L MFG (GM: 1cm from the IZ and within the 
resection cavity, BOLD increase as shown in the plotted HRF), R MTG, post. 
SMA, post. Cingulate/Precuenus, L post. MFG; iii) BOLD map for IED 3 was 
classified to have some concordance and changes were revealed in L IFG (GM: 
3.8cm from the IZ) , med. SFG (0.8cm from the IZ and within the resection 
cavity), L Temporo-occipital, ↓L MFG; iv) BOLD map for IED 4 was classified 
as discordant and changes were revealed in L med. Occipital (GM: 11cm from the 
IZ), L IFG/MFG (3.9cm from the IZ), L parieto-temporal, R Cingulate; v) BOLD 
map for IED 5 was classified as concordant plus and changes were seen in L 
MFG/IFG (GM: 0.9cm from the IZ), L paracentral lobule/SMA, L ant. MFG. 
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9.3.2 Combined IED related BOLD changes 
The summary ‘combined interictal BOLD maps’ revealed clusters within the area 
resected or at resection margins (Figure 9.4; Table 9.3) in addition to remote 
changes for four patients with good postsurgical outcome. In 2/3 patients with 
poor postsurgical outcome, the BOLD cluster nearest to the IZ was located more 
than 2cm from the resection margin (Table 9.3). One patient (#1) did not have 
postsurgical MRI. The ‘combined interictal BOLD maps’ lateralized to the 
hemisphere ipsilateral to the IZ in 3/4 patients (LI in the range [0.3-0.7]) with 
good postsurgical outcome and were non-lateralizing in all three patients (LI in 
the range [0.05-0.2]) with poor postsurgical outcome (Table 9.3; Figure 9.5). One 
patient (#7) with a non-lateralizing ‘combined interictal BOLD map’ for bilateral 
hippocampal IEDs had good postsurgical outcome.  
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Table 9.3: BOLD changes for combined all IED types, laterality index and 
postsurgical outcome 
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Figure 9.4: BOLD changes for combined all IED types and surgical resection 
SPM[F] map (p < 0.001) for all interictal at global level overlaid on co-registered 
postsurgical T1-volume. (a) Patient #2: BOLD changes were seen in R 
frontopolar SFG, R Precuneus, R SFG/MFG, Cuneus, L SFG/MFG, R Parieto-
temporal, R MTG, R Cingulate, L STG, L MFG, R post. SMA, and bilateral sup. 
Parietal. GM BOLD cluster in R frontopolar SFG was 1.8cm from the resection 
margin and another cluster in R SFG/MFG (cross hair: +) was within the resection 
cavity. (b) Patient # 3:  BOLD changes were seen in L MFG/IFG, L SMG, R sup. 
Parietal, med. Occipital, Paracentral lobule/ SMA/ post. Cingulate, ant. Cingulate, 
and L basal ganglia. GM BOLD cluster in L MFG/IFG was 0.5cm (cross hair: +) 
from the resection margin and another cluster in L SMA was within the resection 
cavity. (c) Patient # 5:  BOLD changes were seen in R inferior parietal, L IFG, L 
inferior parietal, R IFG, L basal ganglia, and precuneus. GM BOLD cluster in R 
inferior parietal was 12cm from the resection margin and another cluster in L IFG 
was 0.2cm (cross hair: +) from the resection margin.  
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(a) 
 
 
Figure 9.5: BOLD changes, laterality index and postsurgical outcome 
(a) Scatter plot comparing the laterality indices in two groups of patients with 
good (ILAE Class I-III: blue) and poor (ILAE Class IV-VI: red) postsurgical 
outcome.   
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Figure 9.5: contd. 
(b) SPM[F] maps (p < 0.001) for all interictal at global level overlaid on glass 
brain for each patient undergoing surgery to demonstrate the lateralization of 
BOLD changes. Cross hair ( < ) is fixed on GM BOLD cluster. 
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9.4 Discussion 
In this work, I demonstrated that icEEG-fMRI can map haemodynamic changes 
locally within a VOI and across whole brain for very focal IEDs on icEEG. The 
main findings are: 
 At the network level, individual IED related BOLD maps had a degree of 
concordance with the IZ for 13/38 IED types.  
 In patients with good postsurgical outcome, BOLD maps predominantly 
had a degree of concordance with the IZ for different IED types in a given 
patient, and the GM / other BOLD cluster for individual IED type was 
within 2cm of the IZ (Figures 9.2 and 9.3).  
 In patients with good postsurgical outcome, ‘combined interictal BOLD 
maps’ revealed changes lateralized to the hemisphere ipsilateral to the IZ, 
and the GM / other BOLD clusters were within the resection cavity or at 
resection margin (Figures 9.4 and 9.5).   
These results suggest that icEEG-fMRI can be a useful tool for mapping epileptic 
networks and may have a role in predicting postsurgical outcome in patients 
undergoing icEEG recordings.  
IED related BOLD changes concordant with the IZ in patients undergoing 
presurgical evaluation have been revealed using scalp EEG-fMRI previously [Al-
Asmi et al.  2003;Zijlmans et al.  2007;Tyvaert et al.  2008]. There are only a few 
studies comparing the localisation of BOLD changes with postsurgical outcome 
[Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  2011]. In addition, there is only one study 
[Vulliemoz et al.  2011] using icEEG-fMRI for localising IED related BOLD 
changes. In this study, I compared the localisation of BOLD changes for different 
types of focal IEDs on icEEG with the IZ at two levels across whole brain i.e., for 
individual IED type and combined all interictal activity. The localisation of 
BOLD changes was also compared with the resection margins and postsurgical 
outcome, and LI was calculated to assess the predictive value of the technique.  
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9.4.1 Methodological considerations 
Simultaneous icEEG-fMRI is a new method and its feasibility and safety has been 
established [Carmichael et al.  2010;Vulliemoz et al.  2011;Carmichael et al.  
2012] provided a well tested protocol is strictly observed. Signal degradation is 
observed within 1cm of the electrode contacts and is orientation dependent 
[Deichmann et al.  2002;Carmichael et al.  2012]. However, BOLD effects are 
generally more widespread [Carmichael et al.  2012]. IED related BOLD changes 
within a VOI of 2cm radius around the electrode contact recording IED were seen 
in all patients within a median distance of 1.6cm (95%CI: 1.4-1.7) in accordance 
with [Carmichael et al.  2012]. This is in line with the findings that macro 
intracranial electrodes can record electric signal within a distance of about 1-
1.4cm [Lachaux et al.  2003]. 
IEDs were represented as single or series of events in separate regressors for each 
IED type to evaluate specific BOLD pattern in a GLM framework [Hamandi et al.  
2006;Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Tyvaert et al.  2008;Thornton et al.  
2011;Vulliemoz et al.  2011] using canonical HRF and its derivatives as a 
haemodynamic kernel [Friston et al.  1995b] to account for a degree of variability 
in BOLD timing and shape [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Thornton et al.  2010a]. 
One limitation of this study is that BOLD changes around the electrode contacts 
were not revealed, at whole brain level, for very frequent continuous IEDs (~600 
to 900 spike and wave discharges/10minutes; Patient #1(IED #2), 4(IED #1), 
5(IED #1), 7(IED #1); Table 9.2). This might be because of the absence of a rest 
period in between IEDs, making it an inefficient experimental design for very 
frequent events.  
The level of concordance of BOLD changes with the IZ was assessed using a 
scheme implemented previously [Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  
2011;Grouiller et al.  2011;Chaudhary et al.  2012a] as discussed in Chapter 7, 
section 7.4.1. Thus, I interpreted complex BOLD maps for clinical purposes to 
find out if there is one area or a network [Bartolomei et al.  2001;Spencer 2002] 
responsible for epileptogenicity as reflected by IED related BOLD changes. The 
distance was measured between the GM / other BOLD cluster nearest to the IZ 
and the IZ / resection margin. BOLD changes were considered concordant when 
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they were within 2cm of the IZ / resection margin in the same lobe and gyrus 
taking into account implantation and co-registration related brain shift [Nimsky et 
al.  2000] and neurovascular coupling effects [Disbrow et al.  2000].  
The distribution of BOLD changes for combined all IEDs was quantified by 
calculating LI [Wilke and Lidzba 2007] and compared with postsurgical outcome. 
LI is an established tool to assess language and memory lateralization pre and 
post-operatively [Bonelli et al.  2011;Bonelli et al.  2012]. The statistical 
significance of BOLD changes was assessed at thresholds corrected and also 
uncorrected for FWE. Confounding factors such as motion were modelled in the 
design matrix to regress out their influence on the BOLD results [Friston et al.  
1995b;Friston et al.  1996]. Pulse related artefact did not affect IED identification 
on icEEG [Vulliemoz et al.  2011;Carmichael et al.  2012] and was not included 
in the design matrix as were included in the models in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 to 
maintain sufficient number of degrees of freedom [Friston et al.  1995b].  
9.4.2 Neurobiological significance 
These findings provide further evidence to the findings demonstrated by recent 
scalp EEG-fMRI [Thornton et al.  2011] and icEEG [Bartolomei et al.  
2001;Spencer 2002] studies that an underlying network may be responsible for 
epileptogenicity. In consensus with this hypothesis, IED related BOLD networks 
were observed involving the areas which were within the area resected as well as 
in the adjacent and remote healthy cortex. I suggest that BOLD changes in the 
areas remote from the resection margin but concordant with secondary IZs may 
represent the propagated activity in agreement with scalp EEG-fMRI [Thornton et 
al.  2011] and electric source imaging studies [Vulliemoz et al.  2010]. It is 
difficult to ascertain whether the whole epileptic network or a principal node of 
the network (single focus) define epileptogenicity in a given scenario especially 
with the level of evidence and understanding currently available. Further studies 
comparing BOLD networks with postsurgical outcome, using icEEG-fMRI, may 
provide further evidence.      
IED related BOLD changes were also seen in the resting state network such as 
DMN [Raichle et al.  2001;Laufs et al.  2007b] reflecting that it may be associated 
with awareness at some level. I will present my work on the effect of the presence 
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of generalized spike wave discharges on the functional networks during 
performance of a working memory task in the next chapter.  
I found predominant BOLD increases in the IZ and decreases in the DMN in 
accordance with previous scalp EEG-fMRI studies [Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Vulliemoz et al.  2009;Thornton et al.  2011;Chaudhary et al.  2012a]. It can 
be suggested that the sustained BOLD decreases as seen in this work in some 
patients may reflect neuronal inhibition [Shmuel et al.  2006;Logothetis 2008] or 
demand and perfusion mismatch [Raichle et al.  2001;Zhao et al.  2009] 
9.4.3 Clinical significance 
These results demonstrate a very high yield of icEEG-fMRI (~100%) as compared 
to scalp EEG-fMRI (30-70%) [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006;Thornton et al.  
2011;Grouiller et al.  2011]. All nine patients had IEDs and associated statistically 
significant BOLD changes with a degree of concordance with the IZ in 6/9 
patients during icEEG-fMRI. In comparison, scalp EEG-fMRI results (see 
Appendix 3) for these patients showed that 4/8 patients had IEDs and BOLD 
maps had a degree of concordance with the IZ in 3/8 patients. This high yield of 
icEEG-fMRI is because of high sensitivity, specificity and spatial resolution of 
icEEG as compared to scalp EEG to detect and localise IEDs [Luders et al.  
2006]. IEDs were classified according to their spatiotemporal and amplitude 
distribution [Luders et al.  2000] which might not be the optimal model for 
detecting BOLD changes but aids interpretation.  
In patients with one focal SOZ there may be more than one type of IED reflecting 
different IZs and not all of these require removal for good surgical outcome 
[Luders et al.  2006]. Therefore, I compared the localisation of IED related BOLD 
changes with the IZ and resection margins rather the SOZ. 
These findings suggest that icEEG-fMRI may have a clinical role in predicting the 
postsurgical outcome in patients undergoing invasive evaluation because IED 
related BOLD maps for different IED types in a given patient with good outcome 
had a degree of concordance with the IZ (except patient #7) and GM / other 
BOLD cluster was localised within 2cm of the IZ (Figures 9.2 and 9.3). Similarly, 
‘combined interictal BOLD maps’ for patients with good postsurgical outcome 
showed GM / other BOLD cluster within the resected area or at resection margin 
(Figure 9.4; Table 9.3), and the maps lateralized (Figure 9.5) to the hemisphere 
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ipsilateral to the IZ. In comparison, patients with poor outcome had BOLD maps 
discordant with the IZ for different IED types, and ‘combined interictal BOLD 
maps’ were non-lateralizing. Moreover, the GM / other cluster nearest to the IZ in 
BOLD map for individual IED type as well as in ‘combined interictal BOLD 
maps’ was located at a distance of more than 2cm from the IZ and resection 
margin. My findings in this group using icEEG-fMRI further corroborate the 
previous findings with scalp EEG-fMRI in patients with focal cortical dysplasia 
[Thornton et al.  2011] and with electrocorticography in patients with intractable 
FLE [Wennberg et al.  1999] that IED related BOLD changes distributed across 
both hemisphere and epileptic activity distant from the resection margin 
respectively are associated with poor outcome.  
In this work, IED related BOLD changes were seen in a network distribution 
consistent with the epileptic network hypothesis [Bartolomei et al.  2001;Spencer 
2002]. It may be suggested that the resection of the GM / other cluster within 1-
2cm of the IZ for individual IED type and combined all interictal activity may 
disconnect the underlying epileptic network [Bartolomei et al.  2001;Spencer 
2002] resulting in good postsurgical outcome specially when ‘combined interictal 
BOLD maps’ also lateralize to the hemisphere ipsilateral to the IZ. 
Patients #7 who had good outcome but discordant and non-lateralizing BOLD 
maps had clinical seizures from left temporal lobe and subclinical seizures from 
right temporal lobe. IEDs and associated BOLD changes were seen in both 
temporal lobes. The patient remains seizure free postsurgically after left temporal 
lobectomy. BOLD maps for IEDs from left temporal lobe revealed BOLD 
changes in distributed network across both hemisphere but lateralized to left side 
and IEDs from right temporal lobe revealed BOLD changes only in right temporal 
lobe. 
Other non-invasive techniques including, scalp EEG-fMRI [Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Thornton et al.  2011] PET and MEG [Knowlton 2006] may have a role in 
the presurgical evaluation. It is suggested that icEEG-fMRI is superior 
specifically in patients undergoing invasive evaluation. It provides a direct 
comparison of the epileptic activity from very limited sources up to sub-gyral 
level on icEEG, ‘gold standard’ with the localisation of IED related BOLD 
network in individual patients at whole brain level suggesting that it may 
circumvent the limited spatial sampling of icEEG [Rosenow and Luders 2001]. 
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Alternatively, indirect comparison e.g., BOLD networks from scalp EEG-fMRI 
with the gold standard may be influenced by drug reductions, recent anaesthesia 
etc. during invasive evaluation.    
The number of patients being suitable for this type of investigation will be limited 
to those undergoing invasive evaluation and its true value may be to better predict 
patients who are likely to have a poor surgical outcome. If IEDs are associated 
with non-lateralizing and discordant BOLD maps these results suggest that a poor 
outcome is likely.   
9.5 Conclusion 
Simultaneous icEEG-fMRI is a new investigation technique which can address 
the limited spatial sampling of icEEG during invasive evaluation of patients 
undergoing epilepsy surgery. It can lateralize and localise BOLD changes for very 
focal interictal discharges on icEEG in a limited number of patients undergoing 
invasive evaluation and may predict surgical outcome, suggesting that the test 
may have clinical utility in future. 
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Chapter 10: Imaging the interaction: epileptic discharges, 
working memory and behaviour
8
 
10.1  Background  
The effect of interictal epileptic discharges on cognitive function remains 
controversial [Aldenkamp et al.  1996;Aldenkamp et al.  2005]. An impairment of 
cognitive function during epileptic discharges was described in 1939 [Schwab RS  
1939]. Whilst both, generalized and focal discharges were found to impair 
cognition in up to 50% of patients [Aarts et al.  1984;Binnie et al.  
1987;Shewmon and Erwin  1988;Rugland  1990], the mechanism by which short 
lasting interictal epileptic discharges affect cognition remains unknown [Binnie  
2003]. The nature of the cognitive task is key, as complex tasks with increasing 
difficulty such as working memory tasks are more sensitive for detecting 
cognitive impairment than less demanding tasks [Hutt and Gilbert  1980;Aarts et 
al.  1984;Binnie et al.  1987].  
Neuropsychological studies indicate that interictal epileptic discharges and 
cognition have a complex bidirectional relationship: cognitive tasks may suppress 
interictal epileptic discharges, but also may increase their rate with increasing task 
difficulty [TIZARD and MARGERISON  1963;Binnie et al.  1987;Binnie 2003]; 
thus facilitate the detection of cognitive impairment associated with interictal 
epileptic discharges.  
Recent functional imaging studies investigating the brain structures involved in 
the interaction between generalized spike wave discharges (GSWDs) and task 
performance used simple reaction time tasks under continuous attention [Bai et al.  
2010;Berman et al.  2010;Moeller et al.  2010b]. I hypothesized that GSWDs 
during the task may affect well established working memory related activations in 
prefrontal cortex. I tested this hypothesis by using a spatial working memory task 
and assessing for regionally specific interactions between GSWDs and working 
memory task related haemodynamic responses using vEEG-fMRI. 
                                                 
8
 This chapter forms the basis of the article [Chaudhary et al.  2012c]. 
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10.2  Methods 
The common methods are described in Chapter 4, and the specific methods for 
this study are described here. 
10.2.1 Subjects 
I studied eight patients with IGE performing a spatial working memory task using 
vEEG-fMRI. One patient, a 39 year old, right handed woman (IGE subtype: 
childhood absence epilepsy) had GSWDs during the performance of spatial 
working memory task and is presented here.  
Birth and early development were normal and there were no learning disabilities. 
The seizure onset was at age 7 years with typical absences and generalized tonic 
clonic seizures. Neurological examination and high resolution structural imaging 
were normal. Repeat long-term video-EEG monitoring had shown frequent 
bilaterally synchronous 2.5-3Hz GSWDs with anterior predominance lasting 1 to 
3sec. The discharges were more marked with stressful conditions and lack of 
sleep and were not increased with hyperventilation. The discharges associated 
with unresponsiveness were accurately recalled by the patient. Several anti-
epileptic medications including Valproate, Carbamazepine, Ethosuximide, 
Lamotrigine, Clobazam, Phenytoin, Topiramate and Clonazepam had been tried 
without any significant improvement to control absences. Written informed 
consent was obtained and the study was approved by the local hospital research 
ethics committee. 
10.2.2 MRI acquisition and working memory task 
An EPI sequence was used to acquire 240 BOLD sensitive scans. During 
scanning, the patient performed a continuously updating parametric spatial 
working memory task of the n-back type with three levels of working memory 
load: 0-back, 1-back and 2-back (Vollmar et al., 2011). During the task dots 
randomly appeared in one of the four corners of a diamond shaped box and the 
patient had to move a joystick with her right hand to the position of the dot. Each 
dot was displayed for 2sec in one position. The patient was instructed to move the 
joystick to the position of the current dot in the 0-back condition; to the position 
of the previous dot in 1-back condition; and to the position of the dot two 
presentations earlier in the 2-back condition. Performance parameters (‘correct’, 
‘wrong’ and ‘no’ responses derived from the movement of joystick) during the 
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task were recorded simultaneously. Each of the three active conditions: 0-back, 1-
back and 2-back lasted 30sec and was repeated five times (30 x 5 = 150 sec) in a 
pseudo-random order alternating with a 15sec rest condition consisting of a static 
display of all four dots. The total duration of the task inside the scanner was 
twelve minutes and the patient underwent task familiarization before scanning. 
10.2.3 Video-EEG recording and artefact correction 
Video-EEG recording was performed during the MRI scanning. The details of 
video-EEG recording and removal of pulse and scanner artefact are described in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.3. 
10.2.4 Data processing and analysis 
10.2.4a EEG and fMRI processing  
The 2.5-3Hz GSWDs identified on inside scanner EEG were identical with the 
GSWDs during long-term video-EEG monitoring. All GSWDs identified on EEG 
recorded inside the scanner were used for further fMRI analysis. All fMRI data 
was pre-processed (realigned, normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute 
(MNI) space and smoothed) and analysed using SPM8 
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm).  
10.2.4b fMRI modelling  
A GLM was specified based on factorial design: task x GSWDs (Factor 1 = Task 
with 4 levels: rest, 0-back, 1-back, 2-back, and Factor 2 = GSWDs with 2 levels: 
presence, absence). As a result the GLM had eight regressors of interest (Figure 
10.1): rest with GSWDs, 0-back with GSWDs, 1-back with GSWDs, 2-back with 
GSWDs, rest without GSWDs, 0-back without GSWDs, 1-back without GSWDs, 
2-back without GSWDs. GSWDs and stimulus presentation (for 0-back, 1-back 
and 2-back) were represented as “0” duration stick functions and convolved with 
canonical HRF [Friston et al.  1995b;Price et al.  1997]. The six realignment 
parameters from image pre-processing were included in the GLM as covariates of 
no interest [Friston et al.  1995b], explaining head movement related MR signal 
variance.  
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Figure 10.1: Design matrix 
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10.2.5 Assessment of BOLD changes, significance and visualization 
The SPM contrasts were defined for the ‘task’: by including the memory load (1-
back and 2-back) and the control task (0-back, as it does not has a memory load 
and represents only motor-related changes); and for the working memory 
(excluding motor related changes): ‘WM’: by comparing task with memory load 
(1-back and 2-back) against the control task (0-back) [Vollmar et al.  2011]. 
Statistical parametric maps of the F statistic were computed to test for the 
(simple) main effects of: GSWDs (during rest and task) showing GSWDs related 
BOLD changes; and task (with and without GSWDs) showing BOLD responses 
in task sensitive brain regions. SPMs testing for main effect of the task were used 
as an inclusive mask in SPM contrast building to restrict the search for regions 
showing an effect (SPMs of the t-statistics) of:  
 task-with-GSWDs  
 task-without-GSWDs  
 WM-with-GSWDs   
 WM-without-GSWDs  
and the following interactions:  
 task-level (task-without-GSWDs > task-with-GSWDs)  
 WM-level (WM-without-GSWDs > WM-with-GSWDs)  
SPMs were threshold at p < 0.05 (FWE corrected) to test for the main effects of 
GSWDs and task (with and without GSWDs), and also for p<0.001 (uncorrected 
for FWE). The effects: task-with-GSWDs, task-without-GSWDs, WM-with-
GSWDs, WM-without-GSWDs and the following interactions: task-level (task-
without-GSWDs > task-with-GSWDs) and WM-level (WM-without-GSWDs > 
WM-with-GSWDs) were tested at a significance of p<0.001 (uncorrected) within 
the task-sensitive brain regions (as described above). The results were overlaid on 
a 3D-rendered normalized brain in MNI space. I confirmed the location of 
visually identified BOLD clusters using automated anatomical labelling (AAL) 
atlas in SPM tool box: xjView. 
10.2.6  Statistical analysis  
For the purpose of statistical analysis each 2sec (time for the display of dot at one 
position) was counted as one event. The numbers of GSWDs and performance 
parameters (correct responses and wrong/no responses) during different task 
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phases were compared using chi-squared tests in the statistical package Stata/IC 
11.1 (StataCorp LP). 
10.3  Results  
The patient had 52 GSWDs lasting 0.2-2sec (mode:0.3, standard error: ± 0.05) 
during vEEG-fMRI recording session. The number of GSWDs was significantly 
different (chi-squared test, p-value < 0.001) during the task (43/225 observations) 
and rest conditions (9/135 observations) and increased with increasing complexity 
of the task (chi-squared test for trend: Z = 4.25, p< 0.001) (Figure 10.2). 
Furthermore, correct responses were significantly different for 2-back (9/75) than 
1-back (22/75) than 0-back (58/75) and decreased with increasing complexity of 
the task (chi-squared test for trend: Z = 7.56, p<0.001) (Figure 10.2). I did not 
find a significant association between presence of GSWDs and the performance 
parameters i.e., correct and wrong responses in either of the active task conditions 
(0-back, 1-back, 2-back) at the time of stimulus presentation or at the time of 
actual response corrected for delay in 1-back and 2-back. 
The GSWDs recorded during the task and rest conditions were similar (Figure 
10.3) to the discharges recorded during standard EEG. The main effect of GSWDs 
revealed significant BOLD decreases in the precuneus and lateral parietal and 
frontal lobes (Figure 10.4).  
The main effect of task irrespective of the presence of GSWDs showed significant 
BOLD changes in task sensitive areas: bilateral middle and inferior frontal gyrus, 
bilateral pre and post-central gyrus, bilateral parietal lobe, precuneus, paracentral 
lobule, supplementary motor area (SMA), medial superior frontal gyrus, thalamus 
and occipital lobe (Figure 10.4). 
Task related effects in the absence of GSWDs (task-without-GSWDs) showed 
significant BOLD increases in the pre and post-central gyri bilaterally extending 
into the middle and inferior frontal gyri, superior parietal lobes, thalamus, SMA 
and cerebellum, with BOLD decreases in the precuneus, lateral parietal, frontal 
and medial frontal lobes, and right pre-central gyrus (Figure 10.5.a.i). For the task 
related effects during GSWDs (task-with-GSWDs), BOLD increases were 
observed only in the left pre-central gyrus, and bilateral superior parietal lobes, 
and BOLD decreases in precuneus, left lateral parietal and frontal lobes, and right 
pre-central gyrus (Figure 10.5.a.ii). 
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The effect of WM-without-GSWDs revealed significant BOLD increases in a 
fronto-parieto-striato-thalamo-cerebellar network: bilateral middle and inferior 
frontal gyri extending into pre and post-central gyri, SMA, superior parietal lobes, 
superior temporal gyrus, occipital lobes, caudate, globus palladium, thalamus and 
cerebellum, and BOLD decreases in the default mode network (DMN) related 
areas: precuneus, lateral parietal and medial frontal lobes (Figure 10.5.b.i). For the 
WM-related effects during GSWDs, smaller clusters of BOLD increases were 
observed only in the occipital lobes, SMA, parieto-temporo-occipital junction, 
bilateral pre/post-central gyrus, thalamus, left inferior frontal gyrus and 
cerebellum; other smaller clusters of BOLD decreases were seen in the frontal and 
parietal lobes (Figure 10.5.b.ii).  
The interaction between the task and GSWDs (task-without-GSWDs > task-with-
GSWDs; Figure 10.5.c) revealed activation differences in areas including: 
bilateral inferior frontal gyri extending into the pre and post-central gyri. I also 
plotted the time course of the BOLD signal change for the global statistical 
maximum cluster in the contrast task-without-GSWDs > task-with-GSWDs 
(Figure 10.5.c.i, crosshair shows the global statistical maximum cluster). I found 
greater BOLD changes for task-without-GSWDs than task-with-GSWDs 
reflecting that these areas were active during different phases of the task (0-back, 
1-back, 2-back) without GSWDs and deactivated for task-with-GSWDs as shown 
in Figure 10.6. There were no greater BOLD decreases for task-without-GSWDs 
than task-with-GSWDs.  
The interaction between WM and GSWDs showed greater BOLD increases in 
right inferior and middle frontal gyri and bilateral parietal lobes for WM-without-
GSWDs than WM-with-GSWDs.  
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Figure 10.2: Dot chart showing number of GSWDs and responses 
(a) Mean number of GSWDs with 95% confidence intervals (Mean ± 
1.96*(Standard Deviation/√n)) during each 30 sec block of active conditions (0-
back (total duration = 150 sec), 1-back (total duration = 150 sec), 2-back (total 
duration = 150 sec)) and 15 sec block of rest (total duration = 270 sec). The 
GSWDs increased from rest to 0-back to 1-back to 2-back which was statistically 
significantly (Chi-squared test for trend: Z=4.25, p < 0.001). (b) Mean number of 
correct responses with 95% confidence intervals (Mean ± 1.96*(Standard 
Deviation/√n)) during each 30 sec block of active conditions (0-back (total 
duration = 150 sec), 1-back (total duration = 150 sec), 2-back (total duration = 
150 sec)). The correct responses decreased linearly with increasing task 
complexity from 0-back to 1-back to 2-back (Chi-squared test for trend: Z=7.56, 
p<0.001). 
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Figure 10.3: Representative sample of EEG 
EEG during rest and task periods. 2.5-3Hz GSWDs during 270s of rest (N=9) and 
450s (N=43) of task lasting 0.2 to 2 seconds were counted, which were 
significantly higher during the task (Chi-squared test, p = 0.001).  
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Figure 10.4: BOLD changes for GSWDs and task 
(a) Main effect of GSWDs: SPM of F-statistics (p<0.001) overlaid on a 3D-
rendered normalized brain in MNI space. GSWDs during rest and task were 
associated with BOLD decreases (green clusters) in precuneus (left sagittal medial 
surface view), lateral parietal lobes, lateral and basal frontal lobes and small 
clusters of BOLD increases (red clusters) in frontal and parietal lobe and 
cerebellum. The crosshair in the medial surface view showing BOLD changes in 
precuneus. (b) Main effect of task (memory load (1-back and 2-back) and control 
condition (0-back)) irrespective of GSWDs: SPM of F-statistics (p<0.001) 
overlaid on a 3D-rendered normalized brain in MNI space. Significant BOLD 
changes were seen in bilateral middle and inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral pre and 
post-central gyrus, bilateral lateral parietal lobe, precuneus, paracentral lobule, 
supplementary motor area, medial superior frontal gyrus, thalamus and occipital 
lobe (left sagittal medial surface view). The crosshair in the medial surface view 
showing BOLD changes in precuneus.   
a) 
b) 
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Figure 10.5: Working memory related BOLD changes with/without GSWDs 
SPMs of T-statistics (p<0.001) masked by main effect of task and overlaid on 3D-
rendered normalized brain in MNI space. Red clusters represent BOLD increases 
and green clusters represent BOLD decreases.  
(a.i) Task-without-GSWDs showed BOLD increased in bilateral pre and post-
central gyri extending into middle and inferior frontal gyri, superior parietal lobes, 
thalamus, supplementary motor area and cerebellum. BOLD decreases involved 
precuneus, lateral parietal and frontal and medial frontal lobes, and right pre-
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central gyrus. Left sagittal medial surface view showing BOLD changes in the 
midline structures (crosshair: precuneus). (a.ii) BOLD increases for the task-with-
GSWDs were seen in left pre-central gyrus, and bilateral superior parietal lobes, 
and BOLD decreases in precuneus, left lateral parietal and frontal lobes, and right 
pre-central gyrus. Left sagittal medial surface view showing BOLD changes in the 
midline structures (crosshair: precuneus).  
(b.i) BOLD increases for the WM-without-GSWDs were present in bilateral 
middle and inferior frontal gyri, pre and post-central gyri, superior parietal lobes, 
superior temporal gyrus, occipital lobes, thalamus and cerebellum, and BOLD 
decreases in precuneus and lateral parietal and medial frontal lobes. Left sagittal 
medial surface view showing BOLD changes in the midline structures (crosshair: 
cuneus/precuneus). (b.ii) BOLD increases for the WM-with-GSWDs were 
observed in occipital lobes, supplementary motor area, parieto-temporo-occipital 
junction, left pre-central gyrus, thalamus and cerebellum, and small clusters of 
BOLD decreases in frontal lobes. Left sagittal view showing BOLD changes in 
the left hemisphere (crosshair: precentral gyrus).   
(c.i) Interaction between task and GSWDs showed greater BOLD increases for 
the task-without-GSWDs than task-with-GSWDs in bilateral inferior frontal gyrus 
extending into pre and post-central gyrus. Right sagittal view showing BOLD 
changes in right hemisphere (crosshair: inferior frontal gyrus). (c.ii) Interaction 
between working memory and GSWDs, showing BOLD increases for WM-
without-GSWDs more than WM-with-GSWDs in right inferior and middle frontal 
gyrus and bilateral parietal lobes. Right sagittal view showing BOLD changes in 
right hemisphere (crosshair: inferior/middle frontal gyrus). 
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Figure 10.6: Predicted BOLD responses 
Predicted BOLD responses based upon the maximum likelihood parameter 
estimates of the GLM for regions showing a significant interaction with task. 
These quantitative estimates demonstrate that these areas are more active during 
task-without-GSWDs than task-with-GSWDs.  
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10.4  Discussion 
My observations suggest a bidirectional relationship: cognitive processing of a 
high demanding task influences GSWDs which in turn may affect the functional 
networks active during working memory. This is consistent with previous reports 
that cognitive demand provoked GSWDs [Aarts et al.  1984;Binnie et al.  1987]. 
The task and working memory related frontal lobe networks were suppressed 
when GSWDs were present during the task, despite preserved motor performance 
and visual spatial processing as evident by button presses related BOLD changes 
in motor cortex and visual attention related BOLD changes in occipital lobes and 
superior parietal lobes [Owen et al.  2005] (Figure 10.5). During the task 
performance (without GSWDs), the task and working memory related network of 
BOLD increases was consistent with the “fronto-parieto-striato-thalamo-
cerebellar network” described previously [Kumari et al.  2009;Takeuchi et al.  
2011]. Similarly, during the task performance without GSWDs, the task and 
working memory related BOLD decreases seen in DMN related areas were also 
consistent with previous findings [Takeuchi et al.  2011].  
Nonetheless, the working memory related frontal lobe network was found to be 
activated more strongly with the task without GSWDs, than with the task in the 
presence of GSWDs as shown in Figure 10.5. It is possible that the presence of 
GSWDs introduced increased variability in the fMRI signal causing some of the 
task related fMRI changes to be more difficult to detect because of their reduced 
amplitude relative to baseline variability, and thus failed reaching statistical 
significance. The parametric increase of task related BOLD response (in the 
absence of GSWDs) in the working memory related frontal lobe network, as 
shown in Figure 10.6, was similar to that observed previously [Kumari et al.  
2009]. In addition, the presence of GSWDs during the task was associated with 
BOLD decreases in the same areas active for the task without GSWDs (Figure 
10.6). This is in agreement with the findings that interictal discharges are 
associated with focal tissue hypoxia [Geneslaw et al.  2011], which in turn may 
result in poor performance for a high demanding task.   
The effect of GSWDs was also consistent during rest and the task (Figure 10.7), 
and with the previously reported BOLD decreases in the DMN in IGE [Bai et al.  
2010;Berman et al.  2010;Moeller et al.  2010b]. I did not observe GSWDs related 
BOLD signal changes in the thalamus which may be due to the relatively short 
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duration of the discharges in this patient (always less than 3sec). It has been 
observed previously that thalamic signal changes were seen in patients with 
discharges of longer durations [Hamandi et al.  2006]. The duration of GSWDs is 
important when investigating cognitive impairment secondary to GSWDs or 
seizures [Aarts et al.  1984]. My findings are also supported by recent studies [Bai 
et al.  2010;Berman et al.  2010;Moeller et al.  2010b] investigating the 
interaction between behaviour and epileptiform discharges of longer durations in 
IGE, using either simple motor or attention tasks. Cortico-thalamic BOLD 
network changes were noticed in association with behavioural interruptions, i.e. 
typical absence seizures [Bai et al.  2010;Berman et al.  2010;Moeller et al.  
2010b]. In this work, I focussed on short lasting discharges without clinical 
change and a task with high cognitive demand. The differences in the working 
memory related BOLD network in the presence and absence of GSWDs are in 
line with the findings that functional changes underlie the impaired interictal 
attention [Killory et al.  2011].  
Increased task complexity was associated with a significant increase in the 
number of GSWDs (Figure 10.2.a) and a significant decrease in correct responses 
(Figure 10.2.b) [Aarts et al.  1984;Binnie et al.  1987]. It can be argued that the 
level of statistical significance for correct responses would be different if the three 
performance parameters (wrong, correct and no response) were included 
separately rather combining wrong and no response as one performance 
parameter. I verified this by comparing the three performance parameters 
separately and confirmed that there was a significant decrease in correct responses 
(chi-squared test for trend: Z = 2.20, p=0.03) with increased task complexity. It 
is difficult to associate the presence of GSWDs with individual behavioural 
response categories (correct, wrong and no responses) during different task phases 
for the following reasons:  
1) The complexity of the design with a continuously updating working memory 
task with possible interaction between GSWDs and response to a stimulus 
occurring 2 seconds earlier (retrieval) or later (encoding) 
2) Limited number of discharges during each active condition of the task. 
Behaviourally the performance parameters were not significantly different by the 
occurrence of GSWDs. It is argued that for a GSWD to produce a measureable 
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behavioural correlate, it needs to be of certain duration (more than 3 seconds) 
[Aarts et al.  1984;Aldenkamp et al.  2001].  
Confounding factors such as motion were included in the design matrix by 
modelling realignment parameters from fMRI pre-processing to regress out their 
influence on the BOLD results [Friston et al.  1995b;Friston 1996]. Pulse related 
artefact and Volterra-expansion of realignment parameters were not included in 
the design matrix as were included in the fMRI models in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 to 
maintain sufficient number of degrees of freedom [Friston et al.  1995b]. 
The imaging data suggests an interaction between GSWDs and the working 
memory related BOLD network in the presence of short lasting GSWDs, as 
compared to the working memory related BOLD network in the absence of 
GSWDs, despite there was no statistically significant association between wrong 
responses and the presence of short lasting GSWDs.  
Designing such studies, combining three modalities (hemodynamic, 
electrophysiological and behavioural), is challenging and can be very demanding 
on patients who need to have sufficient number of GSWDs during the limited 
time inside the scanner when performing the task. For example, I scanned eight 
IGE patients with frequent GSWDs on repeat standard EEG and only the patient 
reported here had increased GSWDs during task performance inside the scanner. 
It may be possible that GSWDs were suppressed by the complexity of the task in 
seven patients, as suggested by other studies that increasing complexity of the task 
performance may also suppress the focal and generalized interictal and ictal 
discharges [TIZARD and MARGERISON 1963;Aarts et al.  1984;Binnie et al.  
1987;Matsuoka et al.  2000;Binnie 2003;Berman et al.  2010]. However, there 
was no obvious cumulative effect of GSWDs on the task performance as the task 
related network was similar in patients with and without GSWDs (Figure 10.8).   
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Figure 10.7: BOLD changes for GSWDs during rest and task 
SPM of F-statistics (p<0.001) overlaid on glass brain normalized in MNI space. 
GSWDs during rest and task were associated with BOLD changes in precuneus, 
lateral parietal lobes and medial frontal lobes.  
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Figure 10.8: BOLD changes for working memory task 
SPM of F-statistics (p<0.001) overlaid on glass brain normalized in MNI space. 
BOLD changes for working memory task in fronto-parieto-striato-thalamo-
cerebellar network for patient 1 who had GSWDs during working memory task 
were similar to other patients who did not have GSWDs during working memory 
task. 
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10.5 Conclusion 
My observations in one patient cannot be generalized, but these findings suggest 
that the functional networks active during a high demanding cognitive task may 
change in the presence of shorter lasting GSWDs, generating interesting 
hypotheses on how interictal discharges may affect cognition.  
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SECTION 3: DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
Chapter 11: General discussion and future perspectives 
In Chapters 5 to 10, I demonstrated the application of simultaneous vEEG-fMRI 
and simultaneous icEEG-fMRI in patients with focal and generalized epilepsy. 
The main findings of the studies in this thesis are: 
 Synchronised video recordings can be incorporated in simultaneous EEG-
fMRI system without significantly compromising fMRI image and EEG 
quality. 
 Including additional regressors for physiological activities, identified on 
video-EEG such as eye movements and blinks, head jerks, hand 
movements and swallowing, in the design matrix for fMRI data analysis 
can reveal additional IED related BOLD changes, thus improving the 
sensitivity of vEEG-fMRI studies of epileptic activity. 
 Synchronised video recording during simultaneous vEEG-fMRI can be 
helpful in the identification and partition of seizures into phases according 
to the spatiotemporal evolution of ictal EEG rhythm and semiology.  
 Simultaneous vEEG-fMRI can localise BOLD networks at the seizure 
onset with good concordance with the SOZ and can separate them from 
seizure propagation related BOLD networks.  
 Preictal BOLD changes have a consistent pattern: BOLD decreases 
followed by increases, across patients prior to the seizure onset on scalp 
EEG and have a degree of concordance with the SOZ which is less than 
that at seizure onset. 
 Simultaneous icEEG-fMRI can localise and lateralize IED related BOLD 
networks circumventing the limited spatial sampling of icEEG, and may 
have some ability to predict postsurgical outcome. 
 The presence of GSWDs during the performance of a highly demanding 
working memory task may alter the working memory related frontal lobe 
network.      
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What do these findings suggest about the future role of EEG-fMRI? Here, I 
present my perspective on the development of EEG-fMRI in the context of my 
research work described in earlier chapters.  
11.1 BOLD mapping for interictal discharges 
Simultaneous scalp EEG-fMRI can map IED related BOLD changes having a 
degree of concordance with the IZ [Zijlmans et al.  2007;Tyvaert et al.  
2008;Thornton et al.  2010a] and has been shown to have some predictive power 
in relation to postsurgical outcome in patients with FCDs [Thornton et al.  2011]. 
Dependence of the technique on EEG for recording and identifying IEDs for 
convential GLM based fMRI data analysis is a major limitation towards its 
sensitivity, specially because sensitivity of scalp EEG to detect IEDs is low (~ 30 
to 50%) [Smith 2005]. In Chapter 6, I showed that modelling of fMRI data for 
vEEG-fMRI studies of IEDs in individual patients can be improved by explaining 
more nuisance variance, which can also increase the sensitivity to some extent. In 
my work, the number of channels recorded inside the scanner was limited to 64, 
corresponding to two 32-channel amplification units. In future, the identification 
and labelling of physiological activities such as: eye blinks, chewing and 
respiration can be automated by adding extra electrodes around the eyes for 
electro-occulography and around the face for EMG and using respiration belt 
respectively; this would involve either sacrificing a number of EEG channels or 
increasing the total number of channels with additional amplifier cost. Moreover, 
EMG recordings can also be very beneficial to investigate BOLD correlates of 
myoclonus [Richardson et al.  2006b]. It has also been shown that despite 
recording IEDs during EEG-fMRI acquisition, BOLD changes for IEDs may not 
been seen in ~30% of cases [Salek-Haddadi et al.  2006] using conventional GLM 
based analysis. A possible solution may be to parametrise IEDs for features 
including amplitude, duration, frequency etc.  
However, the problem of low sensitivity persists if there are no IEDs recorded on 
EEG during MRI scanning. In this regard, it is possible that weaker IEDs 
associated with smaller cortical generators are not reflected on scalp EEG, 
particularly when atleast 6-10cm
2 
area of cortex needs to be recruited to produce 
an IED on scalp EEG [Ray et al.  2007]. Topographical map correlation based 
analysis approach [Grouiller et al.  2011] may reveal BOLD changes associated 
with weaker IEDs which are not seen on scalp EEG recorded during EEG-fMRI 
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acquisition. This approach has been applied on a limited scale and in future can be 
combined with the analysis approach described in Chapter 6, where by including 
all regressors: IEDs on the EEG inside the scanner, topographical map correlation, 
physiological activities, and confounds: motion and pulse-related in the same 
GLM may improve the sensitivity of EEG-fMRI greatly.  
The clinical significance of the various characteristics of IED related BOLD maps 
remain largely unexplored. The position of the GM voxel itself and the total 
extent of the cluster containing the GM voxel might have different degrees of 
clinical significance. The nominal resolution of BOLD fMRI being of the order of 
3-5mm (EPI voxel size: 3.75 x 3.75 x 3) at sub-lobar [Grouiller et al.  2011] and 
gyral level [Thornton et al.  2010b] is possible when considering the position of 
the GM voxel. Whether such precision is achieved in practice and clinically 
meaningful will require detailed comparison with the clinical gold standard i.e., 
icEEG and also postsurgical outcome. Furthermore, a comparison of the 
localisation sensitivity of EEG-fMRI with other non-invasive imaging techniques: 
PET, ictal SPECT and MEG, and its role in planning the placement of intracranial 
electrodes will demonstrate its true utility during the presurgical evaluation of 
patients with refractory focal epilepsy. A prospective study investigating the role 
of scalp EEG-fMRI during presurgical evaluation is currently ongoing at the 
National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, London.   
In Chapter 9, I demonstrated that simultaneous icEEG-fMRI can map IED related 
BOLD networks with some predictive value. This technique is potentially useful 
but only for the relatively small number of patients who undergo invasive 
evaluation prior to surgery. Future studies comparing BOLD localisation on scalp 
EEG-fMRI, using combination of conventional GLM based analysis and 
topographical map correlation based analysis [Grouiller et al.  2011], with that of 
icEEG-fMRI may reveal if the former has the same power and can guide 
implantation of intracranial electrodes. The application of icEEG-fMRI has 
opened new horizons to investigate epileptic activity specific to icEEG such as 
high frequency oscillations. However, it remains an open question as to how to 
build an appropriate model of BOLD changes for very frequent/continuous IEDs 
on icEEG without sufficient resting period in this context. For frequent events to 
measure changes it is likely that inter event differences need to be parameterized 
for example by their amplitude, frequency and duration. Evaluation of the transfer 
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function (coupling) linking BOLD changes to IEDs on icEEG will be an 
important avenue of future research. 
An interesting question which needs to be addressed in future study is if there is a 
single focus or a network responsible for a particular type of epileptic activity and 
if it has an impact on the surgical outcome? Recent scalp EEG-fMRI studies 
[Vulliemoz et al.  2010;Thornton et al.  2010a;Thornton et al.  2011] and my 
work on IEDs using icEEG-fMRI point towards the existence of a network 
including a statistical maximum BOLD cluster concordant with the epileptic focus 
which is responsible for focal IEDs in individual patients. Laufs et al., [Laufs et 
al.  2011] has shown that frontal piriform cortex ipsilateral to the presumed focus 
of epilepsy might be a common area involved in the epileptic activity in different 
types of epilepsy. Moreover, it has also been shown that the resting state BOLD 
networks associated with IEDs in patients with TLE are recruited differently in 
comparison to patients with extra-TLE [Laufs et al.  2007b]. Future group studies 
in sub-types of epilepsy exploring the existence of a common IED related BOLD 
network in patients with good versus poor postsurgical outcome may answer this 
question. 
Recently, it has been shown in a pilot study that BOLD changes in DMN related 
areas during performance of a cognitive task are different under the influence of 
Topiramate as compared to other AEDs [Yasuda et al.  2012]. This is an 
interesting observation. IED related BOLD changes have been shown in DMN 
related areas previously [Laufs et al.  2007b], therefore, it will be valuable to 
investigate the effect of different AEDs on IED related BOLD networks.    
11.2 BOLD mapping for seizures 
I demonstrated that vEEG-fMRI studies on seizures can map BOLD changes at 
seizure onset with good concordance with the SOZ and can differentiate them 
from propagation related BOLD changes in symptomatogenic and DMN related 
areas. Considering the clinical importance of video-EEG to identify seizures, the 
use of video-EEG based GLM, using a system of event representation of seizures 
as dynamic entities can be a first line approach. In the GLM based analysis 
approach, I attempted to characterise the BOLD patterns using a measure of 
concordance, based on the presumed SOZ, and measuring the distance between 
the GM/other BOLD cluster within the presumed SOZ and the SOZ on icEEG.  
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At the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery many other epilepsy 
surgery centres, icEEG is considered the clinical gold standard to localise the SOZ 
which is meant to represent a circumscribed brain region [Rosenow and Luders 
2001;Luders et al.  2006]. Above and beyond considerations related to the way in 
which the BOLD maps are summarised the question of the nature of the seizure 
onset, conceived as a single region in contrast to a network, arises with 
implications for the interpretation and suitability of the concordance scheme. If 
the seizure related BOLD maps represent genuine epileptogenic networks 
[Bartolomei et al.  2001;Spencer 2002;Truccolo et al.  2011] then one can 
question the relevance of the concordance scheme used in this work considering 
the emphasis given to GM BOLD cluster for the localization purposes. Answering 
this question would require means to obtain complete characterisation of the 
SOZ/network beyond currently available means. Given the current presurgical 
evaluation techniques, I believe that the approach used here remains the most 
appropriate way of summarising the relationship between the BOLD maps and 
independently obtained localising information. Nonetheless, it must be 
acknowledged that deviations from my concordance scheme are to be expected, 
particularly in view of the epileptogenic network hypothesis. On the other hand, if 
the BOLD map consists of a single BOLD cluster at onset would tend to support, 
though not prove, the focus hypothesis. Furthermore when available, postsurgical 
imaging and seizure outcome data constitute the ultimate criterion in the 
evaluation of the utility of localisation techniques. 
The approach used in my work and that of others [Tyvaert et al.  2008;Thornton 
et al.  2010b] can show the BOLD changes in areas recruited during the whole 
seizure or during different ictal phases represented in the design matrix as variable 
duration blocks; however it cannot show the evolutionary recruitment of these 
areas on a temporal scale within a single ictal phase. Further exploration of 
seizure related fMRI data with dynamic modelling approaches e.g., sequential 
window based analysis [Donaire et al.  2009b], real-time ICA [Esposito et al.  
2003] or with dynamic causal modelling to understand the connectivity between 
these regions can improve our knowledge regarding seizure spread and associated 
mechanisms. In the context of seizure spread, the GLM based group analysis 
approach for seizures may also highlight a common area or network.   
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The clinical value in the context of technique’s sensitivity and specificity remains 
to be assessed prospectively which can be very complex considering the way 
multiple test are done [Knowlton 2006]. The sensitivity of ictal EEG-fMRI can be 
increased by using video-EEG to detect seizures rather EEG only as shown in 
Chapter 7. Moreover, selecting patients carefully i.e., who are likely to have 
seizures during vEEG-fMRI acquisition and could benefit from the test, can also 
help to define the clinical utility. As for specificity, my study in Chapter 7 cannot 
provide a statistical measure of specificity in view of the small number of patients 
studied.  
EEG-fMRI studies [Tyvaert et al.  2008;Thornton et al.  2010b] and my work on 
seizures related haemodynamic changes in Chapter 7 demonstrated the 
technique’s ability to localise the seizure focus confirmed by icEEG. This 
suggests that vEEG-fMRI has potential to provide a non-invasive way of better 
planning the placement of subdural grids and intracranial electrodes to outline the 
SOZ for patients undergoing presurgical evaluation. However, establishing 
clinical usefulness will require future prospective studies to evaluate the effect of 
reviewing ictal related BOLD changes on implantation scheme prior to 
implantation and to determine technique’s true predictive value in terms of icEEG 
localisation or surgical outcome. It is possible that ictal vEEG-fMRI has a 
negative predictive power similar to interictal EEG-fMRI as determined in 
patients with FCDs [Thornton et al.  2011]. 
I demonstrated that vEEG-fMRI can reveal significant preictal BOLD changes in 
agreement with previous studies [Tyvaert et al.  2008;Tyvaert et al.  2009;Donaire 
et al.  2009a;LeVan et al.  2010b]. The observed pattern of sustained BOLD 
decreases followed by increases supports the hypothesis that an inhibitory 
network is active which is overridden at the seizure onset [Wendling et al.  
2003;Wendling et al.  2005;Gnatkovsky et al.  2008;Trombin et al.  
2011;Truccolo et al.  2011]. Further studies recording scalp EEG during 
simultaneous icEEG-fMRI may be helpful to address if these BOLD changes 
reflect early electrical changes e.g., preictal discharges on icEEG which are not 
reflected on scalp EEG or true metabolic changes starting before seizure onset 
even on icEEG. Such studies would also allow to explore the connectivity 
between different regions of interest e.g., IZ, SOZ and remote healthy cortex 
showing BOLD changes but not being part of the epileptic network.  
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Other limitations of current vEEG-fMRI studies on seizures include: motion 
during seizures as a confounding factor to deteriorate data quality and to increase 
false positive results, and low temporal resolution of fMRI (~3 seconds) being 
unable to separate propagation related BOLD changes from onset related BOLD 
changes if occurring too fast. Future studies using fMRI sequences with online 
motion correction [Thesen et al.  2000] and higher temporal resolution [Liou et al.  
2011] may map activity patterns over the entire brain at the second time scale and 
improve our understanding of seizure initiation and propagation and help us 
answer clinically relevant questions. However, it remains to be explored if 
simultaneous recording of EEG during scanning will be compatible with fMRI 
sequences with online motion correction and higher temporal resolution 
11.3 Assessment of loss of awareness and EEG-fMRI  
IEDs [Laufs et al.  2007b] and seizure [Donaire et al.  2009b;Thornton et al.  
2010b] related BOLD decreases have been shown in DMN related areas which 
are thought to be involved in maintaining awareness. Berman and colleagues 
[Berman et al.  2010] has shown that GSWDs associated with poor performance 
on continuous performance task have BOLD decreases in DMN related areas. I 
found seizure related BOLD decreases in DMN related areas during later phases 
of focal seizures especially in patients with documented loss of awareness for 
seizures recorded during clinical long-term video-EEG monitoring as shown in 
Chapter 7. Moreover, the presence of shorter lasting GSWDs (0.2-2sec) can alter 
the working memory related frontal lobe BOLD network as shown in Chapter 10. 
These findings suggest that EEG-fMRI may be able to show a functional 
signature for loss of awareness associated with seizures and possibly with IEDs. 
This would require a thorough assessment of awareness during EEG-fMRI studies 
of epileptic activity. This will not be an easy undertaking and study design may 
have many possible confounding factors: type of epilepsy, nature and number of 
epileptic discharges and sensitivity of the task being performed to assess the 
awareness. As I discussed in Chapter 10 that performance of a cognitive task may 
have a bidirectional relationship with IEDs i.e., cognitive task may increase the 
number of IEDs which in turn can alter the task associated BOLD network. 
However, performance of a task may also suppress IEDs and seizures [TIZARD 
and MARGERISON 1963;Aarts et al.  1984;Binnie et al.  1987;Matsuoka et al.  
2000;Binnie 2003;Berman et al.  2010]. This will require a careful selection of an 
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appropriately sensitive task to detect loss of awareness in the future studies of 
EEG-fMRI on seizures. More specifically icEEG-fMRI studies can be more 
helpful to assess the relationship between awareness and IEDs as they do not 
suffer from the low sensitivity of scalp EEG.
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 Chapter 12: Conclusion 
EEG-fMRI is a developing technique which combines information from two 
different modalities bridging the gap between neurophysiology and imaging of 
epilepsy. The experimental studies presented in this thesis are a continuation of 
this developing phase. I presented the means to improve the data acquisition by 
incorporating video recordings into the EEG-fMRI set up which can help to 
identify seizures and divide them into phases; and data analysis by including 
video-EEG based information into the design matrices of vEEG-fMRI data 
modelling. I demonstrated that vEEG-fMRI can localise BOLD networks at the 
seizure onset and during seizure propagation in patients with focal seizures. This 
information can be particularly helpful in patients undergoing invasive evaluation 
to localise the SOZ and planning the placement of intracranial electrodes. Preictal 
BOLD changes further corroborate the theory that during interictal to ictal 
transition an active inhibitory network is overridden by an excitatory network at 
the seizure onset. IED related BOLD networks revealed by icEEG-fMRI had 
some power to predict postsurgical outcome in patients undergoing invasive 
evaluation and provided further evidence to the epileptogenic network hypothesis. 
In addition, my work on the interaction between GSWDs and cognition suggested 
that the former can affect the working memory related functional network. These 
findings suggest that EEG-fMRI holds great promise in the future to help better 
localise the epileptic focus/network for clinical purposes and may provide a cost-
effective red flag to avoid invasive studies or surgery in patients who may 
possibly have a worse outcome postsurgically. Moreover, it may also help to 
understand the mechanism of seizure generation and loss of awareness during 
IEDs and seizures. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: Examples of epileptiform discharges  
 
 
 
Figure S1: Example of generalized spike wave discharges  
EEG recorded during simultaneous video-EEG-fMRI showing 2.5-3Hz 
generalized spike wave discharges (bipolar montage) in a patient with IGE. 
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Figure S2: Example of focal interictal epileptiform discharges   
EEG recorded during simultaneous video-EEG-fMRI showing left focal interictal 
epileptiform discharges (bipolar montage: T7, F7) in a patient with left TLE. 
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Appendix 2: IED related BOLD changes for data 
presented in Chapter 7 
For the 20 patients with typical seizures recorded during scalp EEG-fMRI (i.e., 
data presented in Chapter 7), IEDs were also included in the design matrix for 
fMRI data analysis as described in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.4. In order to assess, 
IED related BOLD changes SPM[F] maps were generated for individual type of 
IEDs.  
IEDs were recorded on scalp EEG during scalp EEG-fMRI in 15/20 patients. IED 
related BOLD changes were seen at conservative statistical threshold p < 0.05 
corrected for FWE in four patients, and at less conservative statistical threshold p 
< 0.001, uncorrected, in none patients.  
BOLD maps had a degree of concordance with the presumed SOZ in 8/15 (53%) 
patients (Table S1); and were discordant in 5/15 (33%) patients. No BOLD 
changes were seen for IEDs in two (13%) patients. 
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Table S1: IED related BOLD changes for patients who had seizures during 
scalp EEG-fMRI 
ID 
IED recorded during 
scalp EEG-fMRI 
Localization of BOLD changes 
*Concordance 
with the 
Presumed SOZ 
3 
L post. temporal sharp L MFG, R STG, L IFG D 
R fronto-temporal sharp None NA 
4 L temporal spike 
L IFG, L med. Temporal, L temporal pole, 
Med. SFG 
SC 
5 
L fronto-temporal spikes None NA 
B/L GSW None NA 
Slow waves: Left fronto-
temporal 
None NA 
7 B/L GSW 
R sup. Parietal, Precuneus, L sup. 
Parietal, B/L dorsolateral Frontal, Med. 
SFG, B/L Temporal 
SC 
8 
L mid temporal spike Cingulate gyrus, Med. SFG D 
R temporal spike R MFG, R MTG, L med. Temporal, R STG C+ 
R frontal SW 
L med. Temporal, R MFG, R basal 
Temporal 
SC 
1-1.5 Hz widespread GSW R ITG, R MFG, Med. SFG C+ 
B/L temporal spikes R ITG, R basal post. Temporal, R STG C+ 
9 Fronto-central spikes None NA 
10 R mid. temporal sharp B/L med. occipital EC 
11 B/L GSW R > L 
R MFG/IFG, B/L sup. Parietal, L IFG, 
Precuneus, Med. SFG 
C+ 
12 L fronto-central spikes 
Med. SFG, L Inf. Parietal, B/L MFG, 
Precuneus 
C+ 
13 
1.5-2 Hz fronto-central 
SW 
R Parietal, Thalamus, L STG, L MFG, 
Med. SFG, R STG, 
D 
14 B/L temporal slow 
R Temporal pole, B/L sup. Parietal, 
Med. SFG 
D 
15 
Polyspikes and wave max. 
L temporal 
L basal and post. Temporal, L sup. 
Parietal, Post. Cingulate, Precuneus, R 
sup. Parietal, B/L MFG 
C+ 
16 
Bi-frontal and L frontal 
sharp/spikes 
L MFG, R MFG, L sup. Parietal C+ 
19 R parietal sharp/slow 
R IFG, L STG, L Med. Temporal, B/L 
MFG 
D 
20 R fronto-central R cingulate, L STG, Med. SFG, L SFG D 
 
*Concordance with the presumed SOZ was assessed as described in Chapter 7, 
Section 7.2.4. 
First BOLD cluster is the global statistical maximum (GM) cluster. 
Italicized BOLD clusters were revealed at less conservative statistical threshold p 
< 0.001 uncorrected, and boldened BOLD clusters were revealed at conservative 
statistical threshold p < 0.05 corrected for FWE.    
Abbreviations: R = Right, L = Left, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, MTG = middle 
temporal gyrus, STG = superior temporal gyrus, B/L = Bilateral, sup. = superior, 
med. / Med. = medial, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, 
inf. = inferior, GSW = generalized spike wave, EC = Entirely concordant, C+ = 
Concordant plus, SC = Some concordance, D = Discordant.  
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Appendix 3: IED related BOLD changes on scalp EEG-
fMRI for data presented in Chapter 9 
All patients who had icEEG-fMRI (i.e., data presented in Chapter 9) also had 
scalp EEG-fMRI prior to the implantation of icEEG electrodes, except patient #5. 
For one patient (#8), the entire icEEG recorded during icEEG-fMRI acquisition 
could not be corrected due to technical reasons; therefore, scalp EEG-fMRI data 
for patient #8 will not be considered for further analysis. Scalp EEG-fMRI data 
from these eight patients was analyzed in the GLM framework as described in 
Chapter 6 [Chaudhary et al.  2012a] to assess IED related BOLD changes.  
In 4/8 patients (#2, 3, 7, 10), IEDs were recorded on scalp EEG during scalp 
EEG-fMRI acquisition and revealed IED related BOLD changes. BOLD maps 
were had a degree of concordance with the IZ (Table S2) in 3/8 patients; and were 
discordant in one patient.  
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Table S2: IED related BOLD changes during scalp EEG-fMRI for patients 
who also underwent icEEG-fMRI 
 
ID IED recorded during 
scalp EEG-fMRI 
Localization of BOLD 
Changes 
*Concordance with 
the IZ 
2 Sharpened slow: R 
Centro-parietal 
R superior Parietal D 
3 Sharp/Spikes: 
Bi-frontal 
L frontal 
L MFG, R MFG, L superior 
Parietal 
C+ 
7 Sharp/Spikes: 
L Temporal 
Bi-temporal 
L posterior MTG EC 
10 Sharp waves: 
R mid Temporal 
Bilateral medial Occipital EC 
 
Abbreviations: R = Right, L = Left, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, MTG = middle 
temporal gyrus, STG = superior temporal gyrus, EC = Entirely concordant, C+ = 
Concordant plus, D = Discordant, *Concordance with the irritative zone was 
assessed as described in Chapter 9, Section 9.2.4a.
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